
1956.

QUEENSLAND.

ROYAL COMMISSION APPOINTED TO INQUIRE INTO AND
REPORT ON ALLEGATIONS OF CORRUPTION RELATING
TO DEALINGS WITH CERTAIN CROWN LEASEHOLDS
IN QUEENSLAND.

REPORT
His Excellency Sir JOHN DUDLEY LAVARACK, Lieutenant -General on the Retired List of the

Australian Military Forces, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of
Saint Michael and Saint George , Knight Commander of the Royal Victorian Order,
Knight Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, Companion
of the Most $onourable Order of the Bath , Companion of the Distinguished Service
Order, Governor of the State of Queensland and its Dependencies in the Commonwealth
of Australia.

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY,

In accordance with the directions contained in the Commission issued on 24th February,
1956, by the Honourable Alan James Mansfield , Chief Justice of Queensland , acting as Deputy
for and on behalf of Your Excellency, I have the honour to transmit the following report which,
for convenience of reference , is divided into the following sections:-

SECTION I.: Preliminary ;

SECTION II.: Scope of the inquiry;

SECTION III.: Allegations of corruption made by Senator Ian Alexander Christie
Wood ;

Section IV.: Inquiry as to dealings with certain Crown leaseholds :

A : Dealings with Crown leaseholds in which Robert Stanley White was
concerned:-

(i.) Hawkwood;
(ii.) Bladensburg and Buruda ;
(iii.) Dutton River.

B : Dealings with Nelia Ponds.
C : Dealings with Dutton `River other than those mentioned in "A" above.
D : Dealings with Carpentaria Downs, Forest Home, Lyndhurst and

Magoura.

E : Dealings with Kilcummin.

F : Dealings with Woolerina.

G : Dealings with Lundavra and Bullamon Plains.

H : Dealings with Coomrith and Bombine.

I: Dealings with Section 25, Town of Broadbeaeh.

SECTION V : Matters appertaining to the allegations of Senator Ian Alexander
Christie Wood.

A : Allegations made by Francis Marsh Bell against Thomas Andrew Foley.
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SECTION VI.: Miscellaneous matters appertaining to allegations of corrupt conduct
other than that alleged by Senator Ian Alexander Christie Wood :

A: Allegation of payment of £100 to Thomas Andrew Foley on or before
17th September, 1954.

B : Allegation of the gift of a racehorse to Thomas Andrew Foley.
C : Allegation of the gift of a tractor to Thomas Andrew Foley or to some

other person.
D : Allegation concerning Paradise Island.

SECTION VII.: Findings.

SECTION VIII.: Conclusion.

SECTION L-PRELIMINARY.

Prior to the commencement of the proceedings of the Commission, the date, time and place
of commencement and a request that any person or body interested should attend in person or
be represented were extensively advertised. Advertisements to that effect were inserted in the
"Courier-Mail" upon six occasions, and in the "Telegraph" upon five during the week prior
to the proceedings commencing. A similar advertisement was inserted in the "Sunday Mail"
and "Truth" of 4th March, 1956. The following country newspapers carried the advertisement
in all issues from the first issue following 28th February, 1956, until 5th March, 1956:
"Chronicle" and "Downs Star", Toowoomba; "Bulletin", Rockhampton; "Mercury",
Mackay; "Bulletin", Townsville; and "Post",. Cairns. In some at least of these newspapers,
the matter was also given prominence as a news item. All metropolitan radio stations broadcast
an announcement in similar terms to the advertisement intermittently during the
week commencing on 27th February, 1956.

The Commission commenced the inquiry on 5th March, 1956, and, sitting on 33 days,
heard the evidence of 17 witnesses and received in evidence 366 documentary exhibits. Indices
of the names of the witnesses and the exhibits are annexed as Appendices "A" and "B"
respectively.

During the course of the hearing, statements were obtained from various persons with
a view to ascertaining whether or not those persons could give relevant evidence or information.
These statements are included in the exhibits. A number of letters-some anonymous-was
received from persons suggesting inquiry into matters which did not come within the ambit of
my Commission. These letters were submitted to all Counsel appearing and it was not suggested
by anyone that they contained relevant information or suggested any relevant inquiry.
They-with copies of answers, where they were answered-are contained in a separate envelope
marked "Appendix E". It appears to me unnecessary to copy them or to advert further to
them in this Report.

Mr. D. Casey and Mr. 0. J. North, of Counsel, were appointed to assist the Commission
and Mr. A. B. Douglas was appointed, and acted as, Secretary. By leave of the Commission,
Mr. T. D. McCawley, Q.C., with him Mr. C. F. Fairleigh, appeared for the Department of
Public Lands, Mr. A. L. Bennett, Q.C., for Rochus John Joseph Bukowski, Mr. G. L. Hart, Q.C.,
with him Mr. J. L. Kelly, for Kenneth Beauchamp Cameron, and Mr. W. Elson-Green for Cecil
Wallace Edgar Williams. At the commencement of the inquiry, Mr. C. G. Wanstall, Q.C.,
with him Mr. R. Smith, was granted leave to appear for Senator I. A. C. Wood and argued on
behalf of the latter certain questions of Parliamentary privilege. Following upon my ruling
upon those questions, Mr. Wanstall and Mr. Smith were given leave to withdraw but, at a
later stage, Mr. Wanstall, with him Mr. P. D. Connolly, sought, and obtained, leave to appear
for Vivian Rogers Creighton. Mr. Wanstall had been freed from his retainer by
Senator Wood.

On 5th April, 1956, Mr. G. A. G. Lucas was given leave to appear for Francis Marsh
Bell and sought leave to appear for Cholmondeley Orme Darvall. The latter request was refused.
On 9th April, 1956, Mr. McCawley ceased to represent the Honourable Thomas Andrew
Foley, Secretary for Public Lands and Irrigation, and Mr. T. M. Barry, Q.C. was given leave
to appear for him. On 17th April, 1956, Mr. N. S. Stable requested leave to appear for
William Archer Gunn but the request was refused. Messieurs Darvall and Gunn were making
no accusations against any person nor had any accusations been made against them; no
imputations had been made against their character or conduct. I considered that legal
representation of a person who came before me purely in the character of a witness was, in
the circumstances just mentioned, unnecessary.
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As indicated above, objection, based upon Parliamentary privilege, to Senator Wood
giving evidence was taken at the inception of the hearing. The arguments of Counsel upon the
objection are set out at pp. 3 to 39 of the transcript and my ruling thereon at pp. 54 to 59.
In the result, I held that Senator Wood could not, whilst he objected and had not the
permission of the Senate to give evidence, be examined as to allegations made by him in the
course of a speech in Parliament and therefore could not be compelled to give evidence of
matters coming within the ambit of my Commission. I am not aware that the Senate has given
such permission or that Senator Wood has waived his objection and he has, therefore, not given
evidence.

It is desirable in this portion of my report to Your Excellency to deal generally but
briefly with questions relating to the nature of evidence admissible and admitted during the
hearing.

S. 17 of "The Commissions of Inquiry Acts, 1950 to 1954" provides :

"A Commission, in the exercise of any of its functions or powers, shall not
be bound by the rules or practice of any court or tribunal as to procedure or
evidence, but may conduct its proceedings and inform itself on any matter in such
manner as it thinks proper; and without limiting in any way the operation of this
section, the Commission may refer any technical matter to an expert and may
accept his report as evidence."

The reception of evidence-such as hearsay-not ordinarily admissible in Courts of
Law in proceedings between the Crown and subject or inter partes is therefore
clearly authorised. It would be somewhat paradoxical if, the admission of such evidence being
expressly sanctioned, it were not when admitted to be given by a Commission such probative
force as in all the circumstances it appeared to deserve.

In Phipson's treatise on "The Law of Evidence," 8th edition, at page 207, this passage
appears : "Some writers, it should be noticed, regard hearsay as excluded on the ground of
irrelevancy. Such evidence, however, cannot truly be called irrelevant. A belief in hearsay is
often regarded as instinctive; at all events it is universally sanctioned by experience, since
nine-tenths of the world's business is conducted on its basis ; and the fact that relaxations of
the rules excluding it are constantly sanctioned by statute is significant both of its logical and
legal value. It would be more correct therefore to say that all hearsay connected with the
issue is, and must to some extent be, `relevant', whether in law it be admissible or not."

The rule excluding hearsay evidence is not of universal application in Courts of Law.
There are important exceptions. Examples are dying declarations in cases of homicide,
declarations and certain entries as to parentage and pedigree and entries in ancient registers
as to public rights. Such declarations and entries are received as evidence of fact. Other
hearsay declarations are admitted, not as evidence of fact, but to establish consistency of conduct
or for other incidental purposes. Examples of these are evidence of fresh complaint in certain
sexual offences and of prior statements by a witness of whom it is suggested that he has recently
fabricated his evidence. Neither list of examples abovementioned is intended to be exhaustive.

There is, however, another class of ease where hearsay evidence has to be considered.
Hearsay evidence of a type not coming within any of the recognised exceptions may in fact
be given at a trial. It may have been given because it was not objected to. In that event-where
there is a jury at any rate-it must be given such probative force as evidence of fact as in
all the circumstances it seems to deserve. A similar result follows where conduct of a party
renders admissible evidence-some document, for example-not otherwise admissible.

Walker v. Walker (1937) 57 C.L.R. 630 illustrates the last-mentioned type of case.
There a letter containing statements of fact had become admissible by reason of a solicitor's
conduct in calling for and reading it when produced. Latham C.J., Starke, Dixon, Evatt and
McTiernan J.J., all considered that the Magistrate was entitled to consider the contents of
the letter as evidence of fact. As Dixon J. (as he then was) said: "When it is in evidence
as part of the proof adduced by him, its probative value must be dealt with as a matter of fact.
If the matters which are contained in the document are completely irrelevant to the issues,
then, of course, they must be thrown out of consideration. But if it contains statements of
fact in relation to relevant matters, then it becomes a medium of proof to which such weight
may be attached as circumstances warrant."

It is quite apparent that the value to be attached to a hearsay statement will vary
considerably. The nature of the statement, the occasion of its making and all other relevant
circumstances have to be considered. A statement, patently self-serving or designed to
manufacture evidence, may be accorded little or no weight. Each instance, however, must be
evaluated and accorded due value. It seems to me abundantly clear that I may not reject out
of hand material for the admission of which the Act provides but must consider it and give
to it such weight as in all the relevant circumstances I think it should have.

This brings me to the standard of proof which should be attained before a finding that
any person is guilty of corruption or corrupt conduct-if the terms are not synonymous-is
made. Although corrupt conduct may not involve criminality, nevertheless I think I should
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not make such a finding unless I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that it has been estab-
lished; that all reasonable hypotheses consistent with innocence have been excluded. In this
connection it appears to me that an onus which requires for its discharge such a high standard
of proof should not be satisfied by hearsay alone. Hearsay, however, where there is other
evidence, may play a part and an important one. Although findings which I make are not
binding on any person and can found no judgment of any kind, nevertheless I must, in my
opinion, be mindful of the fact that a finding of corrupt conduct may result in grave
consequences and, for that reason, I think I should adopt the standard of proof above indicated.

During the course of Counsels' addresses, some reference was made to the application.
of the principles relating to the admission of evidence of similar acts. I doubt very much
whether there is in the evidence before me room for the application of any such' principles
except in connection with some aspects of the dealings with Dutton River and Nelia Ponds. If
it were intended to suggest that, by some application of that principle, I could, having decided
that a person was guilty of corrupt conduct in respect of one dealing, by reason of that decision
also decide him to be guilty of corrupt conduct in respect of another dealing where the
evidence was inconclusive, I must repel the suggestion. Instances where there may appear to
be room for the application of the principle may be examined when the evidence as to particular
dealings is subjected to detailed scrutiny.

It may at this stage be convenient to say that at all material times The Honourable
Thomas Andrew Foley was Secretary for Public Lands and Irrigation and the expression "the
Minister" is throughout this Report-unless otherwise indicated-to be taken as a reference
to him adopted for brevity's sake.

SECTION IL-SCOPE OF THE INQUIRY.

The Commission enjoins me to enquire into:-

" (1) The allegations of corruption relating to dealings with certain Crown lease-
holds made by Senator Ian Alexander Christie Wood in a speech delivered by
him on the sixteenth day of February, 1956, in the Senate of The Parliament
of the Commonwealth, and, in particular, whether any person and, if so,
what person was guilty of any and, if so, what corrupt conduct in respect
thereof.

" (2) Any other matter or thing appertaining to the aforesaid matters or any
of them which to the said Commission shall seem meet and proper in the
public interest."

At the conclusion of the abovementioned argument upon Parliamentary privilege, I held
that there was no rule of law or principle of privilege which prevented me from examining
Senator Wood's speech to ascertain what allegations he had made therein of corruption
relating to dealings with Crown leaseholds. The Federal Hansard Report of Parliamentary
Debates containing that speech is Exhibit 1.

In that speech, upon the subject of Commonwealth-State liaison on War Service Land
Settlement, Senator Wood made the following observations and statements :

"In any arrangments that it makes with the States it should see that adequate
safeguards are provided to prevent racketeering in land rents and leases,
because that sort of racketeering has occurred. I have been amazed to read
in the press statements made recently by Mr. Bukowski, one of the leaders
of the Australian Workers' Union in Queensland, in which he made charges
involving certain people in government positions in racketeering in land lease
rents . . . . The charges appeared in three consecutive issues of `The Worker.'
The Minister for Lands in Queensland repudiated the charges and
Mr. Bukowski felt so strongly on the matter that he asked to be allowed to
come before the bar of the Queensland Parliament to substantiate them. .
the accusations that Mr. Bukowski made were of a serious nature.
Unfortunately, he was not able to disclose the full details. It is well known,
however, that the stock and station agents in Queensland accept the fact that
people who wish to renew their pastoral leases must pay racketeering charges
of from £2,000 to £10,000, according to the value of the property. . . .
It is evident that stock and station agents in Queensland recognise the situation
so clearly that when a grazier requires a renewal of his lease, he is advised
that he must pay from £2,000 to £10,000 according to the value of the
property. . . . The example I shall cite shows how easily these things are
clone. There is a man named Peter Fleming who holds a slaughtering licence
from the Queensland Meat Industry Board. He is this type of man : when a
man cannot get a lease by one means or another, he is put into touch with
Fleming. The man is told, `Fleming is the man to go to'. . . . In a case
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such as the one I have mentioned, Fleming will say, `You leave it to me. I
know somebody who can fix it.' Then he will say something like this, `That
is a bit of a tough nut to crack. It will cost you from £2,000 to £10,000.'
Fleming was a poor man a few years ago . Today he is well to do. It is
rotten to think that people on the land have to pay such exactions, but that
is what is going on. That money is going into the hands of certain people
in the Parliament of Queensland. Certain Ministers are involved, and the
matter is of such a serious nature that it should be exposed. Mr. Bukowski
has been trying to get the protection of the House to expose the racket. Men
in the Queensland Parliament cannot expose it , but that is the racket. Mr.
Bukowski has given details of persons concerned. One is Irish. One is a
Scot. One is in Goondiwindi and another is in the Gulf country.

That is the racket in connexion with the renewal of pastoral leases in Queensland.
The position is so serious that this Government should ensure, if it has any
dealings in such lands, that all arrangements are water -tight in every respect.
Money was supposed to have gone to Labour Party funds at one time. Now
it does not go to that party . Certain Ministers in Queensland know where
it goes, and ,nobody else knows. . This is a serious matter. I make the
charge, and this Government should watch the position. . . . I wish to
add that these charges of graft and extraction do not apply to the State public
servants of Queensland, but they do apply to certain men in the Parliament
and certain Ministers know about the situation."

I think the above excerpts set out the matter which may fairly come within the term
" allegations of corruption".

It is to be noted that the Senator stated that he had read in three consecutive issues
of "The Worker " charges made by Mr. Bukowski involving certain people in Government
positions in "racketeering" in land lease rents. For the reasons given in a ruling which I
made on 16th March, 1956, and which appears at pp. 372 to 375 of the transcript, I decided
that I should examine all the issues of "The Worker" which were tendered and admitted
as exhibits in order to ascertain which were the "certain Crown leaseholds" referred to in
my Commission. That examination reveals that Mr. Bukowski in those articles made no
allegations at all as to "racketeering in land lease rents ". Indeed, a fair reading of the
articles discloses no specific allegation of corruption in relation to dealings in Crown lease-
holds though, in some, there may perhaps be found such an insinuation.

Senator Wood, however, made allegations which were quite independent of the articles
in "The Worker" and which could not be based upon any matter published therein. Those
allegations are :

(1) That people who wish to renew their pastoral leases must pay racketeering
charges of from £2,000 to £10,000 according to the value of the property;

(2) That a man named Peter Fleming, the holder of a slaughtering licence from the
Queensland Meat Industry Board, acts or has acted as a "go-between" in such
transactions;

(3) That the moneys so paid in such transactions pass to certain Members of the
Queensland Parliament, including Ministers;

(4) That such moneys formerly were supposed to be paid to Labour Party funds
but are no longer so paid ;

(5) That now the only persons who know where such moneys go are certain
Ministers in Queensland ;

(6) That the abovementioned charges do not relate to members of the Queensland
Public Service but do relate to certain Members of Parliament ;

(7) That certain Ministers are aware of these matters.

The above appear to me to be, in substance, the allegations made by Senator Wood
into which I am directed to inquire.

I am also, in my opinion, directed to inquire into the dealings with certain Crown
leaseholds in order to ascertain whether there has been corrupt conduct on the part of any
person with respect thereto. Those Crown leaseholds, identified by reference to the articles
in "The Worker", are:-

A. Bladensburg and Buruda;

B. Dutton River (also known as Charlotte Plains) ;

C. Nelia Ponds ;

D. Carpentaria Downs, Forest Home, Lyndhurst and Magoura;

E. Kilcummin ;

F. Woolerina;

G. Lundavra and associated leaseholds ;

H. Coomrith and Bombine;

1. Section 25, Town of Broadbeach.
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I am also to investigate any other matters which appertain to those matters which I
have above mentioned and into which it is meet and proper in the public interest to
inquire. It is quite clear that I am not at all concerned with questions of administration
or mal-administration, policy or departure from policy, which have and can have no relevance
to corrupt conduct.

On 5th and 6th April, Mr. Francis Marsh Bell gave evidence-foreshadowed in the
cross-examination of the Minister by Mr. Wanstall-alleging that, in effect, the Minister on
14th December, 1949, called for a donation of £1,000 to Labour Party Campaign Funds in
return for a stud lease or favourable consideration of the grant of a stud lease for "Camboon",
of which Mr. Bell was one of the lessees. "Camboon" was not one of the "certain Crown
leaseholds" which had been mentioned in "The Worker" and inferentially referred to by
Senator Wood but, in my opinion, this allegation of Mr. Bell does come within the terms of
my Commission. It may be open to some doubt, owing to the limitation to "certain Crown
leaseholds" whether this matter comes within the first term of reference, but it seems to
me that, if it does not come within the first term, it is clearly a matter appertaining to
the allegations of corruption made by Senator Wood into which it is meet and proper in the
public interest to inquire and thus it comes within the second term.

A leasehold, "Hawkwood", was also given considerable prominence during the hearing.
As the lessee of Hawkwood at the relevant times was also concerned as lessee of Bladensburg
and Dutton River, it appears to me to be logical that the dealings with Hawkwood should be
examined and considered in the same subsection of this Report as the dealings with those
other leaseholds. Hawkwood was not mentioned in "The Worker" and is not one of the
"certain Crown leaseholds" but dealings with it appear to me to come within the second
term of reference.

There was also an allegation that the Minister had on or prior to 17th September, 1954,
received a sum of £100 as an advance payment in return for which he was to give favourable
consideration to, or advocate, making provision for ringbarking to be included in improvements
for which the incoming tenant of resumed or surrendered Crown land should pay the outgoing
lessee. This also seems to me-although I am not completely satisfied upon the point-to. be
a matter coming within the second clause of the terms of inquiry.

Miscellaneous matters which I have considered to come within the second term are
allegations of gifts of a racehorse to the Minister and a tractor to him or some unspecified
person and allegations concerning Paradise Island.

It was contended during the addresses that, should I be of the opinion that Vivian
Rogers Creighton had made in his correspondence with Cecil Wallace Edgar Williams-or
also, I take it, in his evidence--charges which were baseless and which he knew or should or
must have known to be baseless-in particular, allegations in connection with Lundavra-I
should find that his conduct in that respect constituted corrupt conduct. It seems to me that
this contention is not well-founded. Assuming that he did, without justification in fact and
without any real belief in the truth of his charges, embark upon a campaign of denigration,
that no doubt would be grave misconduct upon his part, but grave misconduct and corrupt
conduct are not co-extensive. All corrupt conduct is grave misconduct but not all misconduct,
however grave; is corrupt. I am not required to find whether Mr. Creighton or any other
person has been guilty of misconduct but whether any person has been guilty of corrupt
conduct.

I do not propose to attempt any comprehensive or other definition of corruption or
corrupt conduct at this stage. Indeed, I see no reason to attempt a comprehensive definition
of the expressions at any stage. It seems to me much wiser and more satisfactory to ascertain
the facts and elements of the conduct under examination in respect of any particular dealing
and then consider and determine whether the conduct established is corrupt within the
meaning of the terms of reference.

SECTION III.

Allegations made by Senator Ian Alexander Christie Wood against M. Peter Fleming.

I have already, in the section of this Report entitled "Scope of the Inquiry", set out
the allegations concerning Mr. Fleming made by Senator Wood in his speech in the Senate on
16th February last. The allegations were made of a "Peter Fleming who holds a slaughtering
licence from the Queensland Meat Industry Board". Exhibits 296, a letter written by the
Commissioner's Secretary to the Queensland Meat Industry Board, and 297, the reply, show that
only one Peter Fleming holds, or has ever held, a slaughtering licence from that Board. That
Peter Fleming gave evidence before the Commission.
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The matter was brought before the then. Minister by Mr. White and his Solicitor on
16th April, 1942, at an interview, the detailed record of which is on the file. Mr. Walsh
investigated the matter and on 28th April wrote to Mr. White intimating there was no record

-of ° any such agreement as was claimed but that the Council was being asked to furnish full
particulars. At various times during 1942 and up to March 1943, the Council was asked to
furnish particulars but did not do so. In this state of affairs the matter was in May 1943
referred to the Director of Local Government.

The latter officer's memorandum of 11th August, 1943, is on the file. He apparently
made a thorough investigation of the whole case but I am not so much concerned with the rights
or wrongs of Mr. White's claim as to the exist nee of an agreement as with certain expressions
of the Director's opinion which were on the file to be read by anyone afterwards having occasion
to examine it. He says, inter alia :

"I am further of opinion that the decision to close the road in question to
travelling stock was definitely opposed to public interests.

The position, as it appears to me, is this-Mr. White was most desirous of
having the road closed regardless of the public interests or of long established public
rights. "

The Director pointed out that, in his opinion, if rescission of the Council's resolution
closing the road to travelling stock had been sought as provided in "The Local Government
Act," rescission would have been justified. He went on to say :

"In support of this opinion, the matter of the administration of `The Diseases
in Stock Act' alone may be mentioned. This Act is the Stock Health law, founded
on the principle of prevention. The Department of Agriculture and Stock, in its
scheme of prevention, in so far as it concerned the protection of the clean Downs
country from the unclean Burnett country, established the first line of defence at
Cadarga, where it erected a dip and permanently stationed a stock inspector to
ensure the compulsory dipping of cattle. The location of this dip was governed by
the stock route which the Council closed to travelling stock. This interference with
public policy and public interests alone would have justified the exercise of the
power of intervention. But, added to this, there was the complete denial of the long
established rights of other stock owners and the public convenience, which had existed
from the beginning.

The new Chairman of the Council (Councillor McCauley) called at the
Department and stated the present Council were definitely opposed to the closing of
the Redbank-Hawkwood Road to travelling stock or in any way, and he stated
further that there was a very strong local opposition in the matter. He expressed
the opinion, which he said is the general opinion, that the road should never have
been closed."

These statements of Mr. Chuter seem to me to be amply justified by the material on the
file. When Mr. Walsh saw the memorandum of the Director of Local Government he, in effect,
directed that no further action be taken on Mr. White's application of 16th April, 1942.

The matter then remained quiescent from November 1943 until 1947, when Mr. Foley
took over the Lands Portfolio. On or shortly before the 9th June, 1947, Mr. White, or someone
on his behalf, seems to have made another application to the Minister to have the road closed,
for, pasted on a memorandum written on the last-mentioned date by Mr. McLean, then
Chairman of the Land Administration Board, is an undated pencilled memo. which appears
to be in the Minister's handwriting. It reads :

"Hawkwood. Road from Murilla going south from Hawkwood through his
property. The centre Road. Two other Stock Routes Northern and Southern
Boundary. "

At the side, in brackets, is the word "White".

Mr. McLean's memorandum of 9th June, 1947, makes specific reference to the refusal on
9th August, 1934, to close the road, Mr. White's interview with the Chairman of the Board on
18th March, 1936, his interview with Mr. Walsh on 16th April, 1942, and the transcript record
of that interview, and the memorandum of the Director of Local Government of 11th August,
1943. Mr. McLean concludes :

"There has been no fresh evidence adduced which would tend to support
an application for the closure of this road. On the contrary it would seem to be a
necessary link in the road system of this locality. Any question as to the restriction
of particular classes of traffic on this road is one for the Shire Council to determine."

On 17th June, 1947, Mr. White made a written application for the closing of the road.
He set out "some of the reasons why the road should be closed." I condense them. First, there
were two other routes running along the boundaries of Hawkwood which travelling cattle could
use more conveniently. This reason had been previously advanced and had not prevailed.
Mr. White forbore to mention that one-at least-of these routes involved an extra two days'
travel for cattle. Secondly, he raised the alleged agreement between him, the Lands Department
and the Council. This allegation had already been investigated and dealt with. . The third
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Shortly after this decision was made, Mr. White objected that it did not comply with
his offer, and on 23rd November, 1948, he and the Minister agreed as set out in Exhibit 231.
It transpired, however, that there were not 3,000 acres of timbered country on the north-
eastern portion of Hawkwood, and in January, 1949, it was agreed that the condition be altered
to apply to 3,000 acres of the whole area. This was embodied in an Executive
Council Minute of 10th February, 1949.

On 28th February, 1949, the Minister agreed with Mr. White that certain small areas
of scrub already cleared before the last -mentioned agreement and totalling approximately 200
acres should be included in the 3,000 acres. This on the face of it involved, on Mr. White's
estimate , a saving of £500 to £600 . In January , 1950, Mr. White applied to have the area cleared
and planted to that stage considered as fully satisfying the developmental condition of the new
lease. Excessive cost of the work so far done was the ground of the application.
On 18th January, the Minister approved that the total area treated since 1946-some two
years before the agreement as to 3,000 acres-together with an area which had been cleared
of suckers and the area recently cleared , all totalling 2,440 acres, "be considered as part of
the contract agreed upon and approved by Executive Council 10th February, :1948."

In June and July, 1950, Mr. White as purchaser and the Australian Agricultural
Company as vendor executed a contract for the sale of Bladensburg Holding, the consideration
being £9,000. Payment was made in September, 1950. Before the 10th October, 1950,
Mr. White had re-sold the Holding to Elsinora Pty. Ltd. for £42,500.

On 9th October, 1950, Mr. White entered into an agreement with Ruthven `Ltd. (in
liquidation) for the purchase by him from the Company of Dutton River Holding. The agree-
ment contained a provision that up to the date of completion the vendor was to bear all rents,
rates, taxes, assessments and other outgoings. On 12th October, application was made for the
Minister's consent to the transfer. Owing to various reports being required by the Minister, his
consent was not given until 19th March, 1951. Thus from about November to the following
March the vendor bore the cost of carrying on Dutton River for the benefit of Mr. White.

This cursory examination and bald statement of these transactions seem, as I have said,
to indicate that fortune certainly favoured Mr. White. But it is both impossible and unjust
to assume that someone other than fortune was smiling upon Mr. White unless a careful and
detailed examination of the transactions and all relevant surrounding circumstances is made.
This examination I now propose to make. It seems to me that it is necessary to consider the
transactions both individually and collectively.

(i) HAWKWOOD.
(a) HAWEWOOD ROAD CASE.

On 26th March, 1934, Mr. White, through his Solicitors, made application to the Lands
Department for the closing of roads running through Hawkwood. With only one of these
roads, the Redbank-Hawkwood Road which was also a mail route, am I concerned. The
application was, as is necessary, advertised and numerous objections resulted. Objections
included neighbouring graziers, residents of the district, the Councils of the Shires of
Mundubbera, Chinchilla and Eidsvold, the Department of Agriculture and Stock, the District
Inspector of Stock and the Queensland Cattle Growers' Association. The objections and
grounds thereof are to be found in the Lands Department File "Road Case No. 15760." I
do not propose to detail the grounds of the various objections beyond saying that they
appeared to be substantial. The applications, so far as concerns the particular road here
relevant, was refused by a decision of the Land Administration Board on 9th August, 1934.

About or prior to this time, Mr. White had managed to persuade the then Chairman of
the Mundubbera Shire Council that the portion of the road within that shire should be closed
to travelling stock. It rested with the Lands Department to decide whether a road should be
totally closed but with the Local Authority to decide whether its use should be restricted to
particular classes of traffic. The Chairman of the Council-perhaps, it would seem by mis-
representing or mistaking the attitude of the Land Administration Board-persuaded the
Council to change its former view expressed by the objection and resolve that the road within its
boundaries should be closed to travelling stock. The legality of this resolution is at least open
to question but does not really concern me.

The position then seems to become obscure owing to the paucity of information available
from the Council, but in March, 1942, that body, by rescinding the resolution or by some other
appropriate method, re-opened the road to travelling stock. Apparently for about seven years
stock had been prevented from travelling by the road.

Mr. White thereupon sought the intervention of the then Minister for Lands, The Hon.
E. J. Walsh, M.L.A., to prevent the re-opening, claiming that the Land Administration Board,
the Mundubbera Shire Council and he had agreed in 1934 that the road would be closed in
consideration of his consenting to part of another road being put through his horse paddock.
As far as I can discover from the records, the Land Administration Board was never a party to
any such agreement . Whether the Council was or not is one of the matters that remains
obscure.
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The matter was brought before the then. Minister by Mr. White and his Solicitor on
16th April, 1942, at an interview, the detailed record of which is on the file. Mr. Walsh
investigated the matter and on 28th April wrote to Mr. White intimating there was no record

-of ° any such agreement as was claimed but that the Council was being asked to furnish full
particulars. At various times during 1942 and up to March 1943, the Council was asked to
furnish particulars but did not do so. In this state of affairs the matter was in May 1943
referred to the Director of Local Government.

The latter officer's memorandum of 11th August, 1943, is on the file. He apparently
made a thorough investigation of the whole case but I am not so much concerned with the rights
or wrongs of Mr. White's claim as to the exist nee of an agreement as with certain expressions
of the Director's opinion which were on the file to be read by anyone afterwards having occasion
to examine it. He says, inter alia :

"I am further of opinion that the decision to close the road in question to
travelling stock was definitely opposed to public interests.

The position, as it appears to me, is this-Mr. White was most desirous of
having the road closed regardless of the public interests or of long established public
rights. "

The Director pointed out that, in his opinion, if rescission of the Council's resolution
closing the road to travelling stock had been sought as provided in "The Local Government
Act," rescission would have been justified. He went on to say :

"In support of this opinion, the matter of the administration of `The Diseases
in Stock Act' alone may be mentioned. This Act is the Stock Health law, founded
on the principle of prevention. The Department of Agriculture and Stock, in its
scheme of prevention, in so far as it concerned the protection of the clean Downs
country from the unclean Burnett country, established the first line of defence at
Cadarga, where it erected a dip and permanently stationed a stock inspector to
ensure the compulsory dipping of cattle. The location of this dip was governed by
the stock route which the Council closed to travelling stock. This interference with
public policy and public interests alone would have justified the exercise of the
power of intervention. But, added to this, there was the complete denial of the long
established rights of other stock owners and the public convenience, which had existed
from the beginning.

The new Chairman of the Council (Councillor McCauley) called at the
Department and stated the present Council were definitely opposed to the closing of
the Redbank-Hawkwood Road to travelling stock or in any way, and he stated
further that there was a very strong local opposition in the matter. He expressed
the opinion, which he said is the general opinion, that the road should never have
been closed."

These statements of Mr. Chuter seem to me to be amply justified by the material on the
file. When Mr. Walsh saw the memorandum of the Director of Local Government he, in effect,
directed that no further action be taken on Mr. White's application of 16th April, 1942.

The matter then remained quiescent from November 1943 until 1947, when Mr. Foley
took over the Lands Portfolio. On or shortly before the 9th June, 1947, Mr. White, or someone
on his behalf, seems to have made another application to the Minister to have the road closed,
for, pasted on a memorandum written on the last-mentioned date by Mr. McLean, then
Chairman of the Land Administration Board, is an undated pencilled memo. which appears
to be in the Minister's handwriting. It reads :

"Hawkwood. Road from Murilla going south from Hawkwood through his
property. The centre Road. Two other Stock Routes Northern and Southern
Boundary. "

At the side, in brackets, is the word "White".

Mr. McLean's memorandum of 9th June, 1947, makes specific reference to the refusal on
9th August, 1934, to close the road, Mr. White's interview with the Chairman of the Board on
18th March, 1936, his interview with Mr. Walsh on 16th April, 1942, and the transcript record
of that interview, and the memorandum of the Director of Local Government of 11th August,
1943. Mr. McLean concludes :

"There has been no fresh evidence adduced which would tend to support
an application for the closure of this road. On the contrary it would seem to be a
necessary link in the road system of this locality. Any question as to the restriction
of particular classes of traffic on this road is one for the Shire Council to determine."

On 17th June, 1947, Mr. White made a written application for the closing of the road.
He set out "some of the reasons why the road should be closed." I condense them. First, there
were two other routes running along the boundaries of Hawkwood which travelling cattle could
use more conveniently. This reason had been previously advanced and had not prevailed.
Mr. White forbore to mention that one-at least-of these routes involved an extra two days'
travel for cattle. Secondly, he raised the alleged agreement between him, the Lands Department
and the Council. This allegation had already been investigated and dealt with. . The third
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reason relates to action taken by him on the faith of the alleged agreement. The next four
grounds relate to travelling cattle drinking his water, bringing disease to his herd, getting out
of hand and necessitating his mustering, and being illegally driven off the stock routes. Access
for undesirables being given by the road is the next reason put forward. The following two
grounds revert to the existence of the alternative routes and the fact that the Council would
incur no cost by the closing of the road. The last is a general one that the road causes serious
and unnecessary loss to him as State land is not being used to the best advantage. After
dealing with action taken by him on the faith of the abovementioned agreement, he went on
to say that the road was not trafficable for motor vehicles and ended with a request that it be
closed to all traffic except vehicles.

The letter was submitted to an officer who appears from the initials to be Mr. Lucy, who
directed that Mr. White be informed in terms of Mr. McLean's memorandum of 9th June.
Before this was done, however, another letter dated 31st July, arrived from Mr. White. That
constituted a formal application for closure and enclosed the necessary fee. The only grounds
stated were:- ,,

The main reason for this is that the road is not in a traffic able condition for
vehicular traffic and is not necessary for stock purposes, as other roads are available.

I might emphasise that, on numerous occasions, travelling stock have entered our
Holding without any notice having been given, and the result has been loss of cattle
and interference with existing stock and pastures."

Notice of the application was published in the Government Gazette of 6th September,
1947. On 'the 26th September, the Mundubbera Shire Council telegraphed that it "strenuously
opposed closure." A letter to the same effect followed. The local Member, Mr. Burrows, also
wrote to the Minister on behalf of the Council. A local grazier, Mr. Kirk, wrote objecting and
pointing out the closure would mean an extra two days' travel for stock, The Eidsvold Shire
Council wrote objecting and pointing out that the closing of the stock route, which had been in
use for upwards of sixty years, would be a serious detriment to the public. The objection
also set out :

"Drovers wishing to travel this section of the stock route, which leads to
Cadarga, Chinchilla and Jandowae, via Hawkwood, would have to detour an additional
twenty (20) miles to reach their destination. The closure of the road would confer
upon Mr. R. S. White the privilege of access and egress in any direction along this
section of the stock route although denying the free use of the stock route to others,
as the stock route would only be closed for the length it travels through the land
held by Mr. R. S. White.

This Council earnestly requests that the application for the closure of the
road be not acceded to."

On 31st October, the Mundubbera Shire Council forwarded a more detailed objection,
stating that there were not then sufficient roads serving the Hawkwood area, that the road was
in fact trafficable but was not in good condition owing to Mr. White ringbarking timber and
causing it to fall on the road, and that the closing would entail an extra two days' travel for
stock.

On 20th November, the Acting Land Ranger, Mr. Goodwin, reported on the application.
Inter alia, he pointed out the extra travelling distance and time involved and that, although ii
was one of two routes available from Redbank, it was the main route for stock coming from
the area just north of Hawkwood. He considered the road necessary as a stock route and
recommended refusal of the application.

On 11th December, the Land Commissioner, Mr. Ferguson, reported upon the proposed
closure. He said :

"The Stock Route in question is part of an important chain of connecting stock
routes in this locality, as shown in broken red lines on plan attached. The closure
of this route, in my view is seriously detrimental to the public interest.

As the result of my investigations I find that the objections raised by both Shire
Councils and that of Kirk Brothers are based on good grounds and the statements
made therein are correct.

This route is an important connecting stock route point at Redbank coming
from the north west, northerly and north east. Approximately 7000 head of cattle
travel along the Redbank route annually. Some of the stock divert at Redbank
and come along the route through Rocky Springs and Hawkwood to the Piggott,
thence southerly.

Approximately 3000 head of cattle travel along the stock route through
Hawkwood annually. This year Mr. White's drovers passed through Rocky Springs
with 2000 head of cattle and if the route through Hawkwood were closed it would
cause inconvenience and extra travelling by diverting easterly to Dykehead and
westerly through Redbank and Auburn holdings, while Mr. White would have access
from Hawkwood to all the connecting stock routes going south westerly, southerly,
and to the east. And while this provision is available to him he wants to shut the
gate on other people.
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Rocky Springs is worked in conjunction with P.D.G.H. 4416 portion 6 parish
of Hawkwood, locally known as Mt. Saul, and the stock route through Hawkwood is
necessary for the convenient working of both properties.

I might mention, too, that the dip at Redbank Station on the main stock route
was recently taken over by the Department of Agriculture and Stock and is being
charged with 'Rucide' dip mixture. All travelling stock will be dipped at
Redbank and the facility for dipping will add to the importance of this route.

Having made a careful investigation into the whole matter, I strongly
recommend that the application to close the road and stock route through Hawkwood
be refused."

A memorandum on the application and objections was prepared and submitted to
Mr. Lucy. It concluded: "An official investigation shows that the route is required for public
use and its closure therefore cannot be agreed to". To the query whether Mr. White
should be so informed and of the Council objections, Mr. Lucy, on 5th January, 1948, answered,
"Yes".

On 31st March, 1948, the Minister noted this memorandum : "Inform White accordingly.
T.A.F. 31/3/48", and on that date the applicant and the objectors were written to informing
them of the decision not to close the road.

Some time in June of the same year, probably on the 25th, the matter was resurrected
by a Ministerial note to obtain information from the Stock Department as to the number of
droving permits over Yerilla-Hawkwood. I think it is not an unwarranted inference that
there had been a fresh approach to the Minister by Mr. White. On 30th July, the Department
ment of Agriculture and Stock supplied the information that, since 1st January of that year,
four mobs of cattle totalling 4,842 head had travelled the road.

On 27th August, 1948, Mr. White again made application to close the road. He
referred to his application of 31st July, 1947, and relied upon the same grounds which he also
condensed as follows:

"The road is not in a trafficable condition for vehicular traffic and is not
necessary for stock purposes, other roads being available. As previously pointed
out, travelling stock on numerous occasions have entered Hawkwood without any
notice being given and the result has been loss of cattle and interference with
existing stock and pastures."

The application was again duly advertised on 25th September, 1948.

The Eidsvold Shire Council again objected and reiterated the reasons previously stated
by it. The lessee of Rocky Springs again objected on the same grounds as before, as did the
lessee of Yenda.

On 23rd November, 1948, Mr. White saw the Minister and put his case. The transcript
of the record of the interview does not appear to reveal that Mr. White urged any grounds
in support of his case which had not been put forward on previous occasions.

On 9th December, the Minister sent a memorandum to the Superintendent of Stock
Routes as follows:

"Regarding future policy of development of stock routes has the
Co-ordinating Board yet decided upon a programme for watering the Redbank-
Chinchilla and Redbank-Jandowae Stock routes? If so which portions of these routes
south from Redbank to Auburn (Pigott) and Cadarga are to be improved? If not,
is it considered likely that the Board would concentrate on the Redbank-Hawkwood
section as against the Redbank-Auburn (Pigott) section to the west of Hawkwood
Holding'? "

I set out the reply of 10th December, 1948, in full:

Your memo of 9-12-48.

The policy of the Co-ordinating Board is to concentrate on Main Stock Routes
and provide adequate watering facilities thereon at suitable distances apart.

The attached plan shows, in red, stock routes which are considered by the
Mundubbera Shire Council to be of primary importance. Information supplied.
by the Eidsvold Shire Council does not indicate the importance of stock routes
emanating from Redbank.

Information supplied by the Councils in question is not sufficient to enable the
Board to formulate a plan for the watering of the Redbank-Chinchilla and Redbank-
Jandowae stock routes.

The sections of the routes referred to are approximately 9/10 miles apart. In
all cases where two or more routes connecting centres run parallel to each other and
are separated by a few miles only (as in the case of the sections under reference)
a determination is made by the Board as to which of such routes is the most suitable
for travelling stock and should be provided with stock watering facilities. In
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arriving at such determination regard is had to the most direct route; the nature
of each route generally with respect to travel and feed; existing natural and
artificial watering facilities on each route ; and whether suitable sites are available
for new water facilities which may be required.

Stock travelling south from Redbank to Cadarga would travel the same distance
if travelled via Auburn (Pigott) or via Hawkwood, the distance in each case being
50/51 miles, while stock travelling from Redbank to Auburn (Pigott) would travel
5/6 miles less by using the most westerly route.

Available information suggests that stock travelling from Redbank to Chinchilla
and Jandowae divert southerly from Auburn (Pigott) and Cadarga respectively.
By using the route on the west of Hawkwood Holding, Auburn (Pigott) or Chinchilla
stock would travel 5/6 miles less than by using the route via Hawkwood, and
Cadarga or Jandowae stock would travel the same distance if either the route via
Hawkwood or Auburn (Pigott) was used. Consequently, all things being equal
(i.e. that the nature of each route is similar with respect to feed and travel and
that suitable sites for water facilities are available) and if, as purported, the most
westerly route is well watered with natural waters between Redbank and Auburn
(Pigott) it would seem desirable in so far as providing water facilities on the
Redbank-Chinchilla and Redbank-Jandowae stock routes is concerned, to concentrate
upon improving the route shown marked - - - - - - - - - - on plan."

On the same date, the Land Commissioner, Mr. Ferguson, submitted a further report as
follows :

"The road and stock route in question is well known to me and I am fully
aware of its use by the general public and by travelling stock.

I would refer to my report of the 11th December, 1947, on a previous application
by Mr. White for the closure of this road. The position has not altered and the
same set of circumstances as stated in the above report will apply at the present
time.

I have therefore to request that, my report and recommendation of the
11th December, 1947, be accepted as part of my report on this application.

The statement in Mr. White's letter that the road is not in a trafficable condition
for vehicular traffic is not correct. Cars pass through occasionally and the road is
used whenever required by myself and my field officers.

The statement that travelling stock on numerous occasions have entered
Hawkwood without giving notice; the interference with stock and eating the grasses
cannot be accepted as sufficient grounds for depriving the public of the use of the
road. There are Police and Stock Inspectors employed for dealing with matters of
this kind.

I should like to mention here that the Stock Inspector at Mundubbera told me
that he had experienced some trouble with stock going to and leaving Hawkwood and
on one occasion he instituted summary proceedings against Hr. White for travelling
stock from the Eidsvold saleyards to Iawkwood without a permit.

In this case both the Eidsvold and Mundubbera Shire Councils have entered a
strong protest against the closure of this road, and they comprise a representative
body of respectable and, intelligent men. The closure of the road as applied for would
be definitely against the public interest and I submit that the decisions of the Shire
Councils must be upheld.

I again recommend that the application be refused, or alternatively, if the
Department thinks fit, to open a public inquiry at Mundubbera and at Eidsvold."

On 20th January, 1949, the Minister gave his decision approving of the closing of the
road, his memorandum on the subject being as follows :

"It is evident from reports that this road is used mainly for travelling stock
and very rarely for vehicular traffic.

It is reasonable to assume from the repeated applications by the lessee of
Hawkwood that the road being used mainly as a stock route is a definite hindrance
to the proper working of the Holding.

The claims of objectors that the closure of the Redbank-Hawkwood Road would
increase the travelling time of stock is not borne out in fact (see Memo. 10-12-48 by
Chairman, Co-ordinating Board).

Available information suggests that stock travelling from Redbank to Chinchilla
and Jandowae divert southerly from Auburn (Pigott) and Cadarga respectively.

By using the route on the west of Iawkwood Holding, Auburn (Pigott), or
Chinchilla, stock would travel 5 to 6 miles less than by using the route via
Hawkwood, and in the case of stock travelling to Cadarga or Jandowae, stock would
still travel only the same distance as if the Hawkwaad route were used.
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The policy of the Co-ordinating Board is to concentrate on main stock routes
and provide adequate watering facilities thereon at suitable distances apart.

The Board when considering the improvement of facilities in this area will
naturally consider the more direct route, existing natural and artificial watering
facilities, and whether suitable sites are available for new facilities.

The Chairman of the Co-ordinating Board-10-12-48-commenting on the
question of the most likely route to receive attention (all things being equal) indicated
that it would be the westerly route.

Taking all factors into consideration, I approve of the application for closure
of the road through Hawkwood Holding, and recommend to the Co-ordinating Board
consideration of improvement of watering and other facilities, where necessary, on
the more direct route on the western side of Hawkwood Holding.

When intimating my approval of the application for the closure of the road,
the Shire Councils concerned are to be notified that, in accordance with the
policy of the Co-ordinating Board for the improvement of stock routes, the more
direct route on the western side of Hawkwood Holding from Redbanik to Auburn
(Pigott), Chinchilla, Cadarga or Jandowae is preferred, and that the Board will
consider improving the facilities on this route where required."

On the following day, Mr. McLean and Mr. Lucy, Chairman and Member of the Land
Administration Board respectively, submitted to the Minister a memorandum which I quote in
full:

"In connection with decision of 20-1-49 approving of the closure of the road or
stock route through Hawkwood Holding, herewith Minute for submission to the
Executive Council.

Closure of the road is proposed to be effected under Section 192 of the Land
Acts which reads as follows:-

The.. The occupier of any land adjoining a road which is not required for
public use may apply in writing to the Minister that the road may be closed
either permanently or temporarily .. .

At the expiration of such period of two months the Governor in Council
may approve of such application with or without modification.'

In submitting the Minute, the Board considers it to be its duty to respectfully
state that it is not in agreement with the proposal to permanently close the road
in question, and to outline in brief the history of the case and its reasons for not
recommending the closure.

Application for closure of the road was first made in 1934 soon after Mr. White
became the lessee of the land, and this application was refused. Between that time
and June 1947, Mr. White and/or his Solicitors made various representations to the
Department regarding the use of this road for travelling stock (see particularly
notes of interview with the Minister, Honourable E. J. Walsh, of 16-4-42). In June
1947 Mr. White again made representations and he was informed by letter dated
24-7-47 that the road was a necessary link in the road system in the locality and
that any question as to the restriction of particular classes of traffic on the road
was one for the Shire Council to determine. On the application of Mr. White closure
was advertised again on 5-9-47 and after investigation was refused by the Board on
5-1-48, which decision was endorsed by the Minister on 31-3-48. A further
application was made in August, 1948, and again advertised. This is the application
which is the subject of consideration at present.

The Board is unable to support the application for the following reasons:-

(a) The objections by the Mundubbera Shire Council which states that the road
is in use and is definitely required as a traffic way.

(b) The objections of the Eidsvold Shire Council which states that the road
has been in use for upwards of 60 years and its closure would be a serious
detriment to the public.

(c) The objections of Messrs. F. A. Kirk and J. L. A. and A. G. Kirk-
neighbouring land holders.

(d) The adverse report of the Land Commissioner.

(e) The closure of the road will benefit only one person the lessee of Hawk-
wood-and according to the objections lodged will be to the detriment of
neighbouring land holders and the general public which has had the use
of the road over a long period of years.

(f) The closure of the road will make a break in road connections and wil.
leave two `dead end' roads, one of them north and the other south o'
Hawkwood,
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It will be noted that Section 192 quoted in paragraph 2 hereof gives the
Governor in Council power to approve of an application for the closure of a road
which is not required for public use. In this case the information on the file would
appear to indicate that the road in question is required for public use and in fact
is used by the public. '(See particularly letter of 30-7-48 from the Under Secretary,
Department of Agriculture and Stock, in which it was stated that it would appear
that the Yerilla-Hawkwood route was traversed by four mobs of cattle aggregating
4,842 head since 1st January last.) The circumstances raise strong doubt as to
whether the road may legally be closed and the Board submits for the Minister's
consideration a suggestion that this aspect might be referred to the Solicitor;
General for opinion."

This memorandum evoked one from the Minister on 24th January, 1949, setting out-

"Chairman's Memo. of 21-1-49 perused. Refer my Memo. of 20-1-49. Further
enquiry discloses :-

1. The road principally used as a stock route running through Hawkwood
Holding is not included on any of the main or arterial road, maps or
plans of the Main Roads Commission.

2. No approach has been made by Chinchilla, Eidsvold or Mundubbera Shires
to request its declaration as a Main or Secondary Road.

3. No Maintenance Funds have been advanced to either the Eidsvold or
Mundubbera Shires for the upkeep of the road.

4. Local Government Department's records do not show what, if any, expen-
diture was approved by either Eidsvold or Mundubbera Shires on the
Stock Route in question.

5. The Main Road from Chinchilla to Auburn River has been gazetted. Although
as yet it is too early to say, this Road may follow the route (in part) of
that taken by the Stock Route on the Western side of Hawkwood Holding
to Redbank-this being the more direct route.

In view of this and as pointed out, two other main and more direct routes serve
this area,-the closing of this route would not be equivalent to closing a road required
for public use.

ACTION TO PROCEED."

On 27th January, 1949, the Executive Council approved of a Cabinet recommendation
based upon the Minister's, decision, the road was closed and Mr. White obtained his objective.

I now turn back for the moment to the memorandum of the Superintendent of Stock
Routes of 10th December, 1948, for it is apparent from my recital that it is really the only
material before the Minister when he wrote his memorandum of 20th January, 1949, which
was not before him when he decided on 31st March, 1948, to endorse Mr. Lucy's decision
that the closure be refused. The questions asked of the Superintendent were these :-

(a) Has the Co-ordinating Board decided upon a programme for watering the
Redbank-Chinchilla and Redbank-Jandowae Stock Routes?

(b) If it has decided on that programme, which portions of those two mentioned
Stock Routes from Redbank to Pigott and Cadarga are to be improved?

(c) If it has not decided on that programme, is it considered likely that the Board
would concentrate on the Redbank-Hawkwood section rather than the Redbank-
Pigott section?

It is in the light of these questions that the reply must be considered. The reply was
made on the day following the request and therefore it is reasonably evident that it was based
on information then available in Brisbane and not on information sought elsewhere in order to
compose it. The-first paragraph states a general policy. The next, by reference to the accom-
panying plan, shows that the road through Hawkwood was considered a stock route of primary
importance by the Mundubbera Shire Council.

The next statement is that "information supplied by Eidsvold Shire Council does not
indicate the importance of stock routes emanating from Redbank." I do not know whether
the Road Case File was or was not submitted to the Superintendent with the request. If he
had it and read it, he would have seen that the Eidsvold Shire Council lodged an objection
on 23rd July, 1934; again on 3rd February, 1936, with particular reference to the need for
the road as a stock route ; that, according to the report of the Director of Local Government,
when the Mundubbera Shire Council closed the road to travelling stock, the Eidsvold Shire
Council approached the Land Administration Board and the Department of Agriculture and
Stock to have the road re-opened; that on 22nd October, 1947, the Eidsvold Shire Council
again objected to the proposed closure and made particular reference to travelling stock; and
that on 19th October, 1948, less than two months before the report was being written, the same
Shire Council had again objected, again basing its objection partly on the needs of travelling
stock. A very hasty examination of the File world have revealed these documents both to
the Superintendent and to the Minister.

Q
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The next paragraph of the Superintendent's reply shows, apparently, that no
programme had been decided for watering the Redbank-Chinchilla and Redbank-Jandowae
Stock Routes. The question, of course, assumed that sufficient water and other facilities were
not already in existence.

The Superintendent evidently does not agree with the submissions of the objectors that
closing of the road would, in some cases at any rate, mean an extra two days for travelling
stock. The second half of the last paragraph contains what he thinks desirable, i.e. to con-
centrate on the Redbank-Pigott-Cadarga route. But that conclusion is expressly made subject
to these conditions: (a) that the nature of each route is similar with respect to feed and
travel and that suitable sites for water facilities are available, and (b) that the route is,^"as
purported," well watered with natural facilities between Redbank and Pigott. - He was clearly
not stating these matters as facts but as assumed conditions.

The Minister's memorandum of 20th January, 1949, next calls for analysis. The first
paragraph clearly indicates his awareness that the road is used both for travelling stock and,
though he says "rarely," for vehicular traffic. The point is that it. was a road which
admittedly was being used by the public for both purposes. The next paragraph involves the
acceptance of the contention that the road was being used for travelling stock to' such an extent
as to hinder the proper working of Hawkwood. This seems also to involve the acceptance of
the fact that the use of the road by the public for travelling stock was more than merely
sporadic and occasional.

An examination of the Superintendent's report and the attached map shows that the
statements contained in the next three paragraphs of the Minister's memorandum are quite
correct as far as they go. But stock travelling from Yerilla and the immediate north of
Hawkwood to the south and vice versa have been lost sight of. Going south, they would have
to go north-west to Redbank and then down the western route to Pigott or east to Dykehead
and then down the eastern and south-eastern boundaries of Hawkwood to Pigott. Going north
the same distances would be involved. It is quite clear that such stock would have to travel
extra distances which would probably involve an extra two days on the road. The next three
paragraphs are, in effect, excerpts from the Superintendent's report. The last of these latter
paragraphs is:

"The Chairman of the Co-ordinating Board-10-12-48-commenting on the
question of the most likely route to receive attention (all things being
equal) indicated that it would be the westerly route."

As a statement of fact as to what the Chairman said, that is quite correct; but, when
advanced as a reason for closing the Hawkwood Road, it entirely loses sight of the condition
mentioned by the Chairman. It is clearly no reason whatever for closing the road in favour
of the westerly route -unless all things are equal, and on that question there is no statement
either in the Chairman's report or in the Minister's memorandum.

In view of the evidence of public use of the road proposed to be closed, it is not
surprising that Mr. McLean and Mr. Lucy in their joint memorandum queried the legality of
the proposed closure and suggested that the opinion of the Solicitor-General be sought. There
were not only the statements of the objectors as to public user but Mr. White's own main
ground for seeking the closure was based upon the inconvenience and undesirability to him
of public user. The other portions of the Land Administration Board's memorandum-which
I have already quoted in full-point the force of the objections.

The 21st January, 1949, was a Friday and the 24th, the date of the Minister's final
memorandum, therefore a Monday. In view of that, there does not seem to have been much
opportunity to consult the Solicitor-General before the latter document was prepared. There
is no suggestion whatever on the File to indicate that he was ever consulted. Indeed the final
paragraph of the Minister's memorandum of 24th January seems to indicate that he was not.

The first paragraph of that memorandum recognises that the road is used for other
purposes than travelling stock although used principally for the latter purpose. It recognises
public use of the road for both purposes. There is no power under Section 192 of "The Land
Acts" to restrict user of the road to particular classes of traffic and the public had the right
to use the road for travelling stock unless the Local Authority concerned prohibited its use
for that purpose. Paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of the memorandum do not seem to have any real
relation to the question under consideration. The facts that no request had been made to
have it declared a Main or Secondary Road, that no advances had been made to the Shires
for its upkeep, and that Shires had not allocated funds to the upkeep of the stock route do
not in any way seem to indicate that it was not used. The fifth paragraph, stating that the
Main Road from Chinchilla to Auburn River had been "gazetted"-but, apparently, not
designed-and might follow in part-although it was too early to say-the stock route on the
western boundary of Hawkwood seems an unconvincing reason for the immediate closing of
the road through Hawkwood. It is tantamount to giving as a reason for immediately closing
a road which the public have a right to use and do use for travelling, whether with or without
stock, the prediction that at some unspecified and unknown future time another road may be
constructed and may serve the same purpose. It savours of abandoning something which
does exist and serves a purpose for something which may or may not come into being and
which, if it does, may serve the same purpose.
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I quite recognise the fact that a Minister is in no way bound by the opinions or
recommendations of the officers of, his department. He is quite free to act contrary to any
such opinion or recommendation and if he does so and is acting honestly and within his
powers no quarrel can be had with his action.

Here the Minister decided on a course of action which had three times previously been
rejected. He himself had recently rejected it. Objection to the proposed action had been
taken at various times by the Land Administration Board, the Land Commissioner, the Land
Ranger, the Director of Local Government, the Local Authorities concerned, the Chief Inspector
of Stock, the local Stock Inspector, the Queensland Cattle Growers' Association, the Graziers'
Association of South-Eastern Queensland, local graziers, drovers and residents. The Land
Administration Board. pointed out the doubtful legality of the proposed action* and suggested
obtaining legal opinion. Their suggestion was disregarded. In spite of the wealth of
opposition, the admitted fact of public user and the doubt as to the legality of the intended
closure, the Minister persisted in his decision to have closed a road, the closing of which could,
in the very nature of things, benefit one man and one man only-Mr. White.

I do not know whether the Minister placed all these matters before Cabinet." He did not
say that he did and there is no evidence on the point, but I can hardly believe that he did. He
did, however, give some evidence before me with regard to the closing of the road.

He said that, when the application came before him-whether on the first or the second
occasion he did not say-Mr. McLean said it was "dynamite". He continued: "I eventually
went on with the matter and the road was closed and there was no dynamite exploded that I
know of." Later he said that he acted with the advice of Mr. Brebner, who claimed it was
more satisfactory for them to handle two routes, one on each side of Hawkwood, rather than
three. He also said that the closing inconvenienced nobody as far as he could find out at the
time. The latter statement is certainly not borne out by the material on the File. He also
said that to close the road seemed the logical thing to do. Later he said, in effect, that
Mr. McLean's warning as to "dynamite" was based only on the opposition of the Eidsvold
Shire Council and Mumdubbera Shire Council may have been opposed to it but Eidsvold
definitely was. "There was never a protest afterwards. I don't remember any protest,
anyhow. There was not much protest."

As a matter of fact, the Mundubbera Shire Council had a deputation to the Minister on
13th February, 1949, and submitted a written case for the re-opening of the road. They
submitted that the road was used for vehicular traffic and added information as to its use for
travelling stock:-

"Drovers moving cattle from the north to the south are the greatest users of the
Redbank dip and follow the Redbank-Yerilla-Hawkwood-Piggott route (distance 42
miles) for the following reasons-

Easy staging;

Natural feed and water-cattle can water daily at Gum Holes (Yerilla), on
creek at Rocky Springs boundary (8 miles), at Hawkwood (8 miles),
and at Piggott (12 miles)

Good motor road;

Cattle can turn-off at Hawkwood and go to Cadarga Dip via Mount Saul.

The Redbank-Watchbox-Auburn Holding-Piggott route (distance 37 miles) via
Riverview, Hawkwood, Mount Auburn, and Hawkwood, has the following
disadvantages-

No water after leaving Riverview (5 miles from Redbank) ;

Impassable to vehicular traffic owing to broken gullies particularly between
"Watchbox" and Hawkwood boundary beyond Auburn paddock.

In dry times this route would not be considered by drovers.

It will thus be seen that whilst substantial improvements would be necessary
on the Redbank-Watchbox-Piggott route, natural facilities already exist on the
Yerilla-Hawkwood route. The proposed improvements on the Redbank-Watchbox-
Piggott route are not warranted and would be a waste of public money. There is
also no guarantee that drovers will use the Redbank-Watchbos-Piggott route should
the Yerilla-Hawkwood route remain closed. When this route was previously
temporarily closed drovers diverted cattle through Mundubbera township rather than
use the Redbank-Watchbox-Piggott route."

It will thus be seen that the Council considered that all things were not equal with
regard to facilities for stock on the two routes-that through Hawkwood and that along its
western boundary. If that were in fact so, the Superintendent's memorandum could not be
used to support a preference for the western route.
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In his evidence the Minister said that, although the Council said the road was a vehicular
traffic way, it was never used for traffic and the only traffic, other than cattle, would be a
drover's vehicle. When asked where he got this information from, he said he thought from
Mr. Brebner, who made some investigations and inquiries. The following passage also appears
in his evidence:-

Q. Your evidence that it was on Brebner's recommendation that the road was closed,
or that his recommendation supported your action or something to that effect Y

A. Yes. In discussions with me, Brebner pointed that out. I think he sent out a
man on the job to report to him or he went there himself. I am not certain."

I have already pointed out that the request for Mr. Brebner's report was made on Friday,
9th December, 1949, and the report made on Saturday, 10th December, 1949. He does not
seem to have had much time for investigating the vehicular traffic on the road and his report
makes no mention of the subject.

After interviews with the Mundubbera and Eidsvold Shire Councils by members of the
Co-ordinating Board, a recommendation was made by the latter that Assistant. Land Commis-
sioner Wilkins be deputed to investigate so that the Board might decide which route should be
developed as an outlet for stock.

Mr. Wilkins made an investigation and submitted a report on 24th March, 1949, which
was seen by the Minister on the following day. The conclusion with regard to the particular
road was that it "if re-opened would be of secondary importance to the majority of stock
travelling but would be convenient and useful to local graziers situated in the vicinity of
Yerilla in the north and Hawkwood in the south." The other two stock routes, he considered,
were of primary importance.

On Mr. Wilkins' report, the Minister made this note--

"Mr. White has advised that he has informed Mr. Kirk that he has free access
at any time. He also intimated to the Minister that there is no objection to any
neighbours going through Hawkwood providing it was the nearest route to their
destination.

T.A.F.

ft

25-3-49."

In his interview with the Minister on 23rd November, 1948, Mr. White had said that,
if the road were closed, he would allow neighbours to use the road if it would help them and
if it were the shortest route to the particular destination. Apparently Mr. White, according to
Mr. Wilkins' report, told a neighbour, Mr. Kirk, the same thing. These statements by Mr. White
seem to be another recognition of the existence of user by some members of the public. In any
event, there is a vast difference between an oral permission which may be withdrawn and a
public right.

When it was decided on 9th August, 1934, not to close the road, it was stated that it was a
mail route. This aspect of the matter-if it was still relevant to later applications-seems to
have been lost sight of.

A memorandum in May, 1949-I cannot decypher or recognise the initials of the author
-states :-

"The position seems to resolve itself into the following-

1. The closed road as a stock route is not of primary importance for movement
of stock in and out of the district.

2. The closed road as a stock route is useful and convenient to landholders in
the vicinity of Hawkwood for the movement of stock.

3. Part of the closed road is used for vehicular traffic which deviates therefrom
to follow the telegraph line to the west of the closed road-see page 3 of
Wilkins' report. This is also confirmed by White in the notes of discussion
with the Minister on 23-11-48.

The request for closure , the protests against closure and the request for
re-opening are all based on the stock route aspect. The fact that vehicular traffic
had to trespass and will continue to trespass on Hawkwood ( and on Rocky Springs)
seems to have been not taken into account by any of the parties.

If the request of the Mundubbera Shire Council to re-open the road is approved,
the procedure to follow will be the resumption of the closed road area under section
148 with a probable claim from White for compensation if he saw fit to lodge one
but, in this regard, it is not readily apparent that he could substantiate other than
a minor claim, if any, in view of the short period that has elapsed since the
closure."

In the result no action was taken to re-open the road and on 25th June , 1949, Mr. White
applied to have the area of the closed road included in his lease but was informed that this
was unnecessary.
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The Minister gave this explanation of his acting contrary to the recommendation of the
Land Administration Board and the protests of the objectors:-

"The tendency of officers is to take the line of least resistance. I was concerned
more with a good tenant, because he had proved himself a good tenant. The Board
at one time wrote to him and congratulated him on his work, and I was trying to
save him irritation and loss of his cattle by closing the road that was only used by
occasional mobs. "

The last statement that the road was only used by occasional mobs does not accord with
another statement made a few minutes before that: "Mr. White's main contention was that
he was continually chasing drovers with small mobs to pick up cattle that they had picked up
on the way through." If Mr. White were continually chasing drovers, it would seem that the
road was frequently used by the public; if it was only occasionally used, he could not have
been frequently annoyed or inconvenienced by travelling cattle.

These reasons given for the decision to have the road closed seem to indicate that the
real reason was to benefit or oblige Mr. White and not that the road was, not required for
public use. There are laws designed to regulate the conduct of drovers with travelling stock.
If every road which ran through the leasehold of a good Crown tenant were to be closed to
save him annoyance, very large numbers of stock would be prevented from travelling at all.

Before I express any conclusion as to this action of the Minister, I think it both
necessary and desirable that I should consider the other dealings in which _Mr. White, was
concerned.

(b) HAWKWOOD LEASEHOLD.

Mr. White became lessee of Hawkwood some time-exactly when is immaterial-before
June, 1935. On 30th June, 1935, the area was opened for Pastoral Development Lease for a
term of thirty years. The term was divided into a first period of twenty years and a second
of ten, the rent for the first being fixed at £1 6s. 8d. per square mile. The rent for the second
period was to be determined by the Land Court. The improvement conditions were that the
lessee was to ringbark 25,000 acres of the Holding and to provide one further water improve-
ment, both conditions to be performed within the first five years. Priority of application under
Section 41 (2) of "The Land Acts" was granted to the holder of the expired lease. Mr. White
obtained the new lease on those terms.

The improvement conditions were performed by Mr. White. No doubt the rent for the
first period was fixed with due regard to the expenditure necessarily involved in making the
improvements and the making of the improvements enhanced the carrying capacity of the
leasehold. Mr. White, however, did considerably more ringbarking and put down more watering
facilities than were required by the conditions and I am quite prepared to recognise that-
in relation to Hawkwood at any rate-he was a good tenant of the Crown. He was recognised
as such by a memorandum of the Land Administration Board of 5th November, 1937.

On 24th June, 1948, Mr. White interviewed the Minister and submitted a proposal that
he would be prepared to clear and plant with Rhodes Grass an area of approximately 3,000
acres at an estimated cost of £2 10s. Od. per acre, provided the rent was allowed to remain at
£1 6s. 8d. per square mile for the balance of the term. The Minister directed that the matter
be investigated.

On 28th June, a memorandum was submitted setting out the particulars of the lease and
of the improvements carried out by MIr. White. The then Chairman of the Board referred to
the Chief Assessor the question of what would be, from information on the File and on
comparison with similar holdings, a fair rent for Hawkwood in its then state. The Chief
Assessor, Mr. Creighton, made the following reply on 1st July, 1948:

"Depending on matters not ascertainable here a fair rent for the second period
would lie between 70s. and 80s. per square mile."

On 2nd July, the Land Administration Board submitted the following memorandum
to the Minister :-

"Mr. R. S. White, the lessee, in a recent interview with the Minister, submitted
a proposal that in consideration of his clearing and putting under Rhodes grass an
area of approximately 3,000 acres the condition of his lease be varied so as to
provide that the present rent of £1 6s. 8d. per mile be the rent for the balance of
the term of the lease.

The present rent which runs to 30-9-55 is only £1 6s. Sd. per sq. mile - id.
per acre. This is a very low rent and it may reasonably be expected that upon
redetermination it would be substantially increased-possibly up to 150s. per square
mile = 3d. per acre.

The lessee's request is an unusual one. The Board has given it careful
consideration but is unable to recommend approval for the following reasons:

(a) It does not consider that it would be wise to alter the provision of the
existing lease requiring the rent to be redetermined by the Court as from
1-10-55.
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a

(b) It is not possible to estimate what the rental value of the holding would
be in 1955.

(c) Should the lessee carry out the proposed clearing in the meantime due
allowance would be made in assessing the rent for the balance of the term
of the lease.

(d) Having obtained the rental concessions sought the lessee may not, or may
be unable to carry out the condition , in which event the rent could not be
increased and the only penalty would be forfeiture of the holding.. Such
a penalty would be very drastic and it is questionable whether it would be
imposed.

(e) The holding comprises good land some of it with agricultural potentialities
and it is possible that within the next 10 years development of the State
will be such that it may be decided to resume the holding for closer
settlement purposes.

(f) The lessee will receive income tax concessions in respect of any expendi-
ture on development work performed.

(g) The value of the rental concession would probably exceed the cost of the
clearing.

It is recommended that the lessee be informed that the proposal has received
consideration but, the Department is unable to approve of any variation of the
existing terms and conditions of the lease."

On 27th August, Mr. White interviewed the Minister and as a result the Chairman
gave the following direction:-0

R. S . White today interviewed the Minister who informed him that the
proposal to clear 3,000 acres same rental conditions Id. acre to prevail over period
of lease, as originally submitted, could not be approved . Mr. White inquired what
alternative proposal the Department was prepared to offer.

The Minister desires that the matter be further investigated.

Inform Land Commissioner of Mr . White 's proposal to clear and grass an
area of approximately 3,000 acres in the locality marked roughly on the plan at
the bottom of file, and of Mr. White's estimate of the cost of this work, viz.,
£2 10s. per acre , and instruct him to furnish a report on the proposed work and
a plan showing area proposed to be developed , and to furnish , on reassessment
form, report and recommendation as to-

(a) What would be a fair rental for the balance of the term of the lease of
the holding if reassessable at the present time, having regard to the fact
that improvements effected under developmental conditions are disallowed
in arriving at reappraised rental?

(b) What would be a fair rental for the balance of the term, as from, say
1-1-49, if a condition of clearing and grassing 3,000 acres were imposed?

(c) Extent to which (b) should be varied on giving consideration to fact that
present rental is fixed to 30-9-55."

On 27th September, before any report on the further investigation thus directed by the
Chairman at the desire of the Minister was received , Mr. White again interviewed the
Minister , who on that day gave this direction :

"Mr. R. S. White called this morning in connection with his proposal to clear
3,000 acres of brigalow and soft brush country on ` Hawkwood ' Holding.

He referred to the expenditure in which he would be involved and stated
that since submitting the proposal , he has ascertained that it will probably be in
the vicinity of £3 per acre, if the job is to be done thoroughly.

On the question of rent-the new period-lie emphasized that it would be
uneconomical for him to expend sum involved in improvements if the rent on the
holding, for the second period, exceeded ld. per acre.

After reviewing rents paid on surrounding holdings, and taking; into
consideration that the clearing of 3,000 acres will further improve his property,
I APPROVE of the granting of a new lease to applicant, with Developmental
conditions embracing this improvement ; at the rate of one half-penny per acre
(the present rate ) to 30th September, 1955; and the balance of the term of lease
to be at the rate of ld. per acre.

Please arrange Executive Minute accordingly.
THOS. A. FOLEY,

24th September , 194S."
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This direction necessarily involved consideration of how it could lawfully be done and
that matter was the subject of a memorandum by the Chairman on 4th October, 1948:-

"1. Effect may be given to the Minister's direction by either of two courses
as follows

(.a) Surrender of the existing lease and reopening of the land with the approval
of the Governor in Council, as a Pastoral Development Lease under
Section 16 of "The Land Acts Amendment Act of 1927."

This procedure would involve the notification in the Government Gazette
of the terms and conditions of the new lease and the subsequent lodgment
by the lessee of an application for these lands; and

(b) Consideration of the matter upon application by the lessee under the
provisions of Section 14 of "The Land Acts Amendment Act of 1927."
Copy of this Section is attached.
Decision under this Section could be endorsed on the lease upon the lessee
electing to take advantage of the decision of the Governor in Council on
the application.

2. It would not be competent for the Governor in Council under either
procedure to fix rentals for two periods of the lease, but the rent could be fixed for
the balance of the term of the lease or the whole term of the lease as the case
might be. Averaging the present rent of 26s. 8d. (Id. per acre) for the balance
of the current period of the lease, and the proposed rent of £2 13s. 4d. per square
mile (ld. per acre) for the last period of 10 years of the lease, a rental of 42s. 6d.
per square mile (approximately) would result.

3. With regard to the rents paid on surrounding holdings, it is desired to
point out that all rents of id. or lower were fixed about the years 1932-36, and that
they would not necessarily reflect present-day rental values. The most recent
determination is in the case of Farm 4455, the rent in this case having been fixed
at 2d. in 1944.

4. It is also pointed out that the lessee has not lodged any written application
in connection with the matter. It will be seen from the attached copy of Section 27
that that provision requires that the lessee shall make application setting out certain
particulars as laid down in sub-section 2. The application should be accompanied
by a plan showing the existing improvements and the area proposed to be improved.
The Section further -sets out the various procedures to be followed.

5. In accordance with the direction it is suggested that Executive Council
approval be sought in respect of decision under Section 14 of "The Land Acts
Amendment Act of 1927" as follows:-

'That in consideration of the lessee's undertaking to, within 5 years, expend
the sum of not less than £7,500 in clearing and grassing an area of not less
than 3,000 acres, the rent for the balance of the term of the lease be fixed at
42s. 6d. per square mile.' "

On 7th October, the Minister made the following notation on the memorandum :-

In view of Minister's approval, write White asking submit application setting
out details under Sec. 14.

T.A.F.
7-10-48.

I pause at this stage to consider the actions of the Minister.

Section 14 of "The Land Acts Amendment Act of 1927," so far as is here material
provides:

"14. (1.) The lessee of any Pastoral Holding or the selector of a Grazing
Selection, the development of which Pastoral Holding or Grazing Selection for the
depasturing of sheep or cattle, or for substantially improving the carrying capacity
for sheep or cattle, will cost an abnormally high sum in comparison with the cost
of developing other lands used for grazing, may at any time apply to the Minister
in the prescribed form for special concessions in respect of such pastoral holding
or grazing selection so as to enable him to undertake the expenditure needed for
such development.

(3.) Upon receipt of such application the Minister shall investigate the
matter, in such manner as he may deem fit or as may be prescribed, having
particular regard to-

(a) The demand or lack of demand that exists for grazing country of the kind
comprised in the application, and the prospects of such country being
developed in large or small areas without the granting of special
concessions ;
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(b) The monetary value of the concessions sought by the applicant;

(c) The extent to which the interests of the State will be promoted by the
improvements or development works in question;

and shall determine, subject to the approval of the Governor in. Council,
whether-

(i.) The application shall be refused; or

(ii.) The application shall be granted in whole or in part;

Provided that no application for concessions shall be granted unless the
Minister, after careful inquiry, is satisfied that-

(iii.) The expenditure proposed to be incurred by the selector or lessee is
abnormally high for the carrying capacity of the land comprised in the
application;

(iv.) The circumstances surrounding the country are such that it is not likely
to be adequately developed under the ordinary terms and conditions pre-
scribed for land tenures in the Principal Act ; and

(v.) Generally, that public interests will be promoted by granting the applica-
tion in whole or in part."

It does not appear that there was any evidence before the Minister that the develop-
ment of Hawkwood under consideration would cost an abnormally high sum in comparison
with the cost of developing other lands used for grazing. There was Mr. White's estimate of
the cost of the proposed development of Hawkwood at £2 10s. per acre-subsequently
increased to £3-but no suggestion of the cost of similar development of other grazing lands.
What material satisfied the Minister of the matters set out in the proviso to subsection (3)
does not appear. The "carefull inquiry" directed by that proviso does not appear to have
been made-unless it was made from Mr. White on 24th September-for the Minister after
requiring an investigation, proceeded to grant Mr. White's request without waiting for the
result of the investigation. Subsection (4) provides that the Minister, in any such investiga-
tion, may refer the matter to the Board. The Board's recommendation of 2nd July, 1948,
was, apparently, disregarded by the Minister. Of course, he was quite entitled to do so in
an appropriate ease. In his decision to make the rent Id. per acre for the balance of the
current period and ld. per acre for the balance of the term, he apparently forgot the
provisions of the Acts with respect to the fixing of rents by the Land Court for second and
subsequent periods. He said that he had reviewed rents payable on surrounding holdings.
The matters set out in paragraph 3 of the Board's memorandum of 4th October do not appear
to have played any decisive part in such review. The circumstances of the decision of
24th September, at first sight at any rate, might incline one to think that the decision was
arrived at, not in accordance with the Act, but in spite of it.

On 19th October, 1948, Mr. White made his formal application. That contained the
following :-

"In the event of the Department agreeing to the proposal, I am prepared to
surrender my present lease, on the condition that a new lease to correspond with
the term of the existing lease-approximately 16t' years-be granted, the rental to
be in the aggregate Id. per acre for the full term.

The following improvements to be carried out:-

Complete killing of the timber on a total of 3,000 acres, as shown in the
attached sketch, by falling small brigalow; ringbarking the big brigalow, and
falling all softwood and poisoning the whole timber on the area.

When this has been effected, the area to be planted with artificial grasses,
mostly Rhodes.

It is estimated that the approximate cost of carrying out this work will be not
less than £2 10s. per acre, although certain extras to enable me to obtain men to
do the work will possibly bring the cost around about £3 per, acre."

On 2nd November, 1948, the matter was submitted to Cabinet and on 4th November to
the Executive Council.

I do not know whether the position with regard to the "careful inquiry" enjoined by
the Act was placed before Cabinet or not but I hardly think that it could have been.

The Executive Minute embodying the recommendation is as follows:-0

in consideration of the lessee of Hawkwood Pastoral Development
holding, Burnett District, undertaking to expend the sum of not less than seven
thousand five hundred pounds (£7,500) within five years from the .1st January,
1949, in equal proportions during each year, on the destruction of timber and
undergrowth on an area of not less than 3,000 acres of the north-eastern part
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of the Holding and the planting of such area with artificial grasses and to
thereafter maintain such area free from regrowth, suckers and undergrowth and
under artificial grasses, he be granted the following concession:-

The annual rent for the balance of the term of the lease of the Holding as
from 1st January, 1949, be fixed at the rate of two pounds two shillings and
sixpence (£2 2s. 6d.) per square mile."

Mr. White was informed of the terms of the proposal on 10th November, 1948, and on
23rd November he called upon the Minister and the interview is recorded in a Ministerial
memorandum of that date which sets out :

"Mr. R. S. White called today and complained that the conditions set out
in the Department's letter of 10-11-48 were not in accord with his offer to
complete the falling and poisoning of timber and undergrowth of 3,000 acres on
the North Eastern portion of his Holding.

He claimed that some of the conditions were too exacting and may leave
him in a position that he could not completely comply with every detail.

He requested a simple agreement covering the main points of his offer, and
he in turn would consistently carry out the work until his part was completed.

The Minister, after discussion, agreed that in consideration of Mr. White's
undertaking the destruction of 3,000 acres of timber and undergrowth (including
the area already destroyed) on the North Eastern part of the Holding, and the
planting of such area with artificial grasses at an estimated cost of £2.10.0 per
acre-approximate total £7,500, and to thereafter maintain such area reasonably
free from regrowth, suckers and undergrowth to the .satisfaction of the Minister,
-that Mr. White be granted the following concession with respect to the Holding
under Section 14 (5) of `The Land Acts Amendment Act of 1927' namely:

The annual rent for the balance of the term of the lease of the Holding as
from 1st January, 1949, be fixed at the rate of £2 2s. 6d. (per square mile).

If Mr. White accepts this offer, it will be necessary for him at any time within
three months, namely to the 4th February 1949, to give notice of such acceptance
and undertake to effect the required improvements in accordance with this offer.

Draft form of notice of election has already been supplied him for completion
and return, together with the lease of the holding.

A period of five years from 1-7-49 will be allowed to effect the improvements
referred to.

Immediately after the expiration of each year of the five years referred to,
Mr. White will be required to furnish progress reports of the improvements
effected. This procedure must be followed each year until the improvements have
been completed under the terms of the notice of election.

A copy of this agreement and memo. has been handed to Mr. White who has
intimated that he will return the completed notice of election at an early date.

Tuos. A. Foi.,Ey,
MINISTER,

23rd November, 1948."

It is to be noticed that the area of 3,000 acres is now to include an area upon which
the timber and undergrowth has already been destroyed.

On 28th November, Mr. White submitted in writing his election and undertaking which
included the following :-

"... in consideration of the concession set out in such offer, I undertake to
complete the falling and poison, or ringbark and poison the timber on 3,000 (three
thousand) acres and expend the total sum of approximately £7,500 (seven
thousand five hundred pounds) on this area.

The time allowed for the completion of the works is five years from 1st July,
1949, but may be completed at any earlier date.

On the completion of the destruction of timber and undergrowth, on the 3,000
acres on the North Eastern part of the holding, in the position and approximate
shape on the sketch, handed the Chairman of Land Administration Board, and
to plant such area with artificial grasses, and to thereafter maintain such area
reasonably free from regrowth, suckers and undergrowth, and under artificial
grasses. "

The undertaking seems clear and specific.
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On 13th December, 1948, a comprehensive report upon Mr. White's proposal of 24th
June was received from Land Commissioner Ferguson. It included a joint report by Assistant
Land Commissioner Johnston and Land Ranger Goodwin, which I set out in full as being
most relevant and high-lighting the absence of the "careful inquiry" provided for by the
Statute:-

" Re Hawkwood Pastoral Development Lease.

With reference to your instructions of the 24th September and 14th October
last, relative to an application by the lessee of the above holding for rental
concessions, we have to advise that we carried out an inspection of the holding
from the 4th instant to the 11th instant . We submit , attached hereto, a report,,
on reassessment form , and a basis of valuation.

It is advised that the rental of 31d . per acre or £8 13s. 4d. per square mile has
been arrived at in accordance with instructions set out in paragraph 2 (a) of Head
Office memorandum of 1-9-1948, no allowance having been made for the
improvements carried out under the developmental conditions of the lease.

Prior to submitting rentals in accordance with paragraphs 2 (b) and ( e) of the
memorandum , we desire to draw your notice to a discrepancy in the area of
scrubland to be felled . The area of scrubland suitable for conversion to
artificial grass pastures is approximately 3,000 acres. Of this area, 1,200 acres
have been developed over the past eight to ten years, small areas haying been
completed annually. We made a compass traverse of the boundaries of-'.the area
developed to make sure of the area. Our measurements are supported by
the lessee 's information contained in his reply of the 19th October , 1948, to Head
Office letter dated the 8th October , 1948, in which he states the present value
of developmental work is £3,000-equal to 1,200 acres at £2 10s. per acre.
Therefore , it may be seen that it is really the intention of the lessee to complete
3,000 acres-as stated on his accompanying sketch of the area-or , in other words,
to clear a further 1 ,800 acres. Our estimated maximum cost of carrying out this
work is £4,500 , as the felling of similar country on adjoining selections
is costing £1 15s. per acre. This cost plus the expense incurred in poisoning, as
planned by the lessee , should not possibly exceed £2 10s . per acre.

We also desire to draw - your attention to another apparent discrepancy
in the lessee's information . He claims that the present carrying capacity of 1,200
acres of scrubland is 200 head or one beast to six acres, and that, by the
completion of a further 1800 acres of similar country, the carrying capacity
would be increased to 1,500 head or one beast to two acres over the 3 , 000 acres.
This is equivalent to 1,300 head on 1,800 acres or slightly better than one beast
to one and a half acres . The carrying capacity of Rhodes grass lands accepted
and adopted in this district is one beast to five acres . Thus the present carrying
capacity of the scrubland is 240 head and the potential capacity-after 1,800
acres more are developed-is 600 head or an increase of 360 head , not 1 , 300 head as
stated by the lessee.

The present estimated carrying capacity of the whole area is 6,263 head or
one beast to fourteen acres. Thus , the resultant carrying capacity after treatment
of 1,800 acres of scrubland would be 6,623 head, or a percentage increase slightly
in excess of 5% over the total herd , at a cost of £12 lOs. per head over the increase.
It is also pointed out that, in our opinion, about 27,000 acres of forest land-
virgin country and old ringbarked country-is suitable for development by
ringbarking . At present costs, this area could be developed at a cost of £4,725
or 3s. 6d . per acre, to carry an increase of about 420 head . The percentage increase
is slightly in excess of 6 per cent . over the whole herd at a cost of £11 15s. per
head over the increase.

It is an accepted fact throughout the grazing industry that development of
scrubland represents a better economic proposition than the, development of
forest grassland, despite the fact that the initial cost per head over the resultant
increase in the carrying capacity is slightly higher. The principal reasons for
this are:--

(1) The money expended in development of scrubland is more quickly
recouped-within a maximum of six years,

(2) the cattle depastured on developed scrubland command a higher sale
price than cattle depastured on first class fattening forest country in the
district, and

(3) The initial cost of treatment is, generally, the last cost.

(In the majority of cases of forest land maintenance costs are ever
present.)
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From the preceding paragraphs especially, it may readily be seen
that Section 14 of `The Land Acts Amendment Act of 1927' does not really apply
in this case, because scrubland is not difficult country to develop or maintain when
the cost entailed is compared with the increased carrying capacity, high prices
realised for stock depastured thereon and the short term required to recoup monies
expended. Furthermore, in the cases of pastoral holdings and grazing selections,
developed scrublands are considered capital improvements for which the outgoing
lessee is entitled to compensation within the meaning of Section 4 of the Principal
Act. Thus, if the lessee expends the sum of £4,500, he will recoup this at the
expiry of the term of the lease.

When considering a proposal such as the one submitted by the 'lessee, it is
essential to ascertain by how much he will benefit and by how much the revenue of
the Crown will be jeopardised. From the. preceding paragraphs, it maybe readily
ascertained that the lessee has nothing to lose and everything to gain. If his
proposal is accepted at a rental of id. per acre for the whole of the remainder of
the term of the lease, the Crown will gain for 61 years £91 6s. 8d. per annum
or a total of £615 9s. 3d. and in the ensuing 10 years would lose 2-210. per acre
per annum, equivalent to £913 6s. 8d. per annum or a total of £9133 6s. 8d. over
10 years.

Briefly, the lessee, by an expenditure of £4,500-provided labour is available,
and this is doubtful-which he shall recoup in full at the expiry of the term of
the lease, will benefit directly to the extent of £8,517 17s. 5d. This is not taking
into consideration the profits that will be derived from the annual output of the
increase in the carrying capacity.

Reverting to paragraph 2 (b), if a condition of clearing 1800 acres of
scrubland, not 3000 acres as stated, were imposed, it is our opinion that the value
is 3d. per acre. With reference to paragraph 2 '(c), the value, having regard to
the fact that the present rental of Id. per acre is fixed to 30-9-55, is 2d. per acre.

It is submitted that the proposition is not equitable, in fact it is not
warranted, and we suggest that it be not considered. Furthermore, if the lessee
is granted any concessions whatever, a dangerous precedent would be created and
the numerous Crown tenants endeavouring to develop scrubland would be
entitled to similar treatment.

M. A. JOHNSTON, Assistant Land Commissioner.

J. A. G. GOODWIN, Land Ranger.

The Land Commissioner,

GAYNDAH.

The Land Commissioner's own report, which accompanied that of Messrs. Johnston and
Goodwin contained the following:-

"I would submit that the joint report furnished by my field officers is so full
and comprehensive that it leaves very little to be desired and I agree
wholeheartedly with everything they have said and done, so much so that I wish
to reiterate the statement made in the last paragraph . . . I respectfully submit
that the provisions of Section 14 of `The Land Acts Amendment Act of 1927'
are not applicable in this case because of locality, rainfall, transport facilities
and the keen demand for land of this quality. Such areas of similar scrubland
in the South, Central and Upper Burnett districts, in both small and large areas,
have been developed within the past 40 years without special concessions . . .
In view of the overwhelming evidence of fact contained in the official report
which I am forwarding herewith, I respectfully submit that I have no alternative,
in the public interest, but to recommend that the application be refused."

Mr Ferguson also made reference to applications which had been made to
have Hawkwood opened for War Service Land Settlement and closer settlement. With those
applications and the result I am not here concerned. The Minister made notings on the
Land Commissioner's report with regard to those questions. He also noted:

"The contract with White is 3,000 acres. If the area is not in this section the
equivalent can be imposed on the forest area mentioned in the Asst. L/C Report."

He does not seem to have adverted to the fact that White-whether designedly or
innocently-had represented that there were 3,000 aeres.of scrub in the particular portion
of Hawkwood. In regard to the statement that the lessee, by expending £4,500 which would
be recouped upon the expiry of the lease, would receive a rental concession to the extent of
£8517 17s. 5d., the Minister noted that White had contracted to spend £7,500. The only
effect this would have upon this aspect of the report would be that the lessee, by expending
£7,500 over five years, which would be remnped at the expiration of his lease, would receive
98,517 17s. 5d. in rental concessions.
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On 30th December, 1948, the Chairman of the Board sought the -Minister's views as
to whether action was to proceed in view of the Field Officers' report. He directed that
Mr. White be informed of the reports regarding the scrub area and asked whether he would
be prepared to expend the balance of the sum of £7,500 on ringbarking other parts of the
holding. He also directed that further action be withheld pending his return to the Office.
Mr. White was so informed and asked.

In an undated letter received on 12th January , 1949, he replied as follows:-

" I have received your letter of 30 -12-48 relating to Hawkwood lease.

You say 1 ,200 acres of the 3,000 had already been developed prior to
negotiations ; this is not the case . I have the measurements of the limited areas
which had been treated . A good portion of that now completed was in the course
of completion when your field officers were making their inspection . One and
half tons of Rhodes grass seed was being planted when your men were there.

I suggest the best way to overcome these differences is to have the areas
surveyed by your department, and if the 3000 acres is not there I will complete the
3000 acres on some other part of the run in close proximity to the block being
treated, but I am sure you will find this unnecessary.

The foregoing offer is entirely without prejudice to my rights under the
agreement entered into with you."

With respect to the suggestion of a survey it is pointed out that, according to their
report, the Field Officers did make a compass traverse of the scrub area which ,, though perhaps
inaccurate to some extent, could hardly be 1,200 acres in error in 3,000.

On 7th January , 1949, the Board addressed the following memorandum to the
Minister

"Memorandum to The Honourable the Minister:-

With reference to the Board 's Minute of 2-7-48 and Ministerial direction
of 24-9-48 the Board respectfully invites your attention to the field officer's report
dated 14th November , 1948, and forwarded by the Land Commissioner under cover of
a memo dated 10th December, 1948.

This report shows :
(a) Disagreement with the information furnished by Mr. White as to the area of

scrub suitable for clearing and grassing on which Ministerial decision of
24-9-48 was based.

( b) The proposed rent of 42s . 6d. per s.m. = approx . id. per acre is too low.
(c) Taking as a basis of comparison the rent fixed by the Land Court on

10-12-48 for Farm 4344 ( portion 7, Redbank ), adjoining at 2d. per acre-
previous rent Y d. per acre-and taking into consideration that under the
existing lease a rental of ;-d. per acre only is payable to 30-9-55, a fair and
equitable rent for the balance of the term of the lease as from 1-1-49 would
be 2d. per acre or 106s. 8d. per sq. mile.

It is also respectfully pointed out that the Department's officers are authorised to
endorse leases only in accordance with Executive Council Minutes , that the notice of
election by Mr. White dated 28-11 -48 is not in accordance with the terms of Executive
Minute of 4-11-48 and that Executive Council approval to any variation of that
Minute will accordingly require to be obtained."

This memorandum attracted one from the Minister:-

Memorandum:-

After perusal of the report of Mr. Ferguson , Land Commissioner, on the
application of Mr. R. S. WHITE for a rental concession , in consideration of his
destroying 3,000 acres of scrub and planting with Rhodes Grass at a cost of £7,500
(estimated ), it would appear that there is some doubt as to whether there are 3,000
acres of scrub on the North Eastern portion of ` Hawkwood ' Holding :-In the event
of this being so,-and there is not the stated acreage of scrub, the Department must
insist upon an equivalent area of scrub or forest land on the holding being treated,
so that the objective-increased production of beef, can be realised.

Since the visit of Sir Henry Turner , the Honourable the Premier and Cabinet
have been investigating the ways and means of stepping up beef production.

It is felt by Cabinet that every possible opportunity should be taken that will
contribute towards speedy results.

Immediate action towards the clearing of this area by the lessee should be
encouraged in order to obtain increased carrying capacity.

Apart from the work agreed upon, Mr. White advises his intention of extensive
cropping , as soon as this work is nearing completion . This will involve, I
understand , clearing with a bulldozer a very large area.
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Regarding Mr. Ferguson 's reference to the suitability of `Hawkwood' and
adjoining Holdings , for Soldiers Settlement,-I note this matter was dealt with in
June 1946 , and the present Director of Soldier Settlement (Mr. Mellor ) then said that
`the situation of Hawkwood-40 miles by bush road from the rail head
at Mundubbera, rendered it too isolated for dairying and mixed farming. This
land can be kept in mind for consideration for future closer settlement.

Mr. Ferguson 's contention that the provisions of Section 14 of `The Land Act
of 1927' are not applicable in this case because of the locality, rainfall , transport
facilities and the keen demand for land of this quality , seems contrary to the general
practice , in view of the fact that the Holding is not due for resumption or nearing
expiration . Section 14 has been applied throughout the coastal and coastal highlands
under similar circumstances.

This is a case to be distinguished from the ordinary developmental lease, insofar
as the lessee is offering to improve an additional area, beyond the requirements
imposed under the original terms of his developmental lease.

The Commissioner's references to rent on other Holdings in the district, in
particular reference to P.P.D.G.H. No. 4344, Portion 7, Parish of Redbank, seem
to be exceptional compared with G.F.426-13d. and J. L. & A. G. Kirk-1*d.^ It must
be taken into consideration that the lessees mentioned have not undertaken additional
developmental conditions as in the case of Hawkwood.

* ... should ... as an encouragement to . graziers in the area to further
develop . . . holdings and step up beef production and if rent concessions are
necessary to induce them to further improve . . . properties, as in the case of
Hawkwood, why not consider those concessions. The State would benefit by
increased beef production, even if it lost a little by way of rent revenue.

* (This portion of the document is mutilated.)

T.A.F.

17-1-49. "

In view of a later development, the first paragraph of the Minister's memorandum is
interesting. In view of "some doubt" as to whether there were 3,000 acres of scrub on the
north-eastern portion of Hawkwood, his attitude was that "the Department must insist upon an
equivalent area of scrub or forest land on the holding being treated, so that the objective-
increased production of beef-can be realised." On 23rd November, 1948, the Minister had
already agreed to reduce the 3,000 acres by some unspecified area which had already been done
and which was not done in performance of the condition. Giving credit-as it were-for this
area would not increase the carrying capacity ; that area had already had its effect. The
expressed determination to insist on a total area of 3,000 acres being treated did not, apparently,
long persist for further reductions in that area were granted.

The Minister's remarks as to the effect and application of Section 14 of the Act of 1927
do nothing to alter the plain words of that section or explain why the decision of
24th September, 1948, was arrived at without the "careful inquiry." His memorandum seems
to seek justification in the application of some general principle that, as an incentive to
increased beef production, graziers who proposed doing or had done work such as that which
Mr. White proposed doing should receive rental concessions.. Doubtless as a statement of
desirable policy that is unexceptionable. But, if graziers receive rental concessions in
consideration of doing work designed to increase production and then don't do the work or only
partly do it, the implementation of the policy seems to have gone astray.

On 21st January, 1949, Mr. White was again before the Minister and the record of the
interview is as follows :-

"Aerial photographs taken in 1946 and at present in the Survey Office confirm
the report of the field officers that there are not 3,000 acres of scrub country in the
north-east part of the holding.

The matter was further discussed by the Minister, Members of the Board and
Mr. Guy with Mr. White to-day. He stated that he is not convinced that the area
of timber suitable for felling and grassing in the north-eastern part of the holding
is as limited as indicated but that he is willing to clear and grass 3,000 acres on
the holding. (The aerial photograph shows that there are patches of scrub on other
parts of the holding and that in all there are over 3,000 acres of scrub on the holding.)

The Minister directs that in the circumstances Executive Minute No. 3860 of
4-11-48 be rescinded and that a new Minute be prepared as follows:-

'In consideration of the lessee of Hawkwood Pastoral Development Holding,
Burnett District, undertaking to fall and poison or ringbark and poison the
timber on 3,000 acres of the holding within five years from 1st July, 1948, in

I.
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equal proportions each year , and to plant such area with artificial grasses and
to thereafter maintain such area free from regrowth, suckers and, undergrowth
and under artificial grasses, he be granted the following concession :-

The annual rent for the balance of the term of the lease of the holding
as from 1st January, 1949, be fixed at the rate of two pounds two shillings
and sixpence (£2 2s. 6d .) per square mile.'

C

THOMAS A. FOLEY,

21-1-1949."

Apparently within a couple of days the Minister gave a further direction , for, on
24th January , the Chairman noted the last -mentioned record : " The Minister directs that
action on this Minute is to be deferred until application for closure of road through Hawkwood
has been dealt with ." Why one matter had to be deferred until the other was dealt with does
not appear . One reason-the incentive to a good tenant to increase beef production-was
common to both proposed actions.

On the day of the last-mentioned interview with Mr . White, 21st January, 1949, the
Minister approved of the small patches of forest lying between scrub areas as marked by
Mr. White on a Survey Office sketch map being included in the developmental programme. This
portion of the interview is not recorded on the record quoted above but on a separate slip in
the Minister 's writing . Below it is the Chairman 's notation of the Minister 's approval.

On 10th February, 1949 , an Executive Minute records the terms of the undertaking and
concession:-

,, In consideration of the lessee of Hawkwood Pastoral Development Holding,
Burnett District , undertaking to fall and poison or ringbark and poison the timber
on three thousand acres of the Holding within five years from 1st July , 1948, in
equal proportions during each year , and to plant such area with artificial grasses
and thereafter to maintain such area free from regrowth , suckers and undergrowth
and under artificial grasses , he be granted the following concession-

The annual rent for the balance of the term of the lease of the Holding as
from 1st January , 1949 , be fixed at the rate of two pounds two shillings and
six pence (£2 2s. 6d .) per square mile."

On 28th February , 1949, Mr. White was 'again with the Minister. He apparently at that
time desired-ostensibly at any rate-to destroy a larger area of timber than that agreed upon
for he was advised by the Minister and the Chairman that "no objection would be taken to
the destruction of timber exceeding the amount stated in the Order in Council ." It was also
agreed by the Minister that certain scrub areas-amounting to approximately 200 acres-would
be taken into consideration when assessing the total amount to be cleared . On Mr. White's
own estimates of cost , this concession saved him £500 to £600.

At this stage-although the Executive Minute still said 3,000 acres-Mr. White had
possibly two concessions : an unspecified area done before 23rd November , 1948, and now a
further 200 acres , if the latter is not included in the former.

On the same day that the 200 acres was agreed upon , Mr. White signed another election
and undertaking in the following terms:-

"I, ROBERT STANLEY WHITE, the lessee of Hawkwood Pastoral
Development Holding, Burnett District , hereby give notice that I elect to take
advantage of the Minister 's offer with respect to the Holding, under Section 14 (5)
of `The Land Acts Amendment Act of 1927 ' conveyed in letter from the Secretary
to the Land Administration Board to me , dated 11th February, 1949, and in
consideration of the concessions set out in such offer , I undertake to fall and poison
or ringbark and poison the timber on 3,000 acres of the Holding within five years
from 1st July, 1948, in equal proportions each year, and to plant such area with
artificial grasses and thereafter to maintain such area free from regrowth , suckers
and ' undergrowth and under artificial grasses to the satisfaction of the Minister."

This again is perfectly clear and specific and up to this stage Mr. White had apparently
raised no question of increased cost over the larger of his previous estimates, i.e., £3 per acre.

Between 14th and 31st October, 1949, Mr. Gardiner carried out a survey to determine the
areas of Hawkwood ringbarked and cleared of scrub under the condition. Ringbarking and
poisoning in the forest area amounted to 510 acres; the scrub area felled was 740 acres; an
area of about 1,190 acres had been ringbarked or cleared prior to November 1946. This latter
area was, according to Mr. Gardiner, apparently the area referred to by the Land Commissioner,
Assistant Land Commissioner and Land Ranger as having already been done prior to the
inspection and compass traverse in October or November, 1948. As it ' was done prior to
November 1946, it was clearly not done in performance of the condition to deal with 3,000
acres , as the first mention of that condition is in Mr. White's proposal of 24th June, 1948.
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A memorandum of the Minister of 11th November, 1949, of an interview with
Mr. Gardiner contains eulogistic references by Mr. Gardiner to the work done by Mr. White.
Why it was necessary to place it as well as Mr. Gardiner's report on the file I do not quite see.
The final paragraph is :

"Despite the fact that Mr. White has had difficulty with labour, he has made
great progress regarding improvements. He still has plenty of time to complete
them."

However, the fact remains that at this stage, since Mr. White had first offered to treat
3,000 acres, he had treated 1,250 acres and no more.

The next step was an application on 11th January , 1950, by Mr . White to have the
area then completed accepted in full satisfaction of the full area agreed upon.

The undertaking signed by Mr. White on 28th February , 1949 , was an unqualified
undertaking to treat 3,000 acres within five years from 1st July, 1948, and made no reference
to the expenditure of any particular sum of money . The Executive Minute of 10t1 February,
1949, was in the same terms . The last mention of expenditure of £7,500 was in the Executive
Minute of 4th November, 1948.

The application of 11th January , 1950 , is as follows:-

"Some time ago I agreed to clear some three thousand acres ( 3,000 acres) of
brigalow and softwood scrub on North Western and north -easterly portions of
`HAWKWOOD' in consideration of a rental concession.

I ask that the area now completed be accepted by you in full satisfaction for
the full area agreed to be killed and grassed by me for the following reasons-

(i.) That the cost of completing the area I have treated has exceeded the
original estimate for the whole job by a considerable sum,

(ii.) That I have endeavoured , at very great expense, to obtain labour to carry
out this task , and after many months of disappointment , through men
coming and going, have cleared , burned and planted with grass a considerable
area, but a considerable tract is still awaiting a suitable time to burn and
plant.

The Officer from the Survey Department, whom you sent out at my request to
measure up , will I feel report that the work has been very well done.

Prior to undertaking this task , I arranged on my own initiative to clear a large
area in the same vicinity , and have, subsequent to 1946, gone over this area, and
cleared it of suckers. This has vastly improved the Crown asset.

The parts shown in aerial photographs now with your Department have been
reasonably cleared. They have been most costly to me because since the photos
were taken the brigalow seedlings came up thickly, and would have undoubtedly
covered and ruined the country for grassing had I not exterminated them, a
process which involved chopping them or bruising the stumps with an axe head
and then poisoning the whole with arsenic pentoxide . The cost of treating this
country ranged from £7 to £11 per acre against the original estimate of £2 10s. Od.
an acre.

You will see that the difficulty experienced with labour, men coming and going,
and extra payment to induce labour to take on the work has greatly exceeded the
anticipated cost.

This, I have no doubt, your Department did not expect, nor did it expect such
costly grasses to be sown.

In view of this, I request that consideration be given these factors, and credit
be given for the area previously cleared and ringbarked at my own cost.

I have gone ahead and carried out the work in quick time creating immediate
production, and trust you will see fit to concede me all or most of what I ask."

Upon this application the Minister on 18th January, 1950, put two notes :

"Ch. L.A.B.

In view of the excessive cost involved in this work and the report of
Mr. Gardiner that the work has been well carried out, apprd. that the total area
since 1946 and the area in pink in attached sketch which has been cleared of
suckers together with second clearing totalling 2,440 acres be considered as part of
the contract agreed upon and apprd. by Executive Council 10th February, 1949."

"Prepare if necessary Executive Council Minute making the amendment."
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It is interesting at this stage to tabulate the progressive steps as far as areas are
concerned

(1) 24th June, 1948, proposal to treat 3,000 acres submitted by lessee;

(2) 27th September, 1948, the Minister directed acceptance of the proposal;

(3) 4th November, 1948, Executive Council approved;

(4) 23rd November, 1948, unspecified area already treated agreed to be included;

(5) 13th December, 1948, Field Officers' report revealed that only 1,800 acres of
scrub remained in area where it had been agreed to treat 3,000 acres;

(6) 28th February, 1949, small areas totalling approximately 200 acres agreed to be
included ;

(7) 18th January, 1950, area of 1,190 acres treated prior to November, 1946, agreed
to be included.

The result was that, in performance of the condition under which, on 28th February,
1949, he agreed to treat 3,000 acres over a period of five years from 1st July, 1948, Mr. White
had treated 1,250 acres. He had another three and a-half years to complete what he had
undertaken to do.

On 23rd February, 1950, the Minister's direction was embodied in an Executive Minute
which reads

"That Executive Minute No. 449 of 10th February, 1949, be varied to the
extent that the area of about two thousand four hundred and forty acres which
was treated by felling and poisoning or ringbarking and poisoning and by planting
with artificial grasses prior to the passing and recording of the said Executive
Minute No. 449 shall be taken into account and deemed to be part of the total area
of three thousand acres to be treated in terms of the concessions granted by the
said Executive Minute No. 449."

The Minister gave evidence concerning the Hawkwood transactions both in examination-
in-chief and in cross-examination. His evidence in relation to them commences:-

"Q. What is the position about Hawkwood?

A. Nothing much wrong with Hawkwood that I know of ...

Q. Is there anything in that suggestion that White got some illicit advantage out
of Hawkwood?

A. As I explained earlier in my evidence there was a desire on the part of the
Government to speed up beef production. The late Mr. Hanlon was very, very
keen on the subject. As a matter of fact, that is one of the things he mentioned
to me when I took over the portfolio. He said, `Speed up irrigation and do
whatever you possibly can to speed up beef production. That is a very important
matter to the State.' Well, Mr. White made a proposal-he is one of the few
who came along to make such a proposal-to fell or push over and burn
and plant with Rhodes and panic grass an area of 3,000 acres of what we know
as softwood scrub. There was a portion on the outskirts of it suitable also,
known as forest country, and after discussion with my officers and myself, I
eventually indicated to him that there was something in his proposal, that we
might come to some arrangement as he had suggested with regard to a conces-
sion in rent if it can be called that. First of all he wanted 28s. 6d. a sq. mile
for the whole of the period. I would not listen to that idea so I finished up
lowering the rent by 15s. 10d. a sq. mile, lifting it from Id. to ld. for the
whole of the period, and he was to carry out his contract to clear and grass
this scrub.

Q. He would have gone onto 1955 or 1956 on the 4d. but for that?

A. Yes. The increased rate was to cover the whole of the period. I understand
it was to start from about 1st January, 1949. His reassessment would come
up in 1955 so actually he would have to pay the increased rent for that period
of about seven years as well as the last period of 10 years.

Q. In the discussion at that time was there mention of any figure that he would
spend on this work?

A. He anticipated it would cost him about £7,500 to do the job but the figures
that he subsequently submitted to me meant that it cost him in the vicinity
of £9,000. He had a great deal of difficulty in men coming and going. He
had to drive them up there from either Eidsvold or Mundubbera and they
would stay for a week and leave and he would have to get another batch of
men and I understand while this was going on he had to pay a certain figure
a day for the bulldozer that was being used,
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Q. Had some of the work which was ultimately taken into consideration been done
before the agreement?

A. Yes, there was. He had done quite a deal of work since 1946 and there was
some quite recent work that he had carried out prior to this arrangement
being made.

Q. Was that subsequently taken into account?
A. Yes. In view of the heavy cost that he was involved in to take in a portion

of that, added onto the portion that he had done-

By TBE COMMISSIONER : That is the work done by him and not by the previous
lessee , Mr. Persse?

A. Yes, clone by himself. He had held it from 1935, I think. The previous lessee
must have been before that. I understand that left an area of about a little
over 500 acres that had to be fulfilled when he died. Well now, I understand,
on a hurried glance at the files, that that has recently been endorsed on the
lease and the present company that bought it from him has indicated that
they are aware of the conditions of the lease and they will possibly have to do
the work.

By MR. McCAwLEY: Since 1946 the work I think from memory, was about
1,200 acres which had been ringbarked?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.
A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

I just forget the area. Some of it had been felled and some ringbarked.

What remained to be done after ringbarking?

He had to grass it.

Would the trees be felled and burnt?

Some of them, patches of them, and some of the larger trees were left standing
and were ringbarked.

What were the grasses?

Eurachola, a sort of summer grass, and Rhodes was the principal grass.

Did they get a good strike of grass there?

The man we sent out to measure up, a man named Gardiner, has reported that
it was a good strike of grass; the work has been well done.

9. Did White make personal representation to you on his behalf?

A. Yes, originally.

Q. Would you regard that, having some of the work done before the agreement,
as being in the nature of a concession?

A. It was given mainly because of the excessive cost that he was eventually
involved in and very often you can start off on a job anticipating certain
costs and you can meet adverse conditions and can go very much over your
estimate. That was what happened to White.

Q. Did he make any financial considerations or anything of the kind' Did he
make any offer of payment to you?

A. No, no, certainly not.

Q. In Section 14 of the 1927 Act, Part IV is headed `The development of difficult
country.' In the Hawkwood case the question was raised by the Chairman as
to whether this was difficult country?

A. There were some discussions but I think eventually the Chairman advised me
we could do it under Section 14 of the 1927 Act.

Q. There is a memorandum on that, Exhibit 227, of 4th October, 1948?

A. It may be arguable but that is what he advised. It has never been challenged
up to now.

Q. Is there anything you would like to add on the subject of White before we deal
with some other property?

A. No, I think I have covered it."

In eross-examination the following appears

"Q. We have some exhibits here which were put in in examining Mr. Creighton.
Exhibit 223 is a memorandum from Mr. McLean dated 2nd July, 1948, in which
the Board said it was unable to recommend approval for six reasons which are
set out there. I do not want to take you through them all.. Do you remember
the fact that Mr. McLean and the Board were opposed.to it?.

A. Yes.
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Q. The next exhibit is 224. You desire that the matter be further investigated. Do
you remember that?

A. Yes.

Q. I put it to you that whilst the investigations were still going on you, by ministerial
minute, directed the issue of a new lease at the reduced rent?

A. Yes. I was advised at the time that that would be one of the methods that could
be adopted to bring about the adjustment of the rent.

Q. You were advised that some controversy arose as to whether it ,could lawfully
be done that way?

A. I think something like that.

Q. The point I am putting to you was this; that, having directed further investiga-
tions be carried out, while those investigations were still current, you directed the
arranging of an Executive Minute so as to give Mr. White a new lease with
developmental conditions along the lines that he proposed at id. an acre to 30th
September, 1955, and the balance to be in the terms at the rate of 1d, an acre?

A. Yes.

Q. You did that whilst investigations were current I

A. That may be.

Q. Why did you do that?

A. Well, I had my own views on it.

Q. Notwithstanding that the Board had advised against it in a strongly worded
memorandum?

A. That may be, but I have my own views as to whether a proposal should be
adopted or not. I have that right as Minister.

Q. You were prepared on that occasion to approve of White's request without
waiting for the receipt of your field officers' reports which you had asked for?

A. Yes.

Q. And you are the Minister who told us on Friday that you could not promise
a new lease for Bell because you would have to wait for favourable
recommendation of the Board?

A. In this case I consulted Cabinet and they approved of the proposal. There was
a desire then to get some improvement by way of improved pastures, to increase
the carrying capacity in that drive of `Beef for Britain' somewhere around about
that time.

Q. Did you tell Cabinet the Board had recommended strongly against it?

A. Yes, I mentioned all the factors.

Q. Did you tell Cabinet that your field officers were then investigating it, and
their reports had not been received?

A. I may not have mentioned that particular aspect. I gave them a general view
on the Board's view on it; but the outlook was to endeavour to speed up the
production as much as possible even to the extent of giving concessions to lessees
who were prepared to do work that would bring that about.

Q. This is a case in which you used those provisions of the 1927 Act, Sections 14
and 15, which I suggested to you were the Sections under which you would
have approved Bell's stud lease?

A. Section 16.

Q. Sections 14 and 15?

A. Sixteen, is it?

Q. I think it is 14 and 15; but you know the provisions?

A. Yes.

Q. What was to stop you using the same sections in relation to Bell's stud lease?

A. Just a question of practice, that is all. Cabinet expects every Minister of
Lands, with new leases or any special lease, to present them to Cabinet, but in
this case it was not a new lease, it was really a new lease to make an adjustment
of rents.
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Q. It involved the granting of a new lease, didn't it?

A. It did not involve any extension or any extra period.

Q. Your recommendation, Exhibit 225, was made after the interview in which White
called on you, isn't that so?

A. I am not too sure. It may have been as a result of discussions with Mr. White.

Q. His proposal was to clear 3,000 acres of brigalow?

A. Brigalow and softwood scrub.

Q. You know here in Exhibit 225 that he had estimated his expenditure at £3 per
acre; that is £9,000 altogether?

A. Yes, I think his estimate was £7,500.

Q. That is what I want to put to you ; although he called on you and gave you an
estimate of £9,000, you have approved of the lease on developmental conditions
requiring him to spend only £7,500.

A. Yes. Cabinet approved of it.

Q. That is in Exhibit 229, `In consideration of the lessee undertaking to expend
the sum of not less than £7,500,' and so on; so you agree that, although it was
contemplated it was.to cost him £9,000, it was made a condition that he spend
only £7,500.

A. No. The original estimate was. £7,500, but it eventually cost him between
£9,000 and £11,000.

Q. What I am putting to you is the opposite thing. On the morning on which
you approved the issue of the new lease to him he and you both knew it would
cost him 0,0007

A. No, I do not think so. I think there is some correspondence there.

Q. Would you like to read Exhibit. 225 ?

A. No, I don't wish to read it. I am just stating what I remember of it.

Q. I put to you that in this exhibit you yourself recall that he said he was going
to clear 3,000 acres and it would cost him £3 an acre?

A. £2 10s. was the first estimate on 26th June, 1948. When he called the estimate
of cost was 3,000 acres at £2 10s. per acre.

Q. In Exhibit 229, which I have already put to you, there is reference to the
estimated cost being between £7,500 and 99,000?

A. Yes.

Q. What I put to you was White made this proposal with full knowledge that
it could cost him as high as £9,000. Will you agree with that?

A. No.

Q. Notwithstanding his saying it would cost £3 per acre for 3,000 acres?

A. £2 10s.

Q. Have you read Exhibit 225?

A. I have my own notes here taken from my own memorandum.

By THE COMMISSIONER : Have a look at this. This is a copy of a note of yours.
(Shown to witness.)

A. Yes, but since submitting his proposal

Q. The earlier one of 24th June was 3,000 acres at £3 ?

A. Yes. He ascertained it would probably be in the vicinity of £3 per acre if the
job was to be done thoroughly.

By MR. WANSTALL : I know that originally he suggested £2 10s., but what I am
putting to you is that on the day you approved of the lease for the first time,
he anticipated then it was going to cost him £9,000. Can't you see that in your
minute?

A. Yes, I see it.

Q. So that his original estimate had been revised before he entered on a new
arrangement with the department?

A. Yes.
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Q. That is all I am putting to you at this stage. You say here in the same exhibit,
`After reviewing the rents paid of surrounding holdings?'

A. Yes.

Q. You yourself made some comparison between the rents of surrounding holdings
and what White's proposal involved?

A. I had a map prepared showing the various rentals of the holdings all around
Hawkwood, and some of them were as low as 10s. per square mile.

Q. What is that per acre ?

A. It would be less than id. Some of them were 20s., some 26s. 9d., which is id.,
and others varied, and on the top end of it, I don't know whether you would
call it the northern or the north-eastern end, there were one or two very much
higher, but I think they were special blocks. This was a very big area with
good and bad country in it.

Q. Would you look at Exhibit 227? (Shown to witness.) The third paragraph,
that is Mr. McLean's report of 4th October, 1948, `With regard to rents paid
surrounding holdings', they are the ones you are referring to, `I desire to point
out that rents of id. lower were fixed in about 1932 and 1936, 'and they would
have a serious reflection on the present-day rental value?'

A. Yes.

Q. `The most recent determination is Farm 3355, the rent having been fixed at
2d. in 19441'

A. That may be.

Q. Did you take into consideration the very relevant factors set out?

A. You would have to know what conditions were attached to that holding to work
out whether it was a fair comparison with 42s. 6d.

Q. Do you agree with Mr. McLean's point that you could not compare the rents of
surrounding holdings per acre with the great number of years previously when
they had been fixed?

A. You would have to take into consideration certain factors. In some cases, these
rents which were adjusted or assessed have no developmental conditions at all.
In this case, you had to try to get down to a rental that would induce a lessee
to go on with the proposed improvements.

Q. Don't you think that a man with Mr. McLean's experience and competence
would have made a proper appreciation of the rents of the surrounding
holdings per acre from developmental conditions?

A. It was a most difficult thing

Q. Don't you think that Mr. McLean ?

A. No, I do not think him the last word on the assessment of rents.

Q. Do you think you knew more about it than he did ?

A. I knew something about it.

Q. You claim to have a greater knowledge?

A. I claim to have just as great a knowledge as him in that question, yes.

Q. That is the fact as set out there, and you don't dispute that, do you?

A. No.

Q. It eventually came up in the manner suggested for working out your decision;
that is by Executive Council minute, and it was fixed at an expenditure of not
less than V,500?

A. Yes.

Q. That is Exhibit 230. The general procedure at the Executive Council is that
the Executive Council is purely a formal body; if there is any debate about
a problem, that goes on at a previous Cabinet meeting?

A. That is so. It is at the Cabinet meeting that decisions are arrived at, and the
Cabinet minute is passed on to the Executive Council the following Thursday.

Q. You don't have your debates on pros and cons before His Excellency, do you?

A. No.
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Q. So that at the time it gets to the Executive Council stage it is a pure formality
and the minute is in fact initialled by the Ministers without further discussion?

A. No. They are initialled at the Cabinet meeting.

Q. So that once it goes through Cabinet, it is initialled and presented to the
Governor as a fait accompli?

A. Yes.
Q. The system is that the Minister who is responsible for the particular item of

business going first of all to Cabinet leads with his initials?

A. He leads-sometimes he does.

Q. That is the usual practice?

A. Yes.

Q. And the other Ministers, when the proposal has been agreed to, simply initial it?

A. Usually that is what happens, yes.

Q. The next thing that happened, is it not, is that Mr. White, having got the
concession he had asked for from you, began to complain that the, conditions
laid down by the department were not in accordance with his original agree-
ment? Is that right?

A. Yes. He complained. I think he asked that the rent of 28s. 6d. should operate
right through the whole of the period of the lease, which had 17 years to run.

Q. Whatever the merits of his claim, you agreed to it anyway?

A. Yes.

Q. And then it went through the whole business again? It went back through
the Executive Council and the previous one was cancelled?

A. That is so.

Q. It went back to Cabinet and back to the second Executive Council still before
your field officers' reports had come in?

A. That may be so. I am not certain on that point.

Q. I am putting it to you that that is the position, from the file?

A. I am not certain on that point.

Q. And again it was at Mr. White's request, because he was not satisfied with the
way the conditions were stated?

A. Yes he thought the rent was too high.

Q. Do you remember receiving the report from the field officers dated
14th November, 1948, Exhibit 233? I suppose you have read it?

A. I do not remember receiving it just now. No doubt I did. It would eventually
come to me.

Q. It was a particularly strong report against the proposal, was it not?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember your field officers, both the Assistant Land Commissioner
and the ranger, using these expressions? `It is submitted that the proposition
is not equitable. In fact it. is not warranted . . . scrubland would be entitled
to similar treatment?'

A. Yes. We were not afraid of establishing-as a matter of fact we wanted to
establish-a precedent to get people to do things. That is what we were aiming
at. We wanted improvement in pastures, development all over the State, if
it was possible to do it.

Q. It was a fact that whatever Mr. White spent on this particular development
he would recoup at the end of his term as an improvement?

A. Well, that depended on whether he got a good strike, a good strike of grass
after burning-off, and after the work he did.

Q. Well, he did?

A. I understand he did.

Q. So that would be an improvement for which he would be compensated at the
end of his term?

A. Yes, but that prevails with every tenant of the Crown, and very, very few of
them are doing anything to help recoup increased expenditure on improving
the land.
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Q. Can you find anything to disagree with in this statement by your field officers
in Exhibit 233, `Briefly the lessee by an expenditure of £4,500 provided labour
is available . . . increase in the carrying capacity?'

A. The figures were all astray, because it cost well over £9,000 to do the job
eventually.

Q. Would you agree with the field officer's statement that the lessee had nothing to
lose and everything to gain?

A. No, I would not agree with that, because he had to depend on whether he got a
strike or not. You have to depend on the season. You may, for instance, push
down the scrub and burn it off, and you may not get a favourable season for
the germination of your grasses. Everything depends upon the season. That
would mean he would lose one season's crop of grass, and then by that time
the area would possibly be overgrown with weeds and you would not get a good
grassing later.

Q. There is no doubt, is there, that what Mr. White undertook to clear was 3,000
acres?

A. 3,000 acres, yes.

Q. That is right?

A. Yes.

Q. Mr. George Ferguson, the Land Commissioner for the district, also reported
very strongly against the concession he had already been given?

A. I think he was more concerned with Section 16, as to whether it applied, was
he not?

By Tim COMMISSIONER: He mentioned Section 14, `It may readily be seen that
Section 14 . . . apply in this case.'

A. Yes, I thought he mentioned that.

By MR. WANSTALL : Mr. Ferguson agreed wholeheartedly with the views
expressed by his field officers as to the propriety of this proposal?

A. Yes, but there he was wrong, because the figure they used of £4,000 was far
exceeded in carrying out the job.

Q. Do you remember Mr. Ferguson's concluding with this paragraph, `In view of
the overwhelming evidence of fact contained in the official report ... applica-
tion be refused?'

A. Yes, but that was after the job had started.

Q. It was after it *as twice through the Executive Council at your instigation?

A. Yes.

Q. Mr. Ferguson was an officer of great experience in this department?

A. Yes, he had good field experience.

Q. You put some notations in pencil on Mr. Ferguson's report, did you not?

A. I am not positive of that.

Q. Ferguson pointed out that White had applied for this concession in considera-
tion of treating 3,000 acres, and Ferguson was saying that there were only
1,800 acres to be developed, and that 'is where they got their figure of £4,500,
by taking 1,800 acres at £2 10s. Do you follow that?

A. That is true.

Q. You put this pencil noting in the margin, `the contract by White'-you
regarded it as a contract `is 3,000 acres. If the area is not in this section the
equivalent can be imposed on the forest area mentioned in the Assistant Land
Commissioner's report V

A. Yes.

Q. You regarded White as firmly bound by a contract to clear 3,000 acres?

A. Yes, until such times as we found that his costs had run to such an exorbitant
point that it was agreed to ease the condition for him.
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Q. Is it not a fact that Mr. McLean, having read those official reports, was so
disturbed over the position that he suggested you reconsider it?

A. It was too late at that stage. We had entered into the arrangement and could
not very well undo the whole thing. Of course, this man White-I discussed this
with Cabinet and we had in mind the possibility that we should not press him
to the strict letter of his contract and that he would no doubt go in for further
improvements on the holding.

Q. That is not the point I asked you about. You remember that Mr. McLean came
to you disturbed over these field reports and asked you whether action should
proceed ?

A. I have not got in mind just when he came to me, but I remember reading
that memorandum.

Q. It is Exhibit 2351

A. Yes.

Q. And you directed that Mr. White be informed of the reports about the area
and asked whether he would be prepared to expend the balance of £7,500 on
ringbarking other parts? That is so, is it not?

A. Yes.

Q. In view of what happened subsequently-you saw Mr. White in conjunction
with a member of the Survey Department staff, a Mr. Guy?

A. Gardiner?

Q. Guy?

A. Yes, Mr. Guy.

Q. And the upshot of it was that Mr. White deliberately undertook to do 3,000
acres of new clearing and grassing, did he not?

A. That was the original arrangement.

Q. But because of these doubts about the area it was taken up with him again at
your suggestion and he deliberately entered into a contract to make it 3,000
acres of new work?

A. That was the original contract, yes.

Q. But in case it was not all in the particular section, he still made it clear he
would do 3,000 acres?

A. It was found out later by the Survey Department. They had some aerial
maps and they plotted Hawkwood over the aerial map and then measured it
to scale, and they found that the area that was part of the contract did not
amount to 3,000 acres. That is where we met with some difficulty.

Q. Because of this variation, again it was necessary to go back to the Executive
Council, the third time. Is that right?

A. I think that was the third and last occasion.

Q. And this time the contract entered into by Mr. White, with his eyes open and
after full discussion of areas and costs and so on, was to clear and grass
3,000 acres in return for this concession?

A. That was the original one.

Q. But so as to put it beyond doubt whether the 3,000 acres was contained in
the original area or not, he still had to do 3,000 acres somewhere on the
holding?

A. No, I do not think that was the final.

Q. Have a look at Exhibit 238?

A. I think we agreed to concede to him an area that he had done previously.

Q. No. We will come to that later.

A. I think that was included.

Q. I am putting to you that that is not so. Have you Exhibit 238?

A. Yes.

Q. It was discussed in the light of the reports about there not being 3,000 acres
of scrubland to clear?

A. That is so.
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Q. Do you see that, and White said he was willing to clear and grass 3,000
acres?

A. Yes.

Q. So you directed a new Executive minute, and look at the conditions of it,

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

`In consideration of White undertaking to fall and poison or ringbark and
poison . . . . in equal proportions and to plant with grass,' and so on, he
got this concession?

Yes.

You have no doubt that he was to clear and grass 3,000 acres of new country
from 1st July, 1948?

Yes. That was the original intention.

That went through the Executive Council some time in February? Exhibit
239?

By THE COMMISSIONER : The next page. What is the date- of it? It is down
at the bottom.

A. 10th February, 1949.

By MR. WANsTALL : Did Mr. White clear the 3,000 acres of newwork which he
thereby undertook ?

A. No. ax

Q. Well, why did he not?

A. Well, as I pointed out earlier, and you also mentioned the figures , his costs
developed to an exorbitant figure and it was agreed to give him a concession
of work that he had previously carried out and which was reported upon as
being well grassed and in excellent condition.

Q. That was done prior to July, 1948 ?

A. No, I think that is towards the end of the whole matter.

THE COMMISSIONER : You mean the work which he had done prior to July,
1948?

MR. WANSTALL : Yes.

By THE COMMISSIONER : He does not mean this arrangement was made for
varying the last arrangement. The work was done before July, 1948?

A. Oh yes, it was done before 1948.

By MR. WANSTALL: You agreed first of all to count 200 acres of old work?

A. Yes, he had done certain work around certain dams.

Q. So you gave him the benefit of that?

A. Yes.

Q. And you agreed that was something which made his performance of the
contract easier for him?

A. Oh yes. We realised with the cost that he was involved in and the fact that
there was a limited amount of softwood scrub and brigalow on the area .
originally intended to contain 3,000 acres, that we could give him the benefit
of an area that he had previously done. I think it was felt at the time that he
had made a bona fide effort to do the work but he just met with all kinds of
disabilities and his costs ran up to an exorbitant figure.

Q. You say that subsequently you gave him still another concession , don't you?

A. Yes.

Q. Because of the high cost?

A. Yes.

THE COMMISSIONER: That is after the 200 acres you mean, Mr. Wanstall?

MR. WANSTALL : Yes.

By MR. WANSTALL : Exhibit 243. On 18th January, 1950, you agreed to
allow him to count everything he had done since 19461

A. Yes.
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Q. As being in performance of this contract?

A. Yes. It was a very good job. It was well done and well grassed.

Q. Where did you have any authority to give him that concession?

A. I didn't do it on my own. Cabinet agreed to the whole of these proposals.
Each Executive minute was brought to Cabinet and if they did not agree to
it, of course, it would have been cancelled.

Q. It was not necessary and in fact no further Executive Council minute was
put through after the final one in February, 1949?

A. I think there was a final one.

Q. I may be wrong there. Yes, I am sorry. That is so. You claim that you
did this because Mr. White said the cost was very much higher than it was
originally estimated?

A. Yes.

Q. Is that a reason why he should get a benefit from the public estate?.

A. It was one of those things that we encouraged him to go on with, and he
realised that he had fallen down on the job as far as costs are concerned. We
didn't want to break his spirit altogether and the reports in connection with
the other work that had been done previously were very good, and we gave
him the benefit of that.

By THE COMMISSIONER : Actually how much clearing did he do after the arrange-
ment to clear 3,000 acres?

A. The surveyor that we sent out, he made an estimate here and as near as he
could give it it was scrub treated since 1946

Q. No, not that. Since July, 1948, whatever the date was. That was when he
promised to do 3,000 acres?

A. Yes.

Q. He already knew then what he had done before that although he may not
have known the exact area. Then I think it was in January, 1949, he agreed
that for the 5 years commencing with 1st July, 1948-I think that was the
date of it-he should clear 3,000 acres?

A. Yes.

Q. Of scrub or forest land?

A. Yes.

Q. That is by pushing down the ringbarking. How much did he do under that
arrangement?

A. About 1,200 acres.

By MR. WANSTALL: 1,250, isn't it?

A. About 1,250 acres, yes. Then we gave him the concession of work done since
1946. 1,200 acres. I think it leaves approximately 500 acres yet
to be completed by the people who purchased the property.

Q. So that in effect you gave Mr. White the benefit of something like over
1,200 acres, 1,320 acres I am suggesting to you, out of his total of 3,000?

A. That is what it was. It amounted to that.

Q. He did not furnish you or the department with any vouchers to establish
excessive costs which he claimed?

A. Yes, he brought along quite a lot of receipts and data to show that it had
cost him-I think he reckoned it was about £11,000.

By THE COMMISSIONER : That is the 1,250?
A. Yes. It cost him a tremendous amount of money. He had all kinds of

difficulties. The bulldozer was too light for the work-difficulties with
obtaining labour. He had to give them all kinds of concessions, free beef,
increased wages to induce them to come out at all, and then they would not
stay, and it tallied up to tremendous figures.

By MR. WANSTALL: He claimed it ranged from £7 to £11 an acre?

A. Yes, I reckoned about £9,000 it cost him.

Q. But did any departmental officer audit his claimed expenditure?
A. No, we didn't press him.
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Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

You took his word for it?

I took his word for the figures that he placed before me. The figures were there,
receipts and everything.

Did you yourself check his costs?

They were pretty well done up by an accountant. It was easy enough to check.

And so the upshot of it was this Exhibit 244 on 23rd February, 1950, which took
into account-perhaps there is some mistake somewhere-but this said 2,440
acres which were treated by felling and poisoning or ringbarking and poisoning
prior to the passing and recording of the previous minute should be taken into
account ?•

A. No, only 1,200. 1,120.

By THE COMMISSIONER: Exhibit 243, the note there is `In view of the excessive
costs . . . 2,440 acres.' That is the grand total, I take it?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

That is the grand total.

The Executive minute-?

It is wrong apparently.

I think it refers to what has been done prior to that date?

It includes everything.

THE COMMISSIONER : Apparently the Executive minute is in error.

By MR. WANSTALL : That is the position concerning that, is it not, that
eventually Mr. White got this very valuable concession from the public estate and
in one way or another his performance of the contract was gradually whittled
down by your agreement?

A. By Cabinet's agreement, yes. We didn't want to press him unnecessarily
because it was felt that he had made a bona fide effort but met with all kinds
of difficulties.

Q. Is not his experience the same experience that every Crown tenant has who is
under developmental conditions? Costs can go very much higher than they
anticipate ?

A. They all had labour difficulties but this was a special thing to try and bring
about improved pastures on a property and improve the carrying capacity and
consequently the Crown asset.

By THE COMMISSIONER: Is not that the idea of most improvements?

A. The trouble is that there are not many doing it. Most of the leases-I suppose
you could take 97 per cent. of them throughout the State-all they do is the bare
water requirements, fencing, and yards that is necessary to carry on their work,
and they depend upon natural grass. It is only just in odd cases where men
are doing-pushing over scrub at great expense, burning it and grassing it to
improve the Crown asset, and consequently they get some benefit out of it
themselves.

By MR. WANSTALL : In every instance, it was you who took the responsibility
of recommending this to Cabinet for approval?

A. Yes.

Q. Did any member of Cabinet go behind your own recommendation?

A. No.

Q. So it was virtually your responsibility?

A. Well, I explained the whole position to them.

Q. And they accepted your explanation?

A. Yes. Each member of the Cabinet trusts one another.

Q. And they would trust you not to put up any proposal which was not in the
interests of the public estate?

A. Well, we entered into the proposal in good faith but we found as it went along
that it is only breaking the spirit of an individual that was trying to do something
if you pressed him to the last letter of the contract.

Q. This was Mr. R. S. White whose spirit you were afraid of breaking ?

A. He was one of the very, very few that offered to do anything at that time."
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At the commencement of his evidence concerning Hawkwood, the Minister said that
after discussion with his officers he indicated to Mr. White that there was something in his
proposal with respect to the treating and grassing of 3,000 acres. He refrained from mentioning
that the Chairman of the Land Administration Board considered Mr. White's proposal of
24th June, 1948, and recommended on 2nd July, 1948, that it should not be entertained. He
also refrained from mentioning that on 27th August, 1948, he directed that the matter be
further investigated but on 24th September, 1948, before the further investigation was made,
he approved of the proposal. He mentioned the increase in rent involved but refrained from
mentioning that the total probable benefit to Mr. White in rental concessions was in the vicinity
of £8,500.

He also mentioned the labour difficulties which Mr. White stated he had experienced with
respect to the area which he did treat after the proposal was accepted but, then and now,
seems to have forgotten that the time for completing the 3,000 acres had, when he approved
of the inclusion in the 3,000 acres of the 1,190 acres done prior to the agreement being entered
into, another three and a half years to run.

The Minister also refers to the figures submitted to him by Mr. White showing that the
1,250 acres which he did treat after and under the agreement cost in the vicinity of £9,000.
I may mention here that, before the Minister recommended to Cabinet acceptance of Mt. White's
proposal, the latter had increased his estimate of the cost from £7,500 to £9,000, yet it was the
former figure that was apparently placed before Cabinet. To revert to the figures as,to actual
cost which the Minister said Mr. White submitted to him: he said that the cost submitted,
according to Mr. White's reckoning, was about £11,000, but on his own reckoning showed about
£9,000. When asked whether any -Departmental Officer checked the expenditure he said, "No,
we didn't press him". This evidence is, in effect, that he himself checked the accounts and
vouchers for the expenditure on the work. Apparently he went to Cabinet for the last
concession on an expenditure of £9,000 where the estimate had been £7,500, whereas the last
estimate given by the lessee was in the vicinity of £9,000 and not £7,500. The estimate of
£9,000 of course related to 3,000 acres, whereas the expenditure which the Minister says he
checked related to 1,250 acres.

The Minister's evidence (toes not disclose when Mr. White submitted to him the documents
relating to the expenditure. ^\Ir. White's application to have the area then completed "accepted
in full satisfaction for the full area agreed to be killed and grassed" was made by letter from
Eskdale dated 11th January, 1950. According to the evidence of Miss Kean, Mr. McCarthy
and the Minister himself, the latter was away in Sydney from 15th December, 1949, to
13th January, 1950. The last-mentioned date fell on a Friday. Approval of the application
was noted on the letter by the Minister on 18th January, 1950, the following Wednesday,
and the date of receipt of the letter in the Lands Department as evidenced by the date stamp
is 20th January, 1950, the Friday after the Minister's notation was written. The letter is
addressed to "The Honourable T. A. Foley" and the evidence of Miss Kean and Mr. McCarthy
is that correspondence so addressed was treated as personal to the Minister. From these dates
and this evidence it would appear that the letter was received by the Minister personally and
kept by him until after the note was made and then passed out from his room. There is no
"Minister's date of receipt" stamp on it such as appears on some of the other documents.

There is no note at all on the File made by the Minister or anyone else of a visit by
Mr. White between the time of the Minister's return from Sydney and the 18th January when
the approval was noted. There is no mention of any such visit in the note of 18th January nor
is there anything in that note to show that any receipts or other evidence to support the claimed
expenditure were produced. If Mr. White did see the Minister during this period and did
produce his accounts and supporting documents, it appears somewhat strange that the Minister
did not note that he had seen Mr. White and verified the accounts, for the excessive expenditure
was the whole basis of the application.

I do not believe that Mr. White did bring any specific figures of cost before the Minister
to support his claim that the expenditure already incurred had been excessive.

Again, 1 leave the final expression of my conclusions with regard to dealings with
Hawkwood Leasehold until I have considered the other transactions in which Mr. White was
concerned.

(ii.) BLADENSBURG AND BURUDA.

Prior to 31st March, 1943, the lessee of the abovementioned Holdings-which for brevity
will be hereinafter referred to as "Bladensburg"-was the Australian Agricultural Company,
and upon that date the leases expired by effluxion of time. Some two years before the
expiry, the lessee had applied for new leases but consideration of the request was deferred.
Upon the expiration of the lease, the lessee continued in occupation of the Holdings as licensee
under Occupation Licence until 31st March, 1950. In November, 1947, the licensee was
informed by the Lands Department that-apart from an area required for "additional area"
purposes which does not here concern me-subdivision could not be effected and the blocks so
created opened for selection before the end of 1948 and that it might therefore expect to continue
in occupation as licensee until about then. A request by the licensee for a new lease for five
years had been refused on 23rd October, 1947,
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There the matter stood-except for intra-departmental proceedings-until 17th June,
1948, when the General Manager of the licensee and its Solicitor interviewed the Minister.
The General Manager mentioned that application had been made for a five-years lease as a
"carry-over" period and the Minister stated that an officer of the Department was then
inspecting and would furnish a report. (Apparently the licensee's Solicitors had applied for
a "short" lease on 16th June, 1948.)

On 1st July, 1948, Mr. Creighton, after an inspection of the Holdings in company with
Land Commissioner Jones, made a report which contained, inter alia, the following
recommendations

1. (a) That Bladensburg-Buruda be offered as a Pastoral Lease to the present
licensees for a period of 10 to 20 years in accordance with the amount of
development they are prepared to undertake-the property is improved to a
degree approaching economic limits.

(b) That T. McL. Markwell first be given an additional area of 12,000 acres from
the north-west of Bladensburg Holding and adjoining his Spvla Holding.

(He has a bore on Suvla so situated that it could water this area.)
or, alternatively,

2. (a) That the Holdings be opened as two Preferential Pastoral teases divided
as shown on litho. by fence line A-B.

(b) That in this case no additional area other than that for White be approved."

The Land Administration Board endorsed recommendations 1 (a) and (b)
on 8th December, 1948.

On 19th March, 1949, in Exhibit 149, an Officer of the Department, Mr. Muir, suggested
that a conference should be held with the licensee to ascertain what expenditure it was
prepared to make on improvements, what those improvements would be and whether it would
be willing to restock the Holdings with sheep in return for a short lease of from ten to fifteen
years. On this document the following notation by the Minister appears:-

"This property is of such poor carrying capacity that no Coy. would consider
taking it on except with a decent term lease. I feel the better thing to do
is to ask Cabinet whether they are prepared to grant a 30 yrs. lease with
development conditions.

T.A.F.

28-4-49 ".

In the meantime , on 30th March, 1949, a further recommendation had been made by
Mr. Muir that " it would seem desirable to grant the present licensees a Pastoral Lease of
sufficient duration ( say 10 years ) to allow them to restock the country, renovate
the improvements and combat the dingo menace".

By a letter dated 8th April, 1949, the licensee had applied for a new ten year lease of
the Holdings . There was in the application no suggestion of willingness to submit to any
development condition although from its terms it may perhaps be inferred that the licensee
was expressing an intention to restock with sheep . The abovementioned notation by the
Minister appears to be the first mention, on the File, of a suggested thirty years lease. On
9th May, 1949 , Mr. Muir suggested a term of twenty years as a basis for negotiation.

On 17th June, 1949, Mr. Barnett , representing the licensee, interviewed the Minister
and, according to the notes of that interview which appear upon the File, expressed the licensee's
desire for a new thirty years lease at the existing rental . According to the same notes, the
Minister stated that he would bring the matter before Cabinet in the near future. It was
suggested that this portion of the notes should be suspect because the notes of the same
interview on the Corona File contain no mention of Bladensburg . I think, however , there is
nothing in this circumstance for it is only natural and proper that the notes relating to Corona
should go on the Corona File and those relating to Bladensburg on the Bladensburg File.

The matter seems to have been brought before Cabinet between 17th and 28th June,
1949 , for at the foot of the last-mentioned notes there appears this notation by the Minister:-

Cabinet.

Apprd . Consolidation of Bladensburg and Buruda Leases and granting of
30 yrs. Development Lease. Development conditions provision of 2 additional water
facilities on sites to be chosen at discretion of Lessees with five years . Fencing and
other improvements to be kept in a state of repair . Rent 43s. sq. mile for 1st period
20 yrs.

T.A.F.
28-6-49 ".

On 5th July, 1949, the Minister by note inquired from Mr. Creighton what would be
a fair rent for the Holdings for the first period of twenty years of a thirty years lease, taking
the conditions as to development and improvements into consideration . Mr. Creighton recom-
mended a rent of £2 6s. 8d. per square mile . The question of resumption rights was considered
and determined on 28th July, 1949.
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By letter of 15th August, 1949, the licensee's Solicitors, Messrs. Cannan & Peterson,
were informed by Exhibit 155, purporting to be in reply to their letters of 16th June and
11th October, 1948, that the land comprised in the Holdings-less that granted as additional
areas-would be opened for Pastoral Development Lease of thirty years term with priority of
application to the licensee. The conditions and rental were set out in the letter.

For the moment I now turn to transactions in connection with the Holdings in which
the licensee and Robert Stanley White were concerned.

Some time prior to 13th July, 1949, the licensee offered to sell the Occupation Licences
to Mr . White for £6,000. On that date Mr. Schmidt , the General Superintendent of the
licensee , left Australia for America and, although he thus fixed a date before which the offer
was made, he was unable to be more specific as to the date it was made than that it was "some
time" before he left and had not been accepted when he left. Mr. Schmidt said, in effect,
that at that stage he would have been willing to sell to Mr . White or anyone else for £6,000
and gave his reasons for that attitude.

The offer was apparently accepted by Mr . White in a telephone communication to Messrs.
Cannan & Peterson on or shortly prior to 26th July , 1949 , for on that date they wrote to
the licensee saying that Mr. White had so telephoned , and enclosed for completion a transfer
form, notification to the Valuer-General and declaration as to consideration . In a reply dated
29th July, 1949, the licensee requested Messrs. Cannan & Peterson to prepare a contract of
sale and forward it for perusal . A draft contract of sale was forwarded on 3rd August, 1949,
and returned for engrossing six days later . On 12th August, 1949, Messrs. Cannan `& Peterson
sent the contract , in duplicate , to Mr . White for signature by him and return . In the covering
letter they stated : " . . . of course we can give you no assurance when it will be executed
or that it will be executed by the vendor ". A letter of 15th August, 1949, from the licensee
to Messrs . Cannan & Peterson contains the phrase " . . . if and when the contract is signed on
behalf of the Company ". It may be that, at this stage, the licensee and its Solicitors did not
consider that a binding contract existed by reason merely of the offer to Mr . White and the
acceptance by him. The actual terms of the offer and acceptance are not disclosed.

Thus matters stood until the receipt by the Solicitors of the Department's letter of
15th August, 1949, containing the information as to the proposed new lease for thirty years.
That in formation was passed by the Solicitors to the licensee by telegram of 17th August, 1949,
and a letter of the same date which enclosed a copy of the Department 's letter. The licensee
acknowledged the receipt of these communications and stated that Mr . Schmidt would be
returning from America on 7th September , 1949, and would then be informed of the proposed
new lease. On 2nd September , 1949, the Solicitors forwarded to the licensee the contract in
duplicate executed by Mr. White . On 30th September, 1949, the licensee wrote to Messrs.
Cannan & Peterson , contending that an increase in the number of water facilities was an
unnecessary condition as the Holdings were already sufficiently watered and also objecting
that the rent was too high , although, if the Solicitors were unable to obtain an alteration
of the condition or a reduction in the rent , the licensee would accept the lease on the proposed
terms. The Solicitors, without success , took these matters up with the Land Administration
Board.

In October , 1949, Mr. White was, it seems , inquiring from Messrs. Cannan & Peterson
as to a fresh contract of sale of the Holdings and the new lease . The other contract, already
mentioned as being signed by him , covered, of course, only the Occupation Licenses as, when
it was prepared and signed, the parties were, apparently at any rate , unaware of the proposed

new lease . On 11th October , the Solicitors wrote to the licensee informing it of Mr. White's
inquiry and , four days later, a reply was sent stating , inter alia , that : "When you have
definite advice that the lease has been granted for a term of thirty years we shall be glad if
you will prepare a fresh contract of sale of the Holdings and new lease".

A correspondence between the licensee and its Solicitors on formal matters, not here
of any significance , ensued. On 4th February , 1950, the area comprised in the two Holdings

-less the additional areas excised-was declared open for Pastoral Development Lease.
Applications closed at the Winton Land Agent's Office on 10th March, 1950. The licensee had
duly applied and on the last-mentioned date its application was accepted by the Land
Commissioner 's Court at Winton.

On 6th March , 1950, Messrs . Cannan & Peterson had written to the licensee saying that

Mr. White was anxious to enter into a contract of sale of the new Holding as he wished to
stock it and that he understood that, upon the licensee 's application being, accepted by the

Land Commissioner , the Minister would consent to the sale . On 14th March, 1950 , Mr. Schmidt
wrote to the Solicitors a letter which included the following : " As mentioned to you in
Brisbane when I last discussed this matter with you, I do not propose at the present time to
prepare a contract of sale to Mr. White for the purchase of Bladensburg . If, at same future

date, we decide to go on with the transaction I will advise you accordingly."

On 19th April, 1950, the lessee wrote to its Solicitors that: " . . . we have now agreed

to sell Bladensburg Holding to Mr. Robert Stanley White for the sum of £9,000 on the same
terms and conditions as those set out in the draft contract enclosed with your letter of

2nd September , 1949. . . . Will you , therefore, please make application for the Company to enter
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is

into a contract of sale to Mr. White and, if granted, prepare the contract for signature. We
would like to see a draft of the contract before completion." On 24th April, Messrs. Cannan
& Peterson applied for the Minister's consent to the transfer and on the same day were advised
by letter from the Secretary of the Land Administration Board that the transfer would be
allowed "if in order and lodged promptly".

There then followed some correspondence covering details of the contract which seem
to be irrelevant for present purposes and on 16th June, 1950, the General Superintendent
telegraphed: "Advise Boyd complete sale Bladensburg". (Mr. Boyd is a partner in Messrs.
Cannan & Peterson.) By 26th June, 1950, Mr. White had executed the contract prepared by
the lessee's Solicitors and it was forwarded on 28th June, to the lessee and duly executed
by it on 4th July, 1950. Then ensued some correspondence upon incidental matters and on
31st August, 1950, the contract was completed by delivery of the property sold. £500 having
already been paid as a deposit, the balance of £8,500 was paid on 6th September and on
27th September a final payment of £607 13s. 8d. in adjustment of various matters was made.
The transaction was then completed.

On 10th October, 1950, Messrs. Cannan & Peterson, on behalf of Mr. White, wrote 'to
the Land Administration Board requesting the Minister's consent to a transfer to Elsinora
Pty. Ltd. The contract of sale had already been prepared but was not then in,the Solicitors'
possession. The Minister noted the letter-" Bring up when contract of sale received. T.A.F.
18-10-50". The contract, according to a further note, was produced to him on 20th October,
1950, and he consented to the transfer. The transfer shows that the consideration was £42,500,
made up of £35,000 for lease, £480 for stock and £6,520 for improvements, plans, etc.

It would thus appear that what he had purchased in July, 1950, for £9,000, Mr. White
sold in October, 1950, for £42,500. The difference in stock or alteration in condition, one way
or the other, of the improvements and plant could, in all probability, have been only small for
delivery was not made until 31st August, 1950. It is suggested that Mr. White was enabled
to make this very large profit by having from the Minister advance information or a promise
that the new lease would be granted.

Mr. White, as previously stated, died in December 1951, and it is impossible to ascertain,
unless it can be ascertained by inference, when he first hecam;e aware of the possibility or
probability of a new lease. The Solicitors' letter of 17th August, 1949, informing the licensee
of the proposed new lease, asked whether that inforinaticyn should be given to Mr. White.
The licensee replied, " ... as mentioned to Mr. Boyd over the telephone, we do not think the
information should be given to Mr. White". In October, 1949, Mr. White was pressing for a
fresh contract covering the new lease. He certainly knew of the proposed new lease then
if he did not know before.

A new lease-though not for thirty years-had first been proposed by Mr. Creighton as
early as 1st July, 1948, and recommended by the Board on 8th December of that year. As set
out above, the suggestion of a thirty years lease was made by the Minister on 28th April and
Cabinet's decision to grant it on 28th June, 1949. The question of a new lease has thus been
under consideration by various persons concerned from at least July, 1948, until June. 1949.

There is no direct evidence, either oral or documentary, that Mr. White knew of the
proposed new lease before the licensee did. It was suggested that I could infer from the
surrounding circumstances, including the relationship between the Minister and Mr. White said
to be established by the evidence concerning Hawkwood and Dutton River, that the
Minister must have given the information to Mr. White which enabled him to obtain a contract
from the unsuspecting licensee. None of the transactions which concerned Hawkwood and
Dutton River were so similar to this transaction as to infer a system or practice. To ask me
from the established facts to find that the Minister improperly gave Mr. White information
which constituted an advantage over the vendor seems to be asking me to substitute conjecture
for inference.

In fact when the final contract was executed the parties seem to have been at arm 's length
and equally armed . Although Mr. Schmidt told Mr. Boyd that the licensee " considered itself
committed to Mr . White and would not go back on the arrangement made with him except to
the extent of getting some compensation for expenses incurred in the intervening months,"
I am not satisfied that this was the real position. The lapse of time may have affected
Mr. Schmidt 's memory of the position which appears to be disclosed by contemporaneous
correspondence.

I have already pointed out that when the first contract was submitted to Mr. White for
execution on 12th August , 1949 , he was informed that there was no assurance when the vendor
would execute it or that it would execute it at all . The vendor , on 15th August, 1949, used
the phrase , ".. , if and when the contract is signed on behalf of the Company . . ." On
14th March, 1950, after the new lease had been granted, Mr. Schmidt wrote the letter to
Messrs. Carman & Peterson from which I have already quoted. It seems reasonably clear
that at this stage and up to 19th April , 1950 , or shortly before that date the Company did not
regard itself as bound to lair . White.

D
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According to Mr . Boyd , the increase of £3,000 in the purchase price was considered to be
compensation for expense incurred by the Company in running Bladensburg from about August,
1949, until agreement was arrived at in April , 1950 . But blame for the delay during this
period could hardly be laid at Mr. White 's door ; it was the Company which delayed the matter
pending grant of the new lease and making of a fresh agreement.

On 6th March , 1950 , Mr. White interviewed the Minister with respect to "his intention
to enter into a contract " for the purchase of Bladensburg . He was advised by the Chairman
in the Minister 's presence that no objection would be made to the transaction if the contract
were entered into after the Court approved of the grant of the new lease . From the last para-
graph of the memorandum recording this interview it is apparent that Mr. White's intention
was to stock Bladensburg with cattle although it would seem that the Department 's previous
desire was to re-stock it with sheep. It would seem , however , that at this stage-if the inter-
view is accurately recorded-Mr. White did not consider he had a contract binding on the
Company . From what emerges as to his character from the transactions in which he was from
time to time involved with the Lands Department and others , it seems reasonably apparent that
he was unlikely to disregard what he conceived to be his rights.

No matter what I may find the relationship between the Minister and Mr . White to have
been in respect of other transactions , I cannot see how that will assist here to supply a missing
link. However, I will deal with Dutton River before expressing my final opinion upon
Bladensburg.

(iii.) DUTTON RIVER.

At the commencement of the material period, the Pastoral Development Lease known as
Dutton River was held by Ruthven Limited which, at some time prior to September, 1950, went
into voluntary liquidation. The first connection which the Minister had with the lease, according
to the File, was on 12th September, 1950, when his Private Secretary addressed to the Secretary
of the Land Administration Board a memorandum in the following terms :

"The Honourable the Minister desires that all correspondence received by the
Department in any way affecting Dutton River Holding be brought to his attention
as early as possible."

No reason for that expressed desire on the part of the Minister appears on the File.

On 29th September, 1950, Messrs. Cannan & Peterson wrote on behalf of Mr. R. S. White
stating that he was negotiating for the purchase of Dutton River Holding and asking if the
Minister would consent to the transfer to Mr. White. They also asked to be advised what
intimations would be required from the transferee and whether all development and stocking
conditions had been performed to date. The letter was passed to the Developments Branch,
which noted that the development conditions had been complied with and the lessee was required
to maintain an area of 250 square miles enclosed with a marsupial proof fence and depasture
this area with sheep throughout the term of the lease.

Before a reply was sent to Mr. White's Solicitor a further letter, of 4th October, 1950,
arrived from them asking that the application for consent to transfer be deferred until further
advice from them. On 10th October, 1950, the Solicitors advised that the contract had been
executed and renewed the application for consent. On 18th October, the Minister noted this
letter: "Bring up when contract of sale submitted."

On 23rd October, the contract of sale for the price of £79,500 was produced. The price
was apportioned as to £4,000 for the lease, £7,500 for improvements, £58,500 for 6,334 cattle,
£5,500 for 3,800 sheep, £300 for horses and £3,700 for plant, &c.

The contract contained the following clause

"The vendors shall bear all rents rates taxes assessments wages and other out-
goings chargeable upon or payable in respect of the said property or the stock
thereon up to the date of completion and all working expenses up to the same date
from which date the purchaser shall bear the same.. ..."

On 23rd October, the application was again placed before the Minister, with a request
to be advised whether the transfer was to be allowed if in order and lodged promptly.

On 13th November, the Minister noted: "Certain representations have been made to me
regarding the deterioration of pastures and improvements on this property. Procure up to date
report from L/Comr." On the same day a letter was received from the vendor's Solicitors,
Messrs. Feez, Ruthning & Co., asking that the application for consent to transfer be given
urgent consideration and pointing out, inter alia, that "in the meantime our client remains
personally liable for the working expenses of the property which, we are instructed, are fairly
substantial." On 15th November, a reply was sent saying that consideration of the application
was deferred pending receipt of a report from the Land Commissioner regarding the Holding.
On the same day, an air mail letter was sent to the Land Commissioner at Ilughenden asking
for a report regarding the deterioration of pastures and improvements on Dutton River and
requesting urgent attention to the matter.
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On 23rd November, the Land Commissioner's report dated 20th November was received.
Therein he stated that he had recently inspected the Holding for reassessment purposes and
reported as follows:-

"I cannot claim that there is any great deterioration of the pastures on the
holding as everywhere I went the holding was exceptionally well grassed, both
within the netted area and outside in the cattle country. Of course this could be
the results of the exceptional season which has been experienced throughout the
whole of this year. I would say it is most unusual to have so much young green
grass at the end of the year such as prevails today.

A further reason would be the light stocking of the country in that there were
only 4,100 sheep and about 4,500 head of cattle returned for the year ending
31-12-49. The sheep are all wethers. At the wool sales wool averaged £173 per bale
from this flock. The rainfall for this year has been 36 inches to date, and for
the past 10 years 19.92 inches, with this year's falls added 21.40 inches and 57 years
averaged 19.39 inches.

In my opinion a good deal of the low returns is the result of management and
the shortage of labour during the war years and even since the war's About the
year 1946 the Manager resigned and a new Manager was appointed and it is quite
common knowledge that he could not handle the situation in the cattle country, with
the result he could not hold stockmen, therefore stock were allowed to go unbranded
until the situation became so bad that wherever you went in those parts you
contacted unbranded cattle belonging to Charlotte Plains.

About the end of last year a new Manager was engaged and I would say that
is the reason for the increase in the cattle numbers as he has already branded
up about 2,000 head of the clean skins from the cattle country. At the present
time the stockmen are out trying to round tip more of these clean skin cattle.

Relating to the condition of the improvements I did not find them in any worse
state than lots of other properties which I have inspected during the last few
years. In lots of cases this has been brought about by the shortage of materials
and labour during the war years and to a large extent still exists. Contract fencers
can earn big money today at the high rates that are being paid for fencing and
still it is hard to get men to take on this class of work.

The present Manager has men on carrying out repair work but it will take a
long time to get everything in first class order.

There are about 20 water facilities to maintain in good order to keep up the
pumping supplies required for the stock.

The wool shed is a very good building and is well eared for, the accommodation
huts are fairly well maintained. The same applies at the homestead, the men seem
to be fairly well supplied although some of the buildings are old."

This report was marked for submission to the Minister on 24th November and noted by
him on 5th December as follows:-

This report does not indicate what is the most important factor concerning
this Government at present-the extent of burr infestation. Arrange visit of
Ranger to report on this aspect."

This direction was not received by the Chairman of the Land Administration Board
from the Minister's room until 12th December.

In the meantime, on 28th November, Mr. White had called upon the Minister, that is
four days after the report was marked for submission to him. The record of Mr. White's
interview is as follows:-

"Mr. R. S. White called this a.m. and inquired what progress was being made
with regard to the Dutton River transfer. He indicated his desire to have the
matter put through as early as possible. He was advised that a report had been
obtained regarding the condition of the pastures, but it was possible a further
report would be required regarding noxious weeds."

It seems obvious that the Minister had seen the Land Commissioner's report by
28th November at the latest. Mr. White, whom he regarded as a good Crown tenant and
with whom he was not unfriendly, asked-according to the record-that the matter be
expedited, but the Minister did not give the direction for the further report until seven days
after Mr. White called and the file did not reach the Chairman from the Minister's room for
a further seven days.

The report of the Land Commissioner did not refer to burr infestation, stated by the
Minister to be "the most important factor concerning this Government at present", yet
there is the delay I have mentioned above. In spite of the "most important factor" being
involved, the Minister tells Mr. White-according to the record--'` it was possible a further
report would be required regarding noxious weeds."
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On the day the Chairman received the File from the Minister's room, the Land
Commissioner was written directing him to furnish as early as possible a report as to the extent
of burr infestation on the Holding and the efforts, if any, of the lessee to destroy it.

On 18th December, the Land Commissioner made a further report, which arrived on
22nd December . It was as follows :-

"With reference to your memo of the 12th instant relating to the extent of burr
infestation on the above holding, and the efforts, if any, on the part of the lessees
to destroy it, I have to report that I have only returned from a trip to the south of
the district, hence the delay. First of all, it is not possible to cross the Flinders
River for a further inspection of the holding, because of flooding; however, I can
report as follows, which may not be an accurate account of the real' position but
should be sufficient to explain the infestation.

There is infestation of burr on several of the creeks within the netted area.
I did not see any great infestation on Dutton River, Middle Creek, Station Creek,
Stewarts Creek , Camulla, Deepwater . or Spinifex Creeks, although you come across
scattered burr in quite a number of places. This growth cannot be considered to
be out of control , nor in the bad state that exists on properties on the Flinders
River.

From information received from the station, £548 was spent on Burr destruc-
tion in 1948-49, but no expenditure has been made this year. This year it would
be hard to deal with on account of the rain every two or three weeks, throughout
the year, which has kept green burr coming along practically the whole of the
year. The area in the north outside the netted area has little or no burr.

I hope this will cover the requirements of the Department, otherwise a
further inspection will be necessary when the weather has taken up."

On this report there are three notations by the Minister :

"In view of the presence of burr on the holding as outlined above, arrange
for a report as to the extent of infestation and some outline of what is required
to eliminate the pest.

T.A.F.

22-1-51. "

"Mr. Mountain of Winchcombe Carson Ltd. called and inquired what
progress had been made and was advised of report received and that Land
Commissioner was asked to advise the extent of infestation and manner and cost
of elimination. He was told that if arrangements could be made with buyer to
clean up the burr it would satisfy the Department.

T.A.F.

26-1-51. "

"Mr. Boyd of Boyd & Peterson" (sic) "called and inquired whether transfer
of this property to his client Mr. White could be expedited. He was advised
endeavours would be made to finalise the matter during the month of February.

T.A.F.

31-1-51. "

If these notes are accurate and full, it does not seem to have occurred to
the Minister to put to the purchaser's solicitor the proposition put to Mr. Mountain that
the purchaser should undertake to clean up the burr.

On 31st January, the Minister's direction for the further report was sent to the
Land Commissioner. The latter's reply of 5th February was as follows:-

"With reference to your memo of the 31st ultimo, in connection with the
burr infestation on Dutton River Pastoral Development Holding, I have to
report that I cannot give the extent of infestation with any accuracy, nor could
I give the approximate cost of clearing same.

All I can state is that, when I inspected the Holding for the purpose of
assessment , I saw some burr on some creeks , but I did not ride the creeks to check
up on the amount of infestation. I only saw burr in different crossings of the
creeks, and what I saw was not anything like as heavy as that growing on the
Flinders River.

There is not any prospect of being able to make another inspection of the
property for some time as there has been over 30 inches of rain in places north
of the Flinders River since the middle of December. The station has not had
any mail or supplies for several weeks. This last week has been the first run
of dry weather since before Christmas, even then there has been scattered storms,
and it has every appearance of raining-again-today.-
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When it is possible I will have another inspection made so as to get an idea
of the position."

This report is marked "Submitted 12/2/51", but no later notation appears on it.

On 26th February, the vendor's Solicitors wrote to the Minister the following letter

"We refer to the various interviews between our Mr. Rowland and yourself
or departmental officials during the past few months concerning the application
for your consent to the transfer of the Dutton River Pastoral Holding by the
liquidators of Ruthven Ltd. to R. S. White.

The Agreement for Sale was entered into on the 9th October 1950
and application for your consent to the Transfer was, we understand, lodged
with your Department on the 10th October. The agreement was in usual form
and at the time of executing it our clients (the liquidators) were advised that it
was usual in such cases for the Minister 's decision to be given within two weeks
of the lodgment of the application for it. It is now about 4} months since consent
was applied for in this matter , and as yet the application has been neither granted
nor refused.

This delay and uncertainty is most injurious to our clients, for under the terms
of the sale agreement they have to bear all working expenses up to the completion
of the sale, and they are therefore losing directly about £300 for every week
during which completion is delayed. In addition, while the sale agreement remains
in force, they are deprived of any interest or other income from the station and
the stock thereon since the 9th October.

We understand that your reluctance to consent to the transfer is due to the
facts that reports which you have obtained show the presence on the holding of
noogoora burr or other noxious weeds and that Cabinet has laid it down that
before such holdings are transferred the Minister must be satisfied that either the
vendors or the purchaser will take necesary steps to have the burr and other weeds
eradicated.

Our clients have spent considerable sums since the War: in the destruction of
burr and other weeds and have done all that was possible in the prevailing circum-
stances to reduce the weed infestation and it is believed that the condition of the
holding in this respect compares favourably with the condition of other holdings
in the same and similar districts. In view of the present acute shortage of labour
complete eradication is manifestly impossible and our clients are not prepared to
give any undertaking or incur any further expense if the benefit of the expenditure
is to enure to the purchaser. If by reason of your refusal to consent to the
transfer the present sale agreement is cancelled they will, of course, take all
reasonable steps to comply with their obligations under the lease of the holding.

If you are prepared to give your consent to the Transfer now, provided that
you receive from the purchaser satisfactory undertakings regarding the destruction
of the burr, we respectfully ask that you inform us accordingly, and specify the
nature of the undertakings you require. Our clients will then be able to ascertain
whether or not the purchaser is prepared to give such undertakings; and, if not,
our clients will be in a position to cancel the contract on the ground that your
consent to the Transfer has been refused.

We are sure that you appreciate how damaging and unfair to our clients
the present uncertainty and delay is; and we would respectfully emphasise that our
clients are pressing not that you should give your consent to the transfer but
that you should give your decision on the purchaser's application, consenting or
refusing, so that the uncertainty and delay will be at an end."

On 27th February the Minister replied :-

"I write in reply to your letter of the 26th instant, regarding the destruction
of Noogoora Burr on `Charlotte Plains' Holding, known also as `Dutton River'.

I would suggest that you confer with the purchaser, with a view to arriving
at an arrangement whereby the burr on this holding can reasonably be kept under
control, and advise me of the result.

Upon receipt of this information, the matter will have my immediate
attention."

It is to be noted that the Minister suggests an "arrangement whereby the burr on this
holding can reasonably be kept under control. " The reports of the Land Commissioner do not
suggest that it was not kept reasonably under control ; rather do they show that it was. The
Minister had in his previous directions been concerned with "elimination"-vide his notations
of 22nd January and 26th January above set out.
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On 6th March, 1951, Mr. White, his solicitor and the vendor's solicitor interviewed the
Minister. During the interview the latter mentioned that he was not concerned who cleared
the burr. Somebody would have to do it and his report indicated that it would cost £2 7s. per
acre to clear and the total area affected did not exceed 200 acres. (I interpolate that the area
of Dutton River was 1,034 square miles or some 660,000 acres.) He also said that the 200
acres was distributed over 50 miles of watercourses.

Where the Minister obtained this information does not appear. It was certainly not
from the File. The only report upon burr made up to this stage in respect of this particular
dealing was that of the Land Commissioner on 18th December, 1950. The last one prior to
that was on 2nd June, 1931, when the then Land Commissioner reported as follows:-

"The whole of the Noogoora Burr infestation has been satisfactorily eradicated
and the holding is now clean. No doubt during good seasons seedings will appear
but inspections will be made periodically to see the lessees are keeping it in check."

The vendor's solicitor adopted the attitude that the Minister should give a decision,
either conditionally or unconditionally. The Minister said that the easiest wad out of the
difficulty was for the parties to arrange for the incoming tenant to clear the burr. He was
concerned only with leaving the State's land in a reasonable condition as far as burr was
concerned. The outgoing lessee had not kept the area reasonably free of burr.

The basis of this last statement, unless it is the unspecified report as to 200' acres and
50 miles, does not appear. The report of the Land Commissioner, made after a recent
inspection, certainly did not form the basis of the assertion.

After Mr. White stated that the seed pods of burr were at that time well advanced and
spraying might not kill them, the Minister said that he did not insist upon the impossible and,
if reports indicated that the burr had advanced too far for it to be cleared to advantage that
season, he did not want money to be wasted on it.

Mr. White and the solicitors conferred and eventually the Minister said that "he was
prepared to agree that the position had been met, if an amount of £300 were spent in hormone
spraying during the next twelve months."

On 15th March, the vendor's solicitors wrote to the Minister

"Referring to previous correspondence, a satisfactory arrangement has now
been arrived at between the vendor and the purchaser and the purchaser is
prepared to undertake to spend £300 on the eradication of burr on the said holding
within a period of 12 months.

"We understand now that in view of this you will favourably consider your
consent to the proposed transfer and we would appreciate it if you would now let
Messrs. Cannan & Peterson have a reply to their request for your consent."

On 19th March, 1951, the Minister noted his approval of the transfer on this last-
mentioned letter. Approval was thus given some twenty-two weeks after the application was
received on 12th October, 1950, the delay being some twenty weeks if the undisputed evidence
that about a fortnight is the normal time for approval is accepted. The undisputed evidence
was that the expense of running the property was approximately £300 per week. Thus the
delay involved the vendor in an expenditure of some £6,000 of which Mr. White got the
benefit and from which the vendor derived no benefit.

On 17th July, 1951, Mr. White signed an undertaking to expend the sum of £300 on the
eradication of burr within one year from the registration of the transfer to him. On
10th May, 1951, he had applied for exemption from the conditions with respect to the
maintenance of the fence surrounding the netted area of the holding and the depasturing of
sheep in that area. His reasons were set out as follows:-

"illy reasons for this application are because-

(1) Labour difficulties made it impossible to maintain the netting fence in good
condition.

(2) Under the circumstances losses of sheep have been ruinous and in future
would be too heavy to entertain a continuance of sheep grazing in the
netted area.

(3.) Notwithstanding an extensive poisoning campaign and trapping, losses of
calves from dingoes have been so heavy as to cause grave concern."

The letter concluded :

"If approval of this application is granted it is intended to stock the holding
with cattle only and maintain a systematic poison campaign on the area to the extent
that labour conditions will permit."
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On 16th May, 1951, the Minister approved of the exemption sought. As far as can be
ascertained from the file, there was no investigation of the application at all. Within a few
months Mr. White had sold both the cattle and the sheep which he had bought with the Holding
and the property was unstocked. The Minister was informed of this position on 2nd October,
1951, and on 31st October noted:

"I have been informed that White has purchased big supplies of material for
fencing and repairs to buildings and also 20 bulls (high class at big prices) but just
what his actual intentions are I do not know".

As already stated, Mr. White died in December, 1951. His executors were his widow
and Mr. D. C. Cameron.

When the holding was transferred to Mr. R. K. L. Loughnan in June, 1954, for £25,000,
it was apparently still unstocked or sold without stock, for the consideration was apportioned
as to £12,112 10s. for lease, £12,887 10s. for plant and improvements and £ nil for stock.

In a report made on 18th September, 1952, the Land Commissioner stated that the netted
area was singularly free from burr and made no mention of there being burr in the un-netted
area. This is the only reference to burr appearing on the file after Mr. White's undertaking
signed on 17th July, 1951. No mention of burr or inquiry as to burr infestation was made in
connection with the transfer from Mr. White's executors to Mr. Loughnan.

I now turn to the oral evidence given relevant to this aspect of my report. The first
matter is the reason for the M-inister's apparently sudden interest in Dutton River on
12th September, 1950, evinced by the memorandum of that date requiring all correspondence in
connection with the holding to be referred to him.

He said that the late Mr. E. J. Riordan, then Member for the district, told him that the
lessee of Dutton River was going into liquidation and asked him "to have a look at the
condition of the improvements and the state of the pastures, particularly as regards burr."
He also said: "Well I investigated the matter. First of all, I mentioned it in Cabinet-what
Mr. Riordan had informed me-and Cabinet was of opinion that we should take drastic action
against any company that is selling out and leaving their land and their improvements in a
run-down condition. As a consequence of that I took action, first of all, to inquire into the
condition of the improvements, I think it was, and the report of the Land Commissioner was to
the effect that the improvements were in no worse condition than others ... I then investigated
the question of burr infestation."

When cross-examined, he gave this evidence :

"The late Member for the district brought it under my notice before the
application was made." The "it" refers to burr on Dutton River and
the "application" to the application for transfer to Mr. White. He was then asked:
"What memo did you put on the file in consequence of that in relation to burr"?
The answer was: "I think I asked that all correspondence in connection with this
file be brought under my notice." In relation to Mr. Riordan he also said: "He
mentioned that he had information from some men who had worked on the property
that the place was in a very run-down condition, that the pastures had deteriorated
as a result of burr infestation, and he suggested that I might have a look at it when
the application to transfer was lodged. He said the Company was going into
liquidation and he did not think it right that they should go out of the industry
and leave the holding in that condition."

In view of what the Minister had previously said as to Mr. Riordan having mentioned
the matter to him before the application for transfer to Mr. White was made, the reference to
application to transfer referred to in this last passage as being mentioned by 11r. Riordan can
hardly be a reference to a transfer to Mr. White. However, the Minister had information of
burr infestation on Dutton River which was sufficiently serious in his view to induce him to
place the matter before Cabinet. Cabinet's opinion was that drastic action should be taken
and the case of Ruthven Ltd. and Dutton River was covered by Cabinet's opinion for, according
to the Minister's information, here was a company "selling out and leaving their land and
their improvements in a run-down condition." I say "selling out" because he was informed
that the company was going into liquidation and must have known that that would, sooner or
later, involve the realisation of its assets although at that stage, if his evidence is correct, he
did not know of the impending sale to Mr. White. What "drastic action" did he take? He
instructed that any future correspondence in connection with the leasehold be referred to him.

One might think that he would immediately call for a report on the condition of the
leasehold but he did not. He said : "Well, I investigated the matter." From the file there
appears to have been no investigation consequent upon Mr. Riordan's information ; the
investigation did not come until after Mr. White's application for approval of the transfer to
him. He then said that he first of all mentioned the matter to Cabinet which expressed the
opinion as to drastic action which I have already quoted. He then said that, as a consequence
of Cabinet's opinion, he took action, first of all, to inquire into the improvements. There is no
note or memorandum on the file as to any opinion of Cabinet prior to the reference to the
concern of the Government in the noting of 5th December, 1950, three months after the
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instruction of 12th September as to future correspondence. It was not until that noting that the
subject of burr infestation was specifically mentioned. It seems to me that the directions for
reports, first as to the condition of the improvements and pastures and next as to burr
infestation, were not taken as a consequence of a Cabinet direction to take drastic action but as
a consequence of the application for approval of the transfer to Mr. White.

Early in his evidence concerning Dutton River, the Minister said: "Reports on the files
showed that there was burr there and the last report I asked for showed that there was burr
there." The last-mentioned report is that obtained after the application to transfer to
Mr. White and has already been quoted. The last previous reports regarding- burr on the holding
were in April and July, 1930, some nineteen years before the Minister's investigation. The
report of 2nd June, 1931, stated that the Holding was then clear of burr. The Minister's
evidence also contained this: "We had an investigation and found there were nearly 50 miles
of channels infested with burr amounting to approximately 300 acres." When this investigation
was made and by whom does not appear. The only reference to it on the file is in a statement
made by the Minister in the interview with Mr. White and the two Solicitors which has already
been recounted. There the area was stated as 200 acres.

The Minister at another stage of his examination-in-chief gave this evidence:

"Q. Have you given instructions in the department relating to noogoora burr?

A. Yes.

Q. Can you find those instructions?

A. No. I think they were only verbal . They arose out of a bit of trouble that
originated in connection with Dutton River and I instructed the ehairman-
I do not know whether it was Mr . Creighton or Mr. Lucy-that he should give
instructions to his officers to bring up , when any transfer was going through-
to investigate first of all whether it was heavily infested with burr and to bring
it forward for consideration before consent was given.

Q. Well, was action taken under that, as far as you know?

A. No. I had no cases brought under my notice.

Q. Not a single case was brought under your notice?

A. No.

Q. Have you on several occasions taken the initiative yourself ?

A. Yes. "

Further evidence from the Minister in cross-examination supplied the information that
the only cases in which he had investigated the position with regard to burr infestation in
relation to the transfer of holdings were those of Dutton River and Nelia Ponds.

Other evidence of the Minister is :

"Cabinet has instructed me that in any case where we find property has been
allowed to run down or where it is badly infested with noxious plants I should take
action .. .

Did you do it'?

I asked the chairman of the day to keep me informed.

Did he?

No.

Did you follow it up?

The only cases I did were those specifically brought under my notice such as
Nelia Ponds and Dutton River.

By whom?

Mr. Riordan brought Dutton River to our notice.

What about Nelia Ponds?

The parties themselves called ...

Q. Would you agree that such instructions from you to the chairman would be of
the utmost importance in relation to the policy affecting the transfer of Crown
leases ?

A. Yes. I would expect it to be of some importance.

Q. Why did you not put it in writing?

A. I should have.
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Q. Did you follow it up?

A. With the every-day work you have there you hardly have time to turn round.

Q. You have never since had a single transfer mentioned to you in consequence of
the instruction?

A. I have made inquiries in other cases.

Q. You have never had a single transfer referred to you in consequence of the
alleged instruction ?

A. Because my officers failed to follow it up, yes...
Q. Were you aware that between the date of this instruction or following this

alleged instruction by yourself to the Chairman that no transfers were coming
to you?

A. Well, one is that busy.

Q. Will you answer the question?
A. My mind is occupied with other things.

Q. Will you answer the question?
A. Not actually. I never thought of the matter for some considerable time

afterwards...

Q. As Minister for Lands have you taken action in connection with leases on
account of the neglect of burr conditions?

A. No.

Q. As Minister for Lands you have never refused consent to transfer property on
such grounds except in the case of Nelia Ponds twice and Dutton River once?

A. Had my instructions been carried out-

Q. Is that correct?

A. That is correct . Let me add, had the instructions which I gave to the Chairman
in connection with Dutton River been carried out I probably would have had
to take action against that particular lease.

Q. Were those instructions given before you acted in respect to Nelia Ponds first?

A. There was a procedure there years ago.

Q. Were those instructions of yours given to the Chairman of the Board prior to
when you acted for the first time in Nelia Ponds?

A. No; about the time just after the dispute was settled."

This last answer was corrected by the Minister when he stated that the time he had given
the instruction was just after the dispute as to Dutton River was settled. If this evidence
is correct and his evidence that, in consequence of a Cabinet direction, he made the investi-
gations into Dutton River improvements , pastures and burr infestation is also correct , it means
that he did not pass on a Cabinet direction given somewhere about September or October, 1949,
until some time in March, 1950.

He gave further evidence with regard to this instruction :

" Q. The evidence you gave yesterday at p. 1010 that these instructions-directions
to the chairman-arose out of a bit of trouble that originated in connection
with Dutton River ; that is the correct version, is it?

A. Some time afterwards.

Q. What were you referring to?

A. The argument as to whether the burr could be cleared and the occasion that
I had to bring the parties eventually into a conference...

Q. Would it be after your approval of the transfer that you gave these instructions?

A. I think it was . I think I mentioned it-I have an idea I mentioned it in the
discussions that took place between the parties with myself in charge.

Q. That means the Chairman of the Board at that time would have been
Mr. J. P. Lucy ?

A. Yes, I think it would be. .. .

Q. Your instruction was that, whenever there was a `burr transfer' going through,
the matter had to be investigated, first of all as to whether it was heavily
infested with burr, and brought forward for your consideration before consent
was given . That was the instruction , wasn't it?

A. Yes.
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Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

it ?

A. Yes.

Q. Nearly three years had elapsed before you reverted to this question. Is that
the position ?

A. Yes. There was a period that did elapse; but that ease was brought specifically

Under the circumstances, there should have been a big volume of these matters
being referred to you?

Yes. Apparently the matter was overlooked by my officers and no action
taken. ...

That was in 1950, wasn't it?

1951, I think.

Then you next took action in relation to Nelia Ponds in November, 1953, wasn't

under my notice as a result of a visit of the parties .

When the matter came up again in November, 1953, not through departmental
channels but through the parties, didn't you then begin to wonder what had
happened to this important Cabinet instruction you had given to the chairman
about three years before?

That did come across my mind more than once.

What did you do?

I did not move in the matter.

Did you inquire from the chairman?

No. I intended to raise the matter but apparently something else crossed my
mind. .. .

Would it be that no such instruction was given to Mr. Lucy?

An instruction was given all right because I have heard that caused some little
comment amongst officers afterwards. .. .

When the second case arose in connection with Nelia Ponds in 1953, did you
then put any instructions in writing to the chairman?

No. I took action myself.

Apart from taking action to hold up that transfer did you take any action to
enforce Cabinet's direction?

Yes. I just insisted in the first place on Spellicey Creek and its tributaries-

A. Only in the case of Dutton River and Nelia Ponds. .. .
And although the matter had crossed my mind on more than one occasion I never
got around to discussing the matter with the chairman and giving specific
instructions that it had to be attended to.

Q. It was only a matter of putting a minute through?

A. I know that.

Apart from Nelia Ponds, what action did you take generally to enforce
Cabinet's directions?

Q. In a few words?

A. Yes.

Q. And you did not do it?

A. No. "

In the evidence quoted, the Minister swears definitely that, as a consequence of a
Cabinet decision, he orally instructed the Chairman of the Land Administration Board that
when a transfer of any leasehold with burr infestation on it was submitted for approval the
question of burr infestation had to be investigated and the matter submitted for his
consideration. He also swore that his instruction was never implemented by the chairman or
any other officer of the Department and the only two leaseholds to which it was applied were
Dutton River and Nelia Ponds and on those occasions he was the person who initiated the
action.

Mr. Creighton said in his evidence that he had never heard of any such instruction.
Mr. Bergin said that on one occasion, he thought late in 1953 or early in 1954, when he was
interviewing the Minister in connection with another matter, the subject of burr was mentioned
by the Minister, who said he was thinking of stopping the transfers "until they cleared their
burr". These times, if correct, would coincide with the dealings with Nelia Ponds which
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have to be later considered in detail. The use of the phrase "thinking of stopping the
transfers until they cleared their burr" does not seem to point to the existence of a general.
instruction given some three years before. No particular properties were mentioned by the
Minister. At a later stage Mr. Bergin gave the Minister's statement in detail: "I will have
to stop transfers. That is the only way to get it cleared. They are getting enough money now.
They should be able to clear their burr." This wording does not seem to point to an existing
general instruction and, in spite of the Minister's apparent concern, Dutton River and Nelia
Ponds were the only leaseholds in connection with which action was taken. Mr. Bergin had
not seen any such general instruction either before or after his conversation with the Minister.
He had never heard of a Cabinet direction on the subject. If there had been such a previous
direction and consequent instruction, it may be thought strange that, whilst - on the subject
of transfers and burr in a conversation with a Member of the Land Administration Board,
the Minister's mind did not advert to them or, if it did, he did not mention them and their
non-observance by officers of the Department.

Mr. Boyd, a Solicitor whose firm has a wide practice in matters affecting Crown
leaseholds, had never heard of any general policy that transfers should be examined to see if
there was burr on the property concerned or that, if there were heavy infestation, the transfer
would be refused.

Mr. J. P. Lucy, now a Member of the Land Court, was a Member of the Land
Administration Board from January 1946 to January 1952 and Chairman from the latter time
until November 1953. He forwarded a statement which is part of Exhibit 364':. It was not
suggested or requested by Counsel for the Minister or by any other Counsel that he should be
called for further examination or cross-examination. He said in that statement:

"I have no recollection of any general Ministerial instruction ordirection during
my term of office as Board Member or Chairman of the Board upon the subject of
burr infestation of Crown leaseholds or in connection with transfers of such
leaseholds. To my knowledge the only occasion during such period the matter of
burr infestation of Crown leaseholds was raised by the Minister was in connection
with the transfer of Dutton River Holding. Mr. McLean was Chairman of the
Board at the time and I recall his discussing with me the matter of this
transfer and of burr infestation generally in relation to transfers of leaseholds.
I feel sure that the matter was not discussed with me by the Minister at any
time. "

Mr. W. M. McLean, now a Member of the Land Court, also forwarded a statement,
Exhibit 365, and in his case also there was no suggestion or request that he should be further
examined or cross-examined. He was Secretary of the Land Administration Board from March
1938 to June 1944, Member from June 1944 to January 1946 and chairman from January
1946 to January 1952, when he was appointed to the Land Court. Upon the subject of any
direction or instruction as to burr infestation of Crown leaseholds, he says this:

"As to the question of any general Ministerial direction or instruction upon
the subject of burr infestation of leasehold lands, particularly in relation to transfers
of holdings, my recollection is that the first and only time during my service on the
Land Administration Board that the subject of burr infestation was introduced as
a factor to be considered in relation to or in connection with an application for
permission to transfer a holding, was when the Minister (Mr. Foley) raised this
issue in connection with a proposal to transfer the lease of Dutton River Holding
to R. S. White. I recollect that at or about the time this proposal was being
investigated at the Minister's direction, Mr. Foley spoke to me about burr, and
expressed concern at the heavy infestation of burr in certain localities, and intimated
to me either that he had issued or proposed to issue an instruction that all transfers
of holdings were to be held up pending investigation of the burr position.
I immediately explained to the Minister the impracticability from the administrative
angle of giving effect to any such direction. I pointed out to him-

(a) That during the war years and immediate post-war years it had not been
possible even for the most willing lessees to get labour for burr clearing.

(b) That it would result in waste of money and time to enforce burr clearing
on isolated holdings, particularly along water-courses.

(c) That owing to the depletion of the Departmental field staff, reports on
burr infestation of holdings had not been furnished for many years, and
that to insist on inspections being made and reports furnished re burr
infestation on the hundreds of holdings in respect of which transfer
proposals were being lodged would completely disorganise the work of the
field staff which was much below normal strength and result in interminable
delays, and

(d) That in any case a purchaser of a Crown leasehold assumed all the
obligations and responsibilities of his predecessor in title and that any such
purchaser would not be immune from the condition of his lease to carry
out burr clearing when the time became opportune for the general
enforcement of such conditions.
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When the discussion ended I left the Minister's room with the impression that
I had convinced him of the impracticability of giving effect to his proposal , and so.
far as I was concerned the matter ended there."

After these statements were submitted to the Commission , the Minister gave further
evidence upon the subject . He said: "I think at the time that question was asked I had the
impression that I had given instructions to the Chairman of the Land Administration Board
that certain cases should be brought under my notice , this burr infestation, where transfers
were going through, but there seemed to be a difference of opinion between Mr . McLean and
myself as to whether it was an instruction . He has one view and I have another and I was
under the impression that Creighton and Lucy would also have some knowledge of the
instruction that I thought was given".

I digress for the moment from the recital of the Minister's evidence to remark that, if
he believed all along that he had given such an important instruction, it is somewhat remarkable
that he never noticed that the instruction was not being carried out and made no inquiry as
to why it was not being carried out even when the specific case of Nelia Ponds was brought
to his notice by the lessees-the vendors, not the purchaser.

I now continue with his evidence :

"Q. You realise that Mr. McLean pointed out to you that if you wanted to enforce
any such policy it would completely disorganise the work of the field staff?

A. I do not remember that taking place but I understood Mr. McLean mentioned
it in his submission to the Commission.

Q. Is it a fact that the first and only time during Mr. McLean's service on the
board, that is when he was chairman or otherwise, when the subject of burr
infestation was introduced as a factor to be considered in relation to the
application for permission to transfer a holding was when you raised that matter
in connection with the proposal to transfer Dutton River to White?

A. Yes, somewhere about that time I think.

Q. It was the first and only time?

A. There have been discussions before that-I am not quite sure. I know I was
very interested because-no, that would probably be round about the time.

Q. Did you tell Mr. McLean that you either had issued or proposed to issue an
instruction to hold up all future transfers pending the investigation of the burr?

A. Yes, I think that took place in a discussion we had.

Q. What was the result of your stating that?
A. I had an impression all along, and I mentioned here in evidence or cross-

examination, I had an impression that I had instructed him to bring up eases
where transfers were going through with a view to determining whether it was
worthwhile taking action to have some of the burr cleared.

Q. You went further than that, didn't you? You said that that was a Cabinet
direction?

A. Cabinet was very keen about it.

Q. Are you still adhering to your former evidence that that was a direction which
you had from Cabinet?

A. Cabinet came into the picture, I think, when I raised this question of the Dutton
River infestation and also the condition of their improvements. That is where
Cabinet took the attitude in all cases where there is heavy infestation take what-
ever action you think is necessary.

Q. Your previous evidence was that Cabinet gave you an instruction to hold the
transfers up ?

A. Yes. I am talking about holding up transfers.

Q. Is that the same as the evidence you have just given?
A. Yes. That is what I am talking about.

Q. Is it a fact-did you say that Cabinet had given you an instruction to hold up
all transfers pending investigation?

A. I would not say all transfers. I would not go as far as that. It was over the
Dutton River issue that the matter was raised. . . . I am trying to tell you
it was over the Dutton River incident that the matter was discussed with Cabinet
and Cabinet then gave me instructions to use my discretion in cases where heavy
infestation particularly was brought under my notice.
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Q. May we take it that Cabinet did not instruct you to hold up transfers?

A. Yes, they mentioned even to the extent of holding up transfers because we were
talking about the hold-up of Dutton River.

Q. Was this before or after you received the benefit of Mr. McLean's views on the
practicability of this?

A. No. It was before.

Q. You have already indicated that you were aware that Mr. McLean would not
accept your statement that you had given him instructions?

A. Well, that may be so. I was under the impression I gave him 'instructions. It
may be possible that as a result of the discussion I held my hand.

Q. There is no doubt that is the way he understood it?

A. Yes, he took it that way.

Q. You never raised it again with him, did you?

A. No. I do not remember raising it. I apparently was under the impression I had
given him some instructions and left it at that.

Q. Perhaps you would read the recommendations or the comments made by
Mr. McLean, because I am going to put to you that in the light of those expres-
sions of opinion you would have had to go back to Cabinet on it and not leave it
in the air? 1

A. If one is under the impression after a discussion that he has given an order or
given an instruction-that is the impression I had afterwards, that I had given
an instruction to Mr. McLean or someone as I mentioned in my evidence, and no
action was ever taken. Apparently, from Mr. McLean's statement, he had a
different view altogether, that the matter was left as if he had convinced me that
his presentation was the correct one."

The gist of this portion of the Minister's evidence is that he was given a definite direc-
tion by Cabinet to use his discretion in relation to transfers of burr infested leaseholds even to
the extent of holding them up. This direction was given when he placed before Cabinet the
information which Mr. Riordan had given him about Dutton River. As he previously swore,
placing the matter before Cabinet was the first step he took after the matter was brought to his
notice. He did not alter his evidence, also given previously, that he gave the instruction after
the conference in March 1951 at which the Dutton River matter was settled. There is still no
explanation of the delay from about October or November 1950 to March 1951 in passing on
this instruction. If the effect of the latter portion of his evidence is that he swears that he was
under the impression that he gave the instruction whereas he previously swore definitely that
he had given the instruction, there is still no explanation of why, being under that impression,
he did not notice that the instruction was not being observed or inquire why it was not.

It is not inappropriate at this stage to examine very briefly the only other case where
a transfer was held up on the ground of burr infestation-the case of Nelia Ponds. My
detailed examination of the transactions in connection with Nelia Ponds will be set forth later
in this Report.

In or prior to November 1953, the lessees of Nelia Ponds, Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Douglas,
entered into an agreement to sell Nelia Ponds to the Lancevale Pastoral Company Pty. Ltd.
for £105,600. After entering into the agreement for sale, they wished to avoid carrying it out.
They came to Brisbane, interviewed the Minister and put the position before him. He called in
the Chairman, Mr. Creighton, and a discussion took place as to whether the vendors could get
out of the contract. The Minister recommended them to Mr. O'Mara, of O'Mara & Robinson,
Solicitors, who advised them the contract was binding. With Mr. 0 'Mara they again inter-
viewed the Minister, who inquired whether the Holding was free of burr and was told that the
lessees had been spending money yearly to keep it down. A formal application for consent to
the transfer was written by Mr. O'Mara on 23rd November, 1953, and received in the Lands
Department the following day. On that day the Minister noted on it: "Ch. L.A.Bd. Obtain
report from L/Cr. as to burr infestation. T.A.F. 24/11/53". On 26th November the Land
Commissioner at Hughenden was asked for a report. On 28th December the report was received
indicating infestation along Spellicey Creek which would require attention after the wet season
and could be eradicated. There was heavy infestation along the Flinders River but it was
pointed out that it was impracticable to deal with this -unless the whole course of the River were
dealt with. On 13th January, 1954, the Minister directed that the Land Commissioner should
advise the lessees that the infestation on Spellicey Creek and tributaries should be eradicated
or reasonably cleared before approval of the transfer would be given but that the infestation on
the Flinders could be included in a co-ordinated drive when the Co-Ordinating Board was ready.
The direction was given to the Land Commissioner. On 8th June, 1954, the Land Commis-
sioner reported that the burr along Spellicey Creek had been reasonably eradicated. In the
meantime, time, whether fortuitously or not, had been working for the lessees and the contract
of sale had -gone off.
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On 13th July, 1954, an application for consent to the transfer of the holding to The
Western Queensland Pastoral Company Limited arrived in the Lands Department in the form
of a letter from the lessees' solicitors, Messrs. Cannan & Peterson. The sale price this time was
£147,800, an increase of £42,200. The proposed transfer form was submitted to the Minister
on 23rd July, 1954, and he marked it : `App. T.A.F. 23/7/54". The solicitors were informed
by letter of that date that the transfer would be allowed if in order and lodged promptly. The
lessees again became unwilling to go on with the sale or, rather, anxious not to go on with it.
On the 6th October, 1954, the Western Queensland Pastoral Company Limited commenced an
action in the Supreme Court of Queensland at Brisbane, claiming, to put it briefly, specific per-
formance of the contract of sale and damages. On or before 26th November, 1954, the lessees
again came to Brisbane and interviewed the Minister. He, on that date, addressed to the Chair-'
man a memorandum directing that (i.) the lessees be instructed to take effective action to reduce
the infestation of burr between the Flinders River and Alick Creek, (ii.) an intimation be
given that the letter of 23rd July, 1954, was withdrawn and that transfer could not now be
approved, and (iii.) that future applications must contain an assurance that the infestation on
the abovementioned portion of the holding has been satisfactorily reduced. The Minister's
approval, given on 23rd July, was thus withdrawn on 26th November whilst the action was still
pending.

That is a very brief description of the two transactions with respect to Nelia Ponds.
For reasons which will appear when I set out my detailed examination of those transactions and
the evidence relating to them, I have concluded that burr infestation on Nelia Pondswas used
by the Minister as a pretext to enable the lessees in the one case to get out of their; contract
by his withholding approval and in the other to get out of their contract by withdrawing an
approval already given.

These latter transactions and the reasons underlying the Minister's conduct with respect
to them are, in my opinion, clearly relevant to the Dutton River dealing. They are
transactions of an identical nature to the Dutton River transaction. They are the only instances
where a policy, which the Minister says existed and which he says was the subject of a general
instruction, was put into effect. In each case the result was-and it could not be otherwise-
that one party to the dealing under consideration benefited at the expense of the other party
to that dealing. They are "similar acts" and each is relevant to show the actor's state of mind
in relation to the other or others.

I do not believe that the Minister ever gave any general instruction in the Department
that applications for transfers were to be examined to see if there was burr on the property
concerned or that any such cases where there was infestation were to be referred to him. There
was no written memorandum of any such instruction ; that is common ground. None of the senior
officers whom one would expect to hear of such an instruction ever heard of it. If Cabinet did
give to the Minister a direction which should have resulted in such an instruction, the
instruction, on his own evidence, was not given until four or five months after he received
the Cabinet direction. There is not a single instance of any such instruction ever having been
carried out by any officer of the department. There was never at any time-even in the case
of Nelia Ponds which, according to the Minister, was an example which showed the necessity
for the instruction-any inquiry by the Minister as to why his instruction was not being
carried out.

I have already set out, with some little comment upon them, the various steps taken in
the matter of the transfer of Dutton River to Mr. White which are evidenced by the
documents and notings on the file. I now proceed to comment further upon them.

It is impossible to determine from the Minister's evidence whether the direction to bring
all correspondence in connection with Dutton River was, according to him, issued as a result of
the information given him by Mr. Riordan or as the result of that information and the Cabinet
direction combined. In either case it seems a singularly inept step to take. Why not take
what seems to be the reasonable and natural action in such a case and call for a report as to
the condition of the holding? There was a lessee company going into liquidation and leaving
its lease in a "run-down" condition-according to the Minister's information-and all that is
done is to direct that future correspondence be referred. There may have been no
correspondence for months. One might be pardoned for hazarding a guess that the real reason
for the direction as to correspondence was that the Minister had become aware that Mr. White
was about to have some connection with Dutton River. But I do not propose to hazard any
guesses.

When the application for consent to the transfer to Mr. White came before the Minister
he, according to his evidence, had the question of burr infestation prominently before him.
Without calling for a report on the deterioration of pastures, improvements or burr infestation
in this case where he has been directed to take "drastic action" if necessary, he merely notes
"Bring up when contract of sale submitted." His first direction for a report makes no 'mention
of burr unless it is implicit in his reference to "deterioration of pastures." Be that as it may,
there is no specific mention of burr by him. The proposed transfer form seems to have been
marked for submission to him on 23rd or 24th, October but his direction was not given until
13th November. The report of the Land Commissioner arrived on 23rd November and gave a
satisfactory account of the condition of the pastures and improvements. At any rate these
matters are not mentioned again in connection with the transfer to Mr. White. It is not until
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5th December that he makes the further direction as to "the most important factor concerning
the Government "-burr infestation-and calls for a further report . It seems strange that he
did not mention this "most important factor " in his direction of 13th November . Then, after
giving the direction on 5th December , the File does not leave his room until 12th December.

In the meantime , on 13th November , the letter from the vendor 's solicitors had arrived
expressing their client's anxiety to ascertain the position , pointing out that it was liable for the
working expenses and saying that it was desired to complete the company 's liquidation as soon
as possible. On 28th November, Mr. White called and indicated his desire to have the transfer
completed as early as possible . If Mr . White did not have his tongue in his cheek when he
stated this desire or the Minister did not have his tongue in his cheek when the memorandum
of that date was written , Mr. White's desire seems to have created no urgency in the Minister's
mind. The same memorandum evidences the fact that he. had already seen the Land
Commissioner 's report but, although that report failed to deal with the "most important factor
concerning the Government," he merely thought it " possible " that another report would be
required . Even then burr is not specifically mentioned . According to the notation, the
"possible" further report was to deal with noxious weeds generally , which , of course, would
include burr.

It does not appear from the file or from any evidence which I accept that either of the
parties to the contract was informed that the question of burr infestation was causing the
delay, until 26th January, 1951. On that date, according to the Minister's noting,
Mr. Mountain, of Winchcombe, Carson Ltd., was told that, if it were arranged for the purchaser
to clean up the burr, the Department would be satisfied. I assume Mr. Mountain was interested
in the matter for the vendor as at one stage he signed a declaration of liquidation as agent
for it. When Mr. Boyd called on 31st January, it does not appear from the Minister's noting
of that date that the same intimation was given to him. Nor does it appear that this offer
was conveyed to the vendor's solicitors until 27th February unless that was previously done by
Mr. Mountain. There seems to be no reason whatsoever why this solution should not have been
proposed weeks before it was.

I have already said that there is no evidence as to the source of the Minister's
information as to 200 acres (or 300) of burr on 50 miles of watercourses. Up to the Land
Commissioner's report of 5th February, 1951, it had been impossible-owing to rain-to visit
Dutton River to make an inspection and estimate . At the time that report was written, there
was no prospect of reaching the property for some time . The report of 18th December, 1950
said there was burr infestation on several creeks within the netted area but no great infestation
on Dutton River or Middle, Station, Stewart's, Camulla, Deepwater or Spinifex Creeks. In the
later report of 5th February it is stated: "I saw some burr on some creeks but I did not
ride the creeks to check up on the amount of infestation. I only saw burr in different crossings
on the creeks .. . " Even if the length of watercourses on the leasehold were estimated or
measured from a map, I am quite unable to see how the area of burr could be computed or
estimated. There was no evidence or suggestion whatsoever that it was continuous along the
watercourses or was present on all watercourses.

The eventual decision was somewhat of an anti-climax. The whole idea behind the
Minister's actions was to take drastic action to ensure that the vendor did not sell out and leave
the leasehold in a "run-down" condition with respect to improvements, pasturage and burr-
infestation. Yet it is not the vendor who eventually has to clean up the burr; it is the
purchaser, Mr. White. He has to spend £300 within the next twelve months, a very cheap price
to pay for the saving of some £6,000 in working expenses. When Mr. White-the completely
innocent purchaser-undertakes to spend the £300, approval is given and the guilty vendor
has evaded its obligations. It is not even made a condition that the vendor should reimburse
Mr. White, although that subject was mentioned at the conference.

Within a few weeks of approval and before Mr. White has signed the undertaking to
expend the £300, he is exempted-without inquiry or investigation-from performance of the
conditions relating to maintenance of the netted area and running sheep upon it. He sells the
stock and leaves the place unstocked, but when the Minister is informed of this he takes no
action and makes no inquiry from Mr. White as to why the place is unstocked and when it is
intended to re-stock it. Evidently his urge to further the campaign of "more beef for
Britain," which actuated him in granting concessions to Mr. White in respect of Hawkwood,
had weakened. When the Minister was informed that Dutton River was unstocked, the
information merely provoked the noting which I have already set out. I suppose it was
intended to infer that the 20 expensive high-class bulls and the big supplies of material for
fencing and building were intended for Dutton River. If so, the bulls must have been intended
to lead a celibate life or mate with scrubbers, the only stock remaining there according to later
reports. The fencing and building material does not seem to have been used.
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I now turn to the consideration of the collective effect of the evidence as to the trans-
actions in which Mr. White was concerned.

I am satisfied upon the evidence that the Minister exhibited towards Mr. White
gross partiality in respect of :

(a) his decision to approve of the closing of the Yerilla-Hawkwood Road and to
recommend to Cabinet that it should be closed;

(b) his decision to approve of and to recommend to Cabinet the acceptance of
Mr. White's proposal with regard to treating and grassing 3,000 acres of
Hawkwood Leasehold;

(c) his decision to approve of and to recommend to Cabinet the variation of
terms as set out in Executive Minute of 10th February, 1949;

(d) his decision to approve of and to recommend to Cabinet that the area of
1,190 acres of Hawkwood Leasehold treated prior to the acceptance of
Mr. White's proposal of 24th June, 1948, should be deemed to be treated in
performance of the agreement arising from that proposal;

(e) his action in delaying for some twenty weeks the transfer of Dutton River
Holding fromf Ruthven Limited (in liquidation) to Mr. White; and

(f) his action in exempting Mr. White from the conditions of maintaining and
stocking with sheep the netted area of Dutton River Leasehold.

In relation to Bladensburg, the only effect which the above conclusions have is that
they establish the relationship between the Minister and Mr. White which existed at the
time of the dealings with Bladensburg. They add an element of suspicion but not of proof.
They do not supply the evidence which must be there before an adverse finding can be
made. I am satisfied that on the evidence I should not and cannot find that there was
corruption or corrupt conduct on the part of any person with respect to any dealing with
Bladensburg Leasehold.

The conduct of the Minister ' in relation to the Yerilla-Hawkwood Road and
Hawkwood Leasehold on the one hand and Dutton River Leasehold on the other must be
differentiated. In the former instances the ultimate decisions rested with and were made by
Your Excellency in Council, the channel being from the Minister via Cabinet. It is quite
obvious, as it appears from the evidence, that normally Cabinet must to a large extent
depend, in making decisions in such matters as these, upon the Ministers who initiate
the matters. That would seem; to be both evident and necessary . In those circumstances,
though, as I have said, the Minister exhibited gross partiality in deciding to initiate the
various actions in connection with the Yerilla-Hawkwood Road and Hawkwood
Leasehold which I have above specified, it seems to me that the decision as to whether his
conduct in any particular instance was corrupt or not depends upon what information he
gave or did not give to Cabinet in the particular case. The crux of the matter is whether
he knowingly suppressed the facts, either wholly or materially, or knowingly gave incorrect
information.

There is little evidence on the point. In relation to the closing of the Yerilla-
Hawkwood Road there was no evidence as to what considerations the Minister placed
before Cabinet. In respect of the first transaction with Hawkwood Leasehold, the Minister
gave evidence which I have set out at page 31 of this Report. I have previously said that
I can hardly believe that the Minister placed the full facts relevant to these transactions
before Cabinet and I still adhere to that view. But being unsatisfied that he did is, in such
a case as this where I am applying the standard of proof which I have already indicated,
not equivalent to being satisfied that he did not. I must be satisfied by evidence that he
did not; I cannot assume it.

For these reasons, although I am satisfied that the decisions to approve and take
the initiating actions showed gross partiality, I am not prepared to find that the conduct
constituted corrupt conduct. There is no evidence of any benefit, financial or otherwise,
accruing to the Minister or being offered to or demanded by him in respect of any of his
conduct with regard to these matters.

His conduct in relation to Dutton River, in my opinion, stands in a different
category. There the decision to delay approval of the transfer and the action in delaying
it were the decision and action of the Minister himself. Cabinet and Your Excellency in
Council took no part in the decision or the action. Assuming that Cabinet did give the
Minister a general direction in relation to burr infested holdings, the direction was not
that it was to be applied in the case of Dutton River or any other leasehold irrespective of
the extent of burr infestation. In my opinion, in this instance, the Minister was merely
using the Cabinet direction-assuming it was given and was in the terms he stated-as a
cloak for action designed to benefit Mr. White. The effect of the action was to benefit
Mr. White to a considerable extent financially at the expense of the vendor and, although there
is no evidence that the Minister himself received any material benefit from the action he
took, I am satisfied that his conduct in this instance amounted to corrupt conduct and
I so find.
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c,

The action of the Minister in exempting Mr. White from. performance of
the conditions relating to maintenance of the netted area of Dutton River and keeping it
stocked with sheep was, as I have said, grossly partial. There was no inquiry or
investigation whatsoever. The application was granted out of hand. The reasons given for
the application have already been set out. Labour difficulties, it was said, made it impossible
to maintain the netting fence and losses of sheep from dingoes had been ruinous. In his
report of 18th September, 1952, the Land Commissioner states that "the fence remains a
very valuable improvement and is capable of being readily and cheaply renovated and
placed in a sound marsupial proof condition." The report also pointed out that the netted
area was "ideal sheep country." This report, made some eighteen months after performance
of the condition of maintaining the netting fence was dispensed with, points clearly to the
necessity for investigation of the grounds of the application before it was granted and also
to the fact that it should not have been granted. The Minister also seems to have either not
considered or disregarded a factor which the report points out, that the netting fence formed
"a barrier of protection for adjoining and neighbouring sheep lands." This area in respect of
which the Minister exempted Mr. White from performance of the abovementioned
conditions, is the same area which he, on 6th January, 1953, when no maintenance of it
appears to have been done since the exemption was granted, placed before, Cabinet as
suitable for carrying about 35,000 sheep when cut up into sheep grazing selections for
competition. This, of course, was after Mr. White had died.

In my opinion, the Minister exempted Mr. White from the performance of the
conditions for the benefit of Mr. White and because he was Mr. White and with those
motives only. I am satisfied that he acted in disregard of his duty as a Minister of the
Crown and that his conduct in so acting, with the motives above indicated, constituted
corrupt conduct.

I have considered whether I should make any findings as to whether Mr. White was
or was not guilty of corrupt conduct in relation to these matters. As stated, he is now
dead. I very much doubt whether any evidence he could have given would have altered
the effect of undisputed documentary evidence, indisputable evidence of transactions, their
dates and their results and' effect, and adverse inferences necessarily to be drawn. But the
fact remains that there is and can be no evidence from him. For this last reason I refrain from
making direct findings, one way or the other, as to his conduct.

B. Dealings with Nelia Ponds.

At all material times, the lessees of the above holding were Gerald Stapleton Douglas
and Evelyn Florence Douglas, his wife, trading as Melia Pastoral Company. In connection
with this leasehold there are two transactions to be considered-

(i.) a sale or proposed sale to the Lancevale Pastoral Company Pty. Ltd., and

(ii.) a sale or proposed sale to The Western Queensland Pastoral Company
Limited.

(i.) TRANSACTION WITH LANCEVALE PASTORAL COMPANY PTY. LTD.

Some little time prior to 23rd November, 1953, the lessees entered into an agreement to
sell the property to the Lancevale Pastoral Company Pty. • Ltd.-hereinafter called "the
purchaser "-for the sum of £105,600, a deposit of £5,600 being payable on the execution of
the agreement for sale and the sum of £100,000, the balance, being payable on completion of
the sale and delivery of the property, the delivery date fixed being apparently 4th January,
1954.

After entering into the contract of sale, Mrs. Douglas appears to have changed her
mind about selling and become anxious to rescind the contract or avoid carrying it out. She,
apparently, converted her husband to a similar state of mind.

In November, 1953, probably a day or two prior to 23rd November, Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas interviewed the Minister for Lands at his office in Brisbane and informed him of
their desire with regard to the sale. Mr. Creighton was present during portion of the
interview and gave in evidence his account of the portion at which he was present.

He said that he was called into the Minister's room and introduced to Mr. Douglas.
He was told-presumably by the Minister-that Mr. Douglas had contracted to sell Nelia
Ponds, but Mrs. Douglas, for some sentimental reason, was not anxious to proceed with the
sale. He was shown the contract and asked if there was any way of breaking it. He said that
his opinion on that question would be of little value as he was not competent to advise on the
point. The Minister then suggested that Mr. Douglas should see a solicitor and recommended
Mr. O'Mara, with whom an appointment was made for Mr. Douglas by the Minister.
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Later-he thought it was the following day-he was again called in to the Minister's
room, where he found the Minister, Mr. O'Mara and Mr. Douglas. Mr. O'Mara expressed the
opinion that the contract was binding and could not be evaded and Mr. Creighton was then
asked if there was any way in which consent could be held up. He replied that it was an
ordinary pastoral lease and the parties were eligible to transfer it.

The Minister then asked whether there was any burr on the property. Mr. Creighton
said that, from his recollection of the property when he was stationed in Hughenden in 1936
to 1938, the Flinders River frontage was heavily infested and was unlikely to have improved
in the meantime. That was all that took place whilst he was present.

The Minister also gave evidence of these interviews. He said that Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas came to see him one day at the Executive Building to inquire whether the transfer
of the lease could be stopped as they were not anxious to go on with it. Mrs. Douglas was in
a very distressed state-almost hysterical-and appealed to him and to her husband who asked
whether the Minister could do anything in the situation they were in. He said he could not
help them on those grounds and advised that they should see a solicitor, who might be able
to help by discussion with the purchaser.

They went to Mr. O'Mara, who brought them back and another distressing scene
occurred. Mr. Creighton was called in but could not indicate any way in which the Minister
could help Mr. and Mrs. Douglas. The Minister asked Mr. Douglas whether his place was free
of burr. Mr. Douglas replied: "We have been spending some moneys yearly to try and keep
it down." The Minister's evidence then proceeds:

"I gave that some thought later on and to try to be consistent with my
previous action in connection with Dutton River I felt that here was an opportunity
at least to find out first just what was the condition of the lease as far as burr was
concerned and see whether we could do anything for the Crown. I called for a
report which was eventually received. . . . I received a report and after giving
it some consideration I decided that the Crown rights should be considered, that is
to say, the place was infested pretty badly and I gave instructions that no transfer
would be allowed until such time as the burr, particularly on Spellicey Creek and
its tributaries, was at least treated to the satisfaction of the Department. . . .
They (the purchaser) never made any representations or protests to me in
connection with the matter."

He went on to say that the lessees put somebody on to clear the burr up and he understood
the sale lapsed. He never heard any more of it.

There does not seem to be any substantial difference between the Minister's account of
the interview and that of Mr. Creighton.

In cross-examination the Minister gave this evidence of the transactions with Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas:

"Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

But the action you took was designed not to help the Douglases but, as it
were, to hinder them?

Naturally I had in mind the distress of the lady on the occasion that they
called upon me-on both occasions. She was in dire distress, very distraught.

Mr. Foley, I put it to you

But that was not my main consideration. I realise that we have an obligation
-as a Minister-that the Crown has certain rights and, at least when the
occasion presents itself, those rights should be exercised.

The Douglases came to you and asked you whether you could assist them in
some way to break the sale?

They did not say it was to break their contract. They wanted to know whether
there was any way in which I could assist them. One could infer what they
were meaning. They did not put it so bluntly as that.

And to assist them to retain the property rather than having to deliver it to
the purchaser. Do you agree that that is what they asked you to do?

That is so. That is true.

And having been asked that, you on the first occasion took action to withhold
your approval to the transfer until certain moneys had been expended in
clearing up Spellicey Creek?

Not because of their request,

Because of what?

but

The request you just mentioned-to try to help them. I pointed out definitely
that I could not help them.
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Q. The request-you have put it in evidence-in-chief at page 1020. Douglas asked
you whether you could do anything in the situation they were in?

A. That is so.

Q. Now, that situation was one in which they had entered into a contract to sell
Nelia Ponds to another party?

A. Yes.
Q. And was asking you whether you could do anything to get them out of the

position in which they were in?

A. The way they actually put it to me was, could I do anything to assist them.

Q. What did you understand they wanted you to assist them with?
A. I mentioned that earlier. I won't go right into the question what they were

asking.

Q. You had not any doubt as to what they were asking?
A. No, I had not any doubt.

Q. And you told them that you could not help them on that ground?

A. That is so.

Q. When did you get the idea about the burr ?
A. Well, there was quite a delay. I had already given my approval of their

letter and there had been quite a delay.

Q. I am asking you about the first sale ?

THE COMMISSIONER: With respect to the first sale. We are still on the first
sale.

By MR. WANSTALL: When did you get the idea about the burr?

A. The idea came to me in discussion with Mr. Douglas that it was burr-infested,
they had to remove their sheep and use cattle in one portion because of burr,
and because of that I took up the stand that the extension rights should be
preserved and that something should be done towards cleaning it up.

Q. Do you remember calling Mr. Creighton in on this occasion?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you ask him if there was any way of breaking the contract?

A. I do not remember saying that. I would not say it that way . I would say, `Is
there any way we can assist these people V

Q. From what'?

A. In the plight they were in.

Q. What did you ask Mr. Creighton 's opinion about? Assisting them to do whatI
A. That is what it would amount to-ta assist them in any way. It was more and

more to console the people themselves . They were rather in a plight.

Q. If that is all you said to Mr. Creighton , would you know whether they wanted
the purchaser to go on with the contract , or whether they wanted to get out of it
themselves ?

A. It was quite clear what they wanted.

Q. What did you say to Mr . Creighton?

A. I cannot give you the actual words at the moment.

Q. Did you ask him if there was any way in which the Douglases could get release
from their contract?

A. I would not have put it as bluntly as that. I would say, `Is there any way in
which we can assist these people ?'

By THE COMMISSIONER : You would say , ` What can we do?'?

A. That has already been explained.

By MR. WANSTALL : Did you explain to Mr. Creighton that these people wanted
to get out of their contract and said, `Is there any way in which we can assist
them?'?

A. Naturally I would have explained it to Mr. Creighton ; but I do not recall the
actual words I mentioned to him. Having called him in, I would probably advise
him of the request and the plight they were in, and as to whether there was
any way in which we could help.
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Q. Well, that will do me. I cannot press you with using the words ` breaking the
contract.'

A. That is what it would amount to.

Q. Well, now, was he shown the written document?

A. I am not certain of that. He may have been. I could not tell you definitely
on that . I think he was.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Before lunch I was asking you what it was you asked Mr. Creighton to advise
you on and I think you conceded you were asking him whether he could advise
you of any way in which you could assist the Douglases. They required the
assistance in getting released from the contract they had entered into with the
Lancevale Pastoral Company. On the second occasion they came to see you
about the first contract, did you not again call Mr. Creighton in!

I usually call him in . I may have done so on that occasion.

Do you remember giving evidence-in-chief-the question was, `What did
Creighton say? Do you remember at all?' You answered , ` He could not
indicate to me any way I could help them'?

I may have said that.

Would that suggest to you that the question to which he replied was a question
from you asking whether he could indicate to you any way in which you could
help the Douglases?

A. Yes.

Q.

A.

On that occasion Mr. O'Mara , their solicitor , was present?

He was present on the first occasion.

Q. I suggest you are confused about that and that it was the second occasion of the
first sale ?

By THE COMMISSIONER : Did you not on the first occasion mention
Mr. O'Mara's name to them?

A. Yes. I recommended him.

Q. He was not there then?

A. No. I do not think he was.

By MR. WANSTALL : What occasion are you thinking of?

A. The second occasion they visited me in connection with the second sale.

Q•

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

I am referring to the second occasion in connection
have your thinking straight on that now?

Yes.

There

Yes.

was an interview?

Mr. O'Mara was present on that occasion?

Yes.

with the first sale. You

Q. Do you recall you yourself telephoned Mr. O'Mara and made an appointment
for them ?

A. The Douglases asked me to do that.

Q. I am not suggesting there was anything wrong with it. You did do that?

A. Yes.

Q. You got this letter, Exhibit 164. Do you remember that'?

A. From O'Mara and Robinson, yes.

Q. According to your version of the sequence of events given in evidence-in-chief
you had received it before Mr. O'Mara brought the Douglases to see you. Your
evidence is-

'After they went to O'Mara, did O'Mara discuss the matter with you'?
-Yes. He brought them back , and the same scene . occurred , ° a most
distressing scene.
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Had you received a letter from O'Mara relating to the contract?-Yes.
I thought O'Mara felt that was the only thing he could do in the matter,
other than approach the other parties. I do not know whether he did that
or not.

You received a letter asking for the sale to go through?-Yes.

You say there was this rather distressing scene?-Yes. The same thing
occurred.'

On that evidence you imply that the letter was received between the first
visit of the Douglases and the visit on which they were accompanied by
Mr. O'Mara?

A. I cannot be positive of that point at all.

Q. Mr. McCawley put to you, `Did you receive a letter?' He did not put to you,
`After the visit of Mr. O'Mara you subsequently received a letter.' What is
your recollection of it?

A. I think it may have come beforehand.

Q. You think the letter may have come beforehand?

A. Yes. It would be followed up by Mr. O'Mara bringing the parties along.

Q. You notice you put your notation, `Obtain report from Land Commissioner on
burr infestation' on the foot of Messrs. O'Mara and Robinson's letter?

A. Yes.

Q. It was received on the same day by the stamp?

A. Yes. I am not sure whether it was the same day they came along.

Q. According to your version of what took place you did not decide to take action
about the burr until after the second interview they had with you. Do you
follow that ?

A. Yes.

Q. So that if you had received the letter on 24th November, 1953, as it is date
stamped, it appears to indicate you had the interview with Mr. O'Mara on the
same day?

A. Yes, it may have been along those lines but the point I want to stress is that
I sent the parties along to Mr. O'Mara and I had in mind that possibly he may
have been able to contact the other party to the sale.

Q. You have explained that in your evidence-in-chief.

A. That is what I was hoping. Whether he did this or sent his letter as a matter
of form I do not know. I do not know what was behind his mind. I cannot
connect up the circumstance definitely as to whether it all occurred on the same
day, the day before or the day after.

Q. If this letter, Exhibit 164, was received by you before the second interview,
can you tell me what was the purpose of the second interview?

A. I could not tell you.

Q. You had already told them you could not assist them to get release from the
contract?

A. That is true.

Q. You sent them to the solicitors for the purpose of the solicitors taking it up with
the purchaser?

A. Yes.

Q. And you got the letter from the solicitors asking for your approval of the sale.
In view of those three circumstances, what point could there have been in the
second interview if it occurred after the letter?

A. Just further pleading, that is all.

Q. Pleading for what? At that stage Mr. O'Mara

A. You have got to understand the state of mind of the parties. Here is a little
woman in grave distress. She had worried her husband to the extent that he
was prepared to do anything to assist her, even to the extent of breaking a
contract, and no doubt ...

Q. That is not answering the question?

A. What was the question again?
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Q. The question was : What point was there in that second interview if it occurred
after the solicitors' letter requesting the Minister's approval?
(No answer.)

THE COMMISSIONER : He is trying to tell you. There may be no point in his
point of view, or actuality, but he is saying it was brought about by the state of
mind of Mrs. Douglas and the state of mind she had induced in her husband.

By MR. WANSTALL : What did occur on the second occasion?

A. I have already told you on a previous occasion. It was to see if I could help
them in any way. Apparently, on the second occasion it was on all-fours with
the first. I told them I could not help them.

Q. At that time their solicitors had an application before you asking you to approve
of the sale?

A. Yes.

Q. Listen to my question. Are you suggesting that he had an application before
you asking for your approval of the sale, yet you are saying notwithstanding
that he brings his client up to plead with you to find some way in which to
break the sale?

A. Well, I think it was more to console the parties.

By THE COMMISSIONER : Do you remember if the contract provided that they
should apply within a certain time for your consent?

A. I could not say; I do not know the details of the contract. I know that on
the second occasion nearly four months had elapsed. There were no papers
lodged before I took any action.

By MR. WANSTALL: We are on the first sale. Even if it did, do you suggest
that the application lodged by O'Mara & Robinson on behalf of the Douglases
was an empty formality?

A. It appeared to me to be a formal matter . I do not know if there was any other
application on the file other than just a letter from the parties. Yes, there was
something, I think, from Cannan & Peterson on behalf of the other party.

Q. You see, this letter dealt with other matters too?

A. Yes.

Q. It dealt with the matter of a survey road from Hughenden to Mount Isa?

A. Yes, that was dealt with.

Q. Are you suggesting that this was a dummy application?

A. I would not suggest that.

Q. What were you then prepared to do? This was a general application for your
consent?

A. I think that Mr. O'Mara felt that these persons went along and he treated
them as clients, and after thinking the matter over he felt the only thing he
could do was to appeal to the Minister to give his consent.

Q. That being his state of mind he brings his clients up?

A. I think that was more to console the parties.

Q. That is what he is asking you to do?

A. Yes.

Q. And secondly . . . ?

A. Not on the second occasion. In effect that was ...

Q. That was appealing to you to give your consent?

A. I cannot remember the whole of the details.

Q. It was on the occasion when they clearly appealed to you not to give your
consent that you thought about the burr?

A. No, I had discussed it with them earlier than that as to whether there was any
burr on the place.
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Q. This is what you said in your evidence-in-chief on page 1021. You said `Some
mention was made during the talk with Mr. Douglas, knowing the country as.
I did, I asked him whether his place was free of burr'. Then he goes on to tell
you about it. That is in relation to the interview when Mr. O'Mara brought
his clients along?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you not agree that what you said in evidence-in-chief there, you yourself
raised the question of the burr in the second interview?

A. Yes, that may be.

Q. Yet, according to you, you had in the meantime received an application for
your consent?

A. Yes.

Q. I put it to you that you had not received an application for consent at the

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

time of the second interview?

I said earlier that I was not positive on that point but I think I had.

Do you remember Mr. Creighton giving evidence on this interview in which he
said that Mr. O'Mara and his clients came into you, and that after that the
next thing that happened was that an application for ministerial 'onsent came
in from the firm of solicitors to which Mr. O'Mara belonged?

Yes.

Are you inclined to think that Mr. Creighton's recollection is more accurate?

To be frank, I am a little bit confused on the point.

Did you not at the second interview ask Mr. Creighton whether there was ally
burr on the property?

I cannot remember every detail.

You heard him give evidence, did you not?

Yes.

This is the time Mr. O'Mara was there. `Mr. O'Mara expressed the opinion
that the contract was binding and could not be evaded. I was asked afterwards
if there was any way in which consent could be held up.' That is
Mr. Creighton's evidence. Did you ask him that?

A. I may have on the occasion, but I was trying to console the parties to a certain
extent. I knew I could not very well help them.

Q. Then Mr. Creighton says his reply was, `I said it was an ordinary pastoral
lease and the parties would be eligible to transfer one to the other'. Did he say
that?

A. He may have.

Q. Then you asked him, `Is there any burr on the property?'

A. I may have done that.

Q. He gave his recollection?

A. I have a fair idea of the Flinders area myself.

Q. He gave his recollection as to the extent of the infestation when he was stationed
in Hughenden between 1936 and 1938 ?

A. I had a fair idea of the district myself. It was what you would class a district
where almost every. watercourse was infested.

Q. When you thought of burr, were you thinking of that as a means by which
you could withhold your consent?

A. No, the uppermost thing in my mind was the fact that I was trying to do
whatever was possible to keep burr infestation down.

Q. Were you trying to do whatever was possible to assist the Douglases?

A. I would not say that.

Q. Then it was on the occasion of their pleading with you not to give your consent
that you first raised this question of burr infestation?

A. I think I raised it on the very first occasion. I think I mentioned it to
Mr. Douglas. I may have reiterated the question afterwards to Mr. Creighton
but I have a fair idea of the district itself as far as burr is concerned. I knew
it was bad.
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Q. You said in evidence -in-chief that it was pretty badly infested. I put it to you
that in Exhibit 166 you are over -stating the position so far as the property,
other than the Flinders watercourse , is concerned?

A. It mentions here in Exhibit 166 that infestation occurs throughout the entire
length of the Flinders in the Hughenden district . Then, the comment of
Mr. Canning was that it would be impossible to eradicate the pest along the
16-mile frontage of the above holding whilst plants continue to seed higher up
the river . Generally, that is the viewpoint accepted by men who know some-
thing about burr infestation.

Q. Did you accept it yourself?

A. Yes, but I want to emphasise that I have also maintained that every
application of hormone where you can destroy burr helps to reduce the,
infestation generally.

Q. So far as the property was concerned, leaving aside the Flinders frontage, do
you still say it was badly infested or pretty badly infested?

A. That is leaving aside

Q. The Flinders ?

A. There is Spellicey Creek and Alick Creek ; they were reported about in the
original report.

Q. Do you say they were reported as being badly infested?

A. They were infested.

Q. Do you say they were reported as being badly infested?

A. You have the benefit of the report. I am depending on my memory.

Q. You have the report before you?

A. I have this one, 166.

Q. Is the evidence you gave in evidence-in-chief this : after you got the report
you say the place was infested pretty badly. I put it to you that is an
exaggeration on those reports?

A. I would not say that. It was infested . The main thing is that it was infested ;
whether it was badly or lightly, it had to be cleaned up. It is a condition of
their lease and I am trying to maintain that.

Q. That was the first time in three years that you took action to maintain the
rights of the Crown?

A. I have said that before."

On 23rd November , 1953, Messrs. O'Mara & Robinson wrote to the Minister asking for
consent to the transfer of Nelia Ponds to the Lancevale Pastoral Company Pty. Ltd. The
agreement for sale provided for a purchase price of £105 ,600 for the lease unstocked. The
Minister noted the letter:

" Ch. L.A. Bd.

Obtain report from L/Cr. as to Burr infestation.

T.A.F.

24-11-53. "

On 26th November , a letter was sent to the Land Commissioner at Hughenden
directing that he furnish, as early as possible , a report upon the burr infestation on Nelia
Ponds indicating the amounts spent on burr destruction over the past five years. On
28th December the report was received . It is as follows :-

"Approximately half the area of the holding, being that portion between the
Flinders River, which forms the north -eastern boundary, and Alick Creek,
comprises channel country which is subject to periodical inundation by flooding.
On this area the burr infestation at the present time is chiefly confined to the main
channel of the Flinders River with isolated patches in the flood channels. No doubt
a heavier infestation will recur following the wet season.

On the remainder of the holding, south-west of Alick Creek, the only
infestation at present occurs along the watercourse of Spellicey Creek which runs
approximately 11 miles in a northerly direction through the south -west corner of
the holding.
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The infestation along Spellicey Creek will require attention after the wet
season and can be eradicated . However, the burr infestation is common to the
Flinders River and its tributaries and it would be impracticable to clear this
portion of the river unless the burr is eradicated along the whole course as seed
would be deposited after every flood.

No expenditure has been incurred on burr destruction during the current year
or during 1952 droughty year. For the previous three years the lessees ' estimate
of expenditure is £90 annually . No record of actual time or expenditure has been
kept, but the lessees' estimate is based on approximate time that normal station
labour has been engaged on burr clearing during that period.

Lessee stated that the rat plague in the locality early in 1951 cleaned up a
lot of the burr, and this is supported by other landholders in the district."

Accompanying the report was a letter from the Assistant Land Ranger , which stated,
inter alia :

"It is pointed out that the burr infestation occurs throughout th8 entire length
of the Flinders River in the Hughenden District and it would be impossible to
eradicate the pest along the 16-mile frontage on the above holding `whilst plants
continue to seed higher up the river."

On 30th December the report was minuted for submission to the Minister, who, on
13th January, 1954, noted the minute as follows :-

" Ch. L.A. Bd.

Arrange for L/C to advise lessee that the infestation of burr along Spellicey
Creek and tributaries must be eradicated or reasonably cleared before approval
for transfer can be allowed. The infestation along the Flinders can be included
in a co-ordinated drive when Co-ordinating Bd. ready.

T.A.F.
13-1-54.

On 15th January a letter in the following terms was sent to the Land Commissioner :

"With further reference to the Department's memorandum to you of the
26th November, 1953, and your report of the 23rd ultimo in above matter , I have to
inform you that the lessees of Nelia Ponds Holding, Gerald S. Douglas and Evelyn
F. Douglas, must be advised by you that a transfer of the holding by them to the
Lancevale Pastoral Company Pty. Ltd. cannot be approved until the noogoora burr
infesting the holding along the banks of Spellicey Creek and its tributaries is
eradicated or reasonably cleared.

When the work of eradicating the noogoora burr as stated is completed by the
lessees a report in the matter must be furnished by you.

For your information it is stated that the Flinders River is not included in
any scheme at present operating for simultaneous destruction of noogoora burr.
However, Nelia Ponds Holding will be listed for inclusion in any future scheme The
Co-ordinating Board may introduce with regard to the Flinders River."

On the same date, Messrs. O'Mara & Robinson were advised by letter in similar terms.
On 9th May, Mr. Douglas wrote to the Minister advising that the burr on Spellicey Creek and
its tributaries had been reasonably cleared. On 8th June, the Assistant Land Ranger made
a report which concluded: "The burr infestation along Spellicey Creek has now been
reasonably eradicated."

In the meantime the sale to the Lancevale Pastoral Company Pty. Ltd. had apparently
gone off, for nothing more is heard of it and in July, 1954, another contract of sale to The
Western Queensland Pastoral Company Limited entered into by the lessees.

(ii.) TRANSACTION WITH THE WESTERN QUEENSLAND PASTORAL COMPANY LIMITED.

On 13th July, 1954 , a letter from Messrs. Cannan & Peterson , acting for
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas , was received applying for the Minister's consent' to the transfer of
Nelia Ponds to the abovementioned Company as purchaser . A "proposed transfer" form,
setting out relevant details, was prepared and submitted to the Minister. It showed the
purchase price to be £147,800-£140 ,800 for land and improvements and £7 ,000 for plant. In
it, two questions were submitted to the Minister :

" (1) May transfer be allowed if in order and lodged promptly? Inform. that
Dev. Condns. have been complied with.

(2) Is intimn. to be regd. fr. t'free Coy. that the burr infestation along
Spellicey Creek and its tributaries must be maintained reasonably free?"

The Minister noted: "App. T.A.F. 23-7-54."

I
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On the same date, the lessees' Solicitors were written to as follows :

"In reply to your letter of the 9th instant, I have to advise transfer as above
will be allowed if in order and lodged promptly.

The development conditions attached to the Holding have been complied with.

The transferee company will, however, require to furnish an intimation it
is aware that Spellicey Creek and its tributaries must be maintained reasonably
free from noogoora burr."

On 30th July, a letter was received from Mr. Douglas addressed to the Minister :

"As you no doubt have been advised by the Lands Office, Hughenden, that we
have cleaned the Noogoora Burr off the creek known as Spellicey as inspected by
one of their officers of that department.

We now do hereby seek your permission to re-offer Nelia Ponds Lease for sale,
and would deem it a favour for your sanction to do so.

The Western Pastoral Graziers are the negotiators for the property.. Trusting
to hear favourably from you."

Nothing then appears upon the file until 26th November, 1954, the date of a
memorandum by the Minister to which I will revert at a later stage.

It appears that, at some time between July and October, 1954, the lessees became
unwilling to proceed with this sale and on 6th October, 1954, The Western Queensland
Pastoral Company Limited issued a writ against Mr. and Mrs. Douglas claiming specific
performance of an agreement for the sale of Nelia Ponds and damages or, alternatively,
damages in lieu of specific performance. The statement of claim was delivered on
17th November, 1954, and the defence on 17th December. On 10th March, 1955, the plaintiff
demurred to the defendants' defence. The demurrer was never argued as the action,
apparently, was settled.

Some time in November, 1954-most probably on or very shortly before the 26th-the
lessees , Mr. and Mrs. Douglas, again called upon the Minister upon a quest similar to their
first. No record of their visit-or, indeed, of any of their visits-appears on the Nelia Ponds
File. The Minister has given an account of what transpired at this visit. His evidence-in-

chief is as follows

"Q. Did you see the Douglases again later?

A. This is some considerable time afterwards-they indicated-at least, I think the
first we heard of it, the second proposition, was a letter from Cannan
and Peterson, asking for permission to sell the property, and later on there was
a visit from the Douglases again, and the lady was, if anything, in a much more
distressed condition than I had seen her previously, and even the husband,
Mr. Douglas, had deteriorated. He was a very sick man. I was faced with the
same problem.

Q. At this time, it looked as if they were going to make another £40,000 profit?

A. Yes, £47,000.

Q. When it came to the position of going through with the contract, would she
face up to it?

A. No.

Q. What happened then?

A. I could not tell them what actually happened. The Registrar of Transfers,
when he got notice from Cannan and Peterson, replied in the usual way. It
is a formal method they adopt of advising applicants that if the transfer was
lodged promptly and in order, it would be approved.

Q. What happened?

A. Time proceeded, and no papers were filed at all in a period of about four
months, and that was brought to my notice, and, having in mind my previous
action and previous report, I said, seeing that this sale was for a larger sum of
money, a much larger sum of money, and a greater amount for goodwill-no
stock, I understand, included in it-I decided to take action again, and
instructed that further burr clearing operations be carried out on Alick Creek
and the channels along the Flinders, which were very badly infested.

Q. They were all creeks within Nelia Ponds, which made their own contributions
to the general mass of Noogoora Burr?

A. Spellicey Creek was and Alick Creek, but then you have a river like the Flinders
-you have channels that had been formed alongside the river with its water,
when they are in flood.
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Q. Did you hear that there were legal proceedings instituted against the Douglases?

A. Not till very late in the period, very late.

Q. Well, it is suggested that between the Statement of Claim and the defence,
you rescinded the approval which had been given by the Registrar?

A. I had to do that before I could carry on with the attention to the burr.

Q. Did it occur to you that that might have any effect on the action between the two
people?

A. I was not aware at that time of any action.

Q. When did you first become aware of it?
A. Well, I cannot tell you exactly; but it was very, very late; very late in the

day. The Douglases never mentioned anything to me about it.

Q. They did not tell you?
A. No.

Q. Who first told you of it?
A. I met one of the directors in Melbourne on a visit to Melbourne. I think his

name was Law, or some name very similar to that.

By THE COMMISSIONER : One of the directors of what company?

A. Of the company that was purchasing this property.

Q. Western Queensland Pastoral Company?

A. The Western Queensland Pastoral Company. He told me that they had a Writ
in to this company.. He was also talking about Carrandotta. They had certain
leases of Carrandotta, which is an aggregation of leases just on the edge of the
Channel country somewhere. I told him, `If I were you, I would make some
representations to try and settle the whole thing out of court,' and I explained
this lady's position and the dilemma that I found myself in, and I think that
is what they eventually did. The Douglases, I understand, paid the company's
legal expenses and forfeited any right to agistment fees for about six or seven
months for stock belonging to this company that were running on Nelia Ponds.
I think that was the arrangement.

By MR. MOCAwLEY: So, in the upshot, the Douglases did not sell the property?
A. No.
Q. And this profit which is mentioned in `The Worker'?

A. I understand it is still unsold.

Q. In the meantime Mr. Douglas-?

A. Has died.

Q. And Mrs. Douglas?

A. Well, from what I hear, she is carrying on the work.

Q. On the property?

A. On the property, as she was. She is living there, anyhow.

Q. Well, did the Douglases or anybody else offer you any wrong or corrupt
consideration or anything for doing what you did?

A. No. The old gentleman was too much. of a gentleman to suggest such a
thing, I think.

By THE COMMISSIONER : Did you know Mr. or Mrs. Douglas socially, apart from
meeting them as Minister for Lands?

A. No, I met them a few times during their visits to Brisbane after this.

Q. At your office ?

A. At my office, and I have met them-I went to lunch with them on one occasion. "

Following upon this visit by Mr. and Mrs. Douglas, the Minister, on 26th November,
1954, directed to the Chairman of the Land Admininstration Board a memorandum in the
following terms:

"In view of reference to eradication of noxious plants during the present
session of Parliament. ("Hansards" 17 and 18.)

See Noxious Plants Report by Assistant Ranger Fleming, dated 23rd December,
1953, wherein reference is made to the infestation of that portion between the Flinders
River, which forms the north-eastern boundary, and Alick Creek, comprising Channel
Country.
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Arrange for lessee to be instructed to take effective action to reduce the
infestation of burr on this portion of `Nelia Ponds' Holding.

Intimate that letter of 23rd July, 1954, is withdrawn and that transfer of
holding cannot now be approved.

Say that future application in order to receive consideration, must contain an
assurance that the infestation of the portion of the holding mentioned above has been
satisfactorily reduced."

As a result of this memorandum , Messrs Cannan & Peterson were written to as follows.:

"Following on my letter of the 23rd July last , I have to advise that as the
transfer referred to therein has not been lodged promptly , it will not now be allowed.

Before consent to any future transfer will be allowed , the infestation of
Noogoora Burr on the Channel Country adjacent to the Flinders River on this
particular holding will have to be reduced to the Department 's satisfaction."

A letter was also sent to the lessees :

"With reference to your Nelia Ponds Pastoral Development Holding, I have to
inform you that effective action must be taken to reduce the infestation of noogoora
burr on that part of the holding, which comprises channel country, situated between
the Flinders River and Alick Creek.

I would add that any future application by you for permission to transfer
Nelia Ponds Holding, must contain an assurance that you have used every possible
means to reduce the infestation of noogoora burr on that part of the holding referred
to. ,,

This last-mentioned letter is the last document appearing on the Nelia Ponds File.

The Assistant Land Ranger's report of his inspection of 17th and 18th December,
1953, shows two areas of burr infestation: (a) channel country between the Flinders
River and Alick Creek, which is subject to periodical flooding, on which area it is chiefly
confined to the main channel of the Flinders with isolated patches in the flood channels;
and (b) on the remainder of the holding, the area south-west of Alick Creek, where the
only infestation is along Spellicey Creek. The report of the inspections. in May and June,
1954, showed that the burr mentioned in (b)-that along Spellicey Creek and its tributaries-
had been reasonably eradicated. These two reports seem to have been the latest information
the Minister had upon burr infestation on Nelia Ponds when he penned the memorandum of
26th November.

When the latter report was received, no direction was given by the Minister to deal
with the burr in area (a) described above. When approval of the second proposed transfer,
at a figure £42,200 higher than that involved in the first transaction, is sought on
23rd July, 1954, whilst area (a) is still not dealt with, the Minister approves of the transfer
and gives no direction with regard to burr in area (a) and makes no mention of it at
all, although the subject of burr is brought to his notice by the query with regard to
maintenance of area (b). After an action is brought against Mr. and Mrs. Douglas they
visit the Minister again, again seeking to get out of a contract, and he then directs that
his previous approval be withdrawn and that the burr on area (a) is to be cleaned up so
far as the channel country is concerned. This was the country which was subject to
periodical flooding.

The Minister was cross-examined regarding this second transaction with Nelia Ponds :

"Q. In evidence yesterday, dealing with Nelia Ponds, and dealing with the second
transaction, the proposed transfer from the Douglases to the Western
Queensland Pastoral Company, at pages 1021 and 1022, you said, `The
Registrar of Transfers, when he got notice from Cannan & Peterson, replied
in the usual way. It is a formal method they adopt of advising applicants
that if the transfer was lodged promptly and in order, it would be
approved.' Remember saying that?

A. Yes.

Q. You were then asked, `What happened?' and you said, `Time proceeded,
and no papers were filed at all in a period of about four months, and that was
brought to my notice, and, having in mind my previous action and previous
report, I decided to take action again, and instructed that further
burr clearing operations be carried out.' Then, at the top of page 1023, you
said you had to rescind the approval given by the Registrar before you could
carry on with the attention to the burr. Remember giving this evidence?

A. Yes.

Q. Is that correct?

A. I refreshed my memory over the night, and I think he did bring it under
my notice, and I marked the file, `Approved.' No. . . .

Y
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c

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q. As a matter of fact, your evidence there is completely at variance with the
facts, isn't it?

A. I did error on the position. I was only speaking from memory.

Q. Before you gave the evidence, did you refresh your memory by looking at a copy
of the relevant exhibit in this roneoed form, which the Crown Solicitor has
had prepared?

A. I ran through it, yes.

Q. Are you aware that the relevant exhibit, Exhibit 173, is incorrectly copied,
in that it omits your having approved this transfer personally?

A. I was not aware of that.

Q. You were not aware of it?

A. No.

Q. I suggest you were, and that is why you gave that evidence.

A. That may be your opinion , but the position is as I stated. I refreshed my
memory over the night , and I did remember the matter being brought under
my notice and marking the papers ` Approved.' What I said of the ordinary
formal reply was quite correct . It is just a formal method adopted by the
Registrar.

Q. 'The impression given to anybody hearing that evidence is that the Registrar
had merely dealt in. a routine and formal way with this application and that
you had not approved . Isn't that the impression?

You might take that impression.

Isn't that what you wanted?

It was purely an error on my part.

Isn't that what you wanted to convey from that evidence?

No.'

There is no evidence on the File that the question of the delay in producing the
transfer was submitted to the Minister and his memorandum of 26th November, 1954, makes
no mention of the subject.

Later in his evidence he said: " I gave instructions for only one section to
be attended to. I did not wish to impose too heavy a burden. The first one concerned
Spellicey Creek and its tributaries and the second Alexander " (sic) " Creek and the
channels flowing into the Flinders."

Later still he said :

"Q. Now, talking of that report, do you not agree that the burr along Spellicey
Creek had to be cleared up, but that the infestation along the Flinders was
to be included in a co-ordinating report when the burr was ripe?

A. Yes. And that was my view on the first occasion ; but I found later, when
discussing the matter, that the co-ordinating board would not be likely to get
there for some time. They had already 34 Shires in simultaneous action. There
are a lot of Shires in Queensland, and it will take a number of years before
they establish their association in all of them.

Q. Did you agree with your officer's view that it was impracticable to clear the
main infestation along the Flinders?

A. It is a big job.

Q. I did not ask you that. I asked you whether you agreed that it was imprac-
ticable.

A. No. We had got to tackle it ...

Q. Would you say that it, was impracticable for the lessee himself to clear the
infestation along the Flinders River?

A. No. I do not go so far as to say that it was an impossible job, or an imprac-
ticable job. I maintain that every spraying with hormones has a definite effect.
It lessens it to that extent.

Q. Would you agree that the burr infestation is common to the Flinders River
and its tributaries and it would be impracticable to clear this portion of the
river unless the burr is eradicated along the whole course, as seed would be
deposited after every flood?

A. Yes. That is the general view taken, that you have it the whole watercourse.
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Q. And is that why you directed that the Flinders infestation should await
attention by the co-ordinating board?

A. Yes, I mentioned that at one stage. That is when I gave the first order, but
in view of the fact that the sale price on that occasion was £147,000 for the
lease and improvements only, I considered that at least some of that goodwill
money should have been put into clearing burr."

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

To get back to Nelia Ponds, the application for approval and your approval,
Exhibits 172 and 173-at that time the position of this property was this,
was it not, that Spellicey Creek had been effectively cleared up?

Yes, well, it had cleared up for the time being.

Your ranger reported that?

Yes, for the time being.

He reported only a matter of weeks before-the end of June-thi4 appeal in
July. He said, `It has now been reasonably eradicated.' If it had been
reasonably eradicated the lessee would have been notified that he was required
to keep Spellicey Creek reasonably clear in future. You made that a condition,
did you not, in the approval of the second sale, that burr infestation along
Spellicey Creek and its tributaries must be maintained reasonably free?

A. Yes.
Q. And already it had been decided, as at that date, that the rest of the infestation

in isolated patches in the flood channels and around the Flinders channel itself
were to be dealt with by the co-ordinating board?

A. Well, I anticipated at that time that it might be possible ...

Q. I am asking you was that the decision at that time?

A. That is what I said, yes. I anticipated that we might possibly be able to
district that watershed. That has not been realised.

Q. The Neila Ponds file does not indicate either or any of the three visits of the
Douglases to you?

A. Well, I don't think I made any notes upon it.

Q. If there are, they would be on the file?

A. Yes.

Q. That is the position : there is nothing on the file to indicate the three visits to
you by the Douglases; there is nothing on the file to indicate that it was you
yourself who first raised the question of burr. That is right, is it not?

A. Well, how did the instruction go out?

Q. There is nothing on the file to indicate that it was you who, during the
interview, raised the question of burr; put it that way.

A. No, no.

Q. The file does disclose that no departmental official advised that the approval of
the transfer should be withheld on account of burr infestation?

A. That is true.

Q. There is nothing on the file to indicate that you had received any request from
the Douglases to assist them to obtain a release from the contract. That is
right?

A. Well, I don't remember making any report or memorandum on it. The
Chairman didn't bother making one either.

Q. There is nothing on the file which indicates that your subsequent reversal of
your approval to the second sale was made at the request of the Douglases?

A. I said it wasn't made at Douglas's request.

Q. You say it was not made at their request?

A. Yes. I have mentioned that my attitude all along has been to insist upon the
Crown lands being kept reasonably clear of infestation of burr.

Q. There is nothing on the file which indicates, in between your approval of the
second sale on 23rd July and your cancellation of that in November, 1954, that
the Douglases had called and had asked for your assistance in getting out of
the second contract?

A, There may be nothing there, That is true, yes.
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Q•

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.
A.

Q.

So far as the appearance of the file is concerned, and so far as a perusal of
the file is concerned, it gave the appearance of a regular application by
Douglas through his solicitor for approval in both cases?

Well, it may appear that way.

When the Douglases came to you on the second occasion , you said that the
lady was, if anything, in a much more distressed condition than you had seen,
her previously, `And even the husband, Mr. Douglas, had deteriorated.. He
was a very sick man. I was faced with the same problem.' What was the same
problem that you were faced with?

Well, of a pleading woman; a woman pleading for me to do something for her
which I was not able to do.

What was that?

That is, to help her with regard to the cancellation of the contract.

Can you throw any light upon the date when they called on you ont this occasion?
No, I can't give you that, not from memory.

You go on in your evidence to say that time proceeded and no papers were
filed at all in a period of about four months, and that was brought to your
notice. Who brought it to your notice?

A. I don't know who brought that to my notice ; one of the officers, 'probably the
Registrar of Transfers.

Q. Why do you assume that it was he V

A. Well, he knew that I handled the first part of it with regard to burr, and
naturally, knowing that it was burr-infested, he would probably bring it along
to me and ask me about it.

Q. If the Douglases had not, in the meantime, made representations to you for
assistance as you have indicated, would you have interfered with your standing
approval of that sale?

A. Mr. Wanstall, I have already told you that I had already advised the Douglases
on both occasions that I could not help them, much as

Q. In view of that, why did they go back a second time, after you had approved of
the sale?

A. I don't know; purely a case of people trying to induce me to do something for
them.

Q. And in fact, action was subsequently taken which was in accord with what they
wanted, whether it was in association with it or not?

A. Well, the way you are presenting it, it would appear that the two are associated,
but I can assure you it wasn't.

Q. If they were not seeking to obtain your assistance in getting out of the contract,
for what reason did you countermand your previous approval?

A. Purely because of the lapse of time. It appeared nobody was moving in connec-
tion with the transfer. I think it was nearly four months elapsed then.

Q. You realise that four months from the date of your approval had elapsed up to
November?

A. Yes.

Q. To 23rd November?
A. Yes.

Q. And that a statement of claim in the action had been delivered there?

A. Well, I didn't know anything of that statement until very late in the period.
I don't remember it having been brought under my notice in any way. I don't
think there is anything in our files there where we were notified in any way of
that matter.

Q. You go on in your evidence-in-chief to suggest that the approval, or the reason
for your rescinding the approval of the second sale, was because of the lapse of
time without the filing of any application for approval?

A. Well, that was one factor, the lapse of time; and the fact that I knew there was
still a lot of burr to be cleaned up on the property, plus the fact that there had
been an increase from £105,000 to £147,000 in the selling price and my argument,
turning it over in my own mind, was, why should these people be allowed to get
away where the great bulk of the money concerned was goodwill, Crown
goodwill 1
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Q. All of those reasons applied when you gave approval on 23rd July, 19541

A. Yes. I was prepared at that stage to give the people some consideration for what
they had done on Spellicey Creek, but when that was delayed and delayed and
delayed for four months , I took a different attitude.

Q. Will you agree that the way you put this explanation up in evidence -in-chief
was that your primary reason for cancelling your approval was the failure to
file the papers in four months?

A. I have mentioned that in

Q. Is that the primary reason?

A. No, not the primary reason . The principal reason I had in mind was to get
something done by way of spraying the infestation in the river."

"Q. You have corrected some of the evidence already on page 1055. You have
corrected an error by admitting that you yourself personally marked the papers,
`Approved.' Do you remember that?

A. Yes.

Q. Does it not frequently happen that the necessary documents in matters of this
kind are not filed for anything up to 12 months?

A. Pardon?

Q. Does it not frequently happen that papers in connection with Crown transfers
are not filed for up to 12 months, after approval, that is?

A. A good deal depends on how they come through the Stamp Duty Office.

Q. That frequently causes a big delay?

A. It does.

Q. There was nothing unusual about a delay of four months in this case?

A. Four months is a considerable period for no action to be taken.

Q. Was it an unusual period, having regard to the existing delays at that time?

A. The odd cases which would take a longer period would be where there were
complications with stamp duty.

By THE CO-M- IISSIONER : In this case, there was no question of stamp duty?

A. I don't think so. Everything was in order.

By MR. WANSTALL : In Exhibit 174, you countermanded your approval. Do
you remember giving any reason why you did that?

A. Did I write anything on the file?

Q. Yes.

A. No. There was no occasion for me to do that.

Q. There was not?

A. No. I just simply intimated that I desired, or instructed, that the burr along
the Flinders channel be treated."

On the first occasion that the lessees approached the Minister with regard to an agree-
ment to sell Nelia Ponds, I am satisfied beyond any doubt that it was with a view to seeking
his assistance to get them out of an agreement with which they were unwilling to proceed.
At his suggestion, they obtained legal advice, which was to the effect that the agreement was
valid in law. It was he who then inquired about burr infestation. I am satisfied that burr
infestation was a matter which came to his mind, after it was ascertained that there was no legal
flaw in the contract, as a possible means of assisting them in attaining their object and that it
was with that end in view that he withheld approval. The action which he took was not
motivated by an intention to implement any general instruction he had issued or to benefit the
Crown. I have already, when dealing with Dutton River, dealt with the question of such a
general instruction. The motive for his action was sympathy for the lessees in their desire to
keep their home.

Upon the second occasion when he withdrew an approval already given, I am satisfied
that the withdrawal was actuated by sympathy and a desire to assist the lessees to retain their
home for sentimental reasons, and again the burr infestation was used as a pretext,
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There is no evidence whatsoever that the Minister was offered, asked or received, for
himself or for any other person or persons whatsoever, any benefit or advantage of any kind
as a consideration for what he did, although, as I have said, the effect of what he did was to
advantage the lessees. When I say "advantage the lessees", I do not mean to say or infer
that the Minister's actions resulted in financial advantage to them. I merely mean that the
result was that they attained what they desired, to keep as their home the property which
they had contracted to sell. There is no evidence whatsoever that the withholding of approval
of the transfer to the Lancevale Pastoral Company Pty. Ltd. was designed to enable the lessees
to obtain the higher price later offered by The Western Queensland Pastoral Company Limited.

The Minister, under "The Land Acts," has an absolute discretion to grant or refuse
permission to transfer leases and occupation licences. I think, however, that, to refuse. approval
or withdraw approval out of sympathy for one party to a transaction who has incurred
contractual obligations to the other party with correlative contractual rights in that other
party, is to misuse the discretion. In these particular cases of dealings with Nelia Ponds, I am
not satisfied that there was anything in the Minister's conduct which amounted to more than
the misuse of his discretion and I am not prepared to find and do not find that there was any
corruption or corrupt conduct on the part of any person in respect of any dealing with the
Crown leasehold known as Nelia Ponds.

C. Dealings with Dutton River other than those mentioned in Subsection "A" above.

After Mr. White's death in December, 1951, the lease of Dutton River devolved upon
his executors, his widow and Messrs. A. M. Macdiarmid and D. C. Cameron.

On 29th May, 1952, Mrs. White called to see the Minister and stated that
the improvements on Dutton River and Mount Sturgeon had been allowed to fall into
disrepair and to put them in order would require heavy expenditure. She inquired as to
the prospect of obtaining new leases of the holdings.

On 27th June, 1952, Mrs. White and Mr. Cameron submitted a written request for a
new lease of Dutton River. The current lease was due to expire on 31st March, 1959,
and was subject to a Crown right to resume one-third of the area at any time after 1st April,
1949. The request stated, inter alia, that the sheep area had become dingo infested and that
Mr. White had been forced to dispose of the sheep he had purchased with the property. It
was claimed that it was impossible to keep the netted area dog-proof and that it was
impracticable and uneconomical to re-stock it with sheep. It was also claimed that a considerable
sum would have to be expended in improvements to enable the leasehold to be efficiently used
as a cattle property. The executors asked to be allowed to surrender the current lease and
that a new lease be granted upon their undertaking to carry out certain development work
within the first seven years. The development work included water improvements and fencing
on both the netted and the un-netted areas and new quarters and manager's residence, the
total cost being estimated at £15,000.

The Land Commissioner at Hughenden was asked to report on various aspects of the
application and on 6th October, 1952, his report was received. As to the netted area, he
reported that the internal fencing was in reasonably good order despite its age and that the
dingo-proof fence, although neglected for the past two years, could be readily and cheaply
renovated. The netted area was singularly free from burr, infestation being confined to isolated
plants adjacent to the watering points. This infestation appeared to be the result of recent
neglect. There were patches of burr along Stewart Creek but, as the Creek did not run
through any other portion of the netted area, there was little danger of this infestation spreading.
The Commissioner considered the netted area to be ideal sheep country provided the netting
was maintained. It was well-watered and subdivided and required no further development.
He suggested that the Crown should resume the netted area for subdivision into selections for
grazing sheep. The balance of the leasehold was suitable only for cattle and the Commissioner
recommended that a new lease for thirty years should issue with a condition that existing
water improvements were to be maintained and three additional ones at an estimated cost of
£4,000 be provided.

On '29th October, 1952, an Officer-who from the initials appears to be Mr. Muir-
recommended that the Executors' request for a new lease of the whole area be refused and that
they be advised that, if they agreed to resumption of the netted area, consideration would be
given to the issue of a new development lease of the balance. He also recommended that the
netted area , except for a small portion required by a neighbour as an "additional area", be
divided into blocks for ballot. The Land Administration Board on 9th December, 1952, adopted
these recommendations.
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The Board's written reasons showed how completely wrong the Minister's decision
to exempt Mr. White from performance of the conditions relating to the netted area was
and how necessary it was that the application should have been investigated. The Board's
decision contained the following:-

"The lessees' application is unacceptable and its approval would be open to public
criticism on a number of grounds:-

(1) It is a proposal to give a new lease for undoing what was done under the
present lease : the present lease was concessionary in effect and its purpose
( sheep grazing) was both sound and desirable.

(2) The expenditure proposed is not for development-which is greatly needed
but mainly for unavoidable maintenance and the conversion of sheep country
to cattle use which is a retrograde step.

( 3) The sum proposed for expenditure is entirely inadequate.

(4) The proposal envisages the `scrapping' of some £12,000 worth of netting
fences and the alteration or loss of several thousand pounds worth of
valuable sheep improvements.

(5) Greater value of production and more employment would be secured by
using the `sheep country' for that purpose than by conversion to cattle
usage.

(6) Restoration of the existing netting fencing and the running of sheep would
benefit other sheep lands in the locality.

(7) The sheep area of Dutton River Holding is best suited for subdivision into
Grazing Selection.

Following consideration of Field Staff Reports, the Board is of opinion that the
netted area should be resumed or surrendered for subdivision and the lessees offered
a new lease of the balance area of 830 square miles.

Board Decision:

Recommend that the application be refused but upon surrender (or resumption)
of the area of 240 square miles netted for sheep, the lessees be offered a new lease
of the unnetted area on terms and conditions to be fixed, but ensuring proper
development of this area as a cattle property."

On 6th January, 1953, the Minister submitted the matter to Cabinet and the Board's
recommendations and decision were adopted.

On 12th February, the Land Commissioner was asked to report as to what improvements
the lessees should be required to make in the un-netted area as a condition of a new lease. On
2nd March, the executors accepted the offer which had been made to them in the terms suggested
by the Board. On 5th March, the Land Commissioner reported that various improvements
estimated to cost £12,100 were required and suggested that they should be made within five years.

On 3rd June, 1953, Mrs. White and Mr. Cameron called on the Minister and said they
had been unable to obtain any reasonable offer for the retention area owing to poor access from
the south. They suggested that portion of the netted area be included in the retention area.
On 15th June they saw Mr. Muir and told him they wished to sell the retention area to raise
cash. Mr. Muir told them they could not lawfully sell a pastoral development lease until the
development conditions were performed and they then said they would consult their solicitors
but probably would not accept the new lease.

On 9th September, Messrs. Cannan & Peterson wrote on behalf of prospective purchasers,
Messrs. Parkinson and Hughes, asking for an assurance that, in the event of their purchasing
the holding, a new lease would issue with certain conditions which were set out. On
10th September, the executors again interviewed the Minister and Mr. Lucy and said
they must dispose of the property to wind up the estate and found it impossible to sell the
un-netted area with the proposed development conditions imposed or to sell the whole area with
only five and a-half years of the lease to run with an existing resumption right of one-third.
They also advanced various arguments to establish that the resumption of the whole of the
netted area was harsh and inequitable.

Their representations resulted in reconsideration of the proposed resumption and on
17th September, 1953, Mr. Muir reported and recommended as follows

"Having given the matter full consideration, I contend the most suitable action
would be to take one living area for sheep on the portion west of the Dutton River
and another area east of the Dutton River, and grant a new pastoral lease over the
balance with heavy development conditions, and to ensure that the homestead is
erected on the cattle country and no further structural improvements on the area
inside the netting . The area inside the netting to be used for sheep.
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Recommendation:

I therefore recommend that an area to carry 7,000 sheep be taken for competition
from the portion inside the netting fence, west of the Dutton River, and another area
with a similar capacity be taken from the land east of the Dutton River.

The lessee to be granted a new lease over the balance of the holding
with conditions to ensure that the netting fence is maintained and that the lessee
improves the area outside the netting to its full economic capacity. The area inside
the netting is to be used for sheep, and no further structural improvements are to
be erected thereon."

On the following day, Mr . Lucy endorsed the recommendation in the following terms:-

"Recommendation is endorsed. Previous offer evidently favoured the Crown too
much at the expense of the lessee. As it is the country is not being properly used or
developed, improvements are deteriorating , netting fences and dingoes require
attention. It would be to the advantage of the Crown to have the area dealt with
by fresh lease of part and subdivision of balance at an early date. Lease does not
expire until 1959 and exercise of resumption right of one-third would not be
satisfactory as it would be hard to determine an area to be resumed and balance of
holding would not be developed or improved during the short term of lease
remaining."

On 21st September, 1953, Cabinet approved of the recommended actions. On or about
17th November, 1953, the Executors agreed to sell the holding to Mr. R. K. L. Loughnan and
on that date Messrs. Cannan & Peterson applied for the Minister's consent to the transfer.
The sale price was £25,000. On 23rd November the Minister approved.

In May, 1954, the Hughenden Branch of the A.L.P. wrote to Mr. Riordan, M.L.A.,
regarding a "rumour " that Dutton River would not be "cut up on the allotted
date." Mr. Riordan was informed that, when certain preliminary matters, including adjustment
of Mr. White's estate, had been finalised, negotiation would be commenced to induce the new
lessee to surrender a substantial area of sheep country for new settlement.

Probate of Mr. White's will was granted on 9th April, 1954. On 29th July, 1954,
transmission of the lease to the executors was registered and on 7th September the transfer
to Mr. Loughnan was effected.

On 7th October, 1954, the Secretary of the Land Administration Board wrote to the
new lessee in the following terms:-

"I am directed to inform you that the Department is desirous of obtaining for
new settlement purposes an area of about 83,000 acres of the southern part of your
Dutton River Pastoral Development Holding, situated on both sides of the Dutton
River as shown edged red on the attached plan.

The Crown has a right of resumption under Section 146 of the Land Acts, of
one-third of the holding, such right having accrued at 31st March, 1949, but it is
thought that, rather than have a reference to the Land Court for determination of
the area to be resumed, you may be agreeable to surrender the required area.

I am further directed to state that, if you are agreeable to surrender this area
of about 83,000 acres and on receipt of advice to that effect, the Department would
be prepared to seek Executive Authority to grant you a new lease of the balance
area of approximately 940 square miles of the holding, as shown edged blue on the
plan, on terms and conditions to be fixed and notified later."

In October, 1954, Mr. Loughnan evidently interviewed the Minister, who sought advice
apparently upon some proposal which Mr. Loughnan had submitted, for, on 29th October, this
noting appears on the file :

" ENQUIRY BY THE HON. MINISTER.

Dutton River and Wild Horse Plains.

Dutton River Roy K. L. Loughnan, lessee, could transfer a half interest in
Pastoral this holding to himself, as trustee for his son, a minor (8 years).
Development Any proposal to this effect should be accompanied by a copy of the
Holding. Deed of Trust. Provision could be made in the Deed of Trust giving

the trustee power to mortgage.

Mr. Loughnan has been invited to surrender about 83,000 acres
in the south part of the holding and told that, on surrender, he would
be granted a new lease of the balance (about 940 square miles) on
terms and conditions to be decided and notified later.
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There is no provision in the Land Acts prohibiting a minor from
acquiring, in his own right, an interest in a Pastoral Holding. However,
the Department has refused such transfers, on the grounds that a
minor of tender years could not possibly manage and work land, but
in a few cases transfers have been allowed to a person as trustee for
a minor.

A transfer in the above manner, if allowed, could be effected
either over the present lease, or over the new lease when same is
granted.

The new lease, however, could not be transferred during the
first five years of the term, unless the development conditions were
fully performed or unless in a case, such as the present, where the
lessee retained a half or greater interest in the holding and a transfer
of the remaining interest was to a member of his family."

By a letter of 1st December, 1954, Mr. Loughnan stated his willingness` to surrender
83,000 acres of Dutton River. He pointed out that he had recently spent a large amount of
money on improvements on the area proposed to be resumed and asked that he be allowed to
retain it for a further six months. He was informed that he would not be required to vacate
the area before 30th June, 1955.

On 10th December, 1954, Messrs. Cannan & Peterson wrote to the Secretary of the Land
Administration Board in the following terms :

"We have been consulted on behalf of all parties in connection with the proposed
transfer of the above holding and certain interests in the livestock and plant thereon.

It is proposed to constitute a trust in favour of William Gordon Loughnan a
minor and a son of the abovenamed R. K. L. Loughnan and subject to the Consent
of the Minister for Lands to transfer a one-half interest in the"above Dutton River
Pastoral Development Holding from the present lessee to himself and the Trustees
of the said settlement as tenants in common in equal shares. It is also proposed to
transfer a one-half interest in the livestock and plant on the said holding from
Mr. R. K. L. Loughnan to the Trustees of the settlement and in future to conduct a
Partnership Business on the holding between Mr. R. K. L. Loughnan and the Trustees
of the settlement on the basis of an equal distribution of profits.

We therefore, on behalf of all parties apply for the Consent of the Minister for
Lands to the proposed transfer and to the conduct of the grazing business on the
above basis.

It is hoped to constitute a partnership as from the 1st January, 1955."

The transfer suggested was approved on 17th December.

In May, 1955, the Townsville Branch of the A.L.P. became interested in the matter and
passed a resolution as follows:-

"That representations be made to the Department of Lands, the Premier and
Q.C.E., asking for the following particulars:

(1) When is `Charlotte Plains' known as `Dutton River Holding' situated
north of Hughenden, becoming available for closer settlement?

(2) Was an offer made to the late owner, White, for a 30 years' lease, less
70,000 acres to be surrendered for new settlement?

(3) Has this offer of a 30 years' lease, less 70,000 acres, been made to the new
owner, Loughnan?

(4) If the offer has been made to Loughnan and he does not accept, is it
planned to proceed with the sub-division of these blocks for :

(a) Soldier settlement ballot

(b) Open ballot at the earliest opportunity?"

On 15th June, the Minister replied :

"With reference to your letter of the 19th ultimo requesting on behalf of the
Townsville Branch of the Australian Labor Party certain information regarding
Dutton River Pastoral Development Holding, I have to inform you that Dutton
River is a Pastoral Lease of 1,070 square miles situated 70 miles north-west of
Hughenden. About 240 square miles is enclosed with netting for sheep and the
balance, being rougher country, is used for cattle raising. Estimated capacities
are 35,000 sheep and about 7,000 cattle.

The lease is for a period of 30 years expiring on 31st March, 1959.
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In June, 1952, an application by the executors of R. S. White (deceased) for
a new lease of the whole holding was refused, but as an alternative a new lease of
the cattle country (830 square miles) was offered in return for the surrender of
the sheep lands (240 square miles) for new settlement.

This offer was accepted on 2nd March, 1953, but acceptance was withdrawn on
16th June, 1953. Upon further representations it was recommended and approved
by Cabinet on 21st September, 1953, that two areas of approximately 40,000 acres
each on either side of the Dutton River and inside the netted area , be taken for new
settlement , and a new lease granted over the balance area of approximately 940
square miles.

The country outside the netting fence is rough cattle country unsuitable for
closer settlement and could be dealt with only as a single Pastoral Lease. To secure
development of this area it was found necessary to include with it a proportion of
the better quality country inside the netting. This action does not depart from
Government policy laid down following consideration of the Report of the Royal
Commission on Pastoral Land Settlement (Queensland) 1950.

The executors then found it necessary to sell in order to finalise the estate and
transfer of the holding to R. K. L. Loughnan was registered on 13th September,
1954.

It was approved on 24th September, 1954, to make offer to Mr. Loughnan in
terms of Cabinet approval of 21st September, 1953, and this offer was accepted.

On 16th December, 1954, approval was given to transfer of the holding from
R. K. L. Loughnan to himself and himself as trustee for his son-a minor-as
tenants in common in equal interests.

It was a condition of the consent that Mr. Loughnan lodge an undertaking
that he, for himself and as Trustee for his son, will surrender an area of about
83,000 acres of the southern (sheep) part of the holding absolutely, immediately
he is called upon to do so.

Neither undertaking nor transfer has yet been lodged and Loughnan has been
given assurance that he will not lose possession of the area of 83,000 acres, after
surrender, before 30th June, 1955.

Reports indicate that this property is in a very run down condition. The
netting fences which are the main improvement on the area of good land, have
suffered great deterioration and will require considerable expenditure to improve.

A cable-hung netting fence across Dutton River is necessary to provide dog-
proof conditions and this is beyond the means of the average selector.

The estimated total value of improvements on the area classed as sheep country
and cattle country is over £32,000 and yet, after advertising throughout Australia,
the best offer received for the property was £20,000. Mr. R. K. L. Loughnan later
offered £25,000, which price the executors accepted.

The total carrying capacity of the cattle country is not in excess of what is
required for a living. area in that district. The portion of good class country that
has been included in the new lease is necessary for fattening purposes.

The recommendation of the Land Administration Board to allot a new lease to
Mr. Loughnan is in accordance with the general policy followed where it is desirable
to get a run-down property into production.

The improvements required on this property will create a considerable amount
of employment and will provide for the better use ,of the land than could be made
of it if it were subdivided and allotted to selectors with small capital.

I would also draw attention to Clause Six of Labor's Land Policy as amended
at the Toowoomba Labor-in-Politics Convention.

This Clause provides that the Government exercise its full rights of resumptions
of all pastoral holdings in areas suitable for closer settlement, provided that where
by reason of the continuance of any land as a pastoral holding the Government is
satisfied :

(a) That a greater number of persons will derive their livelihood from work
on that land than could gain a living therefrom if the land were
subdivided;

(b) That better use is being made of that land than could be made thereof if
the land were subdivided;
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(c) That the lessee of that land has provided, or is willing to provide, and
maintain adequate modern accommodation and amenities for any persons
permanently employed on that land :

the Government may refrain from exercising its right of subdividing that land.

Generally it can be said that the action taken on this matter is in accordance
with the recommendations of the Royal Commission on Pastoral Land Settlement
in Queensland in 1950 and also with Labor's Platform."

On 7th September, 1955, the last transfer, copy declaration lodged with the
Commissioner of Stamp Duties, undertaking to surrender 83,000 acres, and copy of the deed
of settlement were lodged. In February, 1956, the lessees applied for a licence to occupy the
surrendered area. This application does not appear to have been yet dealt with.

The examination of this portion of the File-relating to matters subsequent to the
death of Mr. White-does not seem to me to disclose other than ordinary normal transactions.
It was said that the Minister concerned himself to see that the price which Mr. White's
Executors obtained from Mr. Loughnan was a reasonable one. Supposing that he did so
concern himself out of regard for the late Mr. White or sympathy for his widow, I can see
nothing sinister or in any way improper in such concern.

In the cross-examination of Mr. Creighton this appears :

"Q. There was nothing wrong about the Dutton River transaction?

The purchase?

Yes ?

No.

That is Loughnan ?

Yes.

There is nothing wrong there ?

No.

Was there anything wrong before that?

The withholding of consent to transfer.

From whom to whom?

Ruthven to White, and, in regard to this more recent matter, the long delay
which took place from the time the offer was made until the surrender of the
lease was accomplished."

The long delay in completion of the transfer from the executors to Mr. Loughnan
was caused by the delay in obtaining probate. The executors could not transfer
to Mr. Loughnan until they became registered as lessees. After the transfer to Mr. Loughnan
there was further delay caused by the family arrangements which eventually found expression
in the deed of settlement. I can find nothing sinister or even suspicious in these circum-
stances. There seems to have been no foundation whatever for the rumour which disturbed the
A:L.P. nor for the suggestion in "The Worker" of 1st August, 1955, that Mr. Loughnan might
be allowed to retain the 83,000 acres. It appears to me also that there was no basis what-
soever for the suggestions made by Mr. Creighton in his correspondence with Mr. Williams
that there was some "plot" concerning Dutton River, presumably between Mr. Loughnan, the
Minister and, possibly, Mr. J. R. Taylor, M.L.A.

There is, in my opinion, no evidence whatsoever even suggesting that there
was corruption or corrupt conduct in respect of any dealing with Dutton River Leasehold
after the death of Mr. White in December 1951.

D. Dealings with Carpentaria Downs , Forest Home , Lyndhurst and Magoura.

During the relevant time, the lessee from the Crown of the above holdings was
Australian Stock Breeders Coy. Ltd. These holdings were specifically mentioned in an article
in "The Worker" of 8th August, 1955, but it is only with Lyndhurst-and to a minor extent
Carpentaria Downs-that I am concerned.

In January 1954, the Crown had the right to resume one-half of Lyndhurst Holding,
of which the total area was 1,291 square miles. The greater part of the area was, it would
seem, suitable for subdivision into living areas each carrying 1,500 to 2,000 head of cattle.
Lyndhurst, however, was used by the lessee as a fattening depot for cattle from the other
properties above mentioned and the lessee had applied for a new lease of the whole area,
subject to development conditions.
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On 4th January, 1954, it was suggested by Mr. Creighton that, in view of the above
mentioned circumstances, public interest would best be served by a resumption of 526 square
miles for division into five blocks and an additional area. This, it was thought, by leaving
the lessee with some 765 square miles of which a new thirty years' lease could be given subject
to development conditions, would enable it still to retain sufficient fattening country for its
purposes. It was recommended that the lessee be offered a new lease for a term of thirty years
of the area of 765 square miles, subject to the expenditure of £23,000 upon water and fencing
improvements and that an area of 526 square miles should be surrendered to the Crown.
Cabinet approved of the recommended action on 26th January, 1954.

The offer was conveyed to the lessee on 16th February , 1954. An offer was also made
of an Occupation Licence, covering the portion to be surrendered , until it was required for
settlement purposes . The lessee accepted these offers and executed a surrender on 18th March,
1954.

Late in 1954, the lessee sought to have part of the surrendered area of Lyndhurst
returned to it in return for the surrender of portion of Carpentaria Downs . The suggestion
was that, as the company had been in some way reconstructed and was embarking upon an
expensive scheme to improve its various leaseholds, it should be granted a new lease of some
276 square miles of the surrendered portion of Lyndhurst in return fora surrender of an
area of 300 square miles of Carpentaria Downs. To my mind there is nothing wrong with a
lessee deciding to take or taking such action for its own benefit , so long as Fit seeks to attain
its end by legitimate means only . There is no reason whatsoever, in my opinion , why a lessee
should not aproach the Crown or any representative of the Crown in an endeavour to
achieve its object.

The Company having decided to attempt to obtain the abovementioned exchange of areas
did, through two of its officers, make such an approach. Mr. Kruttschnitt and Mr. Jameson,
two of the directors of Australian Stock Breeders Ltd., saw both the Premier and the
Minister. It does not appear certain which of those two gentlemen the directors saw first
but it does not seem very material.

Mr. Creighton gave evidence that, just before the approach was made, he had an
anonymous telephone call concerning the matter. He did not give the conversation in his
evidence-in-chief but Mr. McCawley questioned him concerning it in cross-examination. He
said that it took place late in 1954, not long before the directors called on the Minister. The
conversation was a brief one and was to the effect that "Mr. Kruttschnitt was approaching the
Premier in regard to certain leases and that they wanted concessions no doubt in return for
a gift to Party funds".

The next thing that happened, according to Mr. Creighton's evidence, was that a
memorandum came from the Chief Secretary's Department saying that Mr. Kruttschnitt had
approached the Premier on the matter and had been referred by the latter to the Minister.
Subsequently Messrs. Kruttschnitt and Jameson visited the Minister, who called Mr. Creighton
into his office. The directors were then pressing for the return of the whole of the surrendered
portion of Lyndhurst as an extra area for fattening purposes.

Mr. Creighton's evidence then proceeds :

" Q. A return of the whole of that 526 square miles ?
A. Yes. They said that the directorate of the company had been re-organised and

they were now prepared to spend very much more money than were the previous
directors, and they would like this country back.

Q. For what purpose?

A. For an extra area for the fattening of stock.

Q. Did the Minister direct any questions to you?

A. He asked me could we do it. I said, `No', the land had been surrendered in
accordance with an agreement entered into with the lessees and we could not, in
the circumstances, having taken this land as a condition of giving them a new
lease of the balance, turn round and give them back the balance, too. No doubt
it would cause some outcry, and it would be wrong.

Q. Did you make any reference to current policy?

A. I told him that the policy as given to me, and as understood by me, was that
land suitable for subdivision was to be subdivided. This land had been taken
for that purpose and it was the intention to deal with it for public competition.
All three of them pressed me very hard and I received no support from the
Minister in my attempts to justify not giving them the land back.

Q. In the light of existing policy, did you say anything about the return of the
700-odd square miles?

A. I told them that I thought that they had been generously treated in getting an
area back. Actually, it was not altogether unsuitable for closer settlement, too,
but we had considered that it was desirable to leave them a fattening area to
sustain their large breeding properties.
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Q. You told His Honour that these gentlemen said that they were prepared to make
large expenditure, and also they wanted fattening country. Did you make any
observations?

A. I told them, from my understanding of the reports, that there were parts of
Carpentaria Downs which, if given further attention in the way of fencing and
water improvements and perhaps ringbarking, could be made into fattening
country and they could carry out their activities there.

Q. Is there anything else about that conversation which you recall, which is
relevant?

A. Only that I seemed to be one against three."

He also said that subsequent it was directed that Mr . Bergin confer with the lessee's
officers. This direction seems to have been given by Cabinet on 7th December, 1954, though
I have been unable to find any note of it on the material submitted to me. In some of that
material there is reference to such a direction . Mr. Creighton said that he was making no
suggestion that anything had been taken from the file.

There was also some evidence that Mr. Pont, an officer of the Australian Workers' Union
at Cairns, had stated that the Manager of Lyndhurst had said that the Company would get back
the surrendered area. Whether this statement was made to Mr. Pont or he received the infor-
mation from some other source does not appear . There is no direct evidence of the Manager
having made such a statement or, if he did, of what he actually said.

The Minister gave evidence relevant to this aspect of the Inquiry. His evidence-in-chief
was :

Q. Take them now in their order. We will take them in an arbitrary order,
starting, let us say, from the Gulf. This Carpentaria Downs group of properties :
was any money, or any form of valuable consideration, ever offered to you or
anybody else in connection with that?

A. Certainly nothing has ever been offered to me and I do not know of any instance
of it being offered to anyone else.

Q. Was there any question of Mr . Kruttschnitt ever being given any more than
ordinarily favourable consideration?

A. No.

Q. Did he ask you for any?

A. No. All he asked was for consideration to be given to them receiving some of
their fattening paddocks known as The Lynd in lieu of some other portion of
the group of leases.

Q. Well, how did he come to see you?

A. Just made an appointment and called, the same as anyone else would do.

Q. Had he been to see anyone else before coming to you?

A. I do not think so, no.

Q. And when he came to you, what did you do?

A. We discussed the whole matter. I allowed him, first of all, to explain his case
and discuss different angles of it, and then I handed him on to Mr. Bergin so
that Mr. Bergin could take some details down and have them recorded.

Q. Now, did you give him any encouragement for the proposition which he put to
you?

A. None other than saying that the matter would be considered.

Q. And was it considered?

A. Yes.

Q. And what was the outcome of it?

A. The outcome was that the proposal submitted by Mr. Kruttschnitt's company
was not considered to be a favourable one, and it was rejected."

Q. To revert to Carpentaria Downs, is not the question of fodder conservation
raised there ?

A. Well, Mr. Kruttschnitt in his discussion with me indicated that there had been
a sort of a revision of their directorate. They were not satisfied with the activities
in the past. There had been no drive, and it was intended to make a drive
towards very big improvements by way of water, fencing, subdivisional fencing,
and he hoped that they would be able to also carry out some cultivation work
for the conservation of fodder, or possibly grazing on that fodder.
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9

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

How did he come to be sent to Mr. Bergin?

Well, usually when individuals come along to me, I know that the present
chairman is a very busy man like myself, and this was a case where Mr. Bergin
was in the course of making a report and possibly could bring this particular
report in while he was in the northern part of the State. He could work this in.
That was the purpose behind it.

Well, in the upshot, the Crown adhered to the original scheme, did it?

Yes. I understand that rain prevented Mr. Bergin from going to Carpentaria
Downs, and in the meantime Mr. Kruttschnitt was asked to supply in writing
the company's proposals; and when they were supplied and gone into by
Mr. Bergin with the inspecting officer, that is Inspector Jones, who made the
original inspection, Mr. Bergin was satisfied that Jones had made provision for
just sufficient and sufficient only of fattening country on the various holdings,
and consequently the proposal that was offered was not accepted.

Was that provision for so many head as they had hitherto been turning off,
or was it as many as they anticipated turning off under a revitalised
management?

A. Well, I am not too sure on that point; but I think it was that Mr. Bergin, in
discussion with Mr. Jones, came to the conclusion that they had. sufficient
fattening country to meet any future requirements."

I do not think that any evidence which the Minister gave in cross-examination materially
altered the effect of his evidence-in-chief relevant to those questions. He did say that he had
ascertained that Messrs. Kruttschnitt and Jameson had called on him at 9.45 a.m. on
13th October, 1954, and had seen the Premier at 3 p.m. on 19th October, 1954.

Statements were obtained from the Honourable the Premier and Mr. Jameson,
Mr. Kruttschnitt being absent in America. It was not suggested that the Premier or
Mr. Jameson should be called for cross-examination on their statements.

The Premier stated that, from his records, it appeared that he had an interview with
Mr. Kruttschnitt at 3.30 p.m. on Tuesday, 19th October, 1954, and, amongst other things, some
proposition was put up to exchange portion of Carpentaria Downs for portion of the resumed
area of Lyndhurst. He merely referred Mr. Kruttschnitt to the Minister.

Mr. Jameson stated that he and Mr. Kruttschnitt had seen the Minister some time in
October, 1954. He also stated :

"We told Mr. Foley that the company proposed to spend considerable sums of
money on improvements to its breeding properties :-Magoura, Forest Home,
Carpentaria Downs and Lyndhurst. We detailed particulars of proposed improve-
ments and referred to proposed windmills and other water improvements, fencing and
pasture improvements.

Mr. Creighton was called in. There was general conversation about improve-
ments proposed.

We gave to Mr. Foley a table showing how we estimated that cattle production
would increase on our breeding properties because of improvements.

We told the Minister that as cattle production increased on our breeding
properties we would need `the Lynd' for fattening.

We offered to give the Crown an area from Carpentaria Downs if we were
allowed to retain `the Lynd'. Mr. Foley told us to submit a proposition in writing.

I am not sure at what stage Mr. Creighton left the room but at one stage of the
conversation when we were referring to proposed improvements Mr. Foley said `We
have a man who does this sort of work and makes inspections' or words to that
effect and introduced us to Mr. Bergin.

That Mr. Creighton had left before Mr. Bergin had come in.

That after Mr. Bergin was introduced to us there was some conversation in
relation to our proposition concerning improvements and pasture development ; at
the Minister's suggestion we went with Mr. Bergin to his room.

We explained our proposition to Mr. Bergin. He took notes and we gave him
some written notes in relation to our proposed scheme.

Mr. Bergin said he would be unable to make inspections until after the next wet,
i.e. in February or March of the following year, and that he would then contact the
company.

We had conversation with Mr. Bergin in relation to improving cultivation and
the growing of grass such as buffle grass.
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Subsequently the company submitted to the Lands Department a proposal to give
to the department certain other land if we were allowed to retain `the Lynd'.

That about a week or 10 days after our interview with the Minister for Lands,
Mr. Creighton and Mr. Bergin , both Mr. Kruttschnitt and myself saw the Premier
about another matter and on that occasion we saw him in our capacity as directors
of the Queensland Meat Export Company and asked him if the State was interested
in buying the Ross River Meat Works. The Premier informed us the State was not
interested.

In the course of the conversation we mentioned our interview with Mr. Foley
and the proposals we had put forward."

" The proposition we put to the Lands Department was ultimately rejected.

That the proposal we put to the Minister for Lands was put as an ordinary
business proposition.

That neither in our conversation with the Premier or with Mr. Foley was there
any improper suggestion made. There was no suggestion whatsoever of payment of
money for concessions . Nothing was said about payment of money to Party funds or
to any organization or person whatsoever."

Mr. Bergin also gave evidence on the subject. This evidence is as follows

"Q. Now, I want you to take your mind to the lands known as the Carpentaria
Downs aggregation . Do you recall that 526 square miles of country were
to be excised from the Lyndhurst property?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know the nature of the land in that 526 square miles?

A. I know it was the eye of the bullock paddock , as they call it. It is the best
country on it. I have only been on Lyndhurst once in my life.

Q. And when was that?

A. I was there in 1927 . It was a State station then. I did not inspect it then,
I only went through it, and I know it was some of the best country in the
bullock paddock . Mr. Jones told me that.

Q. And what attitude do you consider you should adopt to country which is the
eye of the best paddock?

A. Well, my attitude is that we should go very cautiously on country which is
the fattening paddock for a very large area of poor country.

Q. Were you called upon to do something in regard to the Lyndhurst property?

A. Yes. I was called into the Minister's room. I have the date there somewhere.
It was 13th October, 1954. I think that would be the date. I was introduced
to Mr. Jameson and Mr. Kruttschnitt and the Minister asked me to go into
the matter with them regarding the resumption the Crown had made of
their bullock paddock. I was at that time doing this special report so they
adjourned into my office and I got particulars from them of what they proposed
and I submitted them to the Minister in a report . But I discussed pastures
with them and I indicated that the Wrotham Park area to the north -east of
their country were growing crops and pastures there for bullock fattening,
and perhaps some of the land that they had left would be useful to overcome
any shortage they might have for fattening the bullocks and steers which they
were bringing from their breeding properties. I then rang the Agriculture
Department and I got an interview with one of the Agriculture Department
officers for them and they went over there and had an interview and they came
back and talked to me afterwards and went off. I submitted a report to the
Minister of that interview.

Q. Did you consider the figures as to turn -off with Mr . Jones?

A. Yes , before I concluded my report . I wanted to see if they had enough
fattening land left-if Mr. Jones who made the resumption had left enough
fattening ground, and he said he thought he had but he had not gone into it
in figures.

Q. What position did Mr. Jones hold at that time?

A. He is in charge of the development branch of the department, noxious weeds,
etc., but an experienced field officer , and he can be used in any ' of those
resumptions , or any other matters necessary.

4
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V

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

You went into the figures with Mr. Jones ?

Yes, we worked out the likely number of stock which would come off Carpentaria,
Magoura, Forest Home and one or two other smaller places, and I think it
amounted to about 18,000 a year. Anyway, that is from memory-it is in my
report. We then worked out what fattening country would be left on
Lyndhurst and a bit of Carpentaria and it seemed as though there had been
enough left.

Did you consider any alternative proposition might have some merit?

As an alternative, Mr. Jones said there was no ground there which was suitable
for agriculture, but the other people seemed to think there was, during the
interview. I put then as an alternative that if these people would do
something big in the way of agriculture-they had the capital, and it would
need a lot of capital-I suggested if they followed the Wrotham Park trials and
put in an area of, say, 5,000 acres, that the matter could be further examined
in the light of their offer to do that, but subject of course to the fact that there
would be arable land available.

Q. If the company were to receive any part of the land back, were they to keep
all the paddock or was there to be some exchange?

A. I did not get into that. That was subsequently done by the Minister or
Cabinet; he decided if there was any of the bullock paddock to be given back.
I think I suggested two may be taken out of three. They decided that for those
two blocks there would have to be land given from Carpentaria Downs.

Q. Do you know Mr. Kruttschnitt eventually made an offer?

A. Yes, it was sort of taken out of my hands then. He made an offer and it was
rejected.

Q. Were you in favour of that offer?

A. No, the land did not appear to be suitable.

Q. On how many occasions did you have interviews with Mr. Kruttsehnitt ?

A. Only on that once , I think.

Q. Who else was there?

A. Mr. Jameson, the Secretary, I think.

Q. Did you express any opinion to them at the time you had that interview?

A. Opinion as to what?

Q. As to whether their proposition would be favourably considered or not?

A. No. I would not have any idea."

"By MR. CONNOLLY : You told His Honour that you were called in to see the
Minister and Mr. Kruttschnitt on 13th October, 1954?

A. Yes.

Q. I am just interested as to why you remember that date?

A. It is on my notes here.

Q. You have been making some notes for the purpose of giving your evidence,
I suppose?

A. No.

By THE COMMISSIONER : You took some notes from the file?

A. No, I always keep notes of my interviews.

By MR. CONNOLLY: You keep notes of the actual interview?

A. Yes. "

"Q. When you were first called in, there was no question of pastures or studs
raised by these gentlemen, was there?

A. No.
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Q. It was solely a question of whether they could get back those 526 square miles
or any part of them?

A. No, the Minister was busy with another conference and he asked me to inter-
view them. That is all I knew up to that point.

Q. The suggestion that they might do some pasture improvement came from you,
did it not?

A. Yes.

Q. So that at the time when the Minister called you in, no question of pasture
improvement seemed to have been raised?

A. Oh, no, that is true.

Q Why then were you called in?.
14

A. Well, of course, I do not know that."

Q. This report which you did on Mr. Kruttschnitt's and Mr. Jameson's proposal,
was that done pursuant to a direction by Cabinet?

A. No-the second part of it, yes. You see, I submitted my report and it went
through to Cabinet, and Cabinet put a noting on that the question of the
cultivation be examined. That is so; it was wet-I was to go up there, but
nothing further came of it.

Q. Well, the only peg on which it was possible to hang any suggestion that this
gentleman or this company should get back any part of The Lynd was your
suggestion that they might do this pasture improvement?

A. No, the alternative suggestion. I turned that down. I said they had enough
fattening country, and if they have enough of that, that is the alternative. I had
my eye on pastures at the time, which I always have, and 5,000 acres of
pastures up there, I thought, would be a pretty good thing for North
Queensland.

Q. The Cabinet did not accept that proposal in the long run?

A. No, they did not accept it, because the company only offered to give us back
some country in Carpentaria Downs which was not good enough.

Q. Irrespective of the pasture improvement that they might or might not have
been prepared to do?

A. That is so.

Q. Would you recommend, as a member of the Land Administration Board, that
people should be given back part of their lands, in consideration of a promise
to do pasture improvement-to do something in the future?

A. I think I would, yes.

Q. This investigation that you did with Mr. Jones as to the sufficiency of the
fattening country that was left is the sort of thing which the chairman, if he
was doing his job, ought to have done before it was decided to take the whole of
that 526 square miles? Is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And, in fact, you and Mr. Jones came to the conclusion that the proposal which
the chairman had authorised and recommended and which was going through
was, in fact, a fair and proper one, didn't you?

A. Yes.

Q. And the chairman was not asked, was he?

A. I cannot say. I did not ask him.

Q. When you were told to investigate the matter, you knew it was within his
province, didn't you?

A. Yes.

Q. You knew it was something that he had already dealt with?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you ask him whether they should get any part of The Lynd back?

A. We had no contact at all.
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0

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

He was your most obvious and simple avenue to find out what the situation was?

But why would I go to him? I had a direct instruction from the Minister.

You were told to investigate?

Yes.

Would not an obvious line of investigation have been to see your chairman and
ask him whether he had made this recommendation?

A. I did not have any contact with him.

Q. I am asking you why you did not?

A. He was hostile to me.

Q. You felt he would have snubbed you if you had gone to him?

A. Yes.

Q. And that is why you did an independent investigation?

A. I did, to the best of my ability. I went to the man who did the inspection.

Q. And you came to the conclusion that the chairman's decision and
recommendation were correct?

A. Yes. "

It would thus appear that the investigation which Cabinet directed in December, 1954,
was probably concerned with the question of pasture improvement.

The correspondence between Mr. Creighton and Mr. Williams and between the latter
and Mr. Bukowski upon the subject of Carpentaria Downs and Lyndhurst adds nothing whatever
to the evidence on the factual side of the matter. The correspondence with the A.L.P. and the
articles in "The Worker" are in the same category.

Assuming that Mr. Creighton did receive the anonymous telephone can of which he gave
evidence and that the caller did use the words"... no doubt in return for a gift to party funds,"
how could I possibly accept the use of those words as evidence of an offer or solicitation of such
a gift. If persons had decided to offer such a gift in return for a favour, I can hardly imagine
that they would confide in any outsider and place him in a position to pass on the confidence.
The only persons likely to be confided in are those who would also benefit by the favour sought
and such persons would hardly be likely to disclose the intention to make the gift in return for
the favour and thus defeat the intention. However, as I have said, I could not possibly base
any finding on an anonymous telephone call.

The evidence that the Manager said that Lyndhurst would be getting back the surrendered
area is second-hand, third-hand or even more , indirect. Everyone knows how a statement
can be distorted as it passes from hand to hand.

In my opinion, there is no evidence upon which I could find that there was corruption
or corrupt conduct on the part of any person in respect of any dealing with Carpentaria Downs,
Forest Home, Lyndhurst and Magoura Leaseholds or any of them.

E.-Dealings with Silcunimin.

The suggestion that what calls for investigation with respect to the abovementioned
leasehold is as follows :-

" . . . there was granted a five-year lease after the expiration of the initial lease
on the basis that it was desirable to await the outcome of the British Food
Corporation experiment before finally determining it. That lease was granted by
the Minister in face of the Board's contrary recommendation, as I understand the
file. When that particular lease expired the designing of the property for
subdivision was proceeding when there occurred further negotiations between the
Minister and the lessee in which there were proposals and counter-proposals put
up. That was the state of affairs when `The Worker' article of 18th July, 1955, was
published. After the publication of `The Worker' article-about one month after
-the proposal was rejected."
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At all material times, the lessee of Kilcummin was the Natal Downs Pty. Ltd., which
purchased the holding in March, 1947. The lease was due to expire on 31st December, 1949.
On 15th January, 1948, Mr. Edward Hill, apparently a director of the lessee, wrote to the
Minister pointing out that the company had suffered badly from drought on this and other
properties on which it conducted its business. The letter concluded:

"I know you could not renew the lease but would you give me some sort of
security of lease for say five years after the lease expires so that I may have a
chance to regain some of my losses. If you will do this I will undertake to deepen
the wells mentioned and endeavour to get a supply of water which will be of great
benefit to the incoming tenants when the lease is resumed."

The Board's recommendation, approved by the Minister on 10th February, 1948, was as
follows

"There are inquiries for this land and applicants for additional areas.

It is not possible at this stage to say when the land can be designed, surveyed
and opened for selection. The matter will depend upon the availability of field
officers and surveyors. Indications are, however, that the land will be dealt with
within the next two or three years and it will not be possible to grant the lessees a
guaranteed period of occupancy of five years from the date of expiry of the current
lease.

It is recommended that Mr. Hill be informed that the Department is unable to
grant his request and should the Department not be in a position to deal with the
land on expiry of the current lease, an occupation licence will be granted to the
lessees to cover the period until the land is required for selection."

On 12th February, Mr. Hill was informed of the decision by letter. Some time during
1948, probably shortly before August, Mr. Hill saw the Minister and seems to have discussed
with or mentioned to him a proposal to apply for a stud lease of portion of Kilcummin. On
23rd August, Mr. Hill made application for the grant of an area of 50,000 acres of Kilcummin
as a stud lease for a shorthorn stud, apparently conducted on the property. The Board
recommended that Mr. Hill be informed that his request would be inquired into when the
question of dealing with the land as a whole was being investigated and that no indication
could be given that the application would be favourably considered. The Minister approved
of the recommendation on 5th October, 1948.

Apparently an application was made some time later through the Department of
Agriculture and Stock for a five years' lease of Kilcummin or else that Department's aid was
sought in connection with a stud lease, for a memorandum of the Chairman of the Land
Administration Board of 22nd August, 1949, sets out, inter alia, the following :-

"With reference to the draft letter to the Honourable H. H. Collins requesting
examination of the question as to whether approval of the retention of Kilcummin
by Mr. Hill would be warranted, taking all things into consideration, the position
from this Department's point of view is as follows:-

The original copy of Mr. Hill's letter accompanying the draft to the Honourable
H. H. Collins has not been lodged with the Department. It is noted that he makes
application for an extension of the lease for a further period of five years.

In August 1948, he applied to be granted an area of 50,000 acres for stud
purposes on expiry of the lease, stating that he had a very good shorthorn stud
which, on account of the drought, was then at Natal Downs. He was informed in
reply, again with Ministerial approval, that his application would be inquired into
when the question of dealing with the land comprised in the holding as a whole was
being investigated.

It is quite obvious that in the short time between March 1947 and the present
the lessee could not have established a first-class stud on the holding and indeed it
seems obvious from his letter that his operations are only small and few, if any,
bulls have been sold outside his properties.

Mr. Hill's Company when purchasing the lease was well aware of the
approaching expiry date and has no special claim for consideration for an extension
of the lease.

Perusal of the file will show that there have been numerous inquiries for this
land both as new selections and as additional areas. There is a considerable extent
of open black soil plains on the holding and the grain growing operations of the
Queensland-British Food Corporation on similar lands may have a considerable
influence on the matter of the subdivision of these lands.

It would obviously be not in the public interest to grant the present lessees
a new lease of the whole area. They already hold, as previously stated, 17,920
acres of freehold which, in itself, should be sufficient for stud purposes."
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Apparently the Minister had seen Mr. Hill in connection with the proposal for, on
22nd August, he wrote to the Minister for Agriculture and Stock as follows:

"I submit herewith a copy of a letter handed to me at the conclusion of a
discussion I recently had with Mr. Edward Hill of `Kilcummin,' Clermont, who
was introduced by Mr. E. Davis, M.L.A.

Mr. Hill contends that it is essential that he retain `Kilcummin' Holding, to
enable him to build up his herd which he intends to transfer from `Natal Downs.'

`Kilcummin' Lease by the way reverts to the Crown in December, 1949, and
the question of subdivision is now being considered.

I shall be obliged if you will arrange for your officers to examine.the question
whether the nature and extent of the stud operations are of such a standard, the
stock of such a quality and the activities of such a value to the State as to
warrant the granting of a Stud Lease.

If they are of an affirmative opinion they might comment also upon the area
of `Kilcummin' to be considered for such purpose, and the conditions; that might
be applied to a lease, taking into consideration the area of freehold land which
will continue to be held by the company.

I enclose the written observations of the Chairman of the Land Administration
Board on the question and attach also a plan showing the holding and the
freehold land referred to."

Two days later, the chairman issued an instruction in these terms :

"Mr. Houston of the Valuer General's Department will shortly be inspecting
Cotherstone and other holdings in the vicinity of Kilcummin and as he has had
considerable experience in inspecting land acquired for the British Food
Corporation it will be opportune to take advantage of his visit to the locality to
obtain a report from him as to the character of the country generally, and
particularly as to the extent of arable land on the holding.

1. Ask Mr. Houston to inspect Kilcummin and furnish a report regarding
the holding generally and the improvements thereon, and particularly as to the
quality and extent of arable land. His views are also desired as to how, leaving
aside the question of additional areas, the holding might be subdivided for
settlement. Mention that an application has recently been lodged for a new
lease of the holding or part thereof for cattle stud purposes, and the Minister
has asked the Department of Agriculture and Stock for a special report
regarding this application. Whilst on the holding he might ascertain the nature
and extent of the stud operations at present being carried on and furnish also
his views regarding the stud operations and generally regarding the stud
proposal. Reports to be furnished through the Land Commissioner, Emerald.

,,

On 6th October, 1949, Mr. Hill as Managing Director of the lessee made a written
application for a five years' extension of the lease and stated that the property was used
for stud cattle and for fattening and was then stocked with cattle which would have to
be disposed of if no extension was granted, as the lessee had no other country upon which
to place them. The application was submitted to the Minister with a minute from the
Board :

"In the circumstances, as set out in Minute of 22-8-49, the Board is unable
to recommend the granting of a new lease. There are a number of additional
area applicants whose claims have not been investigated.

W. MeL.

12-10-49. "

On 17th October, 1949, the Minister directed as follows:-

"Apprd. grant 5 yrs. Lease. pending results from Qld.-British Food
Corporation activities at Peak Downs, Retro and Wolfgang. Meanwhile investigate
possibility of designing this land into small areas for grain growing. Advise
applicants for additional areas decision deferred awaiting results as above.

T.A.F.

17-10-49. "

The rental under the new lease was to be £8 per square mile and the lessee was
to enclose the Holding within six months with a marsupial-proof fence and maintain the
same for the term of the lease. The land was opened for a five years' lease with priority
to the lessee, which obtained the lease. The lease expired on 30th June, 1955.
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In 1951 and 1952 , Mr. Hill approached the Minister-on both occasions accompanied
by Mr . Davis, M.L.A.-for a further extension of the lease . He, from the Chairman 's notes
of the interviews , does not appear to have been given any encouragement but was told to
submit his proposals in writing . On 2nd August, 1952, the application was made in writing
and asked for a new lease for thirty years.

The Board 's recommendation of 12th September , 1952, was that "the lessees
be informed that their application for a new lease cannot be entertained and that the area
will be required for subdivision for closer settlement on expiry of the present lease in 1955."
The Minister approved of this recommendation on 15th September , 1952, and Mr . Hill" was
inforn ed of the decision by letter of 26th September . Except for correspondence with
regard to fencing , the matter seems to have remained inactive until 15th August, 1955,
when the lease had expired . A note of that date by the Minister is as follows :-

"Mr. Hill called today and enquired as to Dept 's decision to his application
for a new Lease and was advised by the Ch . L.A.B., and myself that it was
proposed to sub -divide the land into approx. 12 portions and consequently his
request for a new lease could not be acceded to.

He complained that he had spent £30 ,000 on netting fencing and work was
still proceeding and considered he was entitled to a retention of.. a paddock
adjacent to his freehold of about 8,000 acres.

If he could get this paddock he would go in extensively for agriculture for
fattening purposes . He was advised that there was no prospect of.-this being
agreed to.

T.A.F.
15-8-55. "

From the above recital it seems to me that, if valid complaint can be made of any
dealing with respect to Kilcun4min, it is of the decision in October 1949 to grant a new lease
for five years.

The note of the Minister with regard to the grant of that lease refers to the activities
of the Queensland-British Food Corporation and also directs an investigation with respect to
grain-growing possibilities. Mr. Creighton said he could see no connection between
the activities mentioned and the decision to grant the new lease as Kilcummin
was suitable for subdivision, irrespective of anything that took place on the Corporation land.
The distance from the railway placed Kilcummin out of range for growing grain for sale.
The statement which he made in Exhibit 62 that the Minister had "practically directed his
officers that Hill be given back half of Kilcummin on which to fatten his Natal Downs
bullocks" referred to a discussion upon Exhibit 187, a memorandum of the Minister of
21st April, 1955. That memorandum set out :

"During my recent visit to Emerald, Mr. E. Hill, Senior, lessee of
`Kileummin,' interviewed me regarding the possibility of his retaining a reasonably
sized area of `Kileummin' for subdivision, for fattening purposes.

He pointed out that there are 17,000 acres of freehold and 104,000 acres
of leasehold land on ` Kileummin' property, and in recent years he has been
bringing over from `Natal Downs' 2,000 to 3,000 head of stock yearly, for fattening.

It is claimed that carrying and fattening have been at the rate of
1 to 25 acres, with the present water facilities.

By making more water, he could improve and he considers that with
cultivation where it is possible, he could keep up this standard, if a total of 60,000
acres, including the 17,000 acres of freehold, were made available as a retention
area.

Mr. Hill stated that he is prepared to expend a considerable sum of money
in procuring water and improving the place as a fattening proposition.

Regarding agriculture, he has plans to cultivate a fair area, but owing to the
stony nature of the country, it is claimed that the land which could be
cultivated will only be available in patches.

On the question of the fencing conditions of the lease, Mr. Hill stated that the
old and the new lease provided for marsupial netting fences on the boundary.
Provision is made for marsupial fence, five feet high, and he does not know whether
this is made in the conditions of lease, the new Act or in Regulations.

Material and labour have already cost him £6,500 and additional payments to
Messrs. Kenny and Goodsell (adjoining landholders) amounting to £2,650 for internal
fencing, are due.

The attached statement of expenditure on a boundary fence was handed to me by
Mr. Hill.

Please discuss this matter with me when reports are available.

T.A.F.
MINISTER.

21/4/55.
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L.

During the period between the writing of this memorandum and 15th August, 1955,
Mr. Creighton said, the Minister argued Mr. Hill's case with him and was strongly in favour of
it. He did not give particulars of the arguments. Actually it was on 1st July, 1955, that the
Minister approved of the design and subdivision of the Holding and on 4th July Mr. Hill was
informed by letter that his representations had been carefully considered and it was not possible
to accede to his request.

The Minister's evidence with respect to the grant of the five years' lease was as follows:-

Q. When this 5-years' lease was granted to Kilcummin, what was the object?

A. The angle was to determine just what would be a reasonable area based upon the
experience of the Food Corporation's activities. The general view was that
those areas should be cut up into roughly about 4,000 to 5,000 acres. I had my
own views about Kilcummin. I felt the distance out from the railhead and the
nature of the country from what I had heard from men who knew it-local men-
indicated there should be what you would call grazing plus agricultural proposi-
tions much larger than the ordinary. The only way, or the safe way, would be
to await just what happened in Peak Downs. I might mention-you referred
to my interest earlier-I had a pretty tough battle with Mr. Theodore when he
was Premier. He came out in the `Daily Mail' at that time with a` proposition
to cut the Peak Downs Area into 250-acre blocks for cotton growing. His con-
tention was that if you made any greater area, they would not grow cotton.
Eventually, when Mr. McCormack became Minister for Lands-he also knew
that country before he entered Parliament-he agreed with me and my version,
and we compromised on the lands that were eventually cut up, to 2,500 acres,
adjacent to Capella, and later on, Mr. Payne, in an advisory mission of some
sort, embraced his inquiry to cover those lands, and recommended that they be
allowed to transfer one to the other to make them into 5,000-acre blocks, and that
a residence on one would be sufficient to meet the residential conditions. That
was eventually adopted by the Government at a much later stage ; having that
in mind I did not want to see-I wanted to feel firstly confident enough that
the Food Corporation would prove it was possible to grow grain, so that we could
cut them up into reasonable sized areas.

Q. Are you quite happy about the areas that have been cut up?

A. They are most reasonable, I think. Some of the better land is down around
5,000 to 6,000 acres, and some of the poorer land, with little cultivation, is up
around 13,000-acre blocks.

Q. Do you know Mr. Hill'!

A. Just met him in visiting the office.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Was he a friend of yours?

No.

That is all there is to Kilcummin, is there ?

As far as I know.

Did Mr. Hill ever try to exercise any pressure on you for further consideration?

He was very active. His visits were often, trying to get a better concession
than we would give him; particularly towards the end.

Q. What did he want?

A. When we indicated to him that we were going to cut the place into 12 or 15
blocks, he then made representations that he be given a paddock of 5,000 or 6,000
acres-I forget the actual area-and immediately he got that, he would put it
under cultivation. That was not agreed to.

Q. It was looked into?

A. It was investigated departmentally.

Q. If people come along with a proposition to you, would the proposition generally
be looked into, and the people who make it, would they be treated with courtesy ?

A. Yes. definitely. "

There is no evidence with respect to any dealing or proposed dealing with Kilcummin
which even faintly suggests that the Minister or any other person was to receive or give or had
solicited or promised any benefit in connection with any such dealing. It does not appear to
me on the evidence that the decision to grant the five years' lease was so egregiously wrong that
it can be assumed that there was something behind it. It is quite evident to me that the better
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course would have been to direct the investigation and grant an Occupation License in the
meantime pending subdivision and ballot, but I decline to infer from the fact that a particular
decision appears to me-or to others-to be erroneous that it is therefore corrupt or even neces-
sarily to be suspected.

In relation to Kilcummin, Mr. Wanstall, for Mr. Creighton, submitted that there was
insufficient evidence to enable me to find that there was corrupt conduct on the part of anyone
but that the circumstances were suspicious. I agree with the first part of the submission but
not entirely with the second. The circumstances are not suspicious unless the Minister is to be
regarded as incapable of making any error which is honest no matter what the evidence is. First
of all, as I have already pointed out, the fact that others do not agree with a decision does not
necessarily make it wrong. All the surrounding circumstances have to be regarded. Nor is
the mere fact of error to be allowed to create suspicion. Again there must be evidence of other
circumstances such, for example, as absence of investigation, a series of benefits conferred upon
the same person, a taint of illegality in the transaction or some of the other many circumstances
which may colour any particular action.

As I said at the outset, I cannot regard the fact that I consider a person, on the evidence,
guilty of corrupt conduct in one transaction as proof that he was guilty of corrupt' conduct in
other transacfions where no other proof exists.

There is, in my opinion, no evidence upon which I could find that there was corrupt
conduct on the part of any person in respect of any dealing with the Crown Leasehold of
Kilcummin.

F. Dealings with Woolerina.

At all material times, the tenant from the Crown of Woolerina leasehold was
Ernest Milner Winter. The term of the lease was thirty years from 1st October, 1931, and the
lease was subject to a condition that an area of one-third of the holding might be resumed by
the Crown upon the expiration of fifteen years from the commencement of the term. This
resumption right might therefore be exercised by the Crown at any time after 30th September,
1946.

Owing to shortage of staff in the Lands Department, the resumption could not be
proceeded with until some considerable time after the Crown right accrued. On 18th March,
1953, Cabinet approved of the exercise by the Crown of its resumption rights. On 1st April,
1953, the Land Commissioner at Goondiwindi was informed of the decision and instructed
to furnish the necessary report and recommendations. The Land Commissioner made his
inspection in April, but, for reasons which do not concern me, the report was not forwarded to
the Department until November 1953.

On 8th December, 1953, Mr. Winter wrote to the Minister as follows:-

"Some time ago I interviewed you in Parliament House and you advised me that
there would be no resumption rights exercised on Woolerina until the lease expired.

As a result of this interview, I erected new fences and repaired old ones,
excavated about 40,000 yards in tanks and did some ringbarking.

Now I am advised by the Commissioner at Goondiwindi that I am going to
lose 60,000 acres.

Would you advise me when and where I could meet you so that we can discuss
the matter.

I expect to sail for England about 15th March and be away for nine months,
and would like to know where I stand before I go."

A meeting between the Minister and Mr. Winter was arranged and took place on
10th February, 1954. The Minister made this note of the interview :-

"Ch. L. A. Bd.

During an interview at Parliament House, 1951, Mr. Winter was informed by
me that owing to the work in hand by the Department that generally we were not
exercising our right to resumption and that under the circumstances this would
apply to Woolerina. I also mentioned that possibly the Department would be in
a more favourable position to design for subdivision at the expiration of the lease
Under the circumstances withhold action to exercise resumption rights.

T.A.F.

10-2-54. "
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As directed, the resumption action in respect of Woolerina was discontinued.

In May, 1955, Mr. Winter made inquiries as to the procedure required for an application
under Section 14 of "The Land Acts Amendment Act of 1952" and was given the necessary
information. On 24th August, 1955, Mr. J. R. Taylor, M.L.A., the local Member, wrote to
the Minister asking that early consideration be given to the resumption from Woolerina. The
reply of 25th August informed Mr. Taylor that it had been decided to proceed with the
resumption. On receipt of Mr. Taylor's letter the Minister had noted it :-

"Ch. L. A. Bd.

Apprd . proceed with resumption right.
T.A.F.

24-8-55. "

The resumption proceeded and resulted in an agreement between the Crown and the
lessee as to the area to be resumed, and the Land Court on 16th January, 1956, determined
the matter in accordance with the agreement.

From this recital it will appear that the crux of the matter is the Minister' s reason
for making the decision of 10th February, 1954, when he directed that further action on the
resumption should be withheld.

Mr. Creighton gave evidence that, after the receipt of Mr. Winter's letter of
8th December, 1953, the Minister discussed it with him and said that he had never heard of
Mr. Winter in his life and had no recollection of making any promise to him. Later, after the
interview of 10th February, 1954, the Minister gave him the direction of that date and said
something to the effect that he now remembered Mr. Winter and recollected seeing him
previously. Mr. Creighton said, as is the fact, that there was no note of any such previous
interview on the Woolerina File.

The Minister gave evidence that, in 1951, Mr. Winter called to see him at Parliament
House whilst Parliament was in session. Mr. Winter said that he was contemplating a trip to
England and was desirous of carrying out certain improvements on Woolerina and therefore
wished to know whether the resumption right would be exercised while he was away. The
Minister explained the position in the Department with regard to staff and work and told
Mr. Winter: "I feel that we will not possibly reach your place for quite a number of years,
possibly not till somewhere near expiration." The Minister made no note of the interview and
forgot about it until Mr. Winter recalled it to his mind in February 1954.

Mr. Winter submitted-at the request of the Commission-a statement which is Exhibit
366. It was not desired or suggested by any Counsel appearing before the Commission that he
should be called to give evidence or be cross-examined.

Mr. Winter stated that he saw the Minister in the vestibule of Parliament House about
November 1950. He asked the Minister what the Crown was likely to do with regard to the
resumption right and said that he was prepared to make more improvements on the lease if
the Crown would defer the exercise of the right. The Minister promised to defer the exercise
of the right and said it was not likely that the Crown would exercise its right until near the
expiration of the lease. The Minister also suggested that Mr. Winter should go to the
Department and interview Mr. Creighton or Mr. Muir and advise them of the proposal.
Mr. Winter went to the Department and interviewed Mr. Muir.

A note of an interview between Mr. Muir and Mr. Winter on 30th November, 1950,
appears on the File. According to the note, the question of making various improvements
was discussed but there is no mention in the note of a promise by the Minister to defer action
on the resumption. Mr. Winter was apparently told that if he did effect the improvements
and the holding was subdivided, at the expiration of the lease he would receive consideration
from the incoming tenants for the improvements other than ringbarking.

It seems to me probable that at this interview the Minister, if he did not promise that
the exercise of the resumption rights would be deferred, at least intimated that it was not
likely that the right would be exercised until near the expiration of the lease. On the faith
of the promise or intimation-whichever it may have been-Mr. Winter went ahead with his
programme of improvements, spending in excess of £12,000.

As I have said, the interview took place at the House whilst Parliament was in session.
The File would not be there available and I see nothing abnormal or strange in there being
no note of the interview on the File. Nor do I see anything of sinister import in the Minister
forgetting the interview until Mr. Winter brought it back to his mind.

In those circumstances, it seems to me that the decision to defer proceeding with the
resumption is explained as quite innocent.

I am satisfied that there is no evidence which would warrant a finding that any person
was guilty of corruption or corrupt conduct in respect of any dealing with Woolerina
Leasehold.

ii
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G. Dealings with Lundavra and Bullamon Plains.

It is probable that more evidence during the hearing was directed to the aggregation of
leaseholds which, for convenience, I will call Lundavra than to any other leasehold.
Nevertheless, as I formed at the conclusion of the evidence an opinion which a further
examination of that evidence has only served to confirm, I do not propose here to examine that
evidence in detail. The connection of Bullamon Plains with the matter is more or less incidental.

Kenneth Beauchamp Cameron and members of his family are interested in two
aggregations, Bullamon Plains and Lundavra. The first-named consists of three grazing
selections near Thallon and the second of four grazing selections in the Goondiwindi District.
Lundavra is situated in a declared "closer settlement area."

On 8th June, 1953, Mr. Cameron submitted to the Department a three page document
which is Exhibit 79. He asked that he be given a new lease of the whole of Grazing Selection
No. 3356 with " further conditions imposed if necessary .',' As to No. 3357 , of which
R. B. Cameron , K. B. Cameron and E . M. Cameron were tenants, he asked that the area be
divided into two blocks, one to be given to R. B . Cameron and the other to the tw remaining
lessees . He also stated that the lessees were prepared to undertake the clearing of reasonable
areas for cultivation for improving pastures and growing fodder crops. The Minister directed
that the applications be considered under Part II. of "The Lands Act Amendment Act of
1952" and that Mr . Cameron be informed when Mr. Cochrane would be inspecting the land.
On 18th June , 1953, Mr. Cameron telegraphed :

"Please ignore my application regarding 1952 Act which requires my further
consideration letter following-Kenneth Cameron."

On 18th June Mr. Cameron also wrote to the Minister in the following terms:

"Confirming wire sent you on the 16th inst reading, `Please ignore my
application regarding 1952 Act which requires further consideration letter following'
( sgd K . B. Cameron).

Had Mr . Cochrane come along as arranged , feeling as I did then, I would
certainly have refused to agree to any proposition he may have put up to me.

However I have considered the matter very carefully and wish to discuss it
quietly with you before I make a decision on a very important matter . The Act
as it is will cause great loss & injustice to the many who have carried out their
obligations and much more , while being perhaps some slight assistance to the unfit
who should never have gone into such a big project.

In N. S. Wales I visited Pastures on brigalow -belah country having a 26 inch
rainfall and they certainly are an eye-opener . How these pastures will grow on
my 18.85 inch rainfall is another matter.

However I will visit your Office to get information to augment the scanty sketch
of the Act contained in your brief explanatory circular , in the near future.

I will advise you when I can come to Brisbane and am sorry if I have
inconvenienced you by my cancellation of plan."

The Minister replied by Exhibit 84 which set out the position of a lessee under the
provisions of the 1952 Amendment Act and continued:

"Reverting to your selections Nos. 3356 and 3357, should you so desire, an
inspection will be made by a Field Officer of the Department and upon receipt of
his report and if the selections are found to come within the scope of Part II. of the
amending Act of 1952 , you will be given details of the number and tenure of the
proposed subdivisional portions and offered , upon surrender of your existing leases,
priority over two such portions . Acceptance or otherwise of such an offer would be
entirely a matter for you to decide , and rejection of the offer would in no way
prejudice any other rights pertaining to you under the Land Acts and as mentioned
earlier in this letter.

This information is being given you with the thought that it may obviate the
necessity of your making a special trip to Brisbane in the matter . However, if
you desire to discuss the matter personally , I would be pleased to clear up any
particular points you may have in mind. "

On 23rd July, 1953 , Mr. Cameron wrote to the Minister asking that the four grazing
selections comprising Lundavra , Nos. 3356 , 3357, 3358A and 3358B be considered in terms of
Part II . of the 1952 Amendment Act. However, when Mr. Cochrane on 2nd May, 1954,
commenced to make the necessary inspection of the selection , Mr. Cameron informed him that
he did not wish to proceed with the application and would not consider the surrender of any
of the areas. - By letter of 24th May, 1954, Mr. Cameron noti$ed the Department that it was
not desired to proceed with the applications.
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It was apparently about this time that the Minister suggested to Mr. Creighton that
Mr. Cameron and men like him should get some encouragement in the form of new leases
because of the extraordinary development carried out by them on their leaseholds.
Mr. Creighton wrote a memorandum on the subject and submitted it to the Minister. It is
Exhibit 89 and is dated 1st June, 1954. It reads :

"Statement for Honourable the Minister in relation to Holdings of K. B. Cameron
of Bullamon Plains.

The Honourable the Minister-

Mr. Cameron is interested in two aggregations of Grazing Selections viz

(1) F's Nos. 3077, 3151 and 3152 St. George and Goondiwindi Districts, known
as "Bullamon Plains " and totalling 29,154 acres in area with a carrying
capacity of not less than 8 ,000 sheep.

(2) "Lundavra" comprising F's Nos. 3356, 3357, 3358A and 3358B, Goondi-
windi Districts , totalling 70,964 acres in area with a present capacity of
about 14,000 sheep capable of being increased to about 35,000 sheep.

Mr. Cameron has taken advantage of high wool prices and the incidence of
taxation to expend large sums of money on water improvements on these properties.
They are now in the last 10 years of lease and he is anxious as to the future of
the Goondiwindi Selections which are within a declared area of closer settlement and
represent roughly 14 subdivisions. Under the 1952 Act he could secure priority in
respect of 8 of such subdivisions but it is unlikely that Mr. Cameron would be
satisfied with anything less than new leases or lease of the whole area . The position
has been explained to Mr. Cameron at great length on many occasions.

Mr. Cameron professes to believe that he should be given special or preferential
treatment in regard to this land. As against this is the fact that other lessees have
surrendered fully developed land to the Crown in return for new leases in terms of
the 1952 Act. They could reasonably claim to have been defrauded if Cameron
were treated differently to them.

The whole matter is one devolving on whether there is to be closer settlement or
not, whether people or sheep are to be the aim of land' settlement and any
suggestion of individual distinction as between lessees breaks down when it is
remembered that lessees are mortal and leases (or land) are everlasting. If an
exception is made of one lessee the whole ease for favouring him ceases at his
death or upon transfer of his land to someone else.

It seems that the alternatives open are to allow Mr. Cameron to share the law
as it applies to other lessees or for the Government to abandon its policy of closer
settlement. "

The next step seems to have been that the matter was raised in Cabinet and Exhibit 90
was the result. That document is as follows :

"CABINET-12TH JULY, 1954: Discussion was raised by The Honourable The
Premier on the question of whether special consideration requested by
Mr. K. B. CAMERON regarding his aggregation of leases, should be given because
of developmental work of an unusual quantity with high value, commenced some
years ago and still proceeding at `Bullamon Plains' and `Lundavra'.

I pointed out to Cabinet that when such leases expire the usual practice of the
Department is to consider their suitability for sub-division, and that the question of
whether a leaseholder who-as in the case of Mr. Cameron-was prepared to spend
very large sums of money on improving Crown leases, should be considered for
special treatment, was a matter for Cabinet direction.

The general feeling at Cabinet was that some encouragement by way of
concession, should be given to the lessee who is prepared to do big things, as
against the lessee who allows improvements to run down and does little or nothing
to improve the Crown Estate.

Further expressions of opinion were that the pulling down of scrub; cultivation
and irrigation ; the provision of water for stock, should be encouraged, as an example
to others.

I was instructed by Cabinet to arrange for a comprehensive report on the work
of Mr. Cameron

Its cost;

Its value towards increasing carrying capacity and production;

And on general work of a similar nature being carried out now and to what
extent by other large leaseholders in this and other areas.
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And as to what concession in the way of new leases for all or some of existing
tenures held by Mr. K. B. Cameron and his co-partners, would be warranted.

In view of the importance of this instruction and its possible effect upon
general policy, it is desirable that the work be carried out by a Member of the
Land Administration Board. Accordingly I HEREBY INSTRUCT MR. J. J. BERLIN
to forthwith visit the properties concerned and report and advise in terms of
this Memorandum.

T.A.F.

Minister

15th July, 1954.

On 12th May, 1954, Mr. Cameron had written to the Premier suggesting, in effect,
that he should be allowed to place his case before Cabinet. The letter was acknowledged
by the Premier's Secretary saying that the matter was receiving attention. A further letter
was written to the Premier by Mr. Cameron on 22nd May, 1954, and, more or less formally,
acknowledged by the Secretary.

From the evidence it appears to me quite clear that Mr. Cameron, from the time he
withdrew the applications right up to the present, has been strongly opposed to Part II. of
"The Land Acts Amendment Act of 1952" and in particular to its application to
Lundavra. In fact, it seems to me, he is bitterly opposed to any resumption from Lundavra
at all and is prepared to do all that he legitimately can to retain for himself and the other
lessees the whole of the leaseholds. I do not see that he is to be blamed at all for forming
that view and for doing everything within his power to achieve his end so long as he seeks
to achieve it by legitimate means. There is, to my mind, nothing wrong at all in a Crown
lessee approaching any Minister or Member of Parliament or anyone else in authority in
an endeavour to obtain some concession to which he thinks he is entitled. There
is nothing wrong with it even though it may result in his receiving treatment
which others have not had the opportunity of receiving. That is a question of policy and
every alteration of policy must to some extent work what may seem injustice to persons
who have altered their position under the old policy. But I cannot too strongly stress
that it is the right of every person to submit his case and have his case considered and, if
necessary, investigated before decision.

I have no doubt on the evidence that the Minister and Mr. Cameron were at material
times on terms of friendship. There is nothing wrong at all in a Minister for Lands being
friendly with a Crown lessee so long as their friendship does not taint their official dealings
with partiality. I have made these somewhat general observations because it seemed to me
that at times during the proceedings it was suggested that the bare investigation or
consideration of some application or other, without rejecting it out of hand, of itself
gave rise to suspicion.

As a result of the Cabinet direction evidenced by Exhibit 90 Mr. Bergin, a member
of the Land Administration Board, made an investigation which culminated in the report
which is Exhibit 108 and which in the evidence, is commonly described as "the Bergin
Report. "

It is an unfortunate fact that at all material times the relationship between
Mr. Creighton and Mr. Bergin was one of hostility. Mr. Creighton seems to have regarded
Mr. Bergin as an incompetent "stooge" and Mr. Bergin probably regarded Mr. Creighton
as an unco-operative autocrat.

Now I am not at all concerned with whether Mr. Bergin's investigation was full and
complete or not so long as it was honestly conducted to the best of his ability. On the
whole of the relevant evidence I see no reason to doubt that he did honestly and to the
best of his ability conduct it. Nor ant I concerned to ascertain whether his report
and recommendations are sound or unsound so long as they are honestly made to the
best of his ability. It is not his ability with which I am concerned but with his integrity.
On the evidence I am satisfied with his integrity and see no reason to believe that his
report does not express his honest views.

It may be quite true that valid criticism could be made of the report and
recommendations and, perhaps, of omissions from it, but that is not to the point as far as
I am concerned . My investigation is not directed to the discovery of mistakes but to
the discovery of corrupt conduct. I am not at all concerned with whether there should or
should not be any modification of some particular policy.

Mr. Creighton's criticism of the report and recommendations is to be found in his
evidence and a brief summary in Exhibit 109, but, from my point of view, it does not matter
whether the criticism is well-founded or not. On a consideration of the report and the
criticism I any not satisfied that the former is so egregiously wrong that it could not be
honest.
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The suggestion with regard to this report and the surrounding circumstances was
that there was, in effect, a conspiracy between the Minister, Mr. Bergin and Mr. Cameron,
or between the former two for the benefit of Mr. Cameron, to deceive Cabinet into granting
new leases for Lundavra. That was not the picture conveyed to me by the evidence.

The picture that was conveyed to me was of a lessee who was prepared to fight,
honestly but tooth and nail, to get new leases which, rightly or wrongly, he thought he
deserved. He was prepared to "lobby," to invite Members of Parliament whom he did
not know previously to stay at and inspect his property, to address Cabinet on the matter
and to use all the arguments within his power to attain his end. But if he had an obsession
upon the question I am not persuaded that it was a dishonest one.

He has quite evidently spent large sums of money on Bullamon Plains and
Lundavra. Whether the improvements on which those sums were spent are of real value to
the respective leaseholds, or in fact can be classified as "extraordi!nary development," is
not for me to decide. Whether the work he has done on Bullamon Plains should or should
not be taken into consideration in relation to Lundavra is of no concern of mine. It may
be that he did not commence to spend these large sums on Lundavra until fairly recently
and it may even be that such expenditure is part of his campaign to obtain new leases
for Lundavra. If such is the case he is doing nothing which he may not legitimately do.
At one stage it may have been apparently thought by him that he could improve himself
out of resumption, as it were. According to Mr. Creighton, the Minister on one occasion
in 1955 asked in Mr. Cameron's presence the possible effect of ploughing the whole of
Lundavra so that an incoming tenant after resumption could not afford to pay for the
improvements. The suggestion may have been extravagant and absurd but it at least shows
that legal means of acquiring continuity of tenure were being explored.

I have no doubt that there were rumours that the lessees of Lundavra would be given
new leases ; in view of the campaign that Mr. Cameron was conducting it would be strange
if there were not. He would only have to express his determination to get new leases and
such a rumour would start. I have not the slightest doubt that was his determination and,
froml what I saw of him, I have no doubt that he would probably express it.

In the letters written to Mr. Williams by Mr. Creighton there were suggestions that
"money had passed" in connection with Lundavra. With Mr. Cameron's consent-after
Mr. Wanstall had stated that he had information that Mr. Cameron had drawn an open
cheque for £10,000--counsel assisting the Commission and counsel for Mr. Creighton
examined the relevant bank accounts and financial statements. No evidence was found of
any such cheque. The only evidence of the passing of money or of an instruction to pass
it-if it can be called evidence-is that the statement was made to Mr. Creighton by an
anonymous telephone caller. As I am not prepared to treat an anonymous statement as in
any way establishing a fact I see no reason to pass an opinion on the question of whether
or not Mr. Creighton received the call. I am prepared to assun^e-without deciding-
that he did but that assumption carries the matter no further.

As I said at the outset I do not propose to set out the evidence in detail. I listened
to it and have since read it and by it I am left unconvinced that there was any corrupt
conduct in connection with the Lundavra or Bullamon Plains leaseholds. I have no doubt
that Mr. Cameron, who struck me as a man of forceful personality and without inhibitions
in advocating his cause, through frequent visits to the Minister converted the latter to his
own views as to that cause, but it is a far cry from conversion to corruption. On all the
evidence I am not satisfied that there was any corrupt conduct on the part of any person
in respect of any dealing or proposed dealing with the leaseholds comprising Lundavra.

H. Dealings with Coomrith and Bombine.

With respect to transactions concerning the leaseholds of Coomrith and Bombine,
Mr. Wanstall made the same submission as he did with regard to those concerning Lyndhurst,
Kilcummin and Woolerina-that, although there was insufficient evidence to find corruption,
nevertheless the circumstances were suspicious. It was not suggested by anyone else that
there was evidence of corruption. As I am in complete agreement with the view that there
was no evidence of corruption or corrupt conduct on the part of any person with respect to
any transaction or proposed transaction with these leaseholds, I do not propose to deal with
the evidence concerning them in detail.
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In stating at an early stage of the proceedings-what aspects of dealings with
Coomrith and Bombine required investigation by me, Mr. Wanstall said:-

"I am not making any allegations at all, but one finds that the remarks I have
made could be applied to all of the transactions which are mentioned in `The Worker'
articles-Lundavra, the Forde property, Woggamba, Coomrith and Bombine.
Concerning those-this illustrates my point-those properties are owned by the
Warby family. Action to resume, under Part II, was in course and it had got to
the stage where a preliminary offer had been submitted by the department to the
lessees and then the file indicates an interview with the Minister on 16th August,
1955. That results in a minute from the Minister suggesting that those properties
might be re-designed so as to give the lessee three instead of two blocks. There is
a comment by the present witness, the Chairman submitted to the Minister rejecting
the suggestion as being contrary to policy and contrary to the existing law. With
that there is submitted a draft form of reply to be signed by the Minister and sent
to his interviewer. The letter was initially signed by the Minister and then
cancelled and was minuted with a direction to suspend action pending the receipt
of the Bergin report. We find that the Bergin report recommends the granting of
a concession to this person and we find an additional fact which might or might not
have any bearing and I am endeavouring to set up, in an impartial way, that Warby
is a person who is alleged to have made an offer to contribute moneys to party funds.
That, I submit, makes it imperative that an investigation of that whole file be
carried out. Warby must be interviewed. The person mentioned as Mr. Creighton's
informant, Diplock, must be brought here. That is only one example. I do not
intend to go through them all, but that is typical."

Coomrith is a pastoral holding held by members of the Warby family and Bombine is
a neighbouring grazing selection held by a member of the same family. According to
Mr. Creighton's evidence, both leaseholds are ideally suited for subdivision and both are situated
in the area declared suitable for closer settlement under "The Land Acts Amendment Act of
1952.

On 21st November, 1953, Mr. W. J. Warby made application in writing to have
P.D.G.H. 10034 Dalby considered in terms of `The Land Acts Amendment Act of 1952.' " The

application relates to Bombine. The application was acknowledged and referred to Land
Commissioner Cochrane for report and recommendation. On 19th October, 1954, Goldsbrough,
Mort and Company Limited, on behalf of Mr. Warby, wrote asking the position of the
application and was informed that the matter was awaiting receipt of the Inspecting Officer's
report. On 17th March, 1955, a further request by the Company was made for information
as to the position.

On 22nd June, 1955, the report and a design for subdivision of the leasehold into four
settlement farm leases and one grazing selection were submitted. The recommendation was
that the design as submitted be approved and the lessee be made a preliminary proposal in
accordance with it. It was also stated: "The lessee has not seen the design but has indicated
he would only consider a subdivision of the selection which would allow him to retain the
northern severance containing 12,320 acres." The design was approved by the Department on
23rd June, 1955. The preliminary proposal for subdivision, with priority to the lessee for any
two of the designed blocks, was sent to Mr. Warby on 30th June, 1955.

On or about 16th August, 1955, Mr. Warby evidently saw the Minister, for a minute
of the latter of that date is as follows :-

"Ch. L.A.B.

Bombine W. J. Warby Jnr.

Has a registered stud of Polled Shorthorns.

Sells 70 to 100 each year. At average 60 guineas.

Would like to retain the area comprised in recent design, viz. 3/4000 acre blocks.

Claims that this area necessary because of main improvements and cultivation.

Would agree to pulling down remaining timber and put under plough.

I promised to have matter further investigated.

Possibly this area could be re-designed.

Value of work to be performed would make it worth while.

T.A.F.

16-8-55. "

The following reply to this minute was submitted on 25th August

"The Lessee's application under Part II of `The Land Acts Amendment Act of
1952' was dealt with in our preliminary offer to him of 30-6-55. The offer is in accord
with those made to and accepted by other Lessees in this locality, and within the
declared areas of closer settlement.
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smaller areas. This offer is not regarded as containing any merit.

The Lessee's desire to retain the whole of the area north of the existing road
is greedy and unreasonable. The law does not permit of his retaining 3 of the
designed blocks as requested nor could they be redesigned with greater areas than
those now offered.

It would be a breach of faith with other Lessees in declared area. and a negation
of the Government's policy to deal with this selection otherwise than in terms of
Part II, which affords this Lessee the choice of two adequate living areas in priority.

Prepare letter for Minister's signature referring to this interview and saying
that his request has been fully investigated and the offer conveyed to him in the
Department's letter of 30-6-55 is the best that can be made to him.

A letter to Mr. Warby in accordance with the direction obtained in the last paragraph
of the reply was prepared and actually signed by the Minister. However, he apparently noticed
the contents as soon as he signed it, and cancelled it. On the letter he noted :-

" Ch. L.A.B.

Suspend action under Part II pending decision on investigation being made by
Mr. Bergin.

T.A.F.

18-10-55.

The investigation referred to by the Minister in this note is, of course, that which has
been mentioned in the portion of this report dealing with Lundavra. Mr. Bergin's
investigation did include this leasehold and also Coomrith. In relation to Bombine, the
recommendation was :-

"Due to good developments and registered stud of good quality shorthorn
cattle, recommend that lessee be offered new lease for 28 years over 12,300 acres on
his surrendering 14,229 acres to the Crown. "

As to Coomrith, Mr. Bergin recommended:

"In view of the good development on this property, that in progress and the
value of the lessees' stud to the State, it is recommended that lessee be invited to
surrender 15,000 acres and the balance of lease, 16,700 acres, be extended for a period
of 23 years."

As I have previously indicated, I see no reason why a lessee who has made application
under the 1952 Amendment Act may not change his mind at any time before his final election
and seek something which he considers more advantageous to himself. There is no reason why
he should not submit any proposal to the Minister for Lands or, for that matter, to any other
Minister or person who he conceives may assist him to attain his end. There is no reason why
any Minister or person to whom any such proposal is submitted should not investigate it or
have it investigated. The facts that the proposition is unsound, insupportable or even unjust
to others do not prevent its being made and investigated. Indeed, unless it is palpably absurd
or objectionable, the objections to it may frequently not, appear unless and until it is
investigated. Why one should suspect that it is going to be granted merely because an
investigation is directed I do not know.

I am not concerned with the question of whether Mr. Bergin's recommendations with
regard to Coomrith and Bombine are sound or unsound. I am not concerned with whether
Mr. Warby is or is not entitled to be granted what he has asked for. The only concern I have
with Mr. Bergin's report is to determine whether it was or was not honestly made. I think,
as I have before stated, that it was.

There was also some evidence suggesting that Mr. Warby was offering to make a
donation to the funds of the Labour Party, presumably as a consideration for favourable
treatment of his application to the Minister on 16th August, 1955. I am satisfied that there
is no evidence, which I could accept, that he did make any such offer or even intended or
stated an intention to make it.

There is no evidence upon which I could find that there was any corruption or corrupt
conduct on the part of any person in respect of any dealing with Coomrith or Bombine
Leaseholds.

It is not considered that the presence of a registered Stud on this selection
should have any bearing on the areas to be retained by this Lessee. The best use
of the country is for sheep, but if the Lessee desires to run cattle the area available
for retention by him-approximately 8000 acres-is ample for this purpose. If
every `Stud' is to be protected to the extent of the owner's wishes closer settlement
may as well be abandoned.

The pulling down of timber and establishment of cultivation, as offered by the
Lessee, is only what would happen in event of subdivision of the Lease by reason
both of development conditions and the necessity to increase production on the
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1. Dealings with Section 25, Town of Broadbeach.

Before referring to the article which was published in "The Worker" with regard to
this Crown leasehold, it seems logical to set out the material upon which that article was based.
The ultimate source of the article was Mr. Creighton, and his relevant evidence when questioned
by Mr. Wanstall is as follows

"There was also reference in `The Worker' articles to a Crown lease
at Broadbeach? That is so.

That is the issue of 28 November, Exhibit 49, the one I referred to previously.
You gave Mr. Williams some information concerning this subject? Yes.

If you look at your letter, Exhibit 69, you will find reference to it. Look at the
last paragraph

By THE COMMISSIONER: To cut it short, in relation to this land at Broadbeach, what
do you suggest tends to establish any corrupt conduct in relation to dealings with
that land, or what do you suggest calls for investigation in relation to dealings
with that land An area of 31 acres was set aside for a tourist hotel, to bo
granted to the successful tenderer. The successful tenderer being established, an
area of 5J acres is granted, comprising the whole of the section.

The difference between the two areas 4 Yes.

Is the crux of the question arising concerning Broadbeach ? Yes.

By MR. WANSTALL: Before lunch, we had just started on the Broadbeach matter and
I think you told his Honour that the point of complaint was the addition to the
lessees' land of the extra area over and above that for which the original Cabinet
resolution was passed. Is that the position ?Originally 31 acres comprising
the back portion of what is known as a section-a section being a group of allot-
ments surrounded by a street-had been set aside for a tourist hotel. Subsequently,
it was directed that the whole of the section be given to the successful tenderer for
these hotels and, at one stage, I saw a plan of the hotel, or an architect's design for
it, which covered the whole of the section.

How did the second direction come to be made? Did it come. upwards through
departmental channels to Cabinet or did it originate at Cabinet and go down?
It came to the department from Cabinet.

When that extra area was agreed to be given, was the lease issued then ? No,
the matter of rental of the extra area came up and we increased the capital value of
the proposed perpetual lease.

A representative of the company then, on a couple of occasions, brought up the
matter of the increased rentals and the matter was taken to Cabinet and my
recommendation that the increased rental be adhered to was confirmed.

Did the building start in January of last year?-I understand it commenced
early in the year.

Up until about November of 1955 had any title been issued to the company in
respect of the land on which its building was in the course of erection They
would not pay the first year's rent so we could not issue the title, and they did not
acknowledge our letters. A couple of days before the Premier had to officially open
the building I went and saw the Minister who was in Parliament House at the time,
and told him the position.

What did he say he would do d He said he would ring Mr. Wilson, and the
cheque came in the next day. We were then able to issue the lease and we dated it
from 1 April, the date on which it normally would have been issued, although the
rent was not received until some time in November.

If the matter had been allowed to remain unchallenged, what would have been
the net result so far as the payment of rent was concerned Well, it was a
peculiar position. Ordinarily, if a person did not pay the rent we would not grant
the lease but we would cancel the offer to him; but this expensive building was in the
course of erection which rather tied our hands in that way and, had the matter been
allowed to drag along sufficiently far, they could have evaded a year's rent and
council rates.

That is all you want to say on that'd That is so."

In cross-examination by Mr. McCawley, Mr. Creighton said that he did not know any
of the Directors of Lennons Hotel, the only person with whom he had contact being Mr. Wilson.
He made no inquiry to ascertain who the Directors were. He did not know whether anything
wrong had been done, but there may have been, and he thought the circumstances peculiar.
The peculiarity was that the area advertised when tenders were called was subsequently
increased and the plans for the hotel covered the increased area. There was also the
circumstance that there was an apparent reluctance to pay the rent, although the building was
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in course of erection. The Company contended that it ought to pay a lesser rent but was
ultimately made to pay the. higher rent. Apparently Mr. Creighton intended to convey that
the plan he saw covered the area of 51 acres and not 31 although it was prepared before
the increase in the area of the lease was decided upon. That seems to be his suggestion
although he did not say when he saw the plan or when it was prepared. Actually there is
no evidence when the increase in area was sought by the Company.

Assuming that Mr. Creighton's suggestion or supposition that the plan which he saw
was drawn in anticipation of the grant of the whole section of 51 acres rather than of 31 acres,
portion thereof, is correct, I quite fail to see how any sinister significance is necessarily to be
attributed to that circumstance. The plan may have been mistakenly drawn to cover the whole
area, though that, I should say, is unlikely. It may have been drawn to advance a claim that
the whole area should be granted. The plan which he saw was not produced in evidence and
I have therefore not been able to examine it.

I notice, however, that in the Annual Report of the Land Administration Board for the
year ended 30th June, 1955, signed by the Members, including Mr. Creighton as Chairman,
and submitted to the Minister on 21st October, 1955, for presentation to Parliament, there
appears opposite p. 80 a "perspective impression," stated to be prepared in the Survey Office,
Brisbane, which shows that the whole of the section is apparently to be occupied by Lennons
Hotel. Immediately following it is a plan of the "Central Broadbeach Area," also showing
the whole of the section occupied by "Luxury Hotel." The Report obviously took some time
to prepare and it would therefore seem to have been, in the Survey Office at any rate, quite
openly known or anticipated for some time before 24th November, 1955-when, as will herein-
after appear, the increased area was granted-that the increased area had been applied for and
would probably be granted. If that were not so, I cannot see how the "impression" and plan
could have been published as and when they were.

Accepting Mr. Creighton's evidence that the area advertised was, after the acceptance of
Lennon's tender, increased to 5J acres, I do not see anything necessarily sinister in that either.
There seems to me nothing wrong in the successful applicant contending that the proposed area
should be increased or in that area being increased if it is considered by the appropriate
authority that the contention is well founded. I think it idle to suggest that, because a
successful applicant for a leasehold, restricted at the time of the application to 3J acres, seeks
to have the area increased, as it may quite legitimately do, and the authority from which the
increase is sought, as it also may quite legitimately do, does increase the area, there must be
something wrong in both doing what they may legitimately do.

Nor can I see anything sinister in the delay in paying the rent. It seems quite clear that
there was an argument-or, at least, a discussion-as to the basis upon which the rent for the
increased area was to be fixed. After that question was decided, there may have been further
delay. I am not prepared to assume that the Company had any ulterior motive for that delay
at a stage when it was, as a matter of common knowledge and as Mr. Creighton admits,
expending very large sums of money upon improvements to land to which, until it commenced
to pay the rent and the lease issued, it had no title.

The three circumstances together do not, in my opinion, add up to corrupt conduct on
the part of any person.

However, these circumstances form the basis of the relevant portion of Mr. Creighton's
letter to Mr. Williams of 2nd November, 1955, Exhibit 69. That portion is as follows:-

"There was a bit of dirty work done over Lennons Hotel at Broadbeach-the
Hotel got extra land after the licence was granted-they are paying for it of course
but the area was considerably increased and it could be asked what is the Premier's
interest in this place which he is going to open soon. Only the bar and a cafe will
be finished then-no accommodation-and in any case it won't be any worker's
hostel when it is finished."

I have already quoted the postscript

"You can keep the Lennons Hotel and Paradise Island jobs till after I see you."

On Mr. Creighton's evidence I can see no warrant for the Premier being singled out for
mention in connection with this transaction other than the fact-if it was one at that stage
that he was to "open" the Hotel. There is no evidence that he or any other Minister in
particular was approached in connection with the matter of the increase in area other than
Mr. Creighton's evidence that the question of the increased area came from Cabinet to the
Department. On the evidence, the only particular connection the Minister for Lands had with
the matter was when Mr. Creighton told him the rent had not been paid and he said he would
ring Mr. Wilson. Apparently he did for the rent was immediately forthcoming. The decision
to increase the area appears to have been a decision of Cabinet-followed by a similar decision
of Your Excellency in Council- upon representations which the Company must have made and
which it was quite entitled to make. I deprecate any suggestion that any person or company
may not legitimately make representations to Cabinet or to the individual members thereof, and
I have no reason to believe or even suspect that the representations were other than proper and
that the decision to increase the area was other than proper and within power.
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Following upon the letter , Exhibit 69, there was a meeting between Mr . Creighton and
Mr. Williams in Townsville , at which the latter must have received from the former further
information upon the subject of Lennons Hotel leasehold . At p. 171 of his evidence,
Mr. Williams swore that he received the information contained in Exhibit 46 which formed the
basis of the article in "The Worker," Exhibit 49, from Mr . Creighton on the occasion of the
latter 's visit to Townsville and in correspondence prior to that visit . Exhibit 69 is the only
correspondence which refers.

The information thus given orally and in the last-mentioned Exhibit resulted in Exhibit
46 from Mr . Williams to Mr. Bukowski on 17th November, 1955.

There the matter was thus set out :-

"It is suggested that our legal representatives should call at the counter of the
Lands Department in Brisbane and ask the following questions in regard to Section
25-Town of Broadbeach :-

(1) Who holds this section?

(2) Under what tenure is it held?

The facts are this is or was vacant Crown Land. A Hotel is being built upon it
called Lennons Hotel, Broadbeach. The Hotel got extra land after the licence was
granted by way of lease. Up until last Friday they had not paid for the lease and
unless the money is paid between then and the date of opening, when it will be.opened
by the Premier, and at that stage only a bar and a cafe will be finished ( no accom-
modation), then it will be a most interesting position if the venture is still based on
vacant Crown land. In any case the interest of the Premier in'the matter is one of
interest to all."

Following upon the receipt of this communication by Mr. Bukowski, an inquiry was made
at the Lands Department by the Solicitors of the Australian Workers' Union. The result of that
inquiry appears in Exhibit 48 of 22nd November, 1955, which sets out:-

"We confirm that we were advised that no lease has yet been granted, and
accordingly there were no records which we could search. An officer of the Depart-
ment intimated that Departmental approval had been given, but that the question
of granting the lease is to go before Cabinet to-day, and then before the Governor in
Council on Thursday next, the 24th instant, and it is expected that the grant of the
lease will then be made."

On 28th November, an article concerning this leasehold appeared in "The Worker." It
contained, inter alia, the following statement attributed to Mr. Bukowski : ". . . . the fact that
Lennons Hotel at Broadbeach had been started and was doing business before the lease for the
land had been granted was, he thought, something very unusual..... But you find plenty of
very wealthy people, and it is in this area where Lennons has been given a licence to sell liquor
and liqueurs before they have the Government's lease of the land . . . I wonder is there any
other hotel keeper in Queensland who has been awarded a licence and promised, presumably a
lease of the Crown lands on terms not disclosed, on such favourable terms. And before the lease
was granted, and after the licence was issued, more of the extremely valuable land was granted
to the Hotel. To say the least, it is an extraordinary development during the regime of a
Labor Administration. By its generous treatment of the Broadbeach Hotel people ostensibly
behind doors, the company has had its assets doubled in that locality without having to face
a ballot for the land."

No document from the Lands Department File relating to the leasehold in question was
tendered in evidence nor was it suggested that any should be. However, as the Act entitles me to
do, I have examined the File. It discloses, of course, that tenders for the licence were called by
the Licensing Commission and not by the Lands Department, which had nothing to do with that
aspect of the matter. The latter Department had, of course, previously set aside the land which
it was anticipated would be required for a tourist hotel in that area. The amount set aside was
3 acres of Section 25.

Three tentative designs described as "proposed layouts" appear on the File, the areas
required being 3 acres in one case and in the other two 3 acres 2 roods. They appear on the
File between documents dated in October 1953 but there is no other indication of when they
were prepared. They would seem to have been prepared in the Survey Office as there is no
letter referring to or submitting them nor do they bear any architect's signature.

By notice in the Government Gazette of 2nd October, 1954, tenders, to close on
13th December, 1954, were called for the purchase of a licence to be removed to the area lying
between Thornton street, Surfers Paradise, and Tallebudgera Creek.

On 23rd September, 1954, Mr. Wilson, a Director of Lennons Hotel Limited, saw the
Minister and suggested that the area set aside was insufficient. He was told, according to the
Minister's notes, that anything that could be done to make the area fit in with the successful
applicant's views of improvements would be done. It seems evident that even at this stage
Lennons contemplated that , if successful with its tender its scheme and structure would be
much more elaborate and extensive than those contemplated in the Department.

11
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Lennons' tender was accepted by the Licensing Commission and on 14th January, 1955,
the Company made application to have the whole of the Section leased to it under Section 175C
of the Land Acts. The Company had prepared plans covering the whole area. It must have
done so at an early stage, for the Liquor Acts require that such plans should be submitted to
the Licensing Commission and the conditions of tender also required that this should be done.

On 24th January, 1955, the Licensing Commission recommended that Lennons should be
given a lease of the whole area and stated that it approved of the plans submitted in respect
of the extra area. The Director of Tourist Services was consulted as to any special conditions
which should be inserted in the lease and suggested conditions were inserted. The capital
value of the leasehold land was fixed at £50,000 and the annual rent at £1,5.00. There was,
as already stated, some contest as to capital value and rent but the Department did not give
way. The Company accepted the lease and conditions on 6th October, 1955, reserving the
right to apply for a reduction of the rent. The first year's rent was paid on 17th November,
1955, An Executive Council Minute of 24th November authorised the issue of the lease to
commence from 1st April, 1955. One condition was that the lessee was to expend not less
than £250,000 within two years from the commencement of the lease.

The examination of the File does nothing to alter my opinion, already expressed, that
there is no sinister aspect of this transaction. The Company from an early stage evidently
considered it had a good chance of succeeding with its tender and obtaining a lease of the
whole area of Section 25 and made plans accordingly. It was almost certainly encouraged
by what the Minister said to Mr. Wilson on 23rd September, 1954, but I see nothing wrong
with the Minister offering that encouragement.

The Company commenced to build before the lease issued but it took that risk and when
the lease was issued it was antedated by some eight months, for which period the Company had
to pay rent.

I am satisfied that there is no evidence upon which I could find that there was corrupt
conduct on the part of any person in respect of any dealing with this leasehold.

SECTION V.MATTERS APPERTAINING TO THE ALLEGATIONS OF

SENATOR IAN ALEXANDER CHRISTIE WOOD.

A. Allegation made by Francis Marsh Bell against Thomas Andrew Foley.

At all material times, Francis Marsh Bell was one of the lessees of Camboon, the other
lessee being his sister-in-law. In 1945, Mr. Bell made application for a stud lease in respect
of Camboon. Camboon was "frozen" as land suitable for war service land settlement and
remained "frozen" until early in 1950 and the question of the grant or refusal of the stud
lease was not decided during the period that the land was "frozen" although there was
investigation of the matter both by the Lands Department and the Department of Agriculture
and Stock.

In 1948 and 1949, Mr. Collins, Minister for Agriculture and Stock, whose Department
considered the Camboon Stud worth preserving, wrote to the Minister upon more than one
occasion urging that the stud lease be granted. A letter written on 5th August, 1949, contains
these passages:

"I am therefore asking, in the interests of the meat industry, if you can do
anything to expedite an early decision regarding Camboon holding.

We have already advised that we consider that it should be retained as a
stud breeding establishment, so I will not develop that any further."

On 8th July, 1949, Mr. Bell had written to Mr. Collins upon the question and his letter
was forwarded by the latter to the Minister on 11th July. On 24th August, the Minister
replied to this correspondence. The Minister therefore knew that Mr. Bell was a lessee of
Camboon and was anxious to obtain a stud lease in respect of it.

About 8.30 on the morning of 12th December, 1949, the Minister telephoned from his
office in the Department to Mr. Bell at Boonah. There is no dispute that the telephone call
was made nor is there any dispute that, on the morning of 14th December, 1949, as a result
of the telephone conversation, Mr. Bell called upon the Minister at the Department.

Mr. Bell's evidence as to what took place upon the two occasions is as follows. On
the telephone the Minister said that he wanted to see Mr. Bell about the Camboon lease and
asked him to come down to Brisbane. Mr. Bell then made an appointment to see the Minister
at 11 a.m. two days later. He kept the appointment and saw the Minister alone. Ile had
not previously met the Minister. His evidence proceeds :
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`First, when Mr. Foley opened, he talked for quite a considerable time.
I would say it must have been 10 minutes or a quarter of an hour, pointing out
the difficulty there was of granting the lease I had asked for at Camboon because it
was in an area that was suitable for land settlement, and I think he also mentioned
that there had been requests that the land be subdivided. He must have talked for
about a quarter of an hour about that and then he said to me. Then he said,
`There is an election pending' and he said, `Our party is very short of funds.'
He said, `I think this lease-.' He said, `This lease can be arranged, Mr. Bell,
if you are prepared to pay £1,000 to Party Funds.' I said, `Mr. Foley, I could
not be a party to those things.' He said,-I remember these words-he said, `Oh,,
there is nothing to that; nobody would know anything about it; no names shall
be mentioned and everybody is doing it.' I said, `Oh, Mr. Foley, I am afraid
I could not do a thing like that. It is against my conscience.' and he grinned*
at me, that I wondered as to whether there was any illegality in it.

By THE COMMISSIONER : What did he say?
A. He said, `Everybody is doing it.' I said, `I could not give you an answer,
Mr. Foley. I will have to consider this.' I got up and as I got to the door I paused
and said, `Mr. Foley, I may tell you this : I would rather lose everything I have
rather than be a party to that,' and I left.

By MR. LucAS : Before you left, do you remember Mr. Foley asking you any
questions about the value of the new lease?

A. Yes. He asked me quite a lot in the conversation. He asked me if the amount
he had stipulated was worth it or not. I said, `It is worth very much more than
that, Mr. Foley, but I cannot do a thing like that'."

The Minister in his evidence said he remembered telephoning Mr. Bell upon the occasion
in question. He asked Mr. Bell whether the latter would be visiting Brisbane within the next
couple of days and, if so, to call up him. An appointment was made for 11 a.m., he thought,
on 14th December. The appointment was kept and this is the Minister's account of what took
place between them :

"Q. Tell His Honour as nearly as you can remember the conversation and what
took place at that interview?

A. Well, endeavouring to recall the incident, on perusal of the file the interview
came back reasonably clearly to my mind. When Mr. Bell entered the room I
intimated to him that I had just recently visited Theodore, Baralaba, Biloela and
a number of other places in the Dawson Valley and Callide Valley, and after my
announcement that the land was not to be taken for-the Commonwealth were
not taking the land for Commonwealth War Service Land Settlement purposes, I
found a good deal of resentment and indignation everywhere I went.

Q. Is this in your conversation?

A. This is my conversation with Mr. Bell. And my people pointed out-had a
feeling-that some influence has been operated because they know the land is
suitable for settlement, notwithstanding one or two disabilities, and they could
not understand any officer or any Commonwealth department turning the
proposal down. `In view of the fact that you seem to have had information
long before the Department of Lands or the Department of Agriculture and
Stock I have come to the conclusion that you seem to know something more
about the matter than most people. I have a strong suspicion that you used
your influence in some way to bring about the non-acquisition of this land.'
He protested, of course, that such was not the case, and words back and
forwards-I just can't give the actual detail of the conversation between the
two of us in connection with it, but I eventually told him that notwithstanding
the decision of the Commonwealth Department of War Service Land Settlement
in turning the proposal down I was going to have it investigated to see if we
could use the State authorities to take the land or resume the land for closer
settlement purposes under the State Lands Acts. I said, `Failing that. I will
certainly have to tell my people, and also I am telling you now, that I certainly
will have to recommend the exercising of the resumption rights which the Govern-
ment have of one-third over your holding.'

Q. Was there any reference made to the Prime Minister at all,?

A. By this time, of course, Mr. Bell was getting a little heated and I advised
him-I said, `I have in mind getting to the bottom of this matter and asking
for an inquiry, even if I have to go to the Prime Minister.' I said, 'Some-
thing has operated because I am positive this land is suitable for the purpose
for which it was frozen.' He seemed to become more agitated on the question
of the inquiry, and discussion followed between the two of us. He
particularly resented the suggestion that he had interfered or used his influence.

' There is doubt as to the correctuess of the transcript as to the use of this word by the
witness.
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V

Q. Was anything said then about his application for stud lease that had been
made as early as 1945 ?

A. Yes. He suggested to me that it would be foolish to take portion or any portion
of the area that comprised what he calls his stud lease area. I pointed out to
him-he complained first of all that he had got no decision from his requests
and his application for a stud lease and I pointed out to him that
the department could not very well cut across the Commonwealth regulations
or the War Service Land Settlement Regulations to deal with the application.
They had no right once the land was frozen. Then he pointed out that the
stud was a good one. Mr. Collins and his officers had pointed that out and
agreed with him on that point, and that the portion that was frozen of the
stud area should not be taken otherwise it would handicap him in building up
his stud herd. I then pointed out to him that my officers, and I said, `I think
the War Service Land Selection Committee has also pointed out that you would
be able to carry on your stud activities on any retention area that would be left
had the land been taken or even if we resumed that particular portion'.

Q. Was it made clear to Mr. Bell what would be the fate of his application for a
stud lease ?

A. Well, I don't think that was definitely decided. I think I mentioned to him,
however, the thing would be considered eventually by the Land Administration
Board. I think I said something to that effect. Of course that would be really
the position.

Q. You spoke about Mr. Bell's agitation. Did you say something at a later
stage? Did this agitation remain or had he cooled down?

A. No, he just seemed to be a little worked up in the discussion, protesting that
he had not used his influence. He seemed a bit agitated, and as I say as the
discussion proceeded he gradually got down to a normal discussion. That is
how it appeared to me.

Q. Is there anything further that you want to add to that?

A. I don't think I can add much to that. That is as brief as I can recall from
memory.

Q. Do you remember the manner of your parting with Mr. Bell on that day?

A. Yes. When the discussion was completed I rose from my chair and went to
the door and opened the door for him, shook hands, and I said to him then,
`Notwithstanding all this talk we have had I still have my opinions with regard
to what operated in connection with the land'.

Q. Did he show any feeling when you said that you still had your opinion?

A. No, he just left-left the room."

Later he gave this evidence:

Q. Did you at any time during that interview mention the sum of £1,000.

A. No, definitely no.

Q. Or suggest that Mr. Bell should pay £1,000 into Party funds?

A. No, there was no occasion for me to do so.

Q. Or that his stud lease would be recommended or favourably considered if he
paid such a sum into Party funds, or any conversation to that effect at all?^

A. No conversation to that effect whatsoever.

Q. Did you say to him anything to this effect, `There is no harm in it, everybody
is doing it'?

A. No.

By THE COMMISSIONER : How long did the interview last?

A. I should say about 20 minutes, from memory.

Q. It was finished by approximately 11.20?

A. I would say roughly about 20 minutes. It is looking back a long way but so
far as I remember the discussion was roughly round about 20 minutes or so.

By MR. BARRY: You heard other mention made such as, `I would rather lose
all I have than do anything wrong', etc. You remember that given by Mr. Bell?

A. No, no such conversation took place.
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Q. Did you at such interview suggest anything that savoured of malpractice or
corruption to Mr. Bell?

A. No.

Q. Or make any such suggestion to Mr. Bell?

A. No."

The passages quoted demonstrate the conflict which I have to resolve. It is therefore
necessary to make a careful examination of all the relevant evidence and circumstances to see
upon which side the truth lies, and during that examination I have to bear in mind the
standard of proof required to be attained before I decide any relevant aspect of the matter
adversely to the Minister.

The first inquiry that presents itself is what was Mr. Bell's conduct subsequent to the
interview; was it consistent with his account of what took place at that interview?

I am satisfied that very shortly after the interview-probably within a quarter of an
hour or so-he saw Mr. Justice Philp at the Queensland Club. I have no hesitation whatsoever
in accepting Mr. Justice Philp's account of what took place. I set out that account in full:

Q. Do you remember an incident occurring at the Queensland Club concerning
Mr. Bell some time before your departure for England early in 1952?,.

A. Yes. It was a good long while before I went to England-a couple of years,
I would say. I could not fig the date but I have a very clear recollection of
the incident.

Q. Would you give us to the best of your ability your account of the incident?

A. I couldn't give you the exact words, of course, but I was sitting in a room at
the Club . It was in the forenoon. It was an odd time of day for me to have
been there but I do clearly remember that the occasion was an odd time, of day.
If it was 14th December , as Mr . Bell says, I understand , then it was the last
week of term. It was in the forenoon and I was sitting in this room. There
was no-one else in the room. Mr. Bell came in and I could see that he looked
very upset. He was-it is hard to find the word-agitated . He looked ill. He
looked as if-I thought he was ill. Usually he is a man who is imperturbable.
He does not show emotions . So I said to him , ` Frick'-that is is nickname-
`you look terribly upset. What is wrong?' `Well ', he said-he looked at me
and he said, ` I am upset'. He said, `I have just come from Foley ' or, `been to
see Foley ' and he said, ` He has asked me to give £1,000 to the Party funds
and if I do he will give me a new lease'. Well , I don 't recall what I said
but I assume that I expressed some astonishment . As far as I remember Mr. Bell
then asked me something about the law-I suppose about the law of bribery,
but I don't remember . I don 't remember what he asked me and I don't
remember what I told him, but at one stage he got up from his chair-he was very
upset all the time and at one stage he got up and he said , " The insult ! The insult !
To think that anyone would think that I or any other member of my family
would be in such a thing as this!' So we had some further
conversation which I cannot remember , but I do remember telling him that he
had better say nothing about it because of the law of defamation , and I said,
`I can give you no advice except to see your solicitor '. The conversation did
not last long, to my recollection only five minutes perhaps. It might have been
10. But I do remember-I have this recollection-that there came into the room
where we were sitting a young relative of his, either a nephew or a son, and that
finished the conversation . Well, I heard nothing more about it. I went away
on vacation then , of course , if it was in December , you see. I do remember
meeting Mr. Bell some weeks later-when, I do not know-and he told me that
he had consulted Mr. McGill , of counsel. So far as I recollect he did not tell
me what Mr. McGill thought of it or what the upshot was or what had been
done. I did not ask him. I did not speak to Mr. Bell about the matter at all
until he came to me at the lunch time of the day on which he gave evidence
before the Commission . He gave evidence in the afternoon . He was to give
evidence in the afternoon and did in fact give evidence in the afternoon as I
understand . He said to me, using my name, `Do you remember that
conversation we had about this matter ?' I said , ` I certainly do'. He said,
`Do you mind if I use your name-if I mention your name ?' I said, `Certainly
not. A Judge is not in any different position from an other person . If justice
requires it, well, of course , if necessary I will give evidence'."

Mr. Justice Philp's evidence shows that Mr. Bell's account to, him of what took place
at the interview was consistent with what Mr. Bell now swears did take place . I do not
say that it corroborates Mr. Bell's evidence of that interview ,. for a man may not corroborate
himself. But consistency of conduct is an element , and an important one, to be eon idered.
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On his return to Boonah, Mr. Bell said , he consulted his Solicitor, Mr. Darvall, who
has since died . He said he told Mr . Darvall the facts of the interview with the Minister and
was advised to place the matter in the hands of the Police . He told his Solicitor that, as
it was only his word against the Minister's, he did not feel justified in doing that. It was
then suggested that he should take Counsel 's opinion . I accept Mr . Bell's evidence that he
did consult his Solicitor.

Mr. Bell then came to Brisbane and saw the late Mr. A. D. McGill , K.C. I have no
doubt that he gave to Mr. McGill an account of his interview with the Minister in essence
the same as that which he had given to Mr . Justice Philp. A draft letter prepared by
Mr. McGill and proved to be in his handwriting was produced by Mr. Bell as Exhibit 258.
It contains, inter alia, the following : " The proposal that I should pay to you, or your agent
the sum of £1,000 for party funds in consideration of favourable consideration of my request
for a stud lease for portion of Camboon Pastoral Holding was one which at the time I
instantly rejected as being an insult to my conscience."

Mr. Bell said that, on 21st December, 1949, he posted by registered post addressed to
the Minister a letter in the terms drafted by Mr. McGill. He kept a carbon, copy of the
letter-it was handwritten-and produced it as Exhibit 259. He also kept and ,produced the
registration receipt, which is Exhibit 260. He also went to the Postmaster at Boonah and
obtained a record of the Minister 's telephone call of 12th December , 1949. ; That record
is Exhibit 261. These documents he sent to his Solicitor under cover of a letter dated 21st
December, 1949, which is Exhibit 262. He received no reply to the letter sent on 21st
December to the Minister and it was not returned through the Dead Letter Office.

Exhibit 259 is as follows :

"The Hon . T. A. Foley,

Minister for Lands, Brisbane.

Dear Sir,

Referring to my interview with you on the 14th inst . at 11 a . m. which took
place at your request made to me by personal call by phone to me by you at
Kooroomba Boonah at 8.30 a .m. on Monday the 12th inst . I desire to repeat my
rejection of the proposal then made by you to me and my resentment thereat.
The proposal that I should pay to you or your agent the sum of £1,000 for party
funds in consideration of favourable consideration of my request for a stud lease
for portion of Camboon Pastoral Holding was one which at the time I instantly
rejected as being an insult to my conscience.

I have pondered this matter since, not, I assure you , with any idea of
reconsidering the immoral proposal but solely with a desire to satisfy myself as
to what course of action I should adopt.

Solely because the proposal was made between you and me alone I feel that
by any action taken by me I would involve myself in unpleasant proceedings, the
result of which might be unsatisfactory in view of the matter having to rest upon
a question entirely ' between you and myself, I expect and demand that my
application be dealt with solely upon its merits and in complete forgetfulness of
this regrettable episode.

Yours faithfully,

F. M. Bell."

It is quite evident that, if the Minister 's account of the interview with Mr. Bell is
correct, Mr. Bell must have invented his account and invented it in the short time which
elapsed between his leaving the Minister and meeting Mr. Justice Philp, unless, of course,
he was in the process of inventing it whilst the interview was going on. Having invented it,
he passed it on to Mr . Justice Philp, to his Solicitor and to Mr. McGill . The question at
once presents itself-why should he invent this story?

The reason suggested by Mr. Barry in his address was that , as the Minister had
suggested that the question of the suitability of portion of Camboon for war service land
settlement might be re-opened , that there might be a thorough inquiry which might reveal
that Mr . Bell had used influence of some description to obtain the decision that the land
should not be acquired for that purpose, and that the Minister had made a threat or
suggestion that the State might acquire the land for closer settlement , Mr. Bell decided that
the best defence was attack and accordingly invented his account of the interview.

I feel some difficulty in seeing how the concoction of this story could prevent a
Commonwealth inquiry or prevent any State action to acquire the land . In that respect the
Minister apparently experienced the same difficulty that I do for he gave this evidence :

"By THE COMMISSIONER: I know it is very difficult to answer Mr. Wanstall's
questions about whether you could suggest motives for someone else's actions,
but can you suggest any advantage Bell would gain by concocting such a
story 4
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A. No. He was worked up when he left me and he may have taken the attitude
that I was opposed to him and opposed to the stud lease, that I was likely
to make an inquiry, and he could easily have made up his story.

Q. To concoct such a story would not prevent any inquiry which you intended
to pursue?

A. That is true.

Q. It would not facilitate the granting of such a lease to him?

A. It would not prevent, as I mentioned ...

Q. It would not facilitate?

A. No.

Q. It would not prevent the exercise of any rights by the State either by way of
resumption with compensation or resumption under the terms of Section 146
of the Act?

A. That is so.... I cannot give any explanation."

By MR . WANSTALL : If you say Mr. Bell concocted this story , he must have
concocted it with the intention of accusing you, because he took advice and had a
draft of the letter and sent it to you, according to his evidence?

A. Yes.

Q. So that what Mr. McCawley suggested is not really open, that if Mr. Bell
concocted this . story he may have been doing it for just a bit of mental
exercise , to amuse himself ; if he concocted it he did it for the purpose of
accusing you?

A. Apparently, yes.

Q. And he did in fact, if he is to be believed , accuse you by a registered letter
which you say you did not, receive?

A. Yes, if he sent the letter , he was accusing me.

Q. So you will recall His Honour's three questions which summed up the situation,
that there was no doubt it was to come to your knowledge , and that in
coming to your knowledge it could not possibly have assisted him in any
way?

A. With regard to obtaining the stud lease?

Q. Any of the three which His Honour put to you , which were obtaining the
stud lease , preventing a Commonwealth inquiry, or deterring you from
recommending to the Government a resumption from Camboon?

A. No. They could have still gone on.

BY THE CommissIoNER : It would seem he wrote a registered letter and posted
it to you, according to what Bell swore. He would have no occasion , so far as you
know, to write on any subject that had no connection with Camboon?

A. Yes, I would say that.

Q. That would be the only subject on which one would assume he would write to
you?

A. That is the only one.

Q. If that letter were opened in the Lands Department, you would expect to find
it on either the Camboon file or the S . S.L.O.6 file?

A. Yes.

Q. Of course , you would expect to find a reply, too?

A. Yes."

However , that is the reason assigned. There was some cross-examination of Mr. Bell,
from which it might be inferred that it was suggested that he had manufactured the story for
political purposes , in effect , in an attempt to engineer the defeat of the Labour Government at
an election . There was an election early in 1950 and another in 1953. If the story were
invented with that end in mind it is somewhat remarkable that, having invented it, Mr. Bell
made no attempt to use it in connection with those elections . Indeed it is difficult to see how
he could publish it. In view of the evidence of Mr . Justice Philp and the draft written by
Mr. McGill, it cannot possibly be suggested that it is a recent concoction ; it must have been
concocted immediately after the interview between the Minister and Mr. Bell. Having
concocted it, how could Mr. Bell use it as an electoral weapon? Publication would immediately
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attract a writ for defamation. How could it be foreseen in 1949 that in 1956 there would be a
Royal Commission to which the concoction could be presented? It seems to me evident that
when he sent the documents to Mr. Darvall on 21st December, 1949, Mr. Bell could have had
no thought of using the story for political purposes; he was not a young man-he is now
seventy-two-and might have died at any time and the weapon would then be useless.

Mr. Barry also submitted that, having invented the story, Mr. Bell, once he had related
it to Mr. Justice Philp, was committed to it. I do not quite see the meaning of this. He was
only committed to it in the sense that, if Mr. Justice Philp repeated it and the person to
whom he repeated it approached Mr. Bell for confirmation, the latter was committed to it. The
only other suggestion could be that, if Mr . Bell gave a different account upon some occasion
from that which he gave to Mr. Justice Philp, the latter would know that the two accounts did
not tally.

Mr. Bell 's motives in placing his account before this Commission were impugned. It
appears that he was in Victoria and Tasmania until 10th March , 1956, but read of the
commencement of the Commission. He returned home on the last-mentioned date and
"pondered" the matter for some days and then went to Mr. Darvall, Junior, ox} 20th March
and obtained the packet containing the documents sent to Mr. Darvall's father on
21st December, 1949. Mr. Darvall advised hin to seek Counsel's advice and a conference with
Mr. Wanstall and Mr. Connolly took place on 25th March. He was advised to seek other
representation and Mr . Lucas then came into the proceedings . I am satisfied that, in leaving
the bringing of the matter before the Commission as he did after 20th March, he was acting on
legal advice. Whether that advice was tactically right or wrong does not concern me but I am
satisfied that he did not choose the time to make his accusation public with an eye to making
political capital for any Party.

There is a variance between accounts given by Mr. Bell of what the Minister said at the
interview on 14th December, 1949. His account in evidence-in-chief was: "I think this lease
can be arranged, Mr. Bell, if you are prepared to pay £1,000 to Party funds." In cross-
examination by Mr. McCawley he said : "I think the words were, `For this matter of a new
lease. I can recommend it,' or something to that effect; or the inference was that I could get
the stud lease I had asked for if I paid the £1,000 to Party funds." Later he said: "Mr. Foley
told me if I paid £1,000 into Party funds favourable consideration would be given to my
application." Mr. Justice Philp's recollectiox of what was said to him was: "He has asked
me to give £1,000 to the Party funds and if I do he will give me a new, lease." Mr. McGill's
draft letter, which must be based on what Mr. Bell told him, reads : ". . . . that I should give
you or your agent the sum of £1,000 for Party funds in consideration of favourable
consideration of my request for a stud lease . . . . " Mr. Bell apparently told Chief Inspector
Donovan that the words were : ". . . . I am prepared to give favourable consideration to your
application if you are prepared to donate £1,000 to Party funds." In his evidence-in-chief in
the Police Court, Mr. Bell said : ". . . . fas ourable consideration would be given to my
application if I were prepared to pay £1,000 tc Party funds." In cross-examination in that
Court, he said that he did not pretend to recollect the exact words but was clear as to the
substance of them.

The most substantial variation, to my mind, is between the £1,000 being the considera-
tion for the grant of the lease and being the consideration for favourable consideration of the
grant of a lease. However, I do not consider the variations to be of sufficient import as, in
themselves, to cast doubt upon Mr. Bell's veracity.

On the score of credibility, it was pointed out that, when Mr. Bell was questioned before
me as to whether he did make any representations to the Commonwealth with regard to
"defreezing" Camboon, he said that he did not recollect, whereas, in the Police Court, he
definitely said that he did not make any. In the Police Court he also said : "I have thought
it over and I say the answer is `No.' "

On 14th September, 1950, Mr. Bell wrote to the Minister, Exhibit 269, again raising
the question of the stud lease for Camboon. Mr. Bell said that he received no reply. At
a later stage it was established that a reply was sent on 28th September, 1950, and he
admitted that he received it. He said that he did not file or keep correspondence.

He was cross-examined as to conduct whilst on the Queensland Meat Industry Board
with regard to Mr. Hope, but, to my mind this cross-examination established
nothing whatsoever against his character.

He said that the proposition put to him by the Minister at the interview
on 14th December, 1949, "shocked and astounded" him, was "abhorrent" to him. Yet when
he was leaving the Minister's room he said he would consider the matter and let the Minister
know. He went on :

"The proposition Mr. Foley put to me-it astounded me; and as I say, it
shocked me, and I really was not able to-it rather put me off my balance, and
after what Mr. Foley said about everybody was doing it, it put a doubt in my mind
as to the legality of the thing, and as I told you, it was not until I left that the
full implication-and I was walking back to the Club-the full implication dawned
upon me,
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Q. That is how shocking it was dawned upon you?

A. After I left-after I left Mr. Foley's office I was really shocked and I
realised the implication.

Q. Do you remember saying in answer to me in the police court-I asked, `You
mean that you would consider the proposal he had put to you?, Your answer
was, `The legality of it is what I had in mind'?

A. I do not know I said the legality of it. I tell you my mind was rather
disturbed and Mr. Foley-when he put this proposition to me, I wanted to
consider it and I did consider it. I went to my solicitor."

Q. That was the position; if you were assured it was legal, you might agree to

it.?

A. Yes, if there was nothing against it.

Q. Do you remember my next question, `Is it abundantly clear that you were
concerned with the morality of it in any way? ' ?

A. No, I don't remember that one, but you probably did.

Q. You remember my stressing morality as distinct from legality ?

A. Yes, I remember something about that.

Q. Do you remember your answer , 'If it were legal there would be no question of
morality'?

A. I thought if it was legal there would be no question of morality.

Q. That was your answer to me?

A. Yes.

Q. If the proposition was legal, there would be no question of morality about it,
and then you would have been prepared to accept it?

A. After I had seen my solicitor. If he had given me advice I would have.

Q. Given you advice it was legal?

A. Yes, I probably would have.

Q. You certainly would have?

A. If there was nothing against it morally and legally. My solicitor would not
allow me to enter into anything like that if it is immoral."

By MR. BARRY : I put to you, `Are you suggesting if something is legal, it must
be moral?' Your answer was, `It would be quite all right if it were legal'. Remember
giving that answer?

A. I think that follows on the other. I thought legality and morality, in my mind,
were the same.

Q. That is still your view too ; morality and legality are one?

A. In that instance, yes."

It was contended that the attitude of mind thus disclosed was that he was prepared to
do something which shocked his conscience so long as he was assured it was legal . No doubt
that is so.

Mr. Barry also pointed out that Mr. Bell, in relation to the stud lease and to the
question of resumption or acquisition of land from Camboon, had a great deal at stake.
That is quite true but putting it forward as a motive for concocting his story of the
interview with. the Minister seems to lose sight of the fact that the concoction could in no
way serve to protect his interests in regard to those matters.

I have examined these and all the other matters put forward as reasons for rejecting
his evidence but I am quite satisfied that they do not afford sufficient ground for refusing
out of hand to accept his story as true. I must examine in detail the evidence of the
Minister and any other relevant evidence.

As I have said, the fact of the telephone call on 12th December, 1949, is undisputed.
I am unable to see anything sinister in the facts that the call was made from the "silent"
number and that no record of it was made on the File by the Minister. The caller's
number was obviously given to the telephonist when the call was booked. The Minister
made no attempt to conceal his identity from Mr. Bell nor would there have been any
sense or point in his doing so. The call was made at an hour when normally no switchboard
attendant would be on duty. In any event, Mr. Bell could hardly keep the appointment
without revealing his identity to some messenger or other officer who would take him to
the Minister.
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When cross-examined, before Mr. Bell gave evidence, as to his purpose in telephoning
Mr. Bell and asking him to call, the Minister said: "There was something in connection with
war service settlement and the question of stud leases, as you have mentioned, but I would
have to have time to turn it over in my mind. It is quite a while back."

Later the evidence proceeds:

"Q. Have you got any positive recollection of the occasion when he did come to
see you after you telephoned?

A. No, a very, very faint recollection of him calling.

Q. Have you put any record on the file on the subject of that interview'

A. Not that I know of. I would like to look it up to be sure."

From this evidence it appears that the Minister was saying that he had really little
detailed recollection of the interview. Yet, it was pointed out, at a later stage he was able
to give a detailed account of the conversation which took place at that interview. But to
my mind there is nothing necessarily to discredit him to be derived from, those facts,
standing by themselves. It can quite easily happen that one may have no detailed
recollection of an incident but further thought brings details back. Similarly, the facts
that he first said he did not recollect putting a record of the interview on the file and
later said he did put a note there do not, of themselves, discredit him. Credibility with
him, as with Mr. Bell or any other witness, is a matter to be decided on all the circumstances.

One naturally asks why did the Minister telephone Mr. Bell and make the appointment.
The Minister was asked that question more than once. He said: "My main purpose was to
see if I could get any semblance of evidence to support an inquiry by the Commonwealth as
to why the land was turned down". Later he said that the prime object of the interview was
to try to get evidence of his suspicion that Mr. Bell had approached the Commonwealth
authorities. Later he said: "My main purpose in meeting Mr. Bell in the first place was
to see if I could get anything from him as to whether he used his influence or not ... I thought
I may be able to get some clue in discussing with him ... The main purpose of my asking
Mr. Bell to come along was to discuss the non-acquisition of the land and` to see if I could
pick up any clue from him as to whether he had used his influence and I mentioned it to him
in the course of the discussion. I mentioned that I had in mind probing the matter and, if
necessary, going to the Prime Minister ...

The Minister said more than once that the type of influence which he suspected Mr. Bell
of using was "social influence". Then follows this passage :-

"By THE CommissioNER: What do you mean by social influence?

A. Inviting people to discuss the matter and influencing them as a result of looking
after them

Q. You mean having them as a guest?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you ask him whether he was at Camboon when the inspecting officer was
there?

A. No, I didn't ask him.

Q. Did you ask him whether he had seen any inspecting officer at Kooroomba?

A. No, I just simply told him the feeling that prevailed up there, the feeling
of the people and the opinions they held, and I said, `I feel with them that
you have used some influence of some sort to bring about this decision', because
I think I also went on to mention-I have not recorded it here-that the
whole of the Callide-Dawson Valley was used for dairying and yet these officers
say this piece of land can't be used for dairying. That was the main factor."

The Minister's evidence, in effect, is this : that he received complaints during his
electioneering campaign for the 1949 Federal Election of the non-acquisition of portion of
Camboon for War Service Land Settlement purposes; with those complaints fresh in his
mind and suspecting-on what evidence he does not say-that Mr. Bell had used "social
influence" to prevent the acquisition, he invited Mr. Bell to call to see if he could get from
him any clue as to whether he had used such influence. Yet when Mr. Bell does call the
Minister, according to his own account, did not even attempt to ascertain whether his suspect
had ever met any of the Commonwealth officers concerned. The Minister merely tells Mr. Bell,
in effect, "I suspect you of using influence with the Commonwealth", and let it do at that.
That seems a singularly inept method employed by an experienced and astute man to obtain
"clues". He did not even take the elementary precaution of having a witness present.

When the Minister gave evidence on the second occasion, he remembered not only the
details of the interview of 14th December, 1949, but also to give the exact words used at
times. Some capital was sought to be made of this but I regard it as a minor element to be
considered and of no weight by itself.
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The Minister 's evidence-already quoted-was that he informed Mr. Bell that
he intended to have an investigation to see if the State authority could be used to take the
land for closer settlement and, failing that , he would certainly recommend the exercise of the
resumption right . He also said that he had in mind getting to the bottom of the
non-acquisition for war service land settlement and asking for an inquiry even if he had
to go to the Prime Minister.

It is convenient to deal with this last matter first . More than once in the course of his
evidence-in fact , several times-the Minister said that at the time of the interview he did
have in mind seeking an inquiry even, if necessary, communicating with the Prime Minister,
and told Mr . Bell so. His saying it to Mr. Bell was put forward as one matter responsible for
the latter 's agitation when seen by Mr . Justice Philp and for the concoction of the story
repeated to Mr . Justice Philp . This was in the Minister's mind on 14th December , 1949. He
left on holidays early on 15th December , 1949 , and returned on 13th January , 1950. On 19th
January, 1950 , he approved of the "defreezing" of Camboon without having sought any such
inquiry as he had in mind.

The Minister , in the Police Court, also said that on 14th December , 1949, he had in
mind going to the Prime Minister and told Mr . Bell so. In that Court, in his cross-examination,
this appears :

Q. Did you go to the Prime Minister?

A. No, unfortunately Mr. Chifley was defeated in that election . I had in mind
going to him."

In cross-examination by Mr . Lucas before me there is this passage :

"By THE COMMISSIONER : Do you remember the date of the Federal elections
that year?

A. That was on the tenth.

Q. 10th December?

A. That year , yes, 1949.

By MR . LUCAS: The fact that the political nature of the Government changed at
that election would not make any difference to your approach to the Prime Minister?

A. Well, I knew Mr. Chifley personally and he was a in;an who I could approach
and ask for something.

By THE COMMISSIONER : When you mentioned it to Mr. Bell you knew that
Mr. Chifley , if he had not already ceased to be Prime Minister, would very shortly
cease?

A. It was not actually decided on the 10th?

Q. This is on the 14th. . This is when you had the interview with Mr. Bell on
14th December?

A. They were declaring the defeat of the Labour Government , that is true.

By MR. LUCAS : That was conceded on the night of the 10th, was it not?

A. The final figures were not in until much later.

Q. That is not my question . It is quite intelligible , surely. Did not Mr . Chifley
concede defeat on the night of 10th December?

A. I don't know whether he conceded defeat. I do not know or not.

Q. Did anybody?

A. It was generally

By THE COMMISSIONER : By the time the Sunday morning papers came out it
was a matter of some notoriety anyhow?

A. It was; yes , generally it was thought he was defeated generally but that was
not finally decided till well in the following week.

By MR. LUCAS : But it would have been just as easy for you to approach the
new Prime Minister , would it not?

A. Well, I didn't know him personally.

Q. He would know who you were ?

A. He would, yes.
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a

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q. And you told me a few moments ago that it did not matter what political
complexion the Minister for Post-War Reconstruction was?

A. Yes. As far as correspondence it did not matter much.

Q. As far as making a personal approach you told me?

A. An approach by letter.

Q. I think I put a personal approach to you and I think you agreed that it would
not matter whether the Minister for Post-War Reconstruction was one party or
the other?

If you were corresponding, yes.

I put it to you if you were making a personal approach?

Well, as far as results go I take it they would hear your case, yes.

Anyway, you did not get in touch with the Prime Minister?,,

No, I didn't."

From his evidence in the Police Court he was definitely saying that on 14th December
he had in mind approaching Mr. Chifley. Before me he was saying the same thing and adding,
in effect, that on that date he had Mr. Chifley in mind because the defeat of that gentleman's
Government was not then certain.

In cross-examination by Mr. Wanstall , the matter was reverted to :

"Q.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

You say that you told Mr. Bell on 14th December that you had in mind to go
to see Mr. Chifley on this matter?

Yes, I mentioned Mr. Chifley 's name.

You also mentioned him as Prime Minister ?

Yes-I did not exactly mention Mr. Chifley's name.

You just said that you did?

Yes. That is a slip of the tongue.

I put it to you that you also said that in the police court before Mr. Hickey?

Yes.

Yes?

I mentioned Mr. Chifley was defeated in the 1950 election, consequently I could
not go to him.

I also put it to you that on oath before Mr. Hickey you said, `I had in mind
going to him' ?

Yes.

Just after you had mentioned Mr. Chifley 's name?

Yes.

A. Yes.

And this was your full answer: This is the question by Mr. Hutcheon, `Did you
go to the Prime Minister?' and then your answer, `No. Unfortunately
Mr. Chifley was defeated in that election. I had in mind going to him'?

Q. On the occasion when I first put it to you, your evidence is that what you had
in mind when you were speaking to Bell was going to see Mr. ,Chifley as Prime
Minister?

A. Yes, I had that in mind.

Q. I put it to you that you are lying when you say that and that you know it?

A. I am not in the habit of lying.

Q. You knew on 14th December Mr. Chifley was not Prime Minister any longer?

A. Well, he was defeated, yes, on the final figures.

Q. Are you seriously suggesting that you had any doubt on 14th December as to
who would be Prime Minister?

A. Well, there was a very, very poor doubt, but the final figures had not been
determined.
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Q. It was a landslide return of the Opposition?

A. Yes.

Q. And that was abundantly clear at the close of counting on 10th December,
Saturday night?

A. Well, it was broadcast as being definite.

Q. And it was also conceded by the Prime Minister, I am putting it to you?

A. I am not sure whether he made that concession.

Q. On 14th December you would have been sure?

A. Well, there were some final figures-many final figures to come in from many
of the seats . There were a number of them in doubt at the time , if my memory
serves me right.

Q. Are you now sitting in that witness box and saying on oath that
on 14th December, 1949, you were in doubt as to who would be Prime Minister
as a result of that election ?

A. Well, it was generally conceded Chifley was defeated.

Q. Didn't you concede it?

A. Well, the final figures had not been definitely arrived at.

By THE COMMISSIONER : You were still in doubt personally, were you?

A. I beg pardon?

Q. Were you still personally in doubt!

A. I had an idea he was gone.

By MR. WANSTALL : I put to you that you made a mistake in not having in mind
the clear results of that election when you gave this evidence that you told Bell
that you had in mind to go and see Mr. Chifley as Prime Minister

MEMBER OF COUNSEL : He did not say 'Chifley'.

MR. WANSTALL : He did say Chifley. 'I had in mind going to see him'. He
mentioned Mr. Chifley's name a little earlier. He had in mind going to the Prime
Minister.

By MR. WANSTALL: And you also said it here to me?

A. Yes.

Q. Despite your counsel's interjection, there is no doubt

MR. BARRY : I did not interject.

THE COMMISSIONER: Will you gentlemen have your debates amongst yourselves
outside? If there is any objection to be taken, will you take it to me?

By MR. WAN STALL : Your evidence given here and given before Mr. Hickey about
your telling Mr: Bell you intended to go to Mr. Chifley is obviously unacceptable?

A. I did not mention Mr. Chifley's name to Mr. Bell. I said that I intended taking
this, if necessary , to the Prime Minister . They are my actual words, I think, to
Mr. Bell, as far as I can remember, but I did have in mind, as you say, I did
have in mind going to Chifley.

Q. Did you not answer me a moment ago that you used Mr. Chifley's name in the
course of the conversation with Mr. Bell?

A. No, I am not certain whether I did. I am not certain on that point.

Q. Did you not answer me a moment ago that you did ?

A. I may have, but I am not certain whether I did mention Chifley's name. I think
I did use the words `Prime Minister'.

Q. When you used the words `Prime Minister' on 14th December , there is no
doubt that you regarded Mr. Chifley as the person to whom you were going to go?

A. Yes, I did. I honestly had him in mind, yes.

Q. It would not have been possible for you, on 14th December, 1949, to have in
mind going to Mr. Chifley as Prime Minister, would it?

A. To all appearances he was defeated. The only thing, there was just a
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Q. There is a vast difference between giving that account in 1956 , in the middle of
1956, and giving it four days after the election, isn't there?

A. Yes.

Q. In 1956 you could give that account, having forgotten some of the relevant
details, but you could not have forgotten them on 14th December , could you?

A. No, I would say not.

Q. I put it to you that that part of your evidence is a sheer invention?

A. Na, it is not.

Later the Minister brought up the subject again and was further cross-examined on it :

Q. Do you wish to alter any of the evidence that you gave on Friday?

A. Yes, I would like to make things a little clearer in regard to the
cross-examination . Would that be included?

Q. Yes, anything at all , before I resume'?

A. Yes, in connection with that cross-examination in regard to Chifley as Prime
Minister.

Q. What do you want to alter?

A. I just wanted to convey to the Commission that what I had in mind , turning
it over after my visit to the electorate , was that if necessary I would go to the
Prime Minister to have the matter of an inquiry or investigation as to whether
the argument of the Commonwealth people was sound or not, and I had in mind
at that time Mr. Chifley as Prime Minister. I got a little confused on the matter,
in cross-examination.

Q. Is that all you want to say?

A. That is what I wished to convey.

Q. When you were interviewing Mr. Bell on the 14th, you were quite definite all
the time-up to now-that the Prime Minister you had in mind was Mr. Chifley 4

A. No, not so much there, because I did not mention the word "Chifley" or
Mr. Chifley 's name to Mr . Bell at that time.

Q. But did you not swear in the police court when you were asked why you had
not gone to the Prime Minister-did you not give the explanation that it was
because he was defeated in the election?

A. That is what I am trying to convey now; that I had it in mind before his defeat,
and, when he was defeated, of course , I gave the matter up.

Q. On 14th December you were still of a mind to go to the Prime Minister ; you
were still thinking in terms of Mr. Chifley?

A. Not exactly. In turning it over in my mind prior to meeting Mr. Bell, I had
in mind going to Mr. Chifley , but when his defeat took place I abandoned the
idea.

Q. What person did you have in mind going to when you told Mr. Bell on
14th December, 1949, that you had in mind going to the Prime Minister?

A. It could possibly have happened that, if I had followed the matter up, I could
have gone to the present Prime Minister , Mr. Menzies , but in view of certain
circumstances that had arisen earlier I came to the conclusion that it was not
worthwhile following it up.

Q. That makes your evidence given to Mr. Lucas on Friday somewhat ridiculous.
At page 1687 it was put to you by the Commissioner

`By the time the Sunday morning papers came out it was a matter of some
notoriety anyhow?-It was; yes , generally it was thought he was
defeated generally but that was not finally decided till well in the
following week.'

Your evidence continues-

'By Ma. Lucas: But it would have been just as easy for you to approach the
new Prime Minister , would it not ?-Well, I didn't know him personally.'
A. That is true. I did not know him personally.

Q You were explaining that the reason why you did not go to the Prime Minister
was because of the defeat of Mr. Chifley `?

A. No, not exactly. I just simply mentioned that I did not know Mr. Menzies.
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Q. That is what you were saying there, is it not?

A. No, I simply said I did not know Mr. Menzies personally.

Q. Are you not putting that forward as a reason why you did not follow up
this inquiry?

A. No, not exactly.
Q. Did you not put that forward on oath in the police court in answer to

Mr. Hutcheon

A. I do not think so. What I wished to convey in that hearing was that I had in
mind, when turning it over and trying to think the matter out, how to approach
it, if necessary going to the Prime Minister. I had in mind Mr. Chifley, but
when he was defeated, of course, I could not go to him.

Q. So that this answer by you given to Mr. Hutcheon is in relation to what was
in your mind on 14 December when you were supposed to have told Mr. Bell
you were going to the Prime Minister?

A. I had that in mind, yes. I mentioned that to Mr. Bell.

Q. And it was about your mention of going to the Prime Minister, your mention to
Mr. Bell, that Mr. Hutcheon was asking you the question?

A. Possibly.

Q. I will read the whole passage to you. This, I am assured is a correct verbatim
transcript of your evidence:

`Did you go to the Prime Minister?-No. Unfortunately Mr. Chifley was
. defeated in that election. I had in mind going to him.

Actually, what you were doing was playing Labour politics?-No. I knew
Mr. Chifley. I knew I could approach him.

And you could not have approached the next Prime Minister?-No. I
could have written to him but I did not.'

Do you not say that is an explanation to account for why you did not pursue the
inquiry?

A. Yes, But it does not follow that I had mentioned going to Mr. Bell.

Q. I am not suggesting at this stage that you mentioned Mr. Chifley's name to.
Mr. Bell. You know what I am putting to you. Your evidence so far has been
that in your mind on 14 December was the intention to go to Mr. Chifley?

A. No, not so much. I think that was more of a carry-over, if anything, from my
thoughts on the matter, trying to work up the best approach to it."

Q. You were quite definite on Friday that there was still a doubt in your mind on
14 December because the figures were not final?

A. I explained it this morning when you asked me whether I had anything I wished
to alter. It is because of that confusion. At that time I wanted if possible to
try and clear it up.

Q. Are you still in doubt as to what was the position on 14 December, 1949?

A. Still in doubt as to what?

Q. I will put it the other way about. Do you still say that on 14 December, 1949,
you personally had a doubt as to the result of the Federal election?

A. I could not have had any doubt at that time.

Q. Then why did you say not only once but on a number of occasions on Friday
that you had a doubt and the figures were not final; although the newspapers
declared that Mr. Chifley was defeated, there were still some results to come in?

A. As I explained to you, I could not get my mind to click at that moment, on the
date in question.

Q. Do you not see that you are there giving evidence to explain the state of doubt
in which your mind was?

A. On that point, yes.

Q. You know now, do you not, that in fact Mr. Chifley resigned as Prime Minister
on 13 December, the Tuesday, before you saw Mr. Bell, by 4 o'clock in the
afternoon? Do you know that?

A. That is on the Sunday?
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Q. On the Tuesday. You saw Bell on the Wednesday?

A. Yes."

"Q. Are you serious in suggesting that on 14 December at 11 o'clock you had in
mind going to Mr. Chifley, the Prime Minister?

A. That is why I asked to make the correction. I had in mind prior to his defeat
going to Mr. Chifley. That is what I am trying to correct this morning.

Q. How then do you account for the explanation which you have given not only to
Mr. Lucas and the Commissioner but also in the police court, that the reason
why you did not carry on that inquiry was because of the defeat of Mr. Chifley?

A. That is quite logical.

Q. It is logical, is it?

A. Yes. As I pointed out, turning the matter over after going to the Dawson and
Callide Valley area and finding out the feeling

Q. I am not asking you about the state of your mind?

A.. I am answering the question.

Q. I am not asking you about the state of your mind during that election. I am
asking you about the state of your mind at 11 o'clock on 14 December, 1949?

A. I am trying to explain to you that I was turning this over as to how to approach
it and I had the idea of going to Mr. Chifley if necessary, but naturally when
he was defeated that idea had to be dropped.

Q. And the idea was dropped before you saw Mr. Bell at -11 o'clock on 14 December,
was it not?

A. Naturally it would be, yes.

Q. Because you knew then that Mr.Menzies was the Prime Minister?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you then tell Mr. Bell on 14 December at 11 o'clock that you had in mind
going to the Prime Minister for an inquiry?

A. As far as I can remember, I did, yes.

Q. Despite the fact that you have given the explanation on a number of occasions
that the reason that you didn't go on with that idea was because of the change
of Prime Minister?

A. I have tried to explain. You are trying to twist it another way. I am trying
to explain that I had that idea strong in mind before I met Mr. Bell.

By THE COMMISSIONER : Did you tell Mr. Bell that you then, when you were
speaking to him, had in mind the idea of going to the Prime Minister?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Or did you tell him that you had had it in mind previously?

A. Well, I had it very strongly in mind and I mentioned it to him that I had in
mind going to the Prime Minister.

By MR. WANSTALL : So when you told Mr. Bell that the Prime Minister that
you had in mind going to was Mr. Menzies.

A. I could have followed it up to Mr. Menzies but I dropped the idea.

Q. Give me an answer please. When you told Mr. Bell that, as you have just
informed His Honour, the Prime Minister that you had your mind fixed upon
was Mr. Menzies?

A. I am trying to explain-no, I would not say that-I am trying to explain that
prior to meeting Mr. Bell I had worked up in my mind the idea of an inquiry,
if necessary, and that I had in mind at that time of going to Mr. Chifley, whom
I knew. When he was defeated, of course, that idea had to be dropped, and
then in the conversation I mentioned to Mr. Bell that I had had that idea in my
mind.

Q. Did you say that you had had it or that you still had it when you were speaking
to him?

A. I can't remember the exact words.
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Q. Could it have been that you told him that you had had it in mind at one stage
or other, inferring that you no longer intended to do it?

A. No, I didn't use those words.

Q. Did you give Mr. Bell or seek to give Mr. Bell the impression that it was your
then intention on 14 December to go to the Prime Minister on this subject of
an inquiry?

A. I possibly may have had in mind writing to the Prime Minister if it was
necessary.

By THE COMMISSIONER : Did you tell that to Mr. Bell?

A. No, not in actual words.

Q. What were the words you used, as far as you can remember?
A. As far as I can remember I told him that I had it in mind going to the Prime

Minister, if necessary, to get to the bottom of the affair-that is the reason
that the thing was turned down.

By MR. WANSTALL : Are you now saying in conversation with Bell you put that
in the past tense as an intention you had at one time in mind but not now?

A. I am not sure on that point. I couldn't give you the exact-but I did mention
the matter ; that is all I have in mind of the-that is all I recall of the matter.

Q. Unless you had told Mr. Bell on 14 December that that was then your intention
to go to the Prime Minister, how can you account for your counsel, Mr. Barry,
when addressing Mr. Hickey suggesting that one reason for Mr. Bell's agitation
may have been your threat of going to the Prime Minister for an inquiry?

THE COMMISSIONER : First of all you should lay a foundation for that by asking
did Mr. Barry say something.

BY MR. WANSTALL: Is that so? Mr. Barry did make that suggestion in his
address?

A. Yes, he mentioned something along those lines.

Q. Apropos of Mr. Justice Philp's evidence that Bell was agitated when he came
to see him. You remember Mr. Justice Philp had given that evidence?

A. Yes.

Q. And he was stopped on the conversation?

A. Yes.

Q. Referring to Mr. Justice Philp's evidence about Bell's state of agitation when
he came to him, you have to agree that Mr. Barry suggested to the magistrate
one reason for that could have been your threat of inquiry?

A. That is so.

Q. So that unless you had put it to Mr. Bell, unless it was part of your case that
you did on 14 December threaten Bell with an inquiry to the Prime Minister,
there could have been no foundation for such a suggestion?

A. As near as I can remember I put it to Bell that I intended to probe the matter
to the bottom even if I had to go to the Prime Minister. That is just as near
as I can remember the words.

Q. Would you agree if you said that to Bell the meaning of it was that you then
intended to go on with the inquiry?

A. Yes. I did have it in mind then, yes.

Q. So now we are back to the position where on 14th December when talking to
Bell you are telling him that your present intention was to go to the Prime
Minister for an inquiry?

A. That was my intention at the time, yes.

Q. Moving on from there that means that when you were speaking to Bell it was
your intention to go to Mr. Menzies?

A. It may have been.

Q. It couldn't mean anything else?

A. No. It couldn't have meant anything else. It is quite possible that I had in
mind-I can't recollect the exact impression in my mind at that moment. All
that I remember was that I had advised him that I intended to probe it to the
bottom, even to the extent of going to the Prime Minister. So naturally the
logical sequence would be if the man I had in mind originally was defeated, to
go to the other man.
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Q. It is your present intention on 14 December that I am interested in. So you
are now in the position where you are saying that when you told Bell that you
intended to go to the Prime Minister it was Mr. Menzies you had in mind?

A. It may have been that, yes.

Q. Was it or wasn't it?

A. I couldn't give you a definite answer on that, but I think the natural sequence
would be yes.

Q. At page 1695 of the transcript of these proceedings do you recall having given
this evidence on Friday: the question from myself was, `When you used the
words "Prime Minister" on 14 December, there is no doubt that you regarded
Mr. Chifley as the person to whom you were going to go V Your reply was,
`Yes, I did. I honestly had him in mind, yes'?

A. That is what I am trying to convey. When I asked for this matter to be
reopened when I turned this matter-when I was endeavouring to get some
basis of solving the whole matter that is whom I had in mind

Q. Will you please keep to 14 December and the state of your mind on
14 December, nothing previous?

A. I am speaking just prior to it.

Q. Do you see that this explanation I have just read to you that you swore to on
Friday could not possibly be reconciled with your evidence this morning?

A. You asked me at the opening whether I had anything that I would like to refer
to or alter as regards my evidence, and I have taken the opportunity to say that
I wanted to alter that.

Q. Do you want to alter this answer, `Yes, I did. I honestly had him in mind,
yes.'? The `him' is referring to Mr. Chifley?

A. Prior to meeting Bell, yes.

Q. This is not an answer in relation to the time prior to meeting Bell. This is in
relation to your use of the words, `Prime Minister' in the course of
the interview with Bell on 14 December. You follow that?

A. Yes, I might have made that slip.

Q. Is that a slip and do you want to alter it

A. I do.

Q. So the answer, `Yes, I did. I honestly had him in mind, yes' on page 1695 is
not correct?

A. I definitely had Chifley in mind prior to meeting Bell and I was trying to work
up something to deal with the matter.

Q. Will you answer my question? That answer on page 1695 is not
correct, is it ?
BY THE CotittiussioNER : Would you like to read it?

A. Yes. (Witness examines transcript.) Yes, I think there is some confusion in
that there.

By MR. WANSTALL: Look at the answer right at the top of the page. `They are
my actual words, I think, to Mr. Bell, as far as I can remember, but I did have in
mind as you say, I did have in mind going to Chifley.' That is wrong, isn't it?

A. Yes. What I am trying to convey to the Commission is that prior to meeting
Bell I definitely had in mind if I couldn't probe it by some other means, to go
to the Prime Minister to ask for some investigation as to why the Common-
wealth turned this proposal down.

Q. Will you appreciate that the whole of my questions, Mr. Hutcheon's questions,
His Honour's questions and Mr Lucas's questions all related to the state of
your mind on 14 December, not this ancient history that you are bringing in
all the time?

A. That may be so.

Q. How could that be a slip of the tongue when it is repeated by you on so many
cecasions'?

A. Well, I was a little confused I admit.

Q. You were more than a little confused , weren't you?

A, No, f was j ust confused . I had had a Long day of questioning , you know.
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Q. You are in this position , aren 't you, that having sworn that you told Bell you
were going to have this inquiry made, you have to account for not going on with
it, have you not ?

A. I told Bell that I had in mind

Q. And you then had to give an explanation as to why you changed your mind,
had you not?

A. Yes.

Q. And so when you are asked for that explanation you say it is because Mr. Chiefly
was defeated ? That is right, is it not?

A. I had him in mind . I had Mr. Chifley in mind when I was turning it over
trying to arrive at some basis of approach.

Q. We know that.

A. And he was defeated , consequently I had to forget Chifley.

Q. So you offer as an explanation as to why you didn't go on with your stated
intention , that is the intention you stated to Bell on 14 December, that
Mr. Chifley was defeated ? You follow that, don't you?

A. Yes, my original approach was

Q. So your explanation of why you didn 't go on with the inquiry is a palpably
false one?

A. No, I would not say that.

Q. You now realise that you knew on 14 December ?

A. You are approaching it from one angle and I was approaching it from a totally
different angle.

Q. Well, you approach it from the angle of the state of your mind on 14 December
when you were speaking to Mr . Bell. Unless you believed Mr. Chifley was
Prime Minister on 14 December your explanation falls to the ground , does it
not?

A. No, it does not. I want to emphasise, and I stick to that, when I was trying to
make some basis for approach to this-

Q. I think you made that point.

A. I want to repeat it. I had in mind Mr. Chifley.

Q. That is not the point I am interested in. Why didn't you go on with the
threatened inquiry?

A. Well, there were a number of reasons.

Q. What were they?

A. Well, mainly because of the fact that I didn't feel a further approach would be
successful. Once the Commonwealth officers turn a proposal down my officers
tell me you might as well forget it.

BY THE COMMISSIONER: You knew that before 14 December?

A. They had told me that, but I had hopes up until then.

By MR. WANSTALL : When Mr. Lucas put it to you that it would have been just
as easy for you to approach the new Prime Minister, do you remember what you
told him?

A. No, just offhand I don't.

Q. What should you have told him if you had been telling the truth?

A. Well that I had altered my opinion or I didn't know him or something like
that.

Q. 'And that would be the reason why you would not go to him?

A. I could have written to him I said, but I had time after meeting Mr. Bell to
turn it over in my mind further, and I eventually decided to drop the whole
thing.

Q. Despite the fact that the Commonwealth decision, according to you, had caused
intense resentment in your electorate?

A. Yes.
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Q. And that you had been put under pressure through your electors?

A. Yes.

Q. And that your electors were very incensed and upset'

A. Yes. "

I must confess that this portion of the Minister's evidence left me dissatisfied, if not
with his veracity, at least with his accuracy. His demeanour whilst he gave it was not
impressive.

There was never any attempt to have the question of taking portion of Camboon for
War Service Settlement re-opened. The Minister took no action to initiate such a move nor
was there any correspondence on the subject with any Commonwealth authority. The matter
was simply dropped and, as I have said, the Minister on 19th January approved of the

defreezing ".

Another matter, which the Minister said he told Mr. Bell and which was put forward as
a reason for Mr. Bell's agitation and his defence by attack, was that the Minister was going to
have an investigation to see if State authority could be used to acquire the land for closer
settlement.

On a report made by Mr. Rogers, an officer of the Department, the Minister made
this note :

"Ch. L.A.B.

Examine and advise from the angle of closer settlement for civilians.

T.A.F.

18-11-49.

It seems reasonably evident that Mr. Rogers' report was not completed
until 22nd November, 1949, went to Mr. Mellor who noted his remarks upon it on 25th November,
1949, and then to the Chairman of the Land Administration Board, Mr. McLean, who endorsed
the recommendation on 29th November, 1949. The Minister could not have placed his
direction on the report on 18th November, 1949, because the report was, not then in existence.

The Minister was cross-examined upon this discrepancy at some length but I do not think
it necessary to set out the cross-examination in full. It appears at pages 1680 to 1686 of the
transcript. The Minister admitted that the date must be wrong and suggested that it was
probably an error for "28-11-49".

On 15th December, 1949, below the Minister's direction dated 18th November, 1949,
appears a note by Mr. McLean : "What is term of lease of Camboon. What are Crown
resumption rights under Sec. 146?

W. McL.

15-12-49. "

This notation seems obviously to be the result of the Minister's direction to examine
and advise from the angle of acquisition for civilian settlement . If the Minister 's note was
placed on the report on 28th November , it must have been there when Mr. McLean, on
29th November , wrote the Board's endorsement of the recommendation contained in the report.
If that were so, it seems strange that on 29th November he initiates no action on the
Minister 's direction but waits until 15th December to do it. The Minister left his office on
30th November and did not return until 12th December , so the direction could not have been
placed on the file during that period . It seems to me that the Minister 's direction was not
placed on the report until after his return from the election campaign and most probably on
14th December, on which day, according to his evidence , he sent for the file.

On 19th December , 1949, 11r. McLean recommended that no resumption should be made
until the Crown 's right accrued in 1951 , and on 19th January, 1950 , the recommendation came
before the Minister. On that date he approved of the recommendations of the 25th and
29th November , 1949. If the abovementioned date, 18th November , 1949, was a mistake for
28th November , 1949, there would seem to be no reason why on that last-mentioned date he
should not have dealt with the recommendation of 25th November . The ordinary course the
report would take would be from Mr . Rogers on 22nd November to Mr . Mellor, who dealt with
it on 25th November , then to Mr. McLean , who dealt with it on 29th November , and then from
him to the Minister.

I was not satisfied with the suggested explanation of the date 18th November , appearing
on a document which did not come into existence until 22nd November , that it was a mistake
for 28th November.

A deal of evidence was directed to Exhibit 294, a three -page memorandum which the
Minister swore he wrote after Mr. Bell's visit on 14th December , 1949. Cross-examination
of the Minister was directed to establish that this document was of recent manufacture and
it was also contended that the document itself evidenced that recent manufacture . I had the
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three pages examined by Detective Sergeant Bardwell of the Technical Section of the Criminal
Investigation Branch and his opinion is Exhibit 295. His opinion was that the ink,
perforations and overall appearance were consistent with it having been written on the date on
which it purports to have been written. That means, of course, that he is not saying it was
writen on the exact date it bears but that it could have been written on that date or about
that time.

I was invited to examine the document when it was produced and since. I have done so.
I was also invited to compare the ink with other documents written by the Minister at various
times including about the time this purports to have been written, and also to consider the t,
type of pen with which it was apparently written. I have also done this. But the fact
remains that I am not an expert and I am not prepared to hold on these considerations that
it was only recently fabricated.

There are, however, other circumstances to be considered. If it was written on
14th December, 1949, it must have been the top document on the file when Mr. McLean made
his notation of 15th December, 1949. But that notation makes no reference whatsoever to it.
If the direction of the Minister bearing date 18-11-49 was in fact written on 14th December,
1949, there seems to be no reason why the two should not have been incorporated in the one
noting. Mr. McLean also had the file before him on 19th December, 1949, and `made no
reference to the memorandum.

The memorandum is in the following terms:-

"Met Mr. Bell this morning, he enquired'whether any decision had been arrived
at in connection with Camboon land which had been frozen for some years. He
stressed the necessity to retain the land for stud purposes and that he was being
held up with regard to improving the stud while the land was frozen.

I pointed out to him that Lands Dept. officers considered the stud activities
could be carried on on the retention area in the event of the Crown deciding to
acquire approx. 6 farms covering an area of approx. 10,000 acres.:

He contended to excise the area concerned would make it impossible to carry on.

I informed him that although the Commonwealth officers considered the land
not to be suitable for dairying mainly because of transport, land seekers in the district
would readily apply for the land if offered for selection. After a full discussion
I informed him that I was considering the question of recommending to the
Government that the land be acquired for selection under the closer settlement
policy of the Government. He would be advised later.

T.A.F.

14-12-49."

The first part of the document which refers to Mr. Bell's inquiry as to a decision upon
the "freezing" or "defreezing" of Camboon does not seem quite to accord with the suggestion
that Mr. Bell already knew that the Commonwealth considered the land unsuitable for War
Service Settlement. Although the main purpose of the interview was to see whether Mr. Bell
had used influence to obtain the decision that the land was unsuitable, no mention of that
aspect is made. No suggestion of a further inquiry as to the last-mentioned matter or as to
the correctness of the Commonwealth decision appears. No reference is made to the suggested
reference of the matter to the Prime Minister. Seeing that the Commonwealth had decided not
to go on with the acquisition of portion of Camboon, it would seem that the appropriate place
for this document was on the Camboon File and not on File S.S.L.O.6. However, I do not
think there is much in that last point, standing by itself.

Although I suspect that this memorandum was not placed on the file on 14th December,
1949, but probably between 13th and 19th January, 1950, or perhaps a little later, I am not
satisfied that such was the case. This means that I do not accept it as a completely genuine
document but treat it with reserve. If I had been satisfied that it was falsely dated, that
would have been a very important factor for consideration. As the matter stands, I do not
regard it as assisting me much, one way or the other.

It is to be noted also that the last paragraph says that Mr. Bell was told that the
Minister was considering "recommending to the Government that the land be acquired for
selection under the closer settlement policy of the Government" and that Mr. Bell was also
told that "he would be advised later." Although the Minister gave a direction as to
investigating this aspect of the matter, ostensibly on 18th November, 1949, and although
Mr. McLean recommended on 19th December, 1949, that there be no resumption until 1951,
and the Minister saw this recommendation on 19th January, 1950, nobody ever seems to have
thought of informing Mr. Bell of the decision of which he was to be "advised later." He and
his co-lessee were officially informed of the "defreezing" on 25th January, 1950, but have
never at any time, as far as I have been able to discover, been'informed of the decision not to
proceed with the acquisition by the State for closer settlement.
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I have already said that Mr. Bell swore that on 21st December, 1949, he posted by
registered post the original of Exhibit 259, addressed to "The Hon. T. A. Foley, Minister
for Lands, Brisbane". There seems to me no shadow of doubt that on 21st December, 1949,
Mr. Bell did post at Boonah a registered article so addressed. The registration slip bearing
the Boonah Post Office date stamp is Exhibit 260. The number allotted to the article was
1084. It is also beyond doubt that registered article 1084 sent from Boonah was received at
the Lands Department in Brisbane on 22nd December, 1949, and delivered to
Miss Kean, principal assistant to the Minister's Private Secretary, who initialled the receipt
book.

Was that registered article the original of Exhibit 259? The only subject upon which
Mr. Bell could be writing to the Minister for Lands would be something in connection with
Camboon, the only Crown leasehold in which he was interested. If the letter were opened in
the Department on arrival and were merely an ordinary communication in connection with
the lease, there seems to be no reason why it should not have been placed upon the Camboon
File or the S.S.L.O.6 File. No letter of or about that date appears on either File. It was
suggested that the envelope may have contained nothing or merely a blank piece of paper,
that Mr. Bell was, in effect, merely going through the motion of sending a registered letter
to bolster up his story. If that were so, why register it so that it could be traced'back to him!
There was no suggestion in the evidence of the receipt by the Minister or in the Department
of a registered envelope containing nothing or a blank sheet of paper. I can hardly conceive
that any sane person-and it is not suggested that Mr. Bell is not sane-would go through the
elaborate farce of consulting his Solicitor, then Mr. McGill, getting the latter to draft a letter
to the Minister and then solemnly going to the Post Office and registering an empty envelope
or one containing a blank sheet of paper. That would be completely pointless and would
destroy the suggestion of defence by attack. I am satisfied the registered article No. 1084
received by Miss Kean was an envelope containing the original of Exhibit 259.

The Minister left Brisbane for Sydney early on 15th December, 1949, and returned on
13th January, 1950. It was established by the evidence of Miss Kean and Mr. McCarthy that
a registered article addressed in the manner in which this was addressed would not normally
be opened by either of them; but sent to the Minister unopened. The method adopted for
sending mail to him was to enclose in an envelope any letters marked "personal"
or "confidential" or addressed "The Hon. T. A. Foley" and send the envelope containing them
to the Minister, usually by air mail. The envelope containing this mail would not be registered.
Neither Miss Kean nor Mr. McCarthy had any independent recollection of the registered
article from Boonah received on 22nd December, but, on their evidence, one would expect it
to be treated as similar letters or articles were treated whilst the Minister was away.

When Miss Kean received such an article as this, if Mr. McCarthy was in the office,
she would place it on his table for him to deal with. Mr. McCarthy was in the office on
22nd December, 1949, and there seems no reason to doubt-although she has no recollection of
the particular occasion and could not be expected to have after such a lapse of time-that she
followed her usual practice. The usual practice for Mr. McCarthy to follow would be to send
such an article on to the Minister as above set out. There seems no reason why he should
not have followed his usual practice in relation to this article although he, too, has no
independent recollection of doing so.

There was some suggestion that the article may have gone astray at a Christmas Party
which was held in the Minister's room and which "over-flowed" into Mr. McCarthy's room
where the table was on which such articles would normally await transmission to the Minister.
I am certainly not going to assume that some officer of the Department or some guest stole
the registered article sent from Boonah. There were only two registered articles for the
Minister received on that day and surely, if one were missing when the time came to put them
in an envelope for forwarding, that fact would have been noticed.

The Lands Department Mail Despatch Book, Exhibit 342, shows that on 22nd December,
1949, one packet costing 2s. lid. and one express delivery packet costing 2s . 31d. were sent
airmail to the Minister in Sydney. On 23rd December, 1949, five articles were sent to him
airmail, including one packet and one book. The packet cost 2s. lid., one unspecified article
10s., one 6d. and one 61d. If the normal practice were followed, the registered article from
Boonah would have gone to the Minister by airmail on 22nd or 23rd December, depending
upon what time on the first-mentioned date it was received. There is no suggestion in the
evidence that any of the airmail articles sent to the Minister on 22nd and 23rd December,
1949, went astray.

If the Minister did receive the letter and the allegation it contained was untrue, one
would have expected some action from him. He said he would have handed it to the Police.
It is said that, if he did receive it and the allegation it contained were true, one could also
have expected action from him in the shape of a seemingly indignant denial of the truth.
It was said that "he would immediately put it in issue". Assuming the allegation in the letter
were true, I do not see that this action-or reaction-would necessarily follow at all. The
last paragraph of the letter clearly indicated that Mr. Bell proposed to take no further action
in the matter and to "forget about it", as it were. If the Minister received the letter, there
would seem to be no reason why he should not rely upon this attitude on Mr. Bell's part.

I

i
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There are other aspects of the matter which have to be considered before I reach any
final decision. It was put to me that it would be extremely improbable that the Minister
would make such a proposition to a person of Mr. Bell's political affiliations. That is one
way to look at the matter. But, on the other hand, an astute person, minded to do what
Mr. Bell says the Minister did, might regard it in this light: "I have a powerful lever to
use for I know this man is very anxious to obtain a stud lease and therefore I have a chance
of success. If he accepts my proposal, well and good. If he rejects it, there will be only his
word against mine and I can point to the unlikelihood of my making such an approach to
such a man."

It was also pointed out that the letter from Mr. Bell of 14th September, 1950, and the
Minister's reply of 28th September, 1950, did not suggest "embarrassment" on the part of
either. One would hardly expect embarrassment to be exhibited in such correspondence. The
former letter shows that Mr. Bell was willing to meet the Minister for discussion 'of the stud
lease application and this also, it was said, shows no embarrassment on Mr. Bell's part. They
did not in fact meet. However, Mr. Bell had already in his letter of 21st December, 1949,
which he had no reason to suspect had miscarried-if that were the fact-indicated his
willingness to forget the "regrettable episode" and apparently believed that the Minister
was of the same mind as he was.

Where there is a conflict of testimony such as here exists, the assessment of the credibility
of the witnesses whose evidence produces that conflict necessarily plays an important part, and
one matter of weight in assessing credibility is demeanour. It is not only what a witness says
which has to be regarded but also the way he says it and the impression made--upon the
person who hears him say it. To my mind, Mr. Bell had the advantage over the Minister on
this score. On occasions-some of which appear in passages- quoted-the Minister hedged and
obviously floundered and left me with a distinct feeling of dissatisfaction. Though Mr. Bell
was not what might be called a "good" witness, he left me with no such feeling.

I have already referred to the element of consistency of conduct. Mr. Bell's conduct
in the complaint to Mr. Justice Philp, in consulting his Solicitor and Mr. McGill, in having
the latter prepare a draft letter, in sending the letter and in sending it by registered post
exhibited consistency. They were all consistent with his account of what took place at the
interview with the Minister on 14th December, 1949. The Minister's conduct subsequent to
that interview was not consistent with his account of what there took place. His "main
reason" for arranging the interview does not seem to have been pursued at the interview. He
took no steps whatsoever to implement any action which he said he indicated at the interview.
His notes of what took place at that interview, to my mind, are suspect. The direction dated
18th November, 1949, is also suspect and seems to be an ex post facto preparation. His
evidence as to his expressed intention to go to the Prime Minister is completely unsatisfactory.

The most serious allegation against Mr. Bell's character is that he manufactured his
account of the interview in question. But whether he did or not is the very point in
issue and before that can be used against him the issue has to be decided. To my mind, the
matter which does not redound to his credit is that he was, on his own evidence, prepared
to do what shocked his conscience so long as it was legal to do it. But it does not follow that
he was also prepared to commit perjury.

On the other hand, I am not unmindful of the aspect of the Minister's character
revealed by the transactions which about the same time .taking place between him and
Mr. R. S. White. I have already detailed those transactions and my opinion of them in
the Sections of this Report dealing with the Hawkwood Road Case, Hawkwood Leasehold
and Dutton River Leasehold. There is nothing to be gained by my repeating them. I am not
for one moment suggesting that because he, in those transactions, took a course which I
condemned, he should also be condemned here. But the course which those transactions took
reveal to my mind that he had no very high regard for his duty as Minister for Lands and
was prepared to prostitute his office as such Minister for the benefit of Mr. White. On the
score of character, I think the scales weigh in favour of Mr. Bell.

The fact that a charge under Section 442B of "The Criminal Code", based upon
Mr. Bell's account of the interview of 14th December, 1949, was made against the Minister
and dismissed by the Magistrate has to be considered. I have already dealt with the
legal position of that acquittal and my reasoning and conclusion with regard to it appear
at pages 1603 to 1614 of the transcript of the proceedings. I do not give the fact of
acquittal a great deal of weight. I have seen and heard the witnesses for myself. I had
much more opportunity of observing the Minister as a witness than had the Magistrate.
I saw and heard him give evidence in relation to other dealings and a great deal of such
evidence was. given before me which enabled me to assess his credibility and character and
which was not given before the Magistrate. Before me there was evidence which was
not admitted by the Magistrate and not admissible before him. The fact that the Magistrate
decided that there ought not to be a prosecution as for an indictable offence was criticised
before me and the criticism advanced as a reason for giving slight weight to his eventual
decision to acquit. Whether the criticism was justified or not does not concern me. I
am not concerned with that intermediate decision-as it were-but, with the final decision.
I take that decision into account but give it little weight. This is a matter upon which
I have to, and do, make up my own mind.
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I have given earnest consideration to all the relevant matters including those with
which I have expressly dealt in relation to this allegation and feel satisfied that Mr. Bell's
account of the interview between him and the Minister on 14th December, 1949, is the true
one. I am also satisfied that the original of Exhibit 259, after arrival in the Lands
Department, was forwarded to the Minister and that he must have received it.

I am satisfied that, on 14th December, 1949, the Minister did solicit from Mr. Bell
the gift of £1,000 to Labour Party Funds in return for which, the Minister stated, Mr. Bell
would receive the grant, or favourable consideration of the grant, of a stud lease for Camboon.
In my opinion this clearly amounted to corrupt conduct on the part of the Minister.

SECTION VI.-MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS APPERTAINING TO ALLEGATIONS
OF CORRUPT CONDUCT OTHER THAN THAT ALLEGED BY

SENATOR IAN ALEXANDER CHRISTIE WOOD.

A. Allegation of payment of £100 to Thomas Andrew Foley on or before 17th September.
1954.

This allegation-according to the evidence before me-had its genesis in an anonymous
telephone call which Mr. Creighton said he received a few days before 17th September,
1954, upon which date a deputation of graziers from the Goondiwindi area waited upon the
Minister. The anonymous caller, whose voice Mr. Creighton did not recognise, said that
there was a proposal afoot in the Goondiwindi district to have ringbarking made an improve-
ment under "The Land Acts." This means, of course, to have it made an improvement in
respect of which a lessee would receive Compensation from an incoming tenant upon
the expiration of a lease. The caller went on to say that a man named Forde had organised
something in connection with the proposal and had paid over to somebody £100 made up of
donations from each of ten people. Mr. Creighton said he took notice of the allegation
because a man named Forde had been, shortly before the telephone call, to see the Minister
on two occasions and shortly after the call a deputation did see the Minister on the subject
of making ringbarking an improvement for which compensation should be made.

Mr. Creighton said that, possibly on the first time he saw Mr. Williams after the
telephone call and the deputation, he passed the information on. He told Mr. Williams that
he had heard that £100 had been paid as a "down payment" on a more substantial sum to
come in exchange for an alteration of the Act and that the circumstances linked up-the fact
that Mr. Forde had been twice to see the Minister and the latter's apparent willingness to
investigate the possibility of having the Act amended and, later, some unusual direction given
with regard to the selection of a man named Forde. He also gave Mr. Williams the names
of the deputation and said that Mr. Glasser came in only on the subject of roads and Mr. Gunn
only to introduce the deputation, Neither of those two gentlemen, he told Mr. Williams, had
any part in the matter of any payment.

Mr. Williams' evidence was that he saw Mr. Creighton in the latter's office on the
afternoon of 4th July, 1955. Mr. Creighton mentioned the deputation to the Minister of
17th September, 1954. He said that the purpose of it was to make representations to the
Minister to have ringbarking made an allowable improvement. Mr. Creighton said £100-
ten £10 notes-had been left on the table as a" down-payment" for something they expected
to receive. He also said there were two members of the delegation who could not come but
the eight men represented ten different landholders. Mr. Creighton did not mention any
name as that of the person leaving the money but Mr. Williams' impression was that he said
it was the last man to leave the room. Mr. Williams also said that Mr. Creighton showed him
a list of the names of the members of the deputation and he copied them out, putting crosses
against the two who he was told were the spokesmen.

The account which Mr. Williams said Mr. Creighton gave to him purports, in effect, to
be that of an eye-witness and not based upon any anonymous telephone call. It is difficult
to imagine any reasonable explanation for the disparity between what Mr. Creighton says he
told Mr. Williams and what Mr. Williams says he was told. It would seem from the evidence
of Mr. Bukowski that, when Mr. Williams and other officials of the Australian Workers' Union
saw the Premier, Mr. Williams gave substantially the same account of the allegation as he gave
before me. I can see no reason why Mr. Williams should invent the account which he said
Mr. Creighton gave him and the disparity between the two accounts is so great that it could
hardly be attributed to mistake on Mr. Williams' part.

The transcript of the notes taken at the deputation does not seem to bear out the account
of the proceedings which Mr. Williams said Mr. Creighton gave him. Mr. Williams appeared
to me to be. an intelligent and honest witness.
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I am not really concerned to decide whether Mr. Creighton gave Mr. Williams an
apparently factual account of the alleged incident and then invented the anonymous telephone
call and caller to give an account which would not place him in the role of an alleged eye-
witness. Even if he did, and that amounted to corrupt conduct, it would not be corrupt
conduct in respect of a dealing or dealings with certain Crown leaseholds. But whatever the
position with regard to Mr. Creighton and this alleged incident, there is certainly no evidence
upon which I could find that it took place either in the manner which Mr. Creighton said the
anonymous telephone caller described to him or in the manner which Mr. Williams said
Mr. Creighton described to him.

There is no evidence upon which I could possibly find that £100 or any other sum was
ever paid or promised to the Minister in connection with any proposal to make ringbarking
made an improvement for which a lessee would be compensated on the expiration of his lease.

U

B. Allegation of the gift of a racehorse to Thomas Andrew Foley.

Mr. Creighton in his evidence said that, while he and the Minister were on ,a journey
to Canberra in 1954, the latter told him that Mr. Loughnan-then the lessee of Dutton River-
had given him a racehorse-a colt. The Minister said the horse was in Sydney and he was
going to have a look at it upon this occasion. The information was volunteered apropos of
nothing in particular and Mr. Creighton made no comment. The Minister later told him
that the horse had been killed by a falling tree. Later still the Minister told him that
Mr. Loughnan had also given a racehorse to Mr. J. R. Taylor, M.L.A.

I am satisfied that Mr. Loughnan did not make a gift of a horse either to the Minister
or to Mr. Taylor and that the Minister did not say that he had.

The facts of the matter are that Mr. Taylor proposed to lease a colt from Mr. Loughnan
and asked the Minister to share the expenses of training and racing the colt. The Minister
agreed and a lease in usual form was entered into by them and Mr. Loughnan. Before the
colt was put into racing condition and started, it was accidentally killed and Mr. Loughnan,
as owner, received the insurance moneys payable on account of its death.

I am satisfied that there was no such gift as alleged either to the Minister or to
Mr. Taylor.

There was also an allegation in one of the letters from Mr. Creighton to Mr. Williams
that Mr. Loughnan had arranged for the Minister and Mr. Taylor to visit Dutton River as his
guests and was paying their air fares. There is no reason that I can see why they should
not have been Mr. Loughnan's guests at Dutton River or anywhere else. That, in itself, is
perfectly harmless. Mr. Creighton said that the Minister told him of the arrangement and
the Minister denied that there was any such arrangement and that he told Mr. Creighton
that there was. If he did tell Mr. Creighton I can hardly think he would tell him that
Mr. Loughnan was paying the fares. However as there is no suggestion of corrupt conduct
on the part of or in relation to Mr. Loughnan it is unnecessary for me to resolve the conflict.

C. Allegation of the gift of a tractor to Thomas Andrew Foley or to some other person.

This allegation and the evidence concerning it are so nebulous that I only mention it
because otherwise it might be suggested that I had not considered it.

In his evidence Mr. Creighton said that on some unspecified occasion some person
whom he did not remember said that some respectable gentleman had received the gift of a
tractor for his farm. No name was mentioned of donor or donee and nothing more was said.

The bare statement unconnected with any named or known person was passed on by
Mr. Creighton to Mr. Williams in conversation. Mr. Williams said he received the information
from Mr. Creighton either by letter or over the telephone. Mr. Creighton did not suggest
who the "respectable gentleman" was nor could Mr. Williams suggest who he was.
Mr. Williams did say, however, that the suggestion made to him was that it was Mr. Cameron
who made the gift.

Thus came into being the relevant portion of Exhibit 20, apparently intended for
publication in "The Worker" but quite properly suppressed by Mr. Bukowski. In that Exhibit,
sandwiched in between a reference to the lessee of a property suitable for subdivision being
given an extended lease and a reference to Coomrith and Mr. Warby paying monies to Party
funds, it appears thus :

"It is also rumoured that a very respectable gentleman received a handsome
present of a tractor for his farm."
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The Minister did not have and has not had a farm but his daughter does own one.
If it had been published no doubt charitable persons would have immediately seen in it a
reference to the Minister. What justification there could be for either Mr. Creighton or
Mr. Williams repeating it I entirely fail to see.

There is no evidence whatsoever that the Minister or any other person received a gift
of a tractor in connection with any transaction with which I am concerned or, for that matter,
in connection with any other transaction.

D. Allegation concerning Paradise Island.

As Paradise Island is freehold, I have some doubt whether any question concerning it
comes directly within the ambit of the terms of reference but, as Crown land or, rather, what
was claimed to be or should be potential Crown land, comes indirectly into account, it appears
to me that I should deal with the questions which have arisen concerning this land.

In "The Worker" of 21st November, 1955, the following questions appeared-

"What does the Minister for Lands know about Paradise Island in the Nerang
River just outside of Southport?"

"Does the Minister know if there are any secret negotiations in progress
relating to the lease or purchase of the Island?"

By letter of 23rd November, 1955, published in "The Worker" of 28th idem, the
Minister replied stating " A he land in question does not come under my jurisdiction."

The above queries published in "The Worker" were based upon information communi-
cated to Mr. Bukowski by Mr. Williams in Exhibit 46 of 17th November, 1955, which stated,
inter alia-" ...Many years ago a lease was given of Paradise Island ... At the time the
lease was given ... the Island was of an area that can be obtained through the Lands
Department in Brisbane .. . accumulations of sand and silt ... (have) become part of the
Island and thus become valuable lands ... people who have the lease of Paradise Island are
claiming it as theirs ... Some difference between them and the Lands Department who ...
made a proposition of granting the country to the present lessees, provided they can take
a strip of roadway right round the Island as Crown land. This proposal has not been accepted
by the lessees." There is also a statement that further accretions of valuable land are likely.
The document concluded with a suggestion that, at this stage, the Minister should only be
asked what he knows of Paradise Island and what is all the secrecy attached to negotiations
in respect of the Island.

The information thus supplied to Mr. Bukowski by Mr. Williams was apparently obtained
by the latter from Mr. Creighton. Exhibit 69, written by him to Mr. Williams on 2nd November,
1955, after a reference to "a bit of dirty work done over Lennons Hotel at Broadbeach,"
continues-" and at the same time ask the Government what it knows about Paradise Island
in the Nerang River at Southport."

The letter concludes with the postscript-" P.S.: You can keep the Lennons Hotel and
Paradise Island jobs till after I see you."

The letter opens with the information that the writer was due in Townsville on
14th November, 1955, and would like to see Mr. Williams whilst there. The evidence of
both Messrs. Williams and Creighton is that they met in Townsville and the information
which was sent to Mr. Bukowski in Exhibit 46 can only have been based upon material
supplied by Mr. Creighton to Mr. Williams upon that occasion. There may have been some
misunderstanding by Mr. Williams as to the nature of the tenure of the Island but that seems
to me really immaterial. In the circumstances, I do not see how Mr. Williams can possibly
have received from any other person than Mr. Creighton the information that there had been
negotiations between the Crown and the registered proprietor of the Island with respect to
the accretions.

In examination-in-chief, Mr. Creighton said that he did give Mr. Williams some infor-
mation about Paradise Island which had some relation to the administration of the Lands
Department but did not remember when he gave that information other than by the brief
reference in Exhibit 69. The information must, in my opinion, have been given as I have
stated above, for I cannot conceive, nor is it contended, that Mr. Williams invented it.
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Mr. Creighton gave evidence of the facts upon which he based the information thus
passed on to Mr. Williams. Paradise Island is freehold but, since the granting of the original
title, has increased in area by some four acres owing to natural accretion from tidal waters.
The Lands Department referred the matter of adjusting the title to the Survey Office and were
informed that the increased area was a natural accretion. Mr. Creighton then sought to secure
from Mr. Korman, the registered proprietor and, apparently, a recent purchaser, dedication
to the Crown of an esplanade around the Island and to that end saw Mr. Korman at the Lands
Department upon a number of occasions. There had also been some attempt by Mr. Korman
to obtain some forms of title or tenure to some land contiguous to the Island and lying between
high and low water marks. Mr. Creighton could not say that Mr. Korman saw any person at
the Lands Department other than himself.

Mr. Creighton desired the dedication to the Crown of an esplanade around the Island,
so that future accretion would be to that esplanade and thus become Crown land and give
the public access to the shores; no doubt a laudable attitude in an officer of the Crown. But,
on the other hand, there can be no quarrel with Mr. Korman's apparent desire and intention
to retain what he thought lawfully his and to ensure that he acquired in the future what he
thought he could lawfully acquire. I am not here called upon to pass an opinion as to whom
the land added by accretion belonged but, at least, I may say that the normal rule at Common
Law is that land formed slowly, gradually and imperceptibly by alluvion on the seashore
belongs to the owner of the adjoining land and not to the Crown. If the title deed to Paradise
Island designates the shores of the Island as the boundaries, it would appear that Mr. "Korman's
claim had considerable substance, but, as I have said, I am not concerned with deciding any
legal question as to the title to the accretions. Mr. Creighton said that he recognised that
the proprietor could refuse to dedicate an esplanade if he wished to do so.

The point is, however, how could those facts be made the basis for suggesting that there
were some "secret negotiations" between the registered proprietor and the Government or
between the former and the Minister or between any persons whatsoever as to a lease or purchase
of the Island? The asking of these questions in an article, one of a series of articles about
Crown leaseholds, quite apart from the actual wording of the questions themselves, seems to
imply that something was going on in relation to Paradise Island in which the Government
or the Minister was concerned and which required investigation or explanation. The
"negotiations" had been with Mr. Creighton himself and, on the evidence, with no other
person, and why they should be characterised as "secret" I cannot imagine. Surely it is
not to be suggested that ordinary business negotiations of the nature in question between the
Crown and an individual should normally be made public. There is a vast difference between
"private" and "secret."

I can find not the slightest evidence, or even suggestion, that there was on the part of
Mr. Creighton or Mr. Korman-on the evidence the only two persons concerned in the
negotiations-or of any other person whatever any corrupt conduct in respect of any dealing
or proposed dealing with Paradise Island or the land added to it by accretion.

SECTION VII.-FINDINGS.
A. I find :

(i) That from the month of October 1950 until the month of March 1951,
Thomas Andrew Foley, then Secretary for Public Lands and Irrigation, in the
purported exercise of such Office did use the question of burr infestation on
Dutton River Holding as a pretext for delaying and did delay approval of the
transfer of the said Holding from Ruthven Limited (in Liquidation) to Robert
Stanley White now deceased;

(ii.) That in fact burr infestation constituted no ground for so delaying
approval of the said transfer and was not in fact the reason for such delay;

(iii.) That in fact the reason for such delay, as the said Thomas Andrew Foley
knew and intended, was to benefit financially the said Robert Stanley White ;

(iv.) That the said Robert Stanley White did in fact financially benefit by
such delay in that the said Ruthven Limited (in Liquidation) was (as it was
required to do under the contract of sale between it as vendor and the
said Robert Stanley White as purchaser and the said Thomas Andrew Foley
well knew) obliged to bear and pay and did by reason of such delay bear and
pay for a period of approximately twenty (20) weeks the sum of approximately
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£300 per week being working expenses of the said leasehold and the stock
depasturing thereon which it had contracted to sell and deliver to the said Robert
Stanley White, which working expenses, had it not been for such delay, the said
Robert Stanley White would have had to bear and pay;

(v.) That the above-described conduct of the said Thomas Andrew Foley
constituted corrupt conduct in relation to a dealing with a Crown leasehold, namely
the said Dutton River Holding.

B. I find :

(i.) That on 16th May, 1951, the said Thomas Andrew Foley, in the purported
exercise of his said Office, approved of the exemption of the said Robert Stanley
White from conditions lawfully attached to the lease of the said Dutton River
Holding, which conditions provided that the lessee thereof should maintain a
marsupial-proof fence erected upon and around portion of the said Holding and
should depasture sheep upon the said portion so enclosed ;

(ii.) That the said Thomas Andrew Foley made no inquiry or investigation
before approving of the said exemption;

(iii.) That the said exemption was to the financial benefit of the said Robert
Stanley White;

(iv.) That the said Thomas Andrew Foley knew and intended that the said
Robert Stanley White would so benefit by the said approval and granted such
approval with such intention and for the purpose only of such benefit;

(v.) That the above-described conduct of the said Thomas Andrew
Foley constituted corrupt conduct in relation to a dealing with a Crown leasehold,
namely Dutton River Holding.

C. I make no finding as to the guilt or innocence of the said Robert Stanley White of
corrupt conduct in relation to any dealing with any Crown leasehold.

D. I find :

(i.) That on 14th December, 1949, the said Thomas Andrew Foley whilst
Secretary for Public Lands and Irrigation did solicit from one Francis Marsh Bell
a donation to Labour Party Funds of £1,000 in return for which donation the said
Thomas Andrew Foley stated to the said Francis harsh Bell that he, the said
Francis Marsh Bell, would receive the grant of, or favourable consideration of the
grant of, a stud lease in respect of the Crown leasehold known as Camboon Holding;

(ii.) That the above-described conduct of the said Thomas Andrew
Foley constituted corrupt conduct in relation to a dealing with a Crown leasehold,
namely the said Camboon Holding.

E. I find that, other than as hereinbefore set out, there was no corrupt conduct on the
part of any person in relation to any dealing with any Crown leasehold coming within the
scope of Your Excellency's Commission.

F. I find that, except as is hereinbefore set out in Finding D, the allegations of
corruption relating to dealings with certain Crown leaseholds made by Senator Ian Alexander
Christie Wood in a speech delivered by him on the sixteenth day of February, 1956, in the
Senate of The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia are unsupported by evidence and
are unfounded.

SECTION VIII.-CONCLUSION.

It will be noticed that I have made scant mention during the course of this Report to
Your Excellency of the articles which appeared in "The Worker," the material supplied by
Mr. Williams to Mr. Bukowski as a basis for those articles and the correspondence whereby
Mr. Creighton supplied most of that information to Mr. Williams. The first and second were
almost wholly dependent on the third and the third consisted of accusations and insinuations
and not of evidence. As I early said I am not concerned with Mr. Creighton's conduct unless it
was corrupt conduct and, however misguided, however extravagant, or however wrong his
correspondence and conduct may have been, I cannot persuade myself that it amounted to
corrupt conduct in respect to any dealings with Crown leaseholds.
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At the conclusion of the proceedings I was asked to recommend that the costs of some of
the persons who had legal representation before the Commission should be paid by the Crown.
However sympathetic I may feel towards some person who has had a baseless allegation made
against him-such, for example, as Mr. Fleming-I feel that I should make no such recommen-
dation. In the first place I have no power to order that the person who made an accusation
which proved to be without foundation should pay the costs of the person accused. If I recom-
mended that a person making such an accusation should pay the costs incurred in investigating
it there is no power in anyone at all to enforce the recommendation. To make it would be sterile.
If the person responsible for an accusation or allegation may not be made to bear the costs of
investigating it I fail to see why the community should bear them. In criminal cases the Crown
does not bear the successful defendant's costs. Moreover, here there were Counsel appointed to
assist the Commission and to them any person who had relevant evidence to give, whether to
support an allegation or to rebut one, could have resorted. It was not of necessity that any
person had personally to retain Counsel or solicitors. For these reasons I make no recommenda-
tion as to costs incurred by any person.

I wish to express my appreciation of the assistance afforded by Counsel appointed to
assist me, by all other Counsel, by the Secretary, by the members of the State Reporting Bureau
who recorded and transcribed the evidence and by Miss Pinner who typed this Report.

I have the honour to be,

Your Excellency's most obedient servant,

A. B. Douoras, K. R. TOWNLEY,
Secretary. Commissioner.

8th June, 1956.
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APPENDIX "A "

List of Witnesses.

Name.

BELL, FRANCIS MARSH

BEEOIN, JAMES JOSEPH

BoYD, WALTER HrBEBT

Bt$owsxx,Rooavs JossiH JoHN

CAMEBON,KENNETH BEAucHAMP

CREIGHTON, VxviAN Rooxas

DAnvALL, CHOLMONDELEY ORMB

DIPLOCK, LESLIE FRANK

Dvasicy, JOHN JOSEPH

EvANS, EBNEST

FLEmNG, PETER

FoLEY, THOMAS ANDREW

KEAN, MARGARET

MOCABTHY , THOMAS JOSEPH

McGna. , JAMES DOUOLAs

P- , RosLYN FosTER Bowis

WILLIAMS, CECIL WALLACE EDGAR
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APPENDIX "B ."

ROYAL COMMISSION EXHIBITS.

No.

24

Particulars.

Federal " Hansard "
State " Hansard " Evans Speech
Land Information
Meeting 17th September, 1954
Worker item 18th July, 1955
Information 11th June, 1955
Letter Foley to Bukowski 19th July, 1955
Letter Williams to Bukowski 19th July, 1955 Enclosures
Letter Williams to Bukowski 21st July, 1955
" Worker " 25th July, 1955
Letter Williams to Bukowski and enclosure
Letter Williams to Bukowski and enclosure 27th July, 1955
Letter Williams to Bukowski 27th July, 1955
Letter 28th July, 1955
Telegram 29th July, 1955 Williams to Bukowski
K. Cameron
" Worker " 1st August, 1955
Letter from Williams 4th August, 1955
" Worker " 8th August, 1955
Letter from Williams 8th August, 1955
Letter from Williams 10th August, 1955
Letter from Williams 11th August, 1955
" Worker " 15th August, 1955

(Would go before house.)
" Worker " 15th August, 1955

" More Information."
Letter " Old Soldier " August, 1955
Letter 17th August, 1955 (re Aberfoyle Williams)
Letter Thomas 18th August, 1955
Letter R. S. L. 20th August, 1955
" Worker " 22nd August, 1955
Letters Williams 25th August, 1955
Anonymous letter and Envelope 20th August, 1955

Envelope cutting.
" Worker " 29th August, 1955

Short article re Bukowski going before house.
" Worker " 12th September, 1955

" Canberra Journalist raises "
Letter Thangool 14th September, 1955 and envelope
" Worker " 19th September, 1955
Letter Williams 22nd August, 1955
" Worker " 3rd October, 1955
Letter 8th October, 1955 Corency
" Worker " 17th August, 1955
" Worker " 24th October, 1955
Letter Williams 25th October, 1955
" Worker" 31st October, 1955 (both articles)
Letter 4th March, 1952 Mathison to Brown
Memorandum Williams 7th November, 1955
" Worker " 14th November, 1955
Letter Williams 17th November, 1955
" Worker " 21st November, 1955 (Paradise Island)
Letter from Quinlan and Miller
" Worker " 28th November, 1955
Memorandum Check Warrinilla
Letter to Howman 9th November, 1955
Meeting Townsville A. L. P.
Cameron to Mann 24th May, 1955 and reply 3rd June, 1955
Anonymous re Mount Abundance 30th November, 1955
Name on Exhibit 4 supplied by Mr. Bukowski
Name and address of person who gave information to Williams
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APPENDIX "T'-continued.

No.

57
58
59
60
61

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

90
91
92
93
94
95
96

97
98
99
100
101
102
103

104
105

106
107
108
109

110

111
112
113

114
115
116
117

118
119
120

Particulars.

Letter Brisbane-Tuesday Dear Edgar
Letter Brisbane 1st June, 1955
Letter Brisbane June, 1955
Gunn's Deputation-Original
Sheets of paper re Woolerina

Wynbah
Tilbaroo
Kilcummin

from Creighton to Williams
Letter from " V for Victory " (Sorry run out of paper)
Letter unsigned to " E for Energy " (Worker article damp squib)
Letter 14th July, 1955 from " V for Victory " to Edgar (Well it didn't

take long)
Letter to Dear Edgar 19th July, 1955 unsigned
Document headed Bullamon Plains and Lundavra Aggregations
Letter received 20th October, 1955 Dear Edgar Victor
Letter Brisbane 21st October, 1955 Dear Edgar from V for Victory
Letter Brisbane 2nd November, 1955 Energy V for Victory
Letter headed " Shire of Kingaroy "
Telegram 25th July, 1955 Creighton to Williams
Transcript of Deputation 17th September, 1954
Copy letter Williams to Boland 18th July, 1955
Letter in reply from Boland 6th August, 1955
B. for Identification-Green Folder
Lands Information 7th November, 1955
A. for Identification-Remainder of E. Williams Files
Memorandum-V. Creighton to Hon. Minister 31st July, 1952
Pamphlet explaining 1952 Amendment Act
Map prepared 1953

LuxnavB.A.
Letter-K. B. Cameron-received 8th June, 1953
Hon. Minister's Minute
Memorandum 16th June, 1953
Telegram-Cameron to Hon. Minister 16th June, 1953
Letter-K. B. Cameron to Hon. Minister 18th June, 1953
Letter-Hon. Minister to Cameron 1st July, 1953
Letter-Cameron to Chairman 23rd July, 1953
Report-Assessor Cochrane 14th May, 1954
Letter-Secretary to Cameron 20th May, 1954
Letter-Cameron to Secretary 24th May, 1954
Memorandum-Chairman to Hon. Minister 1st June, 1954 (File 3007

St. George)
Minute-Hon. Minister 15th July, 1954
Memorandum-J. Bergin to Secretary 16th July, 1954
Memorandum-J. Bergin 19th July, 1952
Letter-V. J. Coogan to J. Bergin 4th August, 1955
Memorandum by J. Bergin 25th July, 1955
Memorandum-5th October, 1955
Memorandum unsigned with Schedules (3) of Tenures of Lundavra and

Bullamon Plains and Summary of Part II.

BoMBINE.
Letter-W. J. Warby to Board 21st November, 1953
Submission for Report and Recommendation 1st December, 1953
Design of Selection Subdivision
Letter-Board to W. J. Warby 30th June, 1955
Hon. Minister's Memorandum 16th August, 1955
Memorandum-25th August, 1955
Letter-Hon. Minister to W. J. Warby 31st August, 1955

with Minute by Hon. Minister 18th October, 1955

Fmx 10034
Memorandum by Hon. Minister 5th July, 1954
Application (Part II.) by M. T., J. E., Jean, D. M. and G. A. Warby

dated 1955 (Office stamp 7-9-55)
Report-Development Conditions 5th September, 1955
Submission for Report and Recommendation 12th September, 1955
Green Folder-J. Bergin's Report
Comments on above Report by V. R. Creighton dated 2nd March, 1956

CHARLOTTE PLAms AND DuTTox Rivnx.
Memorandum-Private Secretary to Secretary Board 12th September,

1950
Letter from Cannan and Peterson 29th September, 1950
Further letter from Cannan and Peterson 4th November, 1950
Letter from Cannan and Peterson 10th October, 1950 bearing Hon.

Minister's Notes 18th October, 1950
Application for Transfer with Note by Hon. Minister
Letter from Feez Ruthning 10th November, 1950
Instruction to Land Commissioner to Report 15th November, 1950
Land Commissioner's Report 20th November, 1950 and notes 5th

November, 1950
Note on visit by White 28th November, 1950
Burr Report (Received) 22nd December, 1950
Further Burr Report, 5th February, 1951
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APPENDIX "T'-continued.

No.

121

122
123
124
125
126
127

128
129

130
131
132
133
134

135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143

144

145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152

153
154

155

156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

164
164

185
186
167

188
189
170
171
172
173

174

175

176

177
178

179
180
181

Particulars.

Letter from Feez Ruthning with note referring to direction of Cabinet,
26th February, 1951

Letter in reply by Hon. Minister
Transcribed report of Conference, 6th March, 1951
Draft of clause to be inserted in Agreement
Approval to Transfer 19th March, 1951
Letter Cannan and Peterson to Secretary, Board 17th November, 1953
Approval by Hon. Minister 23rd November, 1953

BLADENSBURG AND BURUDA.
Advice re application-New Lease
Occupation License to Australian Agricultural Company 3rd December,

1943
Reference to 31st March, 1943 as expiry of lease
Recommendation to subdivide 8th July, 1946
Hon. Minister's approval 10th July, 1948
Letter to Cannan and Peterson 14th November, 1947
Query re Soundness of design supplied by V. R. Creighton 13th

November, 1947 for comment (Design supplied 20th February, 1948)
Noting by Chairman 24th February, 1948
Suggestion by V. R. Creighton-Approval 25th March, 1948
Memorandum-Interview W. Boyd and Inspector Schmidt
Memorandum-16th June, 1948
Cannan and Peterson review application for 5-year lease
Report and Recommendation by V. R. Creighton
Note by Chairman 8th December, 1948
Follow up letter from Cannan and Peterson 11th October, 1948
Memorandum by F. Mengel-Buruda in Hon. Minister's Room on

table 22nd June, 1949
Minute by Hon. Minister to prepare Development Conditions for sub.

mission to Cabinet 4th April, 1949
Memorandum-Hon. Minister to V. R. Creighton 5th July, 1949
Report by V. R. Creighton 5th July, 1949
Report by Mr. Muir 21st July, 1949
Application for 10-year lease to licensee 8th April, 1949
Hon. Minister's note to Chairman 19th March, 1949
Further report by Mr. Muir 9th May, 1949
Notes re Interview-Barnett 17th June, 1949
Reference to Chairman to Minute 28th July, 1949

BLADENSBURG No. 3-(SaiALL FmE).
" Gazette " Notification re New Lease 2nd February, 1950
Letter from Cannan and Peterson 24th April, 1950

BURUDA.
Letter to Cannan and Peterson re new lease 15th August, 1949

BLADENSBURG.

Memorandum to Hon. Minister 6th March, 1950
Decision of Land Commissioner 10th March, 1950
Memorandum re date of commencement of Lease 1st April, 1950
Transfer to White 30th August, 1950
Letter to Cannan and Peterson with Minute by Hon. Minister
Letter to Cannan and Peterson 17th October, 1950
Note by Hon. Minister re Solicitor's letter
Transfer of Lease R. S. White to Elsinore Pty. Ltd.

NELIA PoNDS.
23rd November, 1953
Nelia Ponds Letter O 'Mara and Robinson to Hon . Minister , Twenty-

third November, 1953
Instruction
Report from Land Commissioner Twenty -third December, 1953
Submission on Transfer and note by Hon. Minister Thirteenth January,

1954 and note by the Superintendent Stock Routes

Letter to Land Commissioner Fifteenth January, 1954
Letter to O'Mara and Robinson Fifteenth January, 1954
Letter from G. S. Douglas Ninth May, 1954
Report by Land Ranger Eighth June, 1954
Letter from Cannan and Peterson Ninth July, 1954
Submission by Registrar on proposed transfer and note by Hon.

Minister of approval
Memorandum to Chairman by Hon . Minister Twenty -sixth November,

1954
Letter from Department to Cannan and Peterson Third December,

1954
Letter to Lessee Thirteenth January, 1955

KMcVXXN.
Letter from E. Hill to Hon. Minister 23rd August, 1948
Mr. McLean 's memorandum submission by openings branch and note

by Hon . Minister
Letter to Lessee 8th October, 1948
Minute by Mr. Lucy-Hill called on Hon . Minister
Note that Hill be adviand of extension of lease, 27th January, 1948
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APPENDIX "B"-continued.

No.

182
183
184

185
186

187
188
189
190

191
192
193
194
195

198

197

198

199
200
201

202

203

204
205

206
207

208
209
210

211
212

213
214

215
216
217
218

219
220

221
222
223
224
225
228
227
228
229
230
231
232
233

Particulars.

Memorandum to Hon. Minister by Chairman, 22nd August, 1949
Letter from Hill for extension , August, 1949
Letter from Hon. Minister for Agriculture and Stock, 22nd August,

1949
Letter from Lessee to Hon. Minister , 6th October, 1949
Submission, 11th October, 1949; Minute from Chairman 12th

October, 1949 ; Hon. Minister's note , 17th October, 1949
Memorandum to Chairman by Hon. Minister, 21st April, 1955
Submission to Hon. Minister by Chairman
Submission by Chairman, 1st July, 1955
Note by Hon. Minister re interview with Hill, 15th August, 1956

WooimrngA PART II.
Memo by Mr. Muir re call Winter, 30th November, 1950
Letter from Secretary to Land Commissioner, 1st April, 1953
let August, 1953
Letter Hon. Minister to E. M. Winter, 8th December, 1953
Memorandum by Hon. Minister to Private Secretary 14th December,

1953
Memorandum to Winter by Hon. Minister, 14th December, 1953;

Memorandum for Private Secretary, 22nd January, 1954
Telegram Winter to Private Secretary re appointment 27th January,

1954
Telegram Winter to Private Secretary re appointment 23rd January,

1954;
Minute Hon . Minister to Chairman 10th February, 1954
Letter E. M. Winter to Secretary, 26th May, 1955
Letter J. R. Taylor to Hon. Minister, 24th August, 1955

BATO$ 1532.
Recommendation by Board to Hon. Minister re resumptions 16th

March, 1953

Fu.E 24 GEORGETOWN.
Copy of Minute Chairman to Hon . Minister re future of property

4th January, 1954
Letter to Lessee re decision , 16th February, 1954
Surrender in terms of offer , 18th March, 1954

LYNDa1RST No. 2.
Note by Chairman, 16th December, 1954 and by officer openings branch.
Note by Chairman, 7th June, 1955 (Cabinet Direction, 7th December,

1954 J. Bergin confer with them Folio 36)
" Sunday Mail," 26th June, 1955
New Zealand Loan Certificate dated 20th March, 1956
Application for registration of Racehorse
Stamp Duties Office, Sydney-Receipt
Memorandum-Private Secretary to Commissioner of Stamp Duties,

Sydney, dated 15th November, 1954
Letter, Commissioner of Stamp Duties, Sydney, to the Honourable

the Minister
Stamp Duties Office, Sydney, Requisition
Stamp Duties Office, Sydney (Back of Form)
Letter, Hon. Minister to R. K. L. Loughnan dated 6th October, 1954
Memorandum, J. Bergin to Hon. Minister, dated 5th April, 1954
Memorandum, Director, Biological Section to Secretary, dated

28th April, 1954
Memorandum, J. Bergin to Hon. Minister, dated 16th March, 1955
Memorandum J. Bergin to Chairman, dated 8th March, 1955
Memorandum, J. Bergin to Hon. Minister, dated 4th June, 1954
Memorandum, J. Bergin to Secretary, dated 23rd February, 1955
Queensland Country Life dated 8th April, 1954
Application for Drought Relief-K. B. Cameron-dated 22nd Septem-

ber, 1947
" Gazette " Notification, page 1303, dated 17th April, 1953'
Report of Royal Commission, 1951
Rainfall Table, Goondiwindi District
Particulars of applications and potential applications under Part II.

of the 1952 Act
Graph of Wool Prices from Mr. Creighton
Bank of New South Wales Review, February, 1956

" HAw$WOOD."
Memorandum from Hon. Minister dated 28th June, 1948
Memorandum by the Chairman dated 24th June, 1948
Memorandum by the Chairman dated 2nd July, 1948
Memorandum by the Chairman dated 27th August, 1948
Memorandum by Hon. Minister dated 24th Spetember, 1948
Memorandum re Minister's direction dated 27th September, 1948
Memorandum by Chairman dated 4th October, 1948
Letter from Mr. White to Hon. Minister dated 19th Octol er, 1948
Formal grant of extension under 1927 Act dated 27th October, 1948
Executive Council Minute dated 4th November, 1948
Minute by Minister re visit by Mr. White dated 23rd November, 1948
Notice of vacation by lessee dated 28th November, 1948
Land Commissioner's Report dated 14th November, 1948
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APPENDIX 'B"-continued.

No.

234
235
236

237
238
239
240

241
242
243
244
245
248
247

248

249

250

251
252
253

254
255
256
257
258
259
260

261

262

263

264

265
266

267

268
269

270

271

272
273
274
275

276

277
278

279
280
281

282
283

284

285
286

287

288

Particulars.

Report from the Land Commissioner dated 10th December, 1948
Memorandum by McLean dated 30th December, 1948
Memorandum by McLean and Lucy to Hon. Minister dated 7th

January, 1949
Memorandum by Hon . Minister dated 17th January, 1949
Memorandum by Hon. Minister dated 21st January, 1949
Executive Council Minute dated 10th February, 1949
Memorandum by Hon . Minister re interview of Mr. White dated

28th February, 1949
Letter from Mr. White to Hon. Minister dated 25th June, 1949
Memorandum by Hon . Minister dated 11th November, 1949
Letter from Mr . White to Hon. Minister dated 11th January, 1950
Executive Council Minute dated 23rd February, 1950
Pamphlet, " Tomorrow 's Beef," January, 1951
Pamphlet, " Drought is a Killer "
Letter from K. B. Cameron to the Hon. Mr. Gair dated 25th July,

1954
Copy reply from the Secretary to Premier to K. B . Cameron dated

30th July, 1954
Letter , K. B. and E . M. Cameron Enterprises to Hon . Premier, dated

15th November, 1955
Letter , Secretary to Premier to K. B. Cameron, dated 24th November,

1955
Telegram, Bukowski to Hon . Premier, dated 9th June, 1955
Telegram , Hon. Premier to Bukowski , dated 9th June, 1955
Certified copy of Pleadings-Action 1310 of 1954-The Western

Queensland Pastoral Company Limited and G. S. Douglas and
Another

" Hansard " 1955 No. 1, pages 39-44
" Hansard " 1955 No. 4, pages 360-363
" Hansard " 1955 No . 13, pages 909-912
" Hansard " 1955 No. 13, pages 929-932
Draft letter by Mr. A. D. McGill
Carbon copy of letter written by F. M . Bell to the Hon . Minister
Receipt for registered article addressed to the Honourable T. A. Foley,

the Honourable the Minister for Lands, Brisbane
Note by Postmaster Lawrence of telephone call B8321 to 165 at

8.24 a .m. on the 12th December, 1949
Covering letter dated 21st December , 1949 F. M. Bell to Darvall and

Darvall
Letter from War Service Land Settlement Division to Secretary, Land

Administration Board on the 28th July, 1949
Extract from Minutes of meeting of the War Service Lands Committee

4th November , 1949 with notations thereon
Notation by W. McLean dated 29th November, 1949
Report by Rogers dated 22nd December , 1949 with notation by

W. McLean dated 15th December , 1949 and by Hon. Minister dated
18th December, 1949

Report W. McLean to Hon. Minister dated 19th December, 1949 with
note by Hon . Minister dated 19th January, 1950 and further note
by W. McLean dated 22nd January, 1950

Report by E. S. Mellor dated 25th November, 1949
Letter from F. M. Bell to the Hon. Minister dated 14th September,

1950
Letter from Honourable H. B. Collins to F. M. Bell dated 30th July,

1948
Register of registered mail Lands Department containing entry dated

22nd December, 1949
Slip of paper showing the handwriting of Postmaster Lawrence
Safe custody packet of F. M. Bell from office of Darvall and Darvall
Reply from the Hon. T. A. Foley to the Honourable H. H. Collins
Direction by Hon. Minister dated 8th October, 1948 to arrange

inspection
Document dated 9th August, 1949 (War Service Batch-Reasons for

Non-approval)
Name written on slip of paper by F. M. Bell
Copy of report dated 19th October, 1954 with notation by Chairman

dated 16th December , 1954 and by Hon . Minister dated 7th Decem.
ber, 1954

Letter K . B. Cameron to Hon . Minister dated 11th May, 1954
Letter K . B. Cameron to Hon . Premier dated 12th May, 1954
Copy of letter in acknowledgment Secretary to Premier to K. B.

Cameron dated 19th May, 1954
Letter K . B. Cameron to Hon . Premier 22nd May, 1954
Copy of letter in acknowledgment Secretary to Premier to K. B.

Cameron dated 31st May, 1954 with notation
Letter Secretary for Irrigation to Hon. Premier dated 17th June, 1954

and carbon copy thereof comments by Chairman dated 1st June,
1954

" Hansard "-4th and 5th November, 1954 pages 1175-1178
Copy letter Commission Secretary to Australian Agricultural Co. Ltd.

dated 22nd March, 1956
Letter Cannan and Peterson to Commission Secretary dated 3rd April,

1956
Enclosure copy of a letter from Australian Agricultural Co. Ltd. to

Cannan and Peterson dated 31st March, 1956
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APPENDIX 'B"-continued.

No.

289
290
291
292

293

294
295
296

297
298
299

300
301
302

303
304

305

306

307
308
309

310

311

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

325

326

327

328

329

330

331

332

Particulars.

Schedule of improvements on K. B. Cameron's properties
Letter K. B. Cameron to J. Dufficy, M.L.A. dated 1st June, 1955
Letter. from K. B. Cameron to J. Dufficy, M.L.A.
Letters from K. B. Cameron to several Ms.L.A. and replies by certain

Ms.L A.-particulars of dates and addressees and signatories only
Notes of interview between Hon. Minister and J. R. Barnett on 17th

June, 1949
Three-page document on Camboon file-Handwritten memorandum
Report by Detective Sergeant Bardwell
Letter-Commission Secretary to Queensland Meat Industry Board

dated 9th April, 1956
Board reply to Secretary dated 10th April, 1956
Statement by Evelyn Florence Douglas
Duplicate original Memorandum of Agreement dated 31st October,

1953 between G. S. Douglas and E. F. Douglas and Lancevalef
Pastoral Co. Pty. Ltd.

Statement by Eric Neville Jobst dated 20th April, 1956
Statement by Norman Jameson
Letter Canaan and Peterson to Land Administration Board dated ;

3rd October, 1949
Departmental memorandum dated 6th October, 1949 with notations
Letter Land Administration Board to Canaan and Peterson dated

11th October, 1949
Letter Canaan and Peterson to Land Administration Board dated

17th October, 1949
Letter Land Administration Board to Canaan and Peterson dated

20th October, 1949
Departmental report and basis of valuation dated 4th July, 1951
Departmental memorandum dated 18th July, 1951 with notations
Letter Canaan and Peterson to Australian Agricultural Co. dated

26th July, 1949
Letter Cannan and Peterson to Australian Agricultural Co. dated

3rd August, 1949
Letter Canaan and Peterson to Australian Agricultural Co. dated

12th August, 1949 and enclosure-letter Canaan and Peterson to
R. S. White dated 12th August, 1949

Telegram Canaan and Peterson to Argyle Newcastle dated 17th
August, 1949

Letter Canaan and Peterson to Australian Agricultural Co. dated
17th August, 1949

Letter Australian Agricultural Co. to Cannan and Peterson dated
5th September, 1949

Letter Canaan and Peterson to Australian Agricultural Co. dated
31st August, 1949 with enclosure-letter Canaan and Peterson to
Land Administration Board dated 31st August, 1949

Letter Canaan and Peterson to Australian Agricultural Co. dated
2nd September, 1949

Letter Australian Agricultural Co. to Canaan and Peterson dated
19th August, 1949

Letter Australian Agricultural Co. to Canaan and Peterson dated
30th September, 1949

Letter Canaan and Peterson to Australian Agricultural Co. dated
3rd October, 1949 with enclosure-letter Canaan and Peterson to
Land Administration Board dated 3rd October, 1949

Letter Australian Agricultural Co. to Canaan and Peterson dated
5th October, 1949

Letter Canaan and Peterson to Australian Agricultural Co. dated
11th October, 1949

Letter Australian Agricultural Co. to Canaan and Peterson dated
13th October, 1949

Letter Canaan and Peterson to Australian Agricultural Co. dated
12th October, 1949 with enclosure-letter Land Administration
Board to Canaan and Peterson dated 11th October, 1949

Letter Canaan and Peterson to Australian Agricultural Co. dated
17th October, 1949

Letter Land Administration Board to Canaan and Peterson dated
20th October, 1949

Letter Canaan and Peterson to Australian Agricultural Co. dated
13th February, 1950 with enclosures-letter Land Administration
Board to Canaan and Peterson dated 10th February, 1950; Copy of

" Gazette " notification dated 4th February, 1950 page 579
Letter from General Superintendent, Australian Agricultural Co. to

Canaan and Peterson dated 17th February, 1950 with annexures :-
Application for Pastoral Development Lease by Australian

Agricultural Co. dated 16th February, 1950;
Authority to Agent dated 18th January, 1950

Letter Canaan and Peterson to Australian Agricultural Co. dated
6th March, 1950

Telegram Canaan and Peterson to Argyle Newcastle dated 10th March,
1950

Letter Canaan and Peterson to Australian Agricultural Co. dated
10th March, 1950

Letter Australian Agricultural Co. to Canaan and Peterson dated
14th March, 1950
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No.

333

334

335

338
337

338

339
340
341
342
343
344

345

346

347

348
349

350

351
352 to
358
352

353

354

355

356
357

358

359

360

361

362

363

364

365

366

Particulars.

Letter Australian Agricultural Co. to Cannan and Peterson dated
19th April, 1950

Letter Land Administration Board to Australian Agricultural Co.
dated 29th May, 1950

Letter Australian Agricultural Co. to Cannan and Peterson dated
5th May, 1950

Telegram Schmidt to Argyle Newcastle dated 14th June, 1950
Letter Australian Agricultural Co. to Cannan and Peterson dated

15th June, 1950
Letter Manager, Corona (Australian Agricultural Co.) to General

Superintendent, Australian Agricultural Co. dated 2nd September,
1950

Statement by William Archer Gunn
Statement by Malcolm Cochrane dated 12th April, 1958
Lands Department Postage Book
Extract from Despatch Book
Reply dated 28th September, 1950 Lands Department to F. M. Bell
Letter Hon. T. A. Foley to Hon. H. H. Collins dated 16th September,

1948 (File S. S. L. 0. 6)
Letter Under Secretary, Department of Agriculture and Stock to

Secretary, Land Administration Board dated 24th September, 1948
Letter Under Secretary, Department of Agriculture and Stock to

Secretary Land Administration Board dated 29th April, 1949
Report enclosed with Exhibit 346 by R. G. Chester (Agriculture and

Stock) to Director Animal Husbandry dated 7th March, 1949
Letter F. M. Bell to Hon. H. H. Collins dated 8th July, 1949
Page 238 Kilcummin file-Notation by Hon. T. A. Foley on a letter

dated 6th November , 1949 from White (Pen and ink specimen)
Page 240 Kilcummin file-Notation by Hon. T. A. Foley on

memorandum dated 8th November, 1949 (Pen and ink
specimen)

Memorandum to the Honourable the Minister dated 21st January,
1949-Hawkwood Road closure file

Memorandum dated 24th January, 1949
Pen and ink samples

Memorandum by Mr. McLean dated 21st January, 1949 with Hon.
Minister 's note thereon

Letter from Mundubbera Shire Council dated 4th November, 1948
initialled by Hon. Minister on 10th November, 1948

Letter from Mundubbera Shire Council dated 22nd August, 1951 with
notation by Hon. Minister dated 5th September, 1951

Buruda file page 70 with notation by Hon. Minister dated 4th April,
1949

Scribbling block notes of speeches from August to December, 1950
Five documents with notes on each with Scriball pen taken from

miscellaneous files
Notes re lecture Gatton Agricultural College dated 17th November,

1950
Letters of samples of Hon. Minister's handwriting with the same

Scriball pen
Certified copy of Police Court proceedings J. E. Donovan v. T. A.
Foley

Copy letter Commissioner to Hon. Premier dated 16th April, 1958 and
reply of same date

Copy letter Commissioner to Honourable P. J. R. Hilton dated
27th April, 1956 and reply dated 2nd May, 1956

Copy letter Commissioner to Honourable A. Jones dated 27th April,
1956 and reply dated 1st May, 1956 enclosing portion of Exhibit 96

Copy of letter Commissioner to J. P. Lucy, Esquire dated 27th April,
1956 and letter in reply dated 2nd May, 1956 enclosing statement

Copy of letter Commissioner to W. M. McLean, Esquire dated 27th
April, 1956 with replies dated 30th April, 1956 and 2nd May, 1958
and statement

Letter Commission Secretary to E. M. Winter and reply Messrs.
McCullough and Robertson dated 24th, April 1956 and statement

I4b1

By Authority: A. H. TuOxxa, Government Printer , Brisbane.
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